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Introduction
The following issue of Nordlit has as its theme “Centre-Periphery. Avant-Garde
and the Other” and is the outcome of a conference of the same name that took
place in Tromsø on 23–24 November 2006. The peripheral location of this
conference was evident to the many participants in the midwinter darkness of
the Arctic. The theme of the Other is also deeply embedded in Tromsø,
symbolized by prolific Sami Studies at the university, but it was and is
thematized as well by a painting by one of the foremost Swedish avant-gardists,
Gösta Adrian-Nilsson (GAN): “Indianstrid” (Indian Combat), reproduced on
the conference posters and on the cover of this issue. As a homosexual from
Scania in the south of Sweden, GAN was doubly excluded by the Centre,
Stockholm, but he also often painted the Other: sailors, Indians and exotic
creatures such as panthers. In this respect, he seemed the perfect theme for such
a conference.
The conference was organized by the undersigned for the Nordic Network
for Avant-Garde Studies, in co-operation with the Faculty of Humanities at the
University of Tromsø. The Nordic Network of Avant-Garde Studies is financed
by NordForsk as a continuance of the Danish avant-garde research network
“The Return and Actuality of the Avant-Gardes” 2002–2003. The Nordic
network has played a pivotal role in the establishment of a European Association
of Avant-Garde and Modernism Studies (EAM), which has its inaugural
conference in Ghent, Belgium in 2008.
Three keynote speakers were on the programme: Professor Arild Linneberg
(Bergen) opened the conference with “The Aesthetic Avant-garde and the Sami
tradition: A Speech on the inter-artistic Verbal Art of Nils-Aslak Valkeapää
(Áillohaš)”; Professor Eva Forgacs (Budapest/Pasadena) spoke about “Romantic
Peripheries”; and Professor Amelia Jones (Manchester) gave a presentation on
“Performing the Wounded Body: A New Theory of Political Agency in the
Visual Arts”.
The conference was a success, judging by the feedback from participants
after the conference. It is therefore all the more pleasurable to be able to present
a first collection of contributions to the conference, expanded with some
additional essays and reviews, in this issue of Nordlit only half a year after the
conference. A second collection, which focuses on the relation between avantgarde and periphery, will follow. I hope that the rich variety of articles on the
themes of the conference will be of interest for scholars in all aesthetic fields. The
articles are divided into three main categories. Firstly, there is a section
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containing theoretical investigations; this is followed by a section discussing the
relation between different avant-gardes; finally, there is a section presenting
avant-garde artists from different peripheries.
Per Bäckström

The authors possess sole copyright of their contributions. They have warranted to the editors
of Nordlit that permission has been obtained for the inclusion of any materials copyrighted by
others. All questions concerning copyright should be addressed to the respective authors.
Amendment of English is also the responsibility of each individual author.
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The Marginalisation of Art
The Avant-Garde, De-Realisation, and the Art Attack
Richard Murphy
In January 2006 at the Dada exhibition in the Beaubourg museum in Paris an
incident took place involving one of the foremost icons of the avant-garde, namely
Marcel Duchamp’s famous Fountain, the urinal which he signed “R. Mutt, 1917”. A
French conceptual artist, Pierre Pinoncelli, attacked the celebrated object with a
small hammer causing slight damage, for which he was subsequently fined
€150,000. According to reports this was in fact the second time that he had attacked
Duchamp’s piece. On the previous occasion he had given way to an urge of a slightly
different kind and had attempted simply to urinate in it.1 Similarly, when the pop
musician Brian Eno visited Duchamp’s Fountain in the Museum of Modern Art in
New York he had carefully hidden in his trousers a system of tubing which allowed
him to open his fly and aim several drops of his own, previously collected bodily
fluids into the porcelain. In comparable fashion, at a 1999 exhibition for the Turner
Prize at Tate Britain two Chinese conceptual artists took advantage of the
availability of Tracey Emin’s My Bed and stripped off for a quick romp in the sheets.
One of them was apprehended before he had a chance to take off his own
underwear and replace it with the rather grubby pair that Tracey Emin had
thoughtfully included as part of her exhibit of this typical scene from her own
boudoir. The artists described their action as a “performance” (with the title Two
Naked Men Jump Into Tracey’s Bed) and as an artistic intervention, claiming that they
were “improving” Emin’s work, which in their opinion had “not gone far enough”.2
Obviously this is not the first time that an exhibit in an art museum has been
attacked. But it seems significant that rather than involving a mindless attack with a
sharp instrument on a recognised masterpiece simply to inflict damage the assaults
on these avant-garde pieces are of a rather different order, and have a method to
their own particular madness. Avant-garde works appear to be especially prone to
1

See John Lichfield. “‘Performance artist’ stages second attack on Duchamp’s urinal,” The
Independent (London, 7/1/2006).
2
On the incidents with Eno and My Bed, see the article “Art attacks” by Mark Blacklock, The
Daily Telegraph 26/06/2003.. Although Yuan Chai and Jian Jun Xi were arrested for their action
no charges were pressed. Chai had written the words “ANTI STUCKISM” on his bare back.
They said they opposed the Stuckists, who are anti-performance art.
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such onslaughts, and art attacks such as these—clearly not isolated cases—appear to
imply the critique that an earlier “tradition” of the avant-garde is dead or, as in the
case of Tracey Emin’s bed, that it may need help in producing any shock. At the
most basic level it could be argued that such art attacks are indeed also
interventions, that is, a form of continuation of the original joke or even an
elaboration of the original artistic conception. For in a sense the attack actually
renews the avant-garde impetus by asking certain questions about the piece, for
example regarding its museum setting, its canonisation as art, and in the case of the
“real” or “found” object, about its relationship to the world beyond. With a “found”
object for example the art attack reminds us of its original significance as a
mundane object, and so helps to recover the source of that originally startling effect
which in the passage of time has been canonised and overlaid by the veneer of
familiarity, fame or notoriety.3
As real-life actions, it could be argued that art attacks such as these draw our
attention to an important characteristic of the avant-garde and the modernist period
in general: they are emblematic of a change in the role of the audience, involving a
much more active and autonomous relationship to the work. And this is linked to
the attempt to re-draw the reality-frame of the work anew and so encourage the
recipient to rethink the relationship between art and life. In this they function in a
manner similar to the image of the nail that Braque painted into his modernist
picture Violon et palette (Autumn 1909), from which the painting was jokingly
supposed to be hanging.4 Like the avant-garde work itself, the art attack draws our
attention to the division between art and reality precisely by playing with the
indicators of the frame and the boundary dividing the work from its context in a
notionally “external” reality.
A consideration of the art attack helps to highlight a number of key
characteristics and functions of the avant-garde. For example it appears significant
firstly that if the avant-garde work is meant to shock and provoke its spectator, then
these art attacks respond to this provocation by demonstrating a correspondingly
heightened participation on the part of the audience, a commonly observed feature of
modernism and the avant-garde, as we shall see. To the extent that this heightened
3

I agree with Hal Foster’s wariness regarding Peter Bürger’s tendency to focus on narrower
notions of the ready-made, and with Foster’s observation that “not all readymades are everyday
objects.” See Foster. The Return of the Real, Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 1996, p. 231 note 8.
4
A reproduction of this painting can be found at:
http://www.guggenheimcollection.org/site/artist_work_lg_23_6.html .
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participation creates an artistic “situation” similar to a “happening” it also
dramatically “stages” the avant-garde’s fundamental realignment of the relationship
between the art object and the recipient: the idea that the audience is no longer
simply the passive beholder of a fixed art object but the active producer of its
meaning.5 Secondly as an intervention the attack highlights another key aspect of
avant-garde art, namely that the object is no longer a unique, eternally fixed and
determinate art “work” but can also take a slightly different physical form, without
this change affecting its fundamental concept (for example the bed as an installation
could also be reinstalled in a slightly different fashion; another urinal could be found
as a replacement for Duchamp’s).6 Thirdly, the intervention as an “event”
foregrounds the way that the avant-garde also extends the conceptual boundaries of
the work, and that it exists over and beyond its appearance as an object in the here
and now. This also changes the art object’s relation to the contingencies of the
“outside” world. Fourthly, when the attacker steps into the ontological frame of the
work, so to speak, this not only breaks the “aura” of the work but also involves a
blurring of the boundaries between the work and its outside, thereby bringing
together art and life—another key feature of the avant-garde.
In each case the art attack draws our attention to the relationship between the
art object and its recipient as well as to its surrounding context in reality, and so
raises a wider question: the relevance of the aesthetic sphere. For the tensions
between the realms of art and reality, and the blurring and questioning of their
boundaries were crucial for the historical or modernist avant-garde’s self-critical
investigation of the literary and artistic culture of the early twentieth century. The
continued importance of such questions of boundary within progressive literature
and art up to the present-day also provides evidence of an ongoing avant-garde
impulse even within contemporary culture, aiming not only to explore the categories
of the work of art, but to uncover once more its radical or oppositional potential,
and ultimately its wider social relevance.
I have argued elsewhere that the means by which the avant-garde fulfils its key
principle of bringing together art and life is frequently by taking art down to the level
5

See Robert Dunn. “Postmodernism: Populism, Mass Culture, and Avant-Garde”, in Theory,
Culture and Society, 1991, p.242.
6
It is worth noting for example that Duchamp replaced the original 1917 model – documented in
an Alfred Stieglitz photo but subsequently lost – with a slightly different model (containing fewer
drainage holes!) in a series of replicas in 1964. See the reproductions in Leah Dickerman, (ed.),
Dada, Washington: National Gallery of Art, 2006, p. 308.
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of the mundane.7 This strategy also renews the main tension behind such pieces: the
link between, on the one hand, its place and mundane status in the real world, and
on the other, the aesthetic aura with which it is endowed within the world of art
when the everyday item is placed in the unusual context of a museum. This tension
between the two realms is crucial, since as the case of the “ready-made” makes clear,
its very innocence or neutrality—a characteristic that Marcel Duchamp associated
with Dada and its force as what he called a “blank”—has the function of eliciting the
range of aesthetic preconceptions and generic expectations already present within
the audience.8 For these preconceptions are suddenly called up by the unanticipated
placement of the mundane object within this new context, at which point, given the
banality of the object, such artistic expectations are highlighted when they appear so
clearly surplus to requirements. As Peter Bürger has argued, it is in this way that
“certain general categories of the work of art were first made recognisable in their
generality by the avant-garde”.9
Bürger maintains that the central principle of the avant-garde is the bringing
together of art and life, and he points to the movement of aestheticism as the high
point of a development in which the artist tended only to look inwards towards art
itself with little interest in the world beyond. This development also signified the
complete social isolation of art and its lack of wider influence, and Bürger also seizes
on aesthetic autonomy as an example of this self-containment. Yet as I have argued
elsewhere the critical distance that the term “aesthetic autonomy” implies is clearly
a necessary and indispensable component even of progressive and critical art and
literature, and the bringing together of art and life cannot therefore represent a goal
in its own right.10 What I want to argue instead is that the primary issue for the
7

Richard Murphy, Theorizing the Avant-Garde: Modernism, Expressionism and the Problem of
Postmodernity, Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1999.
8
In an interview Marcel Duchamp described Dada as a “purgative”, a way of creating such blanks
that made one aware of one’s dependence or orientation on existing “landmarks”. Dada was “a
way to get out of a state of mind – to avoid being influenced by one’s immediate environment, or
by the past: to get away from clichés – to get free. The ‘blank’ force of Dada was very salutary. It
told you ‘don’t forget you are not quite so “blank” as you think you are.’ Usually a painter
confesses he has his landmarks. He goes from landmark to landmark. Actually he is a slave to
landmarks – even to contemporary ones”. Quoted in Lucy Lippard. Dadas on Art, Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1971, p. 141.
9
Peter Bürger. Theory of the Avant-Garde, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984, p.
19.
10
Murphy, 1999, pp. 26–27.
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avant-garde when we look more closely is really that the sublation of art and life is
only the means to a more important end, which is to highlight the marginalisation of
art in society. My argument is that what has frequently been overlooked is that the
avant-garde object’s “shocking” relationship to the real represents less an attempt to
sublate art and life than a way of protesting the diminished social relevance of art.
Furthermore, many of the avant-garde’s most familiar strategies are more readily
understood as a means of highlighting the problem of art’s social position, and
working out new possibilities for avant-garde criticality associated with the attempt
to demarginalise literary and artistic culture.
Readers in History: Audience, Affect and Social Relevance
Clearly the lack of wider social relevance, which sparked the emergence of the
modernist avant-garde, is not a universal feature of art. In two long-ranging studies
of the history of critical theory and literary affect, Jane Tompkins and Karin Littau
have each surveyed the changes that have occurred in the social and moral functions
of art since the Greek classical period.11 Both studies observe not only the key
changes in the direction of literary criticism, but the historical transformations in
the audience’s expectations regarding literary texts and their possible public
functions.
As Littau observes, it is only relatively recently, from the modernist period
onwards, that the contemporary recipient’s “engagement with literature is confined
to acts of contemplation, understanding, sense-making” while the function of the
literary work is transformed so that it becomes “an object to be interpreted for its
meaning” (p. 86). And as Tompkins notes, what all forms of modern criticism have
in common, whether oriented towards reader response, psychoanalysis,
structuralism, formalism, or thematics, is the principle that meaning is the essential
object of critical discussion, the reason being that “unlike the ancients we equate
language not with action but with signification” (p.203). What emerges from these
studies is that this emphasis on signification, which the contemporary critic takes
for granted, is in fact a very recent development in the long history of criticism, and
that prior to this the dominant and much longer tradition was one of “affective

11

Jane Tompkins. “The Reader in History”, in Reader Response Criticism: from Formalism to
Poststructuralism, Tompkins (ed), Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980, pp. 201–232;
Karin Littau. Theories of Reading, Cambridge: Polity Press, 2006.
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criticism”. This involved nothing less than influencing social behaviour and the
shape of society.
Although classical commentaries are also preoccupied with audience response,
the goal in the classical period was, according to Tompkins, not to produce a
discussion of the meaning of a particular passage but to draw the reader into the
scene of the action, and into its language, so that “the question of what the passage
‘means’ does not arise. Once the desired effect has been achieved, there is no need,
or room, for interpretation” (p. 203). Language was viewed “as a force acting on the
world, rather than as a series of signs to be deciphered” (ibid.). Citing Aristotle,
Tompkins shows that when he is describing pity and fear he is interested above all
in the “vividness of impression”, in the “concentrated effect”, and in the extent to
which the work of art achieves its main goal, which is to be “striking” (ibid.). With
Plato too the text is not important as an object of analysis, precisely because
literature is there not for its own sake but in order to produce results, for example to
affect behaviour, to shape civic morality and to make better citizens (p. 204). At this
stage then, literary and artistic culture is clearly oriented towards its social impact.
In Renaissance art a social function still predominates, and literature is
conceived in terms of guiding behaviour and public morals. Sir Philip Sidney
encapsulates a common sentiment with the notion that literature has a moral
dimension, and “moveth to virtue”.12 At the same time the operative critical values
are also often linked to the needs of literary patronage and public relations. Far from
being associated with an autonomous aesthetic value, literature here is aimed at a
particular audience and specific forms of social influence, namely the need to
memorialise, praise, thank or petition. In the Enlightenment there is a turn away
from the classical emphasis on rhetoric as the art of persuasion and as the means by
which discourse can exert an influence upon the world, and instead there is an
increasing tendency to view the aesthetic as a value in its own right. As Littau
discerns, “the greater emphasis on affect, as opposed to effect, signals a retreat from
a public into a more intimate sphere: the private world of emotions and sensations”
(p. 89). And what develops here is of course a new conception of human
subjectivity, now defined increasingly according to the values of understanding,
emotion and individualism. By the time of the Romantics this move towards the
private sphere has developed such that the emphasis is less upon the way that the
work moves the audience to act in a particular way, than upon its significance for
12

Philip Sidney. An Apology for Poetry, quoted in Littau, Theories of Reading, p. 88.
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the particular sensibility of the literary genius, and for the mental and emotional
powers of the poet. And at the same time that “claims are made for the power of
poetry to transform human consciousness” the poet starts to be described as lonely
and ineffectual (Tompkins p. 217). Consequently, as Littau points out, “with the
reader increasingly distant […] literature becomes a subjective expression of its
author’s personality, an introverted form of communication by a solitary artist to a
reader, whose reaction this author can barely gauge” (p. 91).
The concentration on the isolated poet-genius, and on poetry as feeling and
confessional, means that literature appears increasingly to be written for its own
sake. Correspondingly literary criticism demonstrates less interest in the effect of
literature upon the audience or upon the wider world, and increasingly concerns
itself with what literature is, in other words, with literature as an end in itself. If the
separation of literature from everyday life was already observable in Romanticism,
with the beginnings of modernism in the late nineteenth century the ever-widening
gap between literary activity and social-political life becomes crucial in triggering
the response of the modernist avant-garde.13 For the line of development sketched
out by Tompkins and Littau regarding affect and the social function of literary
culture can also be read as mapping out what I have called the progressive
marginalisation of literary and artistic culture, that is, its alienation and separation
from society and history. This trend culminates in what Peter Bürger in his Theory
of the Avant-Garde has linked to the idealisation of aesthetic autonomy, epitomised
by the late nineteenth-century movement of aestheticism. Art in the case of “l’art
pour l’art” is an end in itself with no social or moral use. The writer is entirely selfabsorbed and completely alienated from society, and speaks at most to a small group
of like-minded thinkers, with an ideal audience of just one.
The Modernist Avant-Garde and Modernist Order
Yet if the modernist avant-garde emerges to react against aestheticism and art’s
increasing social and political marginalisation, at the same time there is an equally
powerful trend within modernist literary and artistic culture oriented towards the
critical goal of keeping culture separate from contamination by practical or political
ideas. Contemporaneous with some of the high points of modernism, the influential
criticism of the American “New Critics” holds fast to a literary culture of social and
political “disinterestedness,” geared to preserving a stable, organised and balanced
13

On this separation of art and life see also Tompkins, 1980, p. 217.
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response to the chaos and disorder of modernity. These critics are interested above
all in organic unity, structure and meaning, whether reconciled within the text itself
or within the reader. The complexities, contradictions and paradoxes in the text are
ultimately brought to a harmonious resolution because, as Littau observes, what
matters is that poetry “provides a degree of order and harmony, through unity,
which is missing from life, and in particular modern life with all its confusion and
disorder” (p. 97).
This urge to reconciliation is by no means limited to the Anglo-American field,
and it is worth noting that similar discussions regarding modernist writing took
place on the continent during the so-called “Expressionism Debates” of the 1920s.
Indeed, none other than Georg Lukacs had argued there against the way that the
expressionist writers for example had reacted to the chaos of modernity by merely
reflecting the fragmented and alienated surface of society with their similarly
fragmented and disunified texts. In other words he criticised the fact that with
techniques such as the montage they had precisely failed to provide unified forms
and meanings, or the kind of rounded, unified and organic formal structure that
would offer a sense of “closure” or “covering over” (“Zudecken”) in response to
modernity’s disorder. Setting the agenda for an avant-garde form of modernism
Ernst Bloch however had countered Lukacs by asking ironically, “would it have been
better if [the expressionists] had served as doctors at the sickbed of capitalism? If
they had stitched together the surface of ‘reality’ rather than ripping it open even
further?”14
This discussion points to the basis for what could turn out to be a crucial
distinction between two very different artistic approaches within modernism. On
the one hand there is the version of a “harmonious” modernism (advocated by the
New Critics) that responds to the experience of modernity and to its characteristic
turmoil, alienation and disarray in a compensatory fashion by providing the basis
for a sense of unity, cohesion and order. And on the other, the opposing tendency
within modernism—and frequently within the same work—is associated with the
historical or modernist avant-garde, and reflects the chaotic and fragmented face of
modernity through correlative forms, such as its strategies of interruption,
discontinuity and montage. It resists any sense of overall narrative coherence or
pattern, and postpones closure.

14

On these debates between Lukacs and Bloch see my Theorizing the Avant-Garde, p. 16.
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While both of these modernist approaches make increased demands upon the
audience, clearly the modernist avant-garde’s disruptive strategies will call for
heightened activity, and for new and creative modes of response on the part of the
recipient. For example the uprooted fragments of the “real” world in collage and
montage works will make the demand most forcefully of all that the recipient needs
to become an artistic collaborator and to forge the links between these fragments in
order to construct a new and meaningful context. The blank meaninglessness of the
avant-garde text (such as a found object, or a dada or surrealist sound poem) will
also present the very idea of meaning-construction as a challenge, and will tend to
function by bringing to light the (frustrated) expectations and conventional aesthetic
criteria of the recipient, rather than by presenting any meanings “contained” within
the artwork itself.
Thus if all modernist works bring to fore this heightened activity and highlight
the enhanced role of the reader, this is most pronounced in the case of the art and
literature of the modernist avant-garde, which escalates this tendency and vastly
multiplies the number of textual discontinuities, gaps and “semantic vacuums” in its
typical montage works and reality fragments. It is perhaps no coincidence then that
the boom in critical theory in 1960s and 1970s saw the rise to prominence of reader
response theory, and that one of the principal methodologies posing the question of
how the audience makes sense of the text was the reception theory (or
“Wirkungsästhetik”) of Wolfgang Iser, with its focus on the mainstay of the avantgarde: discontinuities, interruptions, textual blanks and indeterminacies.
Wolfgang Iser: Blanks, Gaps and the Aesthetics of Fragmentation
If the historical trend in literary criticism indicates an attempt to exclude the
recipient (along with discussions of affect and personal feelings), with the emergence
of reader response theory the audience is put back into the frame. Rather than
discovering meaning, as a kind of “figure in the carpet” hidden away and waiting
simply to be discovered within a stable and fixed text, critics such as Wolfgang Iser
begin to set out the parameters for the reader’s role in making meaning.
Essential for Iser’s model is the idea that all literary texts contain “empty
spaces,” places of indeterminacy, “vacancies” or semantic “blanks” that the reader
must fill, as for example when the reader is obliged to make sense of a narrative or
plot development by connecting various sections of the text, or to resolve a
contradiction between the differing viewpoints of characters or narrators. The
reader is guided in this activity by signals within the text, some of which are
13
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themselves left for the reader to determine. The unformulated aspects of the text are
crucial in encouraging reader’s activity of understanding.15 For as Iser
demonstrates, these gaps of indeterminacy in the text do not have to be completed
by the reader in a predetermined fashion, but can be resolved by readers so as to
produce a variety of meanings in a variety of ways. Thus, “one text is potentially
capable of several different realisations, and no reading can ever exhaust the full
potential” (p. 280). The image he gives in order to convey the constraints involved
in the play between determinacy and indeterminacy is that of a starry sky, in which
the stars themselves are fixed, but the constellations and links that we draw between
them, (whether a European “Plough” or a North American “Big Dipper”), remain
unfixed and open to our imagination.
The gaps can take a variety of forms: undelineated aspects of plot or character;
anticipations of developments in a narrative; or missing connections at the level of
word or sentence, and so on. Obviously the gap or blank is never to be associated
with a textual deficiency, since the function of indeterminacy is to encourage the
reader’s participation. To this extent Iser shares with contemporary critics such as
Roland Barthes a tendency to promote the “writerly” texts that resist closure, and to
find disappointment in the textual determinacy of the “readerly.” As Iser says in
Prospecting,
A text that lays things out before the reader in such a way that he can either
accept or reject them will lessen the degree of participation, as it allows him
nothing but a yes or no. Texts with such minimal indeterminacy tend to be
tedious, for it is only when the reader is given the chance to participate
actively that he will regard the text, whose intention he himself has helped to
compose, as real. For we generally tend to regard things that we have made
ourselves as being real. And so it can be said that indeterminacy is the
fundamental precondition for reader participation.16

15

Wolfgang Iser observes that indeterminacy in the form of a negation can become the
“propellant which enables the unformulated cause to become the theme of the imaginary object
ideated by the reader. Thus negativity acts as a mediator between representation and reception:
it initiates the constitutive acts”. The Act of Reading, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1978, p. 228.
16
Wolfgang Iser. Prospecting, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989, p. 10.
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Consequently in Iser’s view, what is not formulated by the text is just as important
as what is. The unsaid functions as a means of critical negation, for rather than
simply mirroring the world, the text will tend instead to attract the reader’s own
projections of those social constructions which he or she inhabits. One of the most
important textual strategies is that of calling up the norms of the social system in
which the reader lives in order to defamiliarise and question them. For by creating a
position from which these norms appear dubious, the text can produce the effect of
a critical negation, thereby unsettling, disrupting and interfering with the dominant
cultural constructions in society. Thus to the extent that the text involves the reader
in dramatizing his or her own world, and in dismantling and reconstructing his or
her role within it, the critical or negative function of literature is to encourage an
interrogation of both identity and these inhabited social formations.17
While Iser’s theories apply in principle to texts of different kinds and historical
periods, it obviously has a special relevance to modernism, and to the modernist
avant-garde in particular. For a text will function as a critical intervention in
proportion to its discontinuity, its use of blanks and its degree of textual
indeterminacy. Iser’s own observation is that the historical trend of literary history
is characterised by the marked increase in indeterminacy over time, reaching a high
point with the difficult and demanding texts typical of modernism. And as we have
seen, within modernism it is precisely the avant-garde with its strategies of
interruption, discontinuity, fragmentation and montage that is most prominent in
creating blanks and gaps, and so correspondingly demands the most active
participation of the reader in filling these gaps with projections from his or her own
social experience.
Now if the history of critical theory, as Tomkins and Littau have argued, is a
history of the waning of affect, and if this development can also be read alongside
the movement of literature and art towards its own social and political
marginalisation, then the insights into indeterminacy provided by the aesthetics of
reception also reinforce this view that the avant-garde is a critical moment within
this evolution of art. For the aim of the avant-garde is not only to react against the
social isolation associated with aesthetic autonomy and with the institutionalisation
of art, as Bürger would maintain, through sublating art and life. Rather, the
17

I am indebted to Gabriele Schwab’s insightful discussion of Iser’s theory of negation in “‘If
Only I Were Not Obliged to Manifest’: Iser’s Aesthetics of Negativity”, New Literary History 31.1
(2000) p. 78.
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overriding goal of the avant-garde is to de-marginalise art and literature. And in this
the avant-garde’s strategies of discontinuity and interruption are also the most
radical in bringing about a dismantling of the reader’s world, for it is paradoxically
the fractured and indeterminate character of its texts which is the precondition for
its social and critical engagement. They vastly propagate indeterminacy through
blanks and gaps, and so dramatically heighten the audience’s involvement by calling
up and defamiliarising the audience’s own expectations and conventional
standpoints. In this fashion they provide an enhanced basis for a critical negation of
the dominant cultural and social constructions inhabited by the audience.
Hayden White, Narrative Emplotment and De-realisation
If the avant-garde work is characterised by an emphasis on the “writerly” approach,
and by a resistance to closure and to the ordering function of narration, then this
also aligns it with a further important critical function within modernism that has an
effect parallel to Iser’s aesthetics of negation: it questions the stability and continuity
of our orienting constructions, and in particular the status of reality and history. For
as Hayden White has argued, a defining aspect of modernism is the “apprehension
that the meaning, form, or coherence of events, whether real or imaginary ones, is a
function of their narrativisation”.18 This insight into the way that narrativisation
crucially endows the work with a historical pattern and with ontological validity
means that in modernism the notions of “character” and “event” are subjected to
particular scrutiny. White argues that as a result the modernist text—and I would
maintain that this applies above all to the modernist avant-garde—“resists the
temptation to ‘emplot’ events and the ‘actions’ of the ‘characters’ so as to produce
the meaning-effect derived by demonstrating how one’s end may be contained in
one’s beginning” (p.24). Furthermore, White maintains that by refraining from
traditional emplotment “modernism thereby effects what Fredric Jameson calls the
‘de-realisation’ of the event itself” (Ibid.). It brings about this “de-realisation,” that
is, the undermining of the reality-status of events and characters, by “consistently
voiding the event of its traditional narrativistic function,” which is the function of
linking characters and their lives to those grand narratives and archetypes (such as
fortune, destiny or divine intervention) usually deployed as a compensatory means
of endowing a sense of pattern, continuity and “transhistorical significance” upon
18

Hayden White. “The Modernist Event,” in The Persistence of History: Cinema, Television, and
the Modern Event, Vivian Sobchack (ed.), New York: Routledge, 1996, p.26.
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events (p. 24–25). In other words, rather than providing some form of emplotment
to link events together and endow them with an overriding pattern, the more radical
modernist text preserves the rawness of its images of modernity and portrays “the
experience of time as a series of instants which either fail to take on the form of a
story or fall apart into shards and fragments of existence” (p. 25). This “de-realises”
events, but it also throws back upon its audience the task of organising the
fragments into a meaningful order of its own making. And in creating a form of
narrative discontinuity that resists closure and the resolution of meaning into a
single, unified history, the result is that it opens up instead the possibility of multiple
versions of “history”.
Fredric Jameson’s observation of modernism’s occasional attraction to the
consolations of myth and archetype (and presumably to the ordering functions
offered by such all-embracing and transhistorical narratives) is evidence of the
coexistence of a compensatory response to de-realisation within the more
conservative areas of modernist practice.19 But by contrast the avant-garde mode of
modernism is characterised by its consistent undermining of any sense of
intellectual mastery—of the kind advocated for example by Lukacs—in its
representation of modernity. Citing Auerbach’s Mimesis and his description of
modernist literature, Hayden White extrapolates a number of textual features which
fulfill this principle of the disavowal of mastery. These features include firstly, the
predominant “tone of doubt and questioning” in the narrator’s interpretation of
events; secondly the disappearance of any external (or objective) viewpoint, and of
the “writer as narrator of objective facts”; thirdly, as a consequence of the absence
of objectivity, the mediation of events instead via the consciousness of characters
(frequently underlined by the use of stream-of-consciousness and interior
monologue in order to obscure even further the sense of an objective and known
reality, as well as the distinction between objective and subjective, interior and
exterior); and fourthly, the representation of time not as “successive episodes of a
story” but as random and chance occasions.20

19

Fredric Jameson. Sartre: The Origins of a Style, New York: Columbia University Press, 1984, p.
210. Cited by Hayden White. “The Modernist Event”, p. 32.
20
Hayden White. “Auerbach’s Literary History. Figural Causation and Modernist Historicism,”
Figural Realism, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002, p. 100. White is citing Erich
Auerbach. Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1953, pp. 534–38.
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We can understand why the provocative and interrogative response of the
modernist avant-garde can be seen as particularly pertinent in the face of the chaos
of modernity. For rather than covering over the fragments and discontinuities of the
world the modernist avant-garde disavows intellectual mastery of the kind that
would emplot events in order to create the compensation of artificial closure. As in
the case of the textual indeterminacy posited by Iser this strategy involves nothing
less than a full-scale interrogation of our inherited conventions for producing
meaning, of our orientation within the world via such fundamental categories as
reality and history, and of our belief in the objectivity, stability and continuity of
these “inhabited fictions.” Hayden White sees this more radical mode of
modernism as setting aside “the longstanding distinction between history and
fiction […] in order to image a historical reality purged of the myths of such ‘grand
narratives’ as fate, providence, Geist, progress”.21 And in as far as the emplotment of
real-life events in historical narratives involves the danger of falsification by creating
an artificial sense of order, resolution and “psychic mastery,” the self-questioning
forms of “anti-narration” associated with this more radical modernist mode by
contrast offer “the only prospect for adequate representations of the kind of
‘unnatural’ events—including the Holocaust—that mark our era and distinguish it
absolutely from all of the ‘history’ that has come before it”.22 It is for this reason that
White views this de-realising, modernist mode as the only form adequate for
representing the “modernist event”. For since it explodes the storytelling
conventions of coherence in character and event, it thereby resists the dangers of
translating the unimaginable too easily into the kind of humanising or aestheticizing
framework that will allow it to be prematurely “mastered” and so, simply filed away.
In closing I want to look beyond the modernist avant-garde and observe that
many of the key features and critical forms we have observed there still persist
within contemporary culture and postmodernism. The avant-garde endures in those
contemporary works that continue to address the self-enclosed autonomy of art by
developing new forms of criticality. In postmodernism these are often linked with
strategies aimed at setting aside the distinction between history and fiction. For
example, the so-called “historiographic metafiction” that Linda Hutcheon has
investigated in novels such as Doctorow’s Ragtime achieves this by taking real-life
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Hayden White. Figural Realism, p. 100.
Hayden White. “The Modernist Event,” p. 32
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figures and placing them inside fictional narratives.23 There are further links here to
the works of writers as different as Christa Wolf and W.G. Sebald which similarly
set aside the distinctions between fiction and history in order to interrogate our
reliance on inherited conventions of “realisation”.
What is at stake here is a contemporary take on the demarginalisation of art,
involving a confrontation between the literary and the historical, and with the effect
of demonstrating the ongoing social relevance of art to life. Framed in terms of the
criticality discussed above, it produces what I would consider the essential insight of
postmodernism: the awareness that history is constructed by the same conventions
of signification, language and narration as fiction. In each case we can see the clear
trace of the avant-garde as the critical force which denies the sense of closure and
totality associated with a unified sense of history, and which instead promotes those
forms of heterogeneity, fragmentation and contradiction associated instead with
multiple “histories”. And in this form the spectre of the avant-garde continues to
probe the social conventions behind the making of meaning, and to ask whose facts
and whose history come to be represented.

23

Linda Hutcheon’s discussion of demarginalisation has informed my arguments throughout. See
“The Pastime of Past Time. Fiction, History, Historiographical Metafiction,” in M. Hoffmann
and P. Murphy (eds.), Essentials of the Theory of Fiction, London: Leicester UP, 1996, pp. 473–
495.
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One Earth, Four or Five Words
The Peripheral Concept of “Avant-Garde”
Per Bäckström
L’art, expression de la Société, exprime, dans son essor le
plus élevé, les tendances sociales les plus avancées; il est
précurseur et révélateur. Or, pour savoir si l’art remplit
dignement son rôle d’initiateur, si l’artiste est bien à l’avantgarde, il est nécessaire de savoir où va l’Humanité, quelle est
la destinée de l’Espèce. [---] à côté de l’hymne au bonheur, le
chant douloureux et désespéré. […] Étalez d’un pinceau
brutal toutes les laideurs, toutes les tortures qui sont au fond
de notre société.1
Gabriel-Désiré Laverdant, 1845

Metaphors grow old, turn into dead metaphors, and finally become clichés. This
succession seems to be inevitable – but on the other hand, poets have the power
to return old clichés into words with a precise meaning. Accordingly, academic
writers, too, need to carry out a similar operation with notions that are worn out
by frequent use in everyday language. One metaphor that has been hollowed out
in such a way, through lax use by journalists and literary historians, is the concept
of “avant-garde”. In this article, I shall try to shed some new light upon this
notion, with the purpose of showing its different national use and heterogeneity
of meaning. This pluralism is overlooked today because of the hegemony of
English in academic studies, which leads one to believe that a consensus exists in
the use of the term “avant-garde”, since so many academics write their articles
and books in this language. The current analysis is directed towards
theoreticians’ ways of dealing with the notion in question, by which I mean
1

Gabriel-Désiré Laverdant. La mission de l’art et du rôle des artistes, Paris: Aux bureaux de la
Phalange, 1845, pp. 4, 24. My article originated as a paper presented at the conference:
Rethinking the Avant-Garde: Between Politics and Aesthetics, University of Notre Dame, South
Bend, Indiana, USA, 14–15 April 2000; it has also been published in an earlier version: Per
Bäckström, “Avant-Garde, Vanguard or ’Avant-Garde’. What We Talk About When We
Talk About Avant-Garde”, in Representing. Gender, Ethnicity and Nation in Word and Image,
Karin Granqvist & Ulrike Spring (ed.), Tromsø: Kvinnforsk Occasional Papers, 2001. This
first article was but a preliminary inquiry, and I have since felt that I did not entirely grasp the
entire breadth of the problem. I have now realized that the problem may lie in the fact that
English today is the lingua franca in a globalized world, thereby covering up the heterogeneity
of understanding of the notion of “avant-garde” that exists. The problem is that the “great
divide” between a Germanic and a Romance understanding appears to be bridged by the
(Anglo-)American use of the term.
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everybody who writes or thinks about the notion of “avant-garde”. This article is
an attempt to recuperate the term to stringent use and gain a deeper insight into
the aesthetic movements of modernity and late modernity.2 I hope to show that,
despite the fact that many writers believe that there exists only one recognition of
the notion of “avant-garde”, the understanding of the Anglo-American “centre”
is actually as peripheral as that of other countries – which are normally regarded
as peripheries.3
The notion of “avant-garde” was adopted from military use in the 1820s by a
group of Utopians closely connected to Saint-Simon.4 The metaphor was
evidently coined in France and it was there that it became popular during the
nineteenth century. From here, the notion spread into the art world all over
Europe – at different moments in history, as we shall see. The means and
strategies of the avant-garde movements during the first quarter of the twentieth
century have become some of the most significant emblems of the aesthetics of
modernity. During the 1960s, a broad attempt was made to define the notion of
“avant-garde” sensu stricto, as a reaction to the post-war avant-gardes that started
up during the 1950s, but during the last decades of the twentieth century the
term as such became so broad and diffuse that it was evident it could not signify
anything, and had instead been hollowed out into an empty signifier by extensive
everyday use.5 Since at least the middle of the 1990s, though, a debate on the
issue of avant-garde has gradually developed again, a fact that makes it even more

2

I shall use the notion of “late modernity”, instead of the inappropriate notion of “postmodernity” (one cannot claim to be post something without arguing in a circulus vitious), in
accordance with Anthony Giddens. Modernity and Self-Identity. Self and Society in the Late
Modern Age, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991 [1984], p. 3. For an elaboration of
these notions, see the “Inledning” (Introduction) to my doctoral thesis: Per Bäckström. Aska,
tomhet & eld. Outsiderproblematiken hos Bruno K. Öijer, Lund: Ellerström, 2003.
3
There are of course researchers who reflect critically on the notion of “avant-garde” and who
do not take its content for granted, one of them being: Paul Mann. The Theory-Death of the
Avant-Garde, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991.
4
According to Matei Calinescu, it was Saint-Simon who formulated the premises for art to be
avant-garde in 1820, but it was others around him who adopted the military term as a
metaphor in 1825, Matei Calinescu. Five Faces of Modernity. Modernism, Avant-Garde,
Decadence, Kitsch, Postmodernism, Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1987, pp. 101–02.
The actual time is debated, but since Saint-Simon had a central role in the development, this
period seems sufficiently probable, since I have no urge to establish the “exact” date of the
transfer.
5
A quick search for the term “avant-garde” in Google will make this perfectly clear.
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urgent to try to disentangle the varying meanings and uses of the concept as
such.6
In this article I shall take as my point of departure the different meanings
attached to the notion in a linguistic north–south perspective and show how it is
possible to divide this understanding according to two main lines and four or five
words.7 This roughly corresponds to the differences between Germanic and
Romance-speaking countries, even though the problem is further complicated by
the fact that Anglo-Americans have yet another understanding of the notions of
“modernism” and “avant-garde”. I should have preferred to employ the term
“Germanic” in the linguistic sense, i.e. to include the Anglo-American language
regions. However, their use of these notions is a tricky one, since – even though
Anglo-Saxon belongs linguistically to the Germanic group of languages –
American scholars’ understanding, especially, of “modernism” and “avant-garde”
does not coincide with the current meaning of these terms among writers in
other Germanic languages, a fact that I shall return to in what follows.8
6

As may be seen from the fact that the series Avant-Garde Critical Studies, published by
Rodopi, was started as early as 1987.
7
The title of this article is an allusion to the title of the English translation of: Octavio Paz.
One Earth, Four or Five Worlds. Reflections on Contemporary History [Tiempo nublado], Helen
R. Lane (transl.), London: Carcanet, 1985 [1983]. This analysis will necessarily lead to
certain generalizations and, although one should not generalize, this is necessary in order to
grasp the complexity of the problem, which is caused by the heterogeneity of understanding
that is not at all reflected in the debate. The problem with generalization is that it is always
possible to find exceptions but, although this is not a proper objection to my argument, which
is based on principal (approximate) similarities in understanding, the exceptions are very
interesting in themselves. The Germans, for example, prefer to use the notion of “Die
Moderne”, instead of “modernism”. Hubert van den Berg has pointed out to me that the use
of “modernism” and “avant-garde” in Dutch and Flemish is not in accordance with the
Germanic use. It is of course also urgently necessary to explore the different meanings in e.g.
an East-West perspective as well, but – since I do not speak the Slavic languages, amongst
others – this has to be left to other researchers. My colleague Agata Jakubowska at Adam
Mickiewicz University in Poznan has, however, advised me that “avant-garde” and
“modernism” are used in Poland in the same way as in Germanic countries, but with an
inclination to use avant-garde as the preferred term: “end of 60s and 70s, ‘modernism’ is
beginning to be used to describe something that is not avant-garde enough”, e-mail
13 January 2007. Both variations are worth a treatise in themselves, together with other,
similar exceptions, but such an analysis of the use of the notions of modernism and avantgarde mainly belongs in a local plane, an investigation that I hope will be carried out on a
national basis, where this has not yet occurred.
8
As may be seen from the two volumes on neo-avant-garde of Rodopi, reviewed in this issue
of Nordlit (No. 21), the Anglo-Saxon theoreticians seem to entertain a more European view of
these notions, even though the understanding is made problematic by the American impact in
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In order to exemplify this problem I should like to cite two respected literary
critics, one from Italy and one from the US, talking about the relationship
between avant-garde and kitsch or mass culture. The first theoretician is
Umberto Eco who, in his book The Open Work (1989), originally published in
Italian in 1962 as Opera aperta, comments that:
The definition of Kitsch as a communication aiming at the production
of an immediate effect has certainly helped to identify it with mass
culture, and to set it in dialectic opposition to the “high” culture
proposed by the avant-garde.9
Compare this with what Andreas Huyssen says in his 1986 book After the Great
Divide. Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism:
My point of departure, however, is that despite its ultimate and
perhaps inevitable failure, the historical avant-garde aimed at
developing an alternative relationship between high art and mass
culture and thus should be distinguished from modernism, which for
the most part insisted on the inherent hostility between high and low.10

general. I shall therefore refer to an American understanding in comparision to the Germanic
and Romance. Avant-Garde/ Neo-Avant-Garde, Dietrich Scheunemann (ed.), Avant-Garde
Critical Studies 17, Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2005; Neo-Avant-Garde, David
Hopkins (ed.), Avant-Garde Critical Studies 20, Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2006. In
these books, though, there is no problematization at all of the different understandings
between, for example, the Romance-speaking countries and the Germanic, where Renato
Poggioli, for example, is placed on a par with other theoreticians with a less inclusive notion
of “avant-garde” than that of Peter Bürger. The translation of Poggioli’s Teoria dell’arte
d’avanguardia seems to have functioned as an eye-opener for the Anglo-Americans, something
that is made evident by the fact that it was translated as “The theory of the avant-garde”, not
just “Teoria” as in the original. Renato Poggioli. Teoria dell’arte d’avanguardia, Bologna: Il
Mulino, 1962; Renato Poggioli. The Theory of the Avant-Garde [Teoria dell’arte
d’avanguardia], Gerald Fitzgerald (transl.), Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1968 [1962].
9
Umberto Eco. The Open Work, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1989, p. 185.
The chapter in The Open Work from which this citation is taken comes from another book,
though, and the translator has not respected the italics of the original: “Se si evidenzia la
definizione del Kitsch, come comunicazione che tende alla provocazione dell’effetto, si comprende
allora come sia venuto spontaneo identificare Kitsch e cultura di massa: vedendo il rapporto
tra cultura “superiore” e cultura di massa come una dialettica tra avanguardia e Kitsch”,
Umberto Eco. Apocalittici e integrati, Milano: Tascabili Bompiani, 1988, p. 72.
10
Andreas Huyssen. After the Great Divide. Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism,
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986, p. viii.
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Umberto Eco and Andreas Huyssen seemingly represent contrary positions, and
one might therefore ask: who is mistaken? The answer, though, cannot be a
straightforward one, since they are both right in their different contexts. The
underlying reason for Eco and Huyssen’s inconsistency is actually to be found in
their different national and linguistic backgrounds: Eco is Italian and Huyssen
works in America – though he is German of origin – and a wide ocean divides
their use of the word “avant-garde”.

The concept of avant-garde before 1960
To put my main argument simply: the Romance-speaking theoretician’s use of
the term “avant-garde” is quite different from the Germanic-speaking critic’s
not-so-inclusive understanding of the same term. In my opinion, the translation
of the Umberto Eco quotation is misleading, since Eco is not talking about avantgarde in the strict Germanic sense at all, but of “avanguardia”, which is a
different notion. He is thereby referring to a phenomenon that may best be
translated as the – highly disputed – notion of “high modernism”, a term
sometimes used when talking about the aesthetic movements of the 1920s in the
(Anglo-)American languages, including a core of modernist and avant-garde
artists.11 I shall therefore use this term, for lack of a better notion, to capture the
similarity between the Romance and (Anglo-)American understanding of the
11

Fredric Jameson, to whom I shall return, uses the notion of “high modernism” in the sense I
have indicated: “This very commitment to the experimental and the new, however, determine
an aesthetic that is far more closely related to the traditional ideologies of high modernism
proper than to current postmodernisms, and is indeed – paradoxically enough – very closely
related to the conception of the revolutionary nature of high modernism that Habermas
faithfully inherited from the Frankfurt School”, Fredric Jameson, “Foreword”, in Lyotard,
Jean-François. The Postmodern Condition. A Report on Knowledge, Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2001, p. xvi. “Modernism” is a too wide a term by comparison with the
Romance word “avanguardia”, which makes it necessary to create this delimitation, even
though the notion of “high modernism” is not used by all American theoreticians, and the
Anglo–Saxon speaking subjects may even refute the notion totally. There is an AngloAmerican tendency, though, to use “modernism” to represent a larger notion and include the
avant-garde, which I personally see as a contradiction in terms. In the best treaty written on
modernism that I know of, Ástráður Eysteinsson’s The Concept of Modernism 1990, one reads,
for example: “In that case, ‘modernism’ is necessarily the broader term, while the concept of
the ‘avant-garde’ has proven to enjoy a good deal of ‘free-play’ within the overall reach of
modernism. At the same time, nothing that is modernist can escape the touch of the avantgarde”, Ástráður Eysteinsson. The Concept of Modernism, Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1990, p. 177.
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aesthetic movements in modernity. An understanding of what the core of avantgarde or (high) modernism is does seem to exist (Dada, Russian futurism,
Expressionism, Surrealism, etc.), but there is a big difference between the
inclusiveness of the term as used by different nations.
In Romance-speaking countries there seems to be an awareness of the
heterogeneity of the avant-garde movements: there is not really anything like “the
avant-garde” in the singular, but there are several disparate movements that share
a collective feeling or idea about art – with Ludwig Wittgenstein building on
family likeness rather than identity.12 On the other hand, no second term exists
that corresponds to the Anglo-American notion of “modernism”.13 Romance
speakers normally prefer to use one and the same term, i.e. “avant-garde” in the
different national variations, to refer to the dynamic art movements of the
twentieth century.
This is a fact made clear when looking at instances of how the concept is
employed in Romance languages. The Spanish critic Guillermo de Torre
discusses James Joyce, T. S. Eliot and André Gide using the concept of
“vanguardia” in his early book (1925) on the subject, Literaturas europeas de
vanguardia.14 In L’avanguardia e la poetica del realismo, the Italian critic Paolo
Chiarini discusses both Virginia Woolf and Thomas Mann.15 And the bestknown Romance language treatise on the avant-garde, the Italian critic Renato

12

See Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico–Philosophicus, in Schriften, Frankfurt am Main:
Suhrkamp, 1960.
13
Even though one finds that Rubén Darío used the word “modernismo” during the 1890s, it
had a different meaning and later it was not possible to continue to use this notion, since the
Church appropriated the term as a description of its own development. For a discussion on
Spanish “modernismo”, see e.g. Peter Luthersson. Modernism och individualitet. En studie i den
litterära modernismens kvalitativa egenart, Stockholm/Lund: Symposion, 1986, pp. 31–32, who
is one of the few to discuss this fact. In Brazil there was an avant-garde movement during the
1920s that called itself “modernismo” in Portuguese, against which the avant-gardes of the
sixties reacted as their avant-garde tradition. Claus Clüver makes it clear that this notion is
not an adequate equivalent of the Anglo-American notion of “modernism”, but rather the
Romance, even Germanic, understanding of “avant-garde”, see e.g. Claus Clüver, “The
’Ruptura’ Proclaimed by Brazil’s Self-Styled ’Vanguardas’ of the Fifties”, in Neo-Avant-Garde,
David Hopkins (ed.), Avant-Garde Critical Studies 20, Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi,
2006; Claus Clüver, “Brasilien”, in Avantgarde-Lexikon, Hubert van den Berg & Walter
Fähnders (ed.), Stuttgart: J.B. Metzler Verlag (forthcoming), 2007.
14
Guillermo de Torre. Historia de las literaturas de vanguardia [Literaturas europeas de
vanguardia], Madrid: Ediciones Guadarrama, 1971 [1925], pp. 30, 42.
15
Paolo Chiarini. L’avanguardia e la poetica del realismo, Bari: Laterza, 1961, pp. 10–11.
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Poggioli’s Teoria dell’arte d’avanguardia, translated as The Theory of the AvantGarde, includes the following:
About this we must admit, without further ado, that the avant-garde as
much as any other art current, even perhaps more extremely and
intensely, is characterized not only by its own modernity but also by
the particular and inferior type of modernism which is opposed to it.16
This last quotation, with its rather confusing use of the term of “modernism”,
makes it apparent that the Romance-speaking subjects do not recognize this
notion in the Anglo-American sense of the word. Rather, the preference is for the
native varieties of the concept, “vanguardia”, “vanguarda”, “avanguardia” or
“avant-garde”, well-established terms that contain a theoretical significance in
their respective linguistic contexts. Worse, the above citation of Poggioli in
translation into English is based on a misunderstanding, since the original reads:
Ed a questo proposito va senz’altro ammesso che alla pari d’ogni altra
corrente artistica, anzi forse in modo anche più estremo ed intenso,
l’avanguardia si contrassegna non solo dalla modernità che le
distingue, ma anche dal tipo particolare e deteriore di modernismo che
vi si oppone o vi corrisponde.17
Poggioli is not talking about the Anglo-American notion of “modernism” at all:
he is referring to the aesthetic movement of “modernismo” in the Romance
countries, which is something completely different. Matei Calinescu, for
another, points out the same difference between “modernismo” and
“vanguardia” as Poggioli: “A similar process took place in Spain, but there the
notion of ‘vanguardia’ was, from the very beginning, opposed to that of
‘modernismo’”.18
The term “avant-garde” continued to be used in Romance countries in the
same way, even after the 1960s. Octavio Paz discusses the avant-garde, including
James Joyce, T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound, in his book Children of the Mire.
Modern Poetry from Romanticism to the Avant-Garde, published in 1974, well after
the debate about this concept had started in Germanic-speaking countries.19 The
Anglo–Americans, on the other hand, do not seem to recognize Romance
16

Poggioli 1968, pp. 216–17.
Poggioli 1962, p. 241, my italics.
18
Calinescu 1987, p. 118. This explanation works for Italy as well, of course.
19
Octavio Paz. Children of the Mire. Modern Poetry from Romanticism to the Avant-Garde [Los
hijos del limo], Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974 [1974].
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speakers’ use of the word “avant-garde”, since for example Eco’s term
avanguardia is mistakenly translated as “avant-garde”, and not more correctly –
as I shall insist – as “high modernism”.
A rather recent example of the inconsistency in the use of this term is found in
the German critic Jochen Schulte-Sasse’s foreword to the translation of Peter
Bürger’s Theorie der Avantgarde,20 published in English in 1984, where SchulteSasse critically discusses Renato Poggioli’s contribution to the analysis of the
term avant-garde:
Poggioli’s criteria are both historically and theoretically too unspecific; his
arguments cannot accomplish what must be the primary task of a “theory
of the avant-garde”: to characterize with theoretical accuracy the historical
uniqueness of the avant-garde of the 1920s (Futurism, Dadaism,
Surrealism, the left avant-garde in Russia and Germany).21
I can only agree that Poggioli is “too unspecific”, and the reason for this is that
his aim is not to “characterize […] the historical uniqueness of the avant-garde”
in the Germanic sense. Poggioli’s main task is to characterize the dominant
strategies of “avanguardia”, of which the Anglo-American equivalent is the
notion of “high modernism”. Why else would he be discussing Joyce, Eliot, Yeats
and others, under the heading of “avanguardia”, just as Romance-speaking
theoreticians in general do?22 In the foreword by Schulte-Sasse there is also a
comment that sheds light on the difference between the Germanic use of the
notions of “modernism” and “avant-garde”, on the one hand, versus the
Romance-speaking countries’ use of “avant-garde”, “avanguardia”, “vanguarda”
and “vanguardia” and the Anglo-American use of “modernism” on the other
hand, when he writes about Poggioli:
His book is vulnerable, owing to his inability to determine the
qualitative (and not just the quantitative) difference between
romanticism and modernism. Yet, in his tendency to equate
modernism and the avant-garde – and subsume both under the label
‘modernism’ – Poggioli typifies the Anglo-American tradition.23
20

Peter Bürger. Theorie der Avantgarde, Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1974.
Jochen Schulte-Sasse, “Foreword. Theory of Modernism versus Theory of the AvantGarde”, i Peter Bürger. Theory of the Avant-Garde, Theory and history of literature 4,
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984, p. x.
22
Poggioli 1968, p. 224.
23
Schulte-Sasse 1984, p. xiv.
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Schulte-Sasse apparently judges Poggioli according to the norms of a less
inclusive Germanic tradition, and is thus not able to realize that Poggioli is
actually a typical representative of the Romance and not the Anglo-American
tradition, even though Schulte-Sasse, like most Germanic speakers, has obviously
read Poggioli in the Anglo-American translation. The confusion is caused by the
fact that the Romance meaning of “avant-garde”, in the way that Poggioli and
other Romance theoreticians employ it, is more or less synonymous with the
Anglo-American notion of “high modernism”. Schulte-Sasse, however, is
mistaken when he associates Poggioli with an Anglo-American tradition, since –
as we have seen – for Poggioli, modernism is not the hegemonic term, since he
does not refer to the Anglo-American notion of “modernism” at all, but instead
to the inferior Other in the Romance context: modernismo. What Schulte-Sasses
makes clear, though, is the apparent contradiction in terms that arises when the
Anglo-Americans equate the two notions of “modernism” and “avant-garde”,
thereafter placing one of them – “modernism” – hegemonically above the other.
The desire for definition
To the best of my knowledge, few scholars have as yet paid attention to the vast
difference between the Romance and Germanic uses of the term avant-garde,
and I believe that the reason for this is the debate about “the death of the avantgarde” from the 1950s onwards, a debate that has blurred the fact that the
definition of the term has not been parallel on both sides of the language ‘barrier’.
The debate started as a reaction (on the part of the theoreticians) to the passivity
of the avant-gardist movements immediately after the Second World War. This
inactivity had already set in during the decades before the war, with a witch-hunt
against avant-garde movements in Germany and the Soviet Union from the late
1920s until at least 1945 and 1953, respectively.
During the 1960s, a stream of texts appeared that speculated about the
“failure” of the avant-garde: Leslie Fiedler declares “The Death of Avant-Garde
Literature”; Hans Magnus Enzenberger speaks of “Die Aporien der
Avantgarde”; James S. Ackerman talks about “The Demise of the Avant-Garde”;
Robert Hughes writes about “The Decline and Fall of the Avant-Garde”, to
mention just a few.24 Of course, all these critics had a very reasonable point in
24

Leslie A. Fiedler, “The Death of Avant-Garde Literature”, in The collected essays of Leslie
Fiedler, vol. II, New York: Stein and Day, 1971, originally published in New York Herald
Tribune Magazine, May 17, 1964; Hans Magnus Enzenberger, “Die Aporien der Avantgarde”,
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perceiving the avant-garde as a fiasco, when one considers the “failure” of “the
historical avant-garde” in trying to forge coalitions with the revolutionary parties
of the 1920s. These coalitions mainly turned out to be the impetus for the witchhunt just mentioned, rather than a successful merger of art and life.
However, the theoreticians of the 1960s take their point of departure not only
in the non-existence of avant-gardes immediately after the war: they also,
explicitly or implicitly, respond to the re-appearance of avant-gardes during the
1950s and 1960s. These movements started as a reaction on the part of a new
generation of writers and artists against the above-mentioned lack of
continuance of an avant-garde tradition, and in the context of a similar sociopolitical situation to that of the 1910s and 1920s. Critics seem to have felt the
urge to declare these “neo-avant-garde” artists bankrupt almost before they got
the chance to act out their strategies in the streets and in galleries. In their attacks
on the post-war avant-gardes the theoreticians searched for stable ground as a
foundation for their analysis of the “decline” of the avant-gardes. This
necessitated a concrete definition of what “avant-garde” as a concept was taken
to represent.
The 1960s is therefore characterized not only by attacks on neo-avant-gardes,
but also by the emergence of books and articles trying to close in on what “the
historical avant-garde” really was. At a distance of forty years and a world war,
the avant-garde movements of the 1920s stood out as something that could not
be accurately designated solely by the Anglo-American term “modernism”. Thus,
Germanic-speaking nations imported the notion of avant-garde from the
Romance languages, a word that had not really been used in Germany before the
1960s.25
If one considers Anglo-American as part of the Germanic language area, the
notion of “avant-garde” had, similarly, seldom been used here, with the main
exception of the American art critic Clement Greenberg, who investigated a
phenomenon he called avant-garde in the article “Avant-Garde and Kitsch”
(1939).26 By the term avant-garde he means a movement in opposition to kitsch,
but if one considers the approach of different movements to “the great divide”
i Einzelheiten, Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1962; James S. Ackerman. “The Demise of the
Avant-Garde. Notes on the Sociology of Recent American Art”, Comparative Studies in Society
and History, 1969: 2; Robert Hughes, “The Decline and Fall of the Avant-Garde”, in Idea Art.
A Critical Anthology, Gregory Battcock (ed.), New York: E.P. Dutton, 1973.
25
As Ulrich Weisstein has convincingly argued: Ulrich Weisstein, “Le terme et le concept
d’avant-garde en Allemagne”, Revue de l’Université de Bruxelles, 1975. 1.
26
Clement Greenberg, “Avant-Garde and Kitsch”, in Art and Culture. Critical Essays, Boston:
1961 [1939].
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between high and low art, in Andreas Huyssen’s sense, as a criterion for the
difference between avant-garde and modernism, Greenberg is actually talking
about “high modernism” in a traditional American fashion.27 This is made
absolutely clear by the earlier citation from Umberto Eco, who, in turn, makes a
critique of Clement Greenberg’s article. This means that the similarities between
the American understanding of “avant-garde” (or, as I call it, high modernism)
and the Italian understanding of “avanguardia” are so closely related that they
understand each other perfectly, even though Greenberg goes against American
common use at that time and talks about avant-garde instead of (high)
modernism.
The lack of a significant term for the “revolutionary” art movements of the
1960s therefore provided the impetus that led Germanic-speaking theoreticians
to import the metaphor of “avant-garde” from Romance-speaking countries and
in general attribute to it a less inclusive sense.28 The concept of “modernism” was
too wide to be useful in an explanation of the phenomenon, and using limitations
such as “high modernism”, signifying the art movements of the 1920s, was no
better an option. It therefore proved necessary to coin a new term in order to
make it possible to distinguish between modernism as a purely aesthetic
movement and avant-garde as both an aesthetic and a political movement, and by
this the Germanic understanding singles out the core of the understanding of
avant-garde – Dada, Italian and Russian Futurism, Surrealism, Expressionism,
etc., by not including modernists such as James Joyce, T. S. Eliot and Virginia
Woolf, who are included in the Romance and American understanding.
27

“Greenberg uses the two terms [avant-garde and modernism] more or less interchangeably”,
David Cunningham, “Making an Example of Duchamp. History, Theory, and the Question of
the Avant-Garde”, in Dada Culture. Critical Texts on the Avant-Garde, Dafydd Jones (ed.),
Avant-Garde Critical Studies 18, Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2006, p. 272.
“Modernists such as T. S. Eliot and Ortega y Gasset emphasized time and again that it was
their mission to salvage the purity of high art from the encroachments of urbanization,
massification, technological modernization, in short, of modern mass culture. The avant-garde
of the first three decades of this century, however, attempted to subvert art’s autonomy, its
artificial separation from life, and its institutionalization as ‘high art’ which was perceived to
feed right into the legitimation needs of the 19th-century forms of bourgeois society”,
Huyssen 1986, p. 27. Huyssen clearly perceives the similarity between the Spanish
“vanguardia” and the Anglo-American notion of “modernism”, since he places the vanguardia
philosopher Gasset in the category of “modernism”, even though Huyssen does not seem to
recognize the hegemonic inclusiveness of the latter term.
28
By “revolutionary” I do not mean political art currents in general, but movements – such as
“the historical avant-garde” – that are both politically and aesthetically inclined, in a way that
foregrounds the aesthetic practice.
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In my opinion, the use of the Anglo-American notion of “modernism” before the
1960s does not entirely coincide with the Romance-speaking use of the term
“avant-garde”. Anglo-American theoreticians approached the phenomenon from
a modernistic point of view, while Romance-speaking subjects took an approach
that was closer to the historical avant-garde movements of the 1920s. The reason
for these differing approaches seems to be the role that avant-gardes played in the
aesthetics of the early twentieth century. In Romance-speaking countries, the
avant-garde movements as such were more in the forefront of artistic
development as a whole, whilst in Germanic countries – outside of the Germanspeaking countries – several different modernistic currents took the lead, making
a deep impact on, for example, Anglo-American understanding of the notion of
“modernism”.29
This, I would say, is the reason for the adoption of a second concept in
German-speaking countries characterizing the art movements of the 20th
century. There was no actual need to import a second term to Romance-speaking
countries, since they could manage with – as Jochen Schulte-Sasse puts it – their
“unspecific” notion that, moreover, could be applied with the prefix “neo” to
different phenomena occurring during the second half of the century.
*
The German critic Peter Bürger is the main figure in the aforementioned “wild
bunch” of theoreticians who declared the impossibility of a neo-avant-garde.30
He is also the one who has taken upon himself the task of analyzing the avantgarde proper in his book Theorie der Avantgarde (1974) (Theory of the Avantgarde 1984),31 and thanks to him we now have a better understanding of what he
29

The importance of, for example, the Dada movements in Germany and Geneva on the
avant-garde is undisputed. Whether Expressionism belongs to the avant-garde or not is highly
debated, but the movement is usually included in theoretical approaches to the avant-garde.
For an extensive and highly interesting discussion on Expressionism, see Richard Murphy.
Theorizing the Avant-Garde. Modernism, Expressionism, and the Problem of Postmodernity,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999. In Great Britain there was almost no avantgarde, with the exception of Vortex, which I would say was a typically continental
phenomenon, since Wyndham Lewis, Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot were all directly influenced
by the French, and especially the Italian, avant-gardes, and not by any Anglo-Saxon art
movements, which instead became the direct subject of attacks by Vortex.
30
He is therefore the main target in the earlier-mentioned two books on the neo-avant-garde:
Neo-Avant-Garde 2006; Avant-Garde/ Neo-Avant-Garde 2005.
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Bürger 1974; Peter Bürger. Theory of the Avant-Garde [Theorie der Avantgarde], Michael
Shaw (transl.), Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984 [1974].
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calls “the historical avant-garde”, i.e. the “revolutionary” art movements in the
short period stretching from about 1905 to 1925, even though one should extend
the period to roughly 1930.32 The goal of the historical avant-garde was to
reintegrate art into life, but not in the “modernist” way, which I would describe
as an attempt to elevate life to the level of art (an aestheticization of life). The
ambition was rather the opposite: to include art as a natural component of life (a
richer life), since art appeared to be autonomous and had no contact with
everyday life.33 For that purpose, the avant-garde had to attack “art as
32

Peter Bürger’s lack of definition of what he means by the notion of “avant-garde” is another
significant problem in his book. This is something he touches upon very roughly in an easilyoverlooked footnote, and that is all: “The concept of the historical avant-garde movements
used here applies primarily to Dadaism and early Surrealism but also and equally to the
Russian avant-garde after the October revolution. Partly significant differences between them
notwithstanding, a common feature of all these movements is that they do not reject
individual artistic techniques and procedures of earlier art but reject that art in its entirety,
thus bringing about a radical break with tradition. In their most extreme manifestations, their
primary target is art as an institution such as it has developed in bourgeois society. With
certain limitations that would have to be determined through concrete analyses, this is also
true of Italian Futurism and German Expressionism. / Although cubism does not pursue the
same intent, it called into question the system of representation with its linear perspective
that had prevailed since the Renaissance. For this reason, it is part of the historic avant-garde
movements, although it does not share their basic tendency (sublation of art in the praxis of
life)” Bürger 1984, p. 109, note 4. I conclude from this that his statement refers to the period
1905–1925. This is a typical example of the criticism I expressed in the beginning of this
article: theoreticians very seldom define what they are talking about when they refer to the
avant-garde (or modernism). Besides, singling out the Russian avant-gardes before the
October Revolution without any justification is absolutely astonishing.
33
This is my interpretation of Bürger’s famous statement, a statement that has received a good
deal of critique. His division between art and life has been criticized from a Marxist
perspective, but in general very little has been done to elaborate on the notions per se. (Hal
Foster does raise this question, though, see e.g. Hal Foster. The Return of the Real. The AvantGarde at the End of the Century, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1996, pp. 15–17). What
exactly is Bürger implying with his notions, and – more importantly – what does avant-garde
mean here? My own assumption is that art – of course – is not Art, i.e. art as institution, but
the free creativity put into play as the sole denominator for art (this, of course, creates the
presumed paradox that avant-garde makes art while destroying art outrageous, since art is not
identical to Art, i.e. making art does not prevent one from attacking the institution of art).
The same is true in life: what exactly does the avant-garde mean in life? Well, I do not
completely agree with Ben Highmore that the avant-garde means simply everyday life, since I
perceive the statements of the avant-garde as implying – as I explain above – a creative life (a
lot of their criticism is with regard to the lethargic state of everyday life, a life not worthy of
being stood up for). Ben Highmore. Everyday Life and Cultural Theory. An Introduction,
London: Routledge, 2002. In this case, merging art and life means living a creative life in every
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institution”, and with it the concept of “the work of art”.34
The problem with Bürger’s analysis is not so much his reflection on the
historicity of the epoch of “the historical avant-garde” as his transposition of his
results as valid for a period that comes after as well, a strategy that is not really
possible on the methodological premises that he himself has set up. Basically, a
theory based on an epoch that has passed cannot be transferred in order to
explain another, chronologically later period. The following, often quoted,
statement by Bürger is therefore quite remarkable:
The concept ‘historic avant-garde movements’ distinguishes these
from all those neo-avant-gardiste attempts that are characteristic for
Western Europe and the United States during the fifties and sixties.
Although the neo-avant-gardes proclaim the same goals as the
representatives of the historic avant-garde movements to some extent,
the demand that art be reintegrated in the praxis of life within the
existing society can no longer be seriously made after the failure of
avant-gardiste intentions. If an artist sends a stove pipe to an exhibit
today, he will never attain the intensity of protest of Duchamp’s
Ready-Mades. On the contrary, whereas Duchamp’s Urinoir is meant
to destroy art as an institution (including its specific organizational
forms such as museums and exhibits), the finder of the stove pipe asks
that his ‘work’ be accepted by the museum. But this means that the
avant-gardiste protest has turned into its opposite.35
Besides the fact that Peter Bürger’s argument is inconsistent, since Duchamp
himself, like the fictive neo-avant-gardiste, made the effort to have his work
accepted at an exhibition, Bürger does not – in 1974 – observe that the notion of
art has changed, or rather “imploded”, after the massive attack on art as
institution put forward by the historical avant-gardes and their “inheritors” in
the 1960s. The changed socio-political context, as well as a cultural scene more
or less steered by the avant-garde, makes comparison difficult between the
aspect of the word: a richer life. “Estrangement is a mode of aesthetic distancing from the
common, the everyday; that which is expected and reproduced through habit, social dictate
and conceptual hierarchy”, Joel Freeman, “Ernst Bloch and Hugo Ball. Toward an Ontology
of the Avant-Garde”, in Dada Culture. Critical Texts on the Avant-Garde, Dafydd Jones (ed.),
Avant-Garde Critical Studies 18, Amsterdam & New York: Rodopi, 2006, p. 241.
34
For a discussion on the relationship between neo-avant-garde and the notion of art, see e.g.
Sven-Olov Wallenstein, “Transformative Technologies: Notes Towards a Redefinition of the
Avant-Garde”, Cabinet 2001: 2, pp. 25–28.
35
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“historical avant-garde” and a potential neo-avant-garde. In order to analyse the
new avant-gardes one needs to contextualize their methods, in the same manner
as Bürger historicized the historical avant-garde, but without positioning – as he
does – what one historicizes as a norm for movements that follow. Hal Foster, in
the light of the notion of Nachträglichkeit, as elaborated by Sigmund Freud and
Jacques Lacan, argues that the historical avant-garde can only be understood by
the insights we can obtain from the neo-avant-garde reaction to this in the
1960s.36 This is a damaging critique of Peter Bürger’s project since, in the case of
Foster, it seems as though Bürger is in fact describing exactly the same neoavant-garde that he is criticizing. Amazingly, the process of Nachträglichkeit is
clarified by Bürger’s own argumentation when he discusses how the isolation and
institutionalization of art was made obvious by the reaction of the avant-garde to
l’art pour l’art that preceded it. This insight about the processes of history is
made even more remarkable when he subsequently locks up the dialectical
process by proclaiming the historical avant-garde as the norm for followers.
Bürger did, however, narrow the analysis down, placing it under a magnifying
glass where not much escapes the eye of the analyser. His theory has become the
eye of the needle through which everyone who wants to analyse the phenomenon
of the avant-garde has to pass. But today, when this passage occurs in current
debate, the time has come to broaden the view again in order to make it possible
to perceive the issue in a larger perspective.37 I therefore want to propose a
rereading of the Romance-speaking theoreticians, who – for reasons discussed
above – have for the most part been neglected or misunderstood in Germanicspeaking treatises on the avant-garde. The approach of Guillermo de Torre,
Paolo Chiarini, Renato Poggioli, Octavio Paz and others is broader, with a desire
not to make the field of research too narrow, and they demonstrate greater
awareness of the fact that avant-garde not only results in a break with tradition
but also, in many ways, provides a continuous line from Romanticism. These
theoreticians furthermore show that the attempt to understand avant-garde does
not come Nachträglich, but actually erupts every time avant-garde movements
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The notion of “Nachträglichkeit”, as discussed by Freud and Lacan, describes the inability
or impossibility of understanding a trauma when it strikes a human being, that it can only be
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occur: during the early twentieth century, in the 1960s and, as I shall argue in
what follows, very probably in the 1990s as well.38
Avant-garde in late modernity
In the numerous treatises on the death of the avant-garde in the 1960s and after,
a basic point is usually missed, namely that the neo-avant-gardes did not react
against modernity, as the historical avant-garde did, but against late modernity.
Therefore, they could not possibly use the same strategies as the historical avantgarde, nor could they rely on the same means. Thus, when a neo-avant-garde
appears in the US after the Second World War, with the Beat Poets, it is
thoroughly American, partly building on tradition rather than breaking with it,
creating its own canon, incorporating Romanticism, Walt Whitman, etc., as a
reaction to a different socio-political context to that of the historical avantgardes. This behaviour, I would say, is more of a reaction to late modernity than
modernity. When it comes to determining criteria for the corresponding
aesthetic movement, post-modernism, these are as vast as for avant-garde and
modernism, but if one examines the initial architectural movement that later
gave its name to the aesthetic movement of post-modernism, two basic criteria
are similar to the avant-garde: both movements use eclecticism and they break
with tradition in one way or another (modernism being one of the traditions):
For the avant-garde is a phenomenon which must be seen in relation
to the broader cultural developments of its society. Just as the earlier
avant-garde was an offshoot of, but antagonistic to, the dominant
literary and artistic movement of modernism, the postwar avant-garde
is a particular (if extreme) form of the contemporary cultural spirit
known as the postmodern.
The boundaries between the recent avant-garde and
postmodernism are perhaps more difficult to determine than those
between the earlier avant-garde and modernism since, like the old
avant-garde, postmodernism itself undermines modernist assumptions
– especially modernism’s cultural elitism and political conservatism,
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This is evident from the similarities with the 1950s, where a debate also started after a few
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its belief in the privileged status of literary language, and its search for
a transcendent or ahistorical dimension of human experience.39
These resemblances do not make the movements identical, since the main
feature that separates them is the Utopian urge that is characteristic of the avantgarde, but not of post-modernism. These similarities have, however, given rise to
a confusion between the notions of “avant-garde” and “post-modernism” in the
American understanding of these terms. Americans sometimes have difficulties
in perceiving that the rise of what they called post-modernism in the US is not
identical to the outburst of avant-gardism in Europe at roughly the same time;
they even, in some confusing cases, identify post-modernism as avant-garde, or
include avant-garde under the notion of “post-modernism”, in exactly the same
way as they do with the notion of “modernism”, a problem explicated by Charles
Russell:
In the United States and England, which have enjoyed a generally
apolitical critical tradition – a tradition strongly influenced by the
precepts of high modernism – and within which there has been little
significant avant-garde activity, the term postmodernism is more in
vogue.40
An explicit example of the problem of separating post-modernism from the
avant-garde, an example that can be used at the same time to resolve the problem,
is provided by Matei Calinescu. He indicates two parallel routes for the aesthetic
movements of late modernity, both of which he labelled post-modernism without
making any further distinction when he (re-)wrote his book in 1987.41 Twenty
years later, however, it is possible to make the following distinction: there
exist/ed a purely aesthetic movement which was named “post-modernism” and
which reacted to modernism, and a similar movement where one “could say that
the new, postmodernist avant-garde reflects at its own level the increasingly
‘modular’ structure of our mental world, in which the crisis of ideologies […]
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Charles Russell. The Avant–Garde Today. An International Anthology, Urbana, Ill.: University
of Illinois Press, 1981, pp. 7–8.
40
Charles Russell. Poets, Prophets, and Revolutionaries. The Literary Avant-Garde from Rimbaud
through Postmodernism, New York: Oxford University Press, 1985, p. 237.
41
The book was first published as: Matei Calinescu. Faces of Modernity. Avant-Garde,
Decadence, Kitsch, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1977, but at that time without any
analysis of post-modernism.
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makes it more and more difficult to establish convincing hierarchies of values”.42
So, in order to be able to recognize the avant-garde of today, one has to
differentiate between art movements that can be categorized within the
American notion of post-modernism and “the new, postmodern[ist] avant-garde”
in line with Calinescu, an avant-garde that reflects both aesthetically and
politically the fundaments of everyday life in society today, thus making it
possible for us to understand the neo-avant-garde Nachträglich. If we are to be
able to detect such an avant-garde, it is necessary to get rid of the American
confusion between post-modernism and the parallel outburst of new avantgardism.43 This is something perceived clearly by German authors such as
Andreas Huyssen, even living in the US:
The problem was compounded by the fact that experimental strategies
and popular culture were no longer connected in a critical aesthetic
and political project as they had been in the historical avant-garde.
Popular culture was accepted uncritically […] and postmodernist
experimentation had lost the avant-gardist consciousness that social
change and the transformation of everyday life were at stake in every
artistic experiment. Rather than aiming at a mediation between art
and life, postmodernist experiments soon came to be valued for
typically modernist features such as self-reflexivity, immanence, and
indeterminacy (Ihab Hassan).44
To further illustrate the confusion about the notion of “postmodernism” arising
in an Anglo-American context, I turn to Fredric Jameson’s foreword to JeanFrançois Lyotard’s La condition postmoderne 1979, translated as The Postmodern
Condition 1984.45 In his foreword, Jameson insistently returns to a discussion of
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Calinescu 1987, p. 146.
“The reception of Bürger’s text in America is an issue that deserves further study in itself,
most particularly in terms of what is lost in this translation. Two aspects specifically come to
mind. First, the fact that Bürger writes, first and foremost, as a literary specialist, yet has been
almost entirely rewritten into the terms of the visual arts, in a way which tends to limit the
problem of institutionality to the specific concrete spaces of the gallery or museum. Second,
that what is in Theory of the Avant-Garde largely an argument with Adorno has been rewritten
as an argument with Greenberg, who is of course never mentioned”, Cunningham 2006, p.
278, footnote 20.
44
Huyssen 1987, pp. 33–34.
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Jean-François Lyotard. La condition postmoderne. Rapport sur le savoir, Paris: Minuit, 1979;
Jean-François Lyotard. The Postmodern Condition. A Report on Knowledge [La condition
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post-modernism, when Lyotard is actually describing the foundations of society
in late modernity (la condition postmoderne, as he calls it), and not the aesthetic
movement of postmodernism at all. Jameson’s choice of words seem to be
neither linguistic lunacy nor blindness on his part, but the expression of a
political agenda.46 His understanding, though, must have had a huge impact on
the reception of the notion of “post-modernism” in Anglo-American countries,
and has probably led to frequent confusion between the notion of the aesthetic
movements – post-modernism – and the notion of the conditions of the society –
post-modern(ity) – institutionalized, it appears, in Anglo-American
understanding. Since English is the lingua franca of late modernity, this
misunderstanding thereafter had the potential to spread all over the world.
The post-war avant-gardes who are so often credited with failure, did ‘succeed’
in one very important aspect, intentionally or not: they did away with what
remained of the notion of “the art work” after attacks from the “historical avantgarde”, which means that they also did away with experimentalism as an end in
itself. There is, in fact, not very much left for an artist to do today, other than to
use the tradition in the (passively) eclectic fashion of the postmodernists during
the 1970s.47 It became more or less impossible to accomplish anything
substantial by “making it new” after the 1960s, as one can see from Judith Russi
Kirshner’s description:
postmoderne. Rapport sur le savoir], Geoff Bennington & Brian Massumi (transl.),
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001 [1984].
46
Cf. Anna Katharina Schaffner’s title “Linguistic Lunacy as Transgressive Practice”, an article
in this issue of Nordlit (No. 21), pp. 101–112. “Meanwhile the title of the book, with its
fashionable theme of postmodernism provocatively in evidence, opens up this subject matter,
at least by implication, in the directions of aesthetics and economics, since postmodernism as
it is generally understood involves a radical break, both with a dominant culture and aesthetic,
and with a rather different moment of socioeconomic organization against which its structural
novelties and innovations are measured”, Jameson 1984, p. vii. Neither the French title, Le
condition postmoderne, nor the translated title, The Postmodern Condition, contain the notion
of “post-modernism”, which makes Jameson’s wording quite remarkable. He himself prefers
to talk about “late capitalism”, though, and most likely he has a certain anxiety – in the sense
of Harold Bloom – about using the notion of “post-modern(ity)”, coined as it is by another
theoretician. Harold Bloom. The Anxiety of Influence. A Theory of Poetry, New York: Oxford
Univ. Press, 1973.
47
“What was new in the 1970s was, on the one hand, the emergence of a culture of
eclecticism, a largely affirmative postmodernism which had abandoned any claim to critique,
transgression or negation; and, on the other hand, an alternative postmodernism in which
resistance, critique, and negation of the status quo were redefined in non-modernist and nonavantgardist terms, terms which match the political developments in contemporary culture
more effectively than the older theories of modernism”, Huyssen 1987, p. 188.
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No longer does the shock of the new occur, at least not the historically
defined shock in the face of avant-garde works of art; rather, “…the
refusal to provide meaning is experienced as shock by the recipent…
this is the intention of the avant-garde artist… Shock is aimed for as a
stimulus to change one’s conduct of life; it is the means to break
through aesthetic immanence and to usher in a change in the life
praxis”. […]
Avant-garde strategies of shock and innovation have also been
institutionalised and museums have too much vested in the structure
of the art world to modify their politics and practice.48
The avant-gardists realized this: Experimentalism formed an important part of
their practice, but it was never a goal per se. As long as it was functional, it was
just one of the means to attack “art as institution”. Today, however, art as
institution thrives on experimentalism, the “art works” of the avant-garde have
been recovered by museums and other, complementary methods have to be used
in the battle for an art that is integrated in everyday life. Bürger never understood
the changed premises for the neo-avant-garde compared to the historical avantgarde, and today, if we in turn really want to understand the neo-avant-garde
Nachträglich, as Hal Foster puts it, we have to identify the new means and
methods of the avant-garde artists of today, since they are the ones who disclose
this understanding in their “everyday” praxis.
Conclusion
To conclude, I want to stress the tendency to disregard what one is actually
talking about when discussing the avant-garde. The concept of avant-garde as
such is usually taken for granted, while the analytical urge is directed towards an
examination of the content of this term, in the supposition that it means the
same in all language areas and countries. In this article I have argued against such
a view by showing that instead of one notion there are at least four or five
different words: the Germanic notion of “avant-garde”, with its limited inclusion
of movements, versus the more open Romance notions of “avant-garde”,
“avanguardia”, “vanguardia”, “vanguarda” and their Anglo-American relatives
“modernism”, “high modernism” and “post-modernism”. I want specifically to
emphasize the potential that lies in acknowledging these differences: a re-reading
of both Romance and Germanic-speaking theories of the avant-garde ought to be
48

Judith Russi Kirshner. “The Possibility of an Avant-Garde”, Formations, Fall 1985: 2: p. 92.
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a good idea, but at the same time it is vital to retain the Germanic unambiguous
distinction between an avant-gardiste and modernist view of art and life, as
Andreas Huyssen suggests:
Paradoxically, the 1960s, for all their attacks on modernism and the
avant-garde, still stand closer to the traditional notion of the avantgarde than the archaeology of modernity so characteristic of the late
1970s. Much confusion could have been avoided if critics had paid
closer attention to distinctions that need to be made between avantgarde and modernism as well as to the different relationship of each
one to mass culture in the United States and Europe respectively.49
I also want to stress the difference between avant-garde and post-modernism,
where the latter does not have the Utopian urge to merge life and art, which is the
prime mover for an avant-garde. If we accept the (Anglo-)American
understanding of “modernism”, and “post-modernism”, we shall be in a situation
where modernism becomes the hegemonic term, which in its all-embracing
tendency – with Friedrich Nietzsche – speaks to “Alle und Keinen”.50 Instead, it
is more constructive to see the mis-interpretations of the different notions,
which I have exemplified through Umberto Eco and Fredric Jameson, as
expressions of a peripheral understanding of the subject, the more so since the
flip side of being the lingua franca of late modernity is that there is no need to
learn other languages, which of course reduces the comprehension of terms in
foreign languages. If one looks closely at Anglo-American treatises on
modernism, it is apparent that they sometimes study a purely Anglo-American
canon (James Joyce, T. S. Eliot, Virginia Woolf, traced back to English
Romanticism), a fact that shows that these books are not meant to explain
modernism in an international perspective at all, but only in another periphery of
the world.
An analytical view that instead separates the two movements of modernism
and avant-garde, as achieved in the more strict Germanic sense, makes it
possible to detect the actual heterogeneity of aesthetic movements in modernity,
as well as in late modernity. Instead of retaining the logocentric dichotomy of
centre-periphery, an understanding of the heterogeneity forces us to realize that
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Huyssen 1987, p. 26.
As the famous epigram in Friedrich Nietzsche, “Also sprach Zarathustra”, in Sämtliche
Werke. Kritische Studienausgabe Bind IV, Mazzino Montinari & Giorgio Colli (ed.), Berlin &
New York: de Gruyter, 1999; reads.
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this dichotomy is of no value, since all understandings are equally peripheral
when it comes to the notion of “avant-garde” in an international perspective.51
This heterogeneity has been explicitly pointed out by the Romanian theoretician
Matei Calinescu in the title of his book on the subject. This is a brilliant example
of the ability to recognize heterogeneity and diversity, where other thinkers have
a tendency to ‘square things up’ within one or two central notions.
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What is a World Capital of Culture?
The Case of Paris
Kjetil Jakobsen
Paris invented the notion of modern art and that of the avant-garde. She
exercised undisputed hegemony over modern art and literature from the midnineteenth to the mid-twentieth century, when New York “stole” the concept.
Pioneering works of the 1930s like Roger Caillois’ Le mythe et l’homme and
Walter Benjamin’s Passagen-werk indicated the existence of a secret generative
link between the mythology of Paris as “capital of modernity” and the discourses
of modern art and literature.1 The line of research was reopened in the 1990s and
early 2000s in major studies by Patrice Higonnet, Christophe Charle, Pascale
Casanova, Christopher Prendergast and Karlheinz Stierle.2 These writers are in
intimate dialogue with some of the most important forms of cultural theory in
the 20th century. Higonnet combines Roger Caillois’ theory of the mythology of
the metropolis as frame for interpretation and action with Habermasian ideas of
public space. Charle, a cultural historian and Casanova, a scholar of comparative
literature, both draw primarily on the sociology of Pierre Bourdieu. Prendergast
uses deconstructive approaches, tracing the readability and blur of a 19th century
Paris stretched out between “Paris the political and cultural capital”, dominating
its territory and “Paris, the metropolis”, network of cultural exchange. One type
of cultural theory is lacking, though. A world capital of culture is a capital of
mediation. It mediates worldwide and is mediated worldwide. Yet none of the
above see the problem as one of media studies and media theory. Walter
Benjamin was a pioneer in linking art theory and urban studies to the theory of
the modern media. Karlheinz Stierle puts this aspect of Benjamin’s work into
parentheses in order to re-appropriate the Passagenwerk for German philology
and hermeneutics (Romanistik). I will try and understand the notion of a “Paris
world capital of culture” also from the perspective of media history and media
theory. Only thus can one grasp what was most productive in the relation
between the discourses of Paris and those of the avant-garde.
1

Walter Benjamin, Das Passagen-Werk, Rolf Tiedemann (ed.), Frankfurt, 1983; Roger
Caillois, Le mythe et l’homme, Paris, 1938. Translations are mine, unless otherwise stated.
2
Pascale Casanova, La République Mondiale des Lettres, Paris 1999; Christophe Charle, Les
intellectuels en Europe au XIXe siècle: Essai d'histoire comparée, Paris, 1996; Patrice Higonnet,
Capital of the World, Arthur Goldhammer (transl.), Cambridge Mass., 2002; Christopher
Prendergast, Paris and the 19th Century, Oxford, 1995; Karlheinz Stierle, Der Mythos von Paris:
Zeichen und Bewusstsein der Stadt, München, 1993.
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The surrealists: Debunking bourgeois modernity
To contemporaries, Haussmannian Paris with its broad and well ordered streets
was the capital of modernity. The Parisian exposition universelles dazzled the
world every eleven or twelve years. Paris invented the grand magasins and the
fashion industry, and led the world in the development of advertising and the
commercial press. Though utterly useless, the Eiffel-tower (1889) was long the
highest building in the world and a brilliant example of engineering skill. It
symbolized also Paris’ claim to be “the capital of modernity”. Modernity always
frightens the moderns, and so did Paris. She was known in the mid 19th century
as “the capital of crime” and the tales of foreign travellers to the big city oscillate
between fear and delight.

Illustration 1: Gustave Caillebotte, Paris street, Rainy day, 1877, Chicago Art
Museum.
Haussmannian modernization was controversial but the scale and vision of the
project inspired awe. The modernism of it is easily overlooked in an age when
the city of on the Seine, has become a capital of nostalgia. The Paris of today is
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still largely a creation of Napoleon 3 and his team of modernizers, notably
Haussmann, the préfet. Yet we see it through the eyes of the impressionists whose
dreamy, sensuous visions ran counter to Haussmannian modernity. In order to
appreciate the clarity, functionality and readability of Hausmannian Paris one
should rather, as Higonnet points out, take a look at the paintings by Gustave
Caillebotte (ill. 1).
Haussman’s Paris participated in a transition from representative to a
functional public. It expressed power, but with infrastructure of communication
rather than with monuments.The symbol of power was not the monument but
the corridor of traffic, the grand boulevard or the railroad. The ancient city on the
Seine became, in a generation, the city of light, of readability, cleanliness and
fluid communication. A generation earlier, Balzac, the novelist, had dreamed of
stopping the chaotic movement of the metropolis and re-establish a static
catholic order. Haussmann, however, was as obsessed with movement as with
legibility. His cityscape made movement and even contingency legible.
The universal exposition of 1937 and its relative failure offered the occasion
to reflect upon the standing of Paris in the world. The great surrealist critic Roger
Caillois published Le mythe et l’homme in 1938. This contained an important
essay on the mythology of Paris. Caillois proposed a brilliant and long unfulfilled
research program of investigating the relation between the city in the text and the
text in the city. Caillois distinguished the mythic from the phantasmagorical.
“Myth provides structure to the quotidian, helps us make sense of our everyday
lives”.3 Unlike the phantasmagorical, the myth is real, it organizes the way reality
is perceived by restraining the field of possible representations. “There exists
[…] a representation of the big city, exercising such power over the imagination
that the question of whether it is exact or not is in practice never asked. Though
every bit of it has been created by literature, it has entered the collective mental
atmosphere, thus exercising a certain power of restraint”.4 Mythologies, like the
mythology of modernity or the closely related mythology of Paris are too potent
to be either true or false, claimed Caillois. Created in the fictive universes of art
and literature, the mythologies are at work in society, inciting to action. Paris has
been the character of a thousand novels. Every man or woman who sees Paris for
the first time is, knowingly or not, guided in his interpretation by the stereotypes
of art. Octavio Paz explains in an autobiographic work how discovering Paris for
the first time in the 1940’s was for him rather a recollective process, being

3
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Caillois 1938, p. 149.
Op.cit., p. 156.
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confronted at every unknown corner with memories of books read and places
imagined.5
Caillois’ research program was a profoundly original one, promising to
release the sociology of literature from the unproductive opposition of idealism
versus materialism, or as we should perhaps say today, close reading versus
externalism. Yet the paradoxical idea that Haussmannian Paris and modernity
could be thought of as mythologies belonged to a common stock of thought in
the surrealist movement. Only as the mythology of “Paris capital of modernity”
was disintegrating did it become apparent that it had indeed always been a myth.
In the interwar years Paris was losing its un-canniness, becoming a preferred
target of family tourism, safe haven of middle class taste. The metropolis was
going tame, like a captive beast. The boulevards, seven story apartment buildings
and grands magasins of Paris were being replaced as icons of modernity by the
skyscrapers of Manhattan and Chicago.
As Haussmannian civilization denaturalized, its discourse of “nature” was
deconstructed. In his famous 1924 essay on the Butte au Chaumont parc. Aragon
ridiculed the bourgeois sense of nature. He thus indirectly ridiculed what
remains the most undisputed achievement of second empire reform; the
transformation of the overcrowded and dirty city into what could be seen as an
Arcadia of green parks.6 Though modernist in tune and rhetoric, the surrealists
indulged, at times, in nostalgia for pre-haussmannian Paris, as in the praise for
the work of Atget, the photographer who documented “vieux Paris” with
paradoxical scientific precision. At their best they had a sharp eye for the
historicity of modernity. To the young Aragon a modern city is a successive layer
of mythologies of modernity. The city is constantly changing, one materiality of
desire replacing another. It is an archaeology of dreams and has become the
unconscious of modern man. Aragon wrote that the metaphysics of places (lieux)
had re-placed (!) the metaphysics of the gods (dieux): “Metaphysics of places, it is
you who rock the children’s cradle and people their dreams”.7 Delving into the
cityscape the observer founders the abysses of the soul. In another of the essays
that became part of Le paysan de Paris, Aragon celebrates the Parisian arcades,
relics of early 19th century modernity condemned to demolition by city
developers. A powerful image of the historical unconscious is developed. “The
singular light of modernity […] rules bizarrely in the kind of covered arcades that
5

Quoted in Casanova 1999, p. 48.
By 1870 there were roughly 4500 acres of municipal parkland as against only 47 acres 20
years before. Prendergast 1995, p. 9.
7
Louis Aragon, Le paysan de Paris, Paris, 1926, p. 19.
6
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abandon in Paris in the area around the grands boulevards and that are known,
disturbingly, as passages, as if, in these corridors depraved of the light of day, no
one is allowed to halt more than an instant”.8 The young writer clothes his
metaphor in a lovely and mostly tacit play of language. The steel and glass arcade,
known in French as passage is said to be ephemeral, a place where one is
condemned to movement. It is a place for passengers (passagers) in passage. In the
passages passers-by make passes at each other. The passages are favourite
locations of the maisons de passe (sex motels, brothels). Here rationality and
instrumentality turns burlesque and grotesque as relations of desire and money
condense. Built to flow with time and be contemperous, the passages are now of
the past (passé). They have, writes Aragon, become human aquariums where
dreams and life forms of another époque have been artificially conserved. The
passer-by of the passage has no time for reflection. Yet as the observer delves into
its non visdom (pas sage), a wise land (pay sage) of the city landscape (paysage)
opens up.
In the late 1930s Walter Benjamin, political refugee from Hitler’s Germany,
took pauses off his studies in the Biblioteque nationale in the rue Richelieu,
strolling the arcades of the second arrondisment, taking notes for a planned work
on Paris as cultural capital of the 19th century. Like Caillois at the same time,
Benjamin developed surrealist thought into something like a new approach to the
study of culture. He explored the material indexes and psychic effects of the
advent of modernity, with an eye for discontinuity in history, tracing various
modernities. He took up to new consideration both the urban flaneur and the
shock aesthetics of Charles Baudelaire, linking it to his own reflections on the
mass media and the decline of the aura. In Benjamin, the surrealist theme of the
historical unconscious and the dreamlife of the objects was wedded to Marxist
materialism. He set out to explore the dreamlife of objects. He read the 19th
century presentations of Paris as dreamtexts, seeing the metropolis as a
necropolis of dead desires and forgotten wishes. In the work of Benjamin and the
surrealists, Haussmannian Paris, widely considered as the quintessence of
bourgeois urban rationality, was transformed, transfigured and deconstructed.
Benjamin’s friend Sigfried Krackauer digged out some the more bizarre and
exotic aspects of this culture in his seminal study on Offenbach’s Paris.
The surrealist deconstruction of Hausmannian modernity was once again a case
of Minerva’s owl flying at dusk. As Benjamin took his notes, Paris was no longer
the undisputed cultural capital of the world, The age of Parisian hegemony was
8
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ending. It ended in June 1940 with the troops of the Wehrmacht parading on the
Champs Elysées.
Why Paris?
At first sight it comes as no surprise that the avant-garde of art and literature
were associated with the self-proclaimed capital of modernity. It was Henri de
Saint-Simon, the founding philosopher of technocracy, who first used the word
avant-garde in something like its modern meaning.9 Saint-Simon stressed the
importance of artists to industry and called for an art that praised and inspired
industrial and scientific progress. Incidentally the Saint-Simonians were the
major intellectual force in the modernizing program of the Second Empire. And
yet the actual Parisian avant-garde was very different from the one dreamt up by
Saint-Simon. The Surrealists were not the first group of experimental artists to
be severely critical of Haussmannian modernity. Baudelaire makes a mockery of
the dream of the eminently readable city. The symbolists of the 1880-s and 90-s
despised it. And yet the mythologies of Paris and of the avant-garde are
interwoven.
It should come as no surprise that Europe’s largest urban conglomeration has
played an important role in the production and reception of its experimental art.
Kenneth Clark points out that:
The history of European art has been, to a large extent, the history of a
series of centres, from each of which radiated a style […] which was
metropolitan at its centre, and became more and provincial as it reached
the periphery. […] It may be said that provincialism is merely a matter of
distance from a centre, where standards of skill are higher and patrons
more exacting.10
And yet the importance of Paris to modern art and literature is out of all
proportion to its population and its economic and political importance. It is not
just that most of the key avant-garde movements originated in Paris or that many
of the most famous interventions took place here. What is to count as avantgarde is always a matter of perspective. The point is precisely that the power to
define what was avant-garde was concentrated in Paris, owing to a position of
cultural hegemony. The novels of Kafka or Faulkner might be written outside of
9
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Paris, but it took Parisian consecration for them to be redefined and appreciated
as avant-garde.11
Why did the discourse of the avant-garde emerge and flourish in Paris? The
Bourdieu-school has taught us not to “short circuit” from the specialized world
of art and literature to very general political and economic phenomena. Politics
and economics are important to art, but only as mediated through the specific
logics of the field of cultural production. The immediate context of the avantgarde was not politics, business or industry but culture and its institutions. The
historian and historical sociologist Christophe Charle argues that the emergence
of the avant-garde was part of a general hegemony in cultural production. To put
it briefly: Paris dominated “high” culture, because she dominated culture in
general, also “low” culture. Paris concentrated more newspapers and theatres,
more fashion industry than Berlin, Vienna or St. Petersburg. Also there were
more art dealers, editors, books, students and professors and teachers than in any
other European city. The only real challenger was London. Though trailing Paris
somewhat as a centre of cultural production, London in the 19th century was a
larger and wealthier city. Considered as a capital of arts, London suffered from
two defects. Firstly the English did not translate. In the mid 18th century roughly
20% of published works of fiction in England were translated, 100 years later that
proportion had fallen to only 5%.12 Today it stands at 3%.13 In France the
proportion has for centuries remained stable at about 15%. In Berlin and Vienna
almost half the published works of literature in the 19th century were translations.
London was the undisputed cultural centre of the British empire and of the
English speaking world. Yet, if we accept David Damrosch’ definition of world
literature as “writing that gains in translation”,14 then London was not a capital of
world literature. It was not truly a world capital of culture as it responded only
belatedly to developments beyond the language barriers. Secondly religion was
much more of a factor in London. The protestant heritage added an austere feel
to social life. One could amuse oneself in London, but it was not a “capital of the
good life”. Théophile Gautier observed that “Protestantism is as inimical to the
arts as Islam, perhaps more so. Artists can only be pagans or Catholics”.15 Lord
Acton countered that “Culture corrupts, but French culture corrupts
absolutely”.16 Protestantism as practiced in England was destructive not only to
11
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experimental lifestyles but also to the freedom of artistic expression. The liberty
of political expression was well developed in London, but artistic expression was
poorly protected, less so, than in imperial Germany and perhaps also than in
tsarist Russia. Émile Zola, a major public figure in France, was outlawed in
London throughout most of his life, not for his politics but for the supposed
indecency of his writings. As late as in 1889, the publisher Vizetelly was
sentenced to three months imprisonment for having published a translation of
Zola’s La Terre. In the 1890’s Oscar Wilde was pursued, imprisoned and driven
into exile, to Paris.

So what was the mythology of Paris?
Charle may be right that the hegemony of Paris in late 19th and early 20th century
avant-gardism stands in need of no further explanation. Paris dominated “high
culture” because she dominated “low culture”. Yet the predominantly
quantitative approach of Charle tells us little of why the discourses of the avantgarde came out as they did. Today, when the contingency of the “Parisian”
conception of modern art and literature, grows more obvious by the day, it
becomes even more urgent to explain why this discourse triumphed and
remained hegemonic for so long.
In order to understand the discourses of the avant-garde we need to sort out
the key chronological layers of the mythology of Paris. On the most general level,
the signification was “Paris = capital of modernity”. This worked as a kind of
self-fulfilling prophecy. As long as the world believed that Paris was the capital of
modernity, she had the power to impose upon the world a series of discourses of
modernity. As late as the 1970’s she even had the power to proclaim the advent
of “post-modernity”. Paris was thus the symbolic capital of a wide range of
modernities. Modernity is perhaps best defined as the power to bestow
universality on that which is “now”, but what is perceived as universal in one
discourse may not be so in a different one. A universalized present has a story to
tell about itself. Thus each “modernity” will generate a “story of modernity”, of
how “modernity”, “the modern”, “modernism”, or whatever it calls itself,
appeared and developed etc. I cannot here examine the nature of the notion of
modernity, but will assume instead a position of second or third order
observation, observing some aspects of the self-observation of Parisian
modernity.
Callois and Benjamin both date the emergence of the mythology of Paris as
“capital of modernity to the 1840’s. They explain it by linking the industrial
revolution and the rising the threat of the industrial proletariat to the emergence
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of new genres of literature. Their key witness is actually Charles Baudelaire and
the urban prose poem. But they throw Baudelaire’s work into context by focusing
on Haussmannian urban reform as well as on the mythology of Paris that
emerged in popular literature from around 1840 and onwards. Caillois links the
mythology of Paris to the shift from the novel of adventure in the tradition of
Fenimore Cooper to the detective story in the tradition of Eugène Sue’s Mystères
de Paris. With the advent of the detective story, there is no need to travel to
encounter mystery. The big city harbours another ghostly side, a night side, dark
and dangerous.
The world of sublime grandeurs and inexpiable failures, of unbroken
violence and mystery, where at any moment anything is possible
anywhere because the imagination has lavished upon and invested in it
the most extraordinary attention – that world was no longer remote,
inaccessible, and autonomous; it was the world in which everyone
spends his life.17
According to Caillois the discourse of the detective story tacitly plays on
bourgeois fears of the working class. He points out how Paris as text and texts of
Paris wove seamlessly into one another in the popular works of Victor Hugo and
Alexandre Dumas. The popular novel of the 1840s develops the modern myth of
Paris as a site of adventure for the solitary hero. The most important witness to
the privileged and secretive relationship between Paris and its literature is
Baudelaire. Methodologically Caillois focuses on the identity between the city in
the text and the text in the city. Unlike Benjamin, he fails to see, how the
allegorical genius of Baudelaire actually cracked open a fissure between the city
as text and the city in the text. A key effect of the allegorical imagination is that it
makes felt both the signifying power of the city and the difference between the
city and its literature.
Baudelaire is important because he is the obvious junction between the two
sets of mythologies, Paris’ and that of modern art and literature. And yet, as
contemporary historians see it, the mythology of Paris originated much earlier.
The Caillois/Benjamin emphasis on the rise of the industrial proletariat is
symptomatic of interwar preoccupations. Higonnet and Stierle focus instead on
the mid 18th century. The mythology of Paris as capital of the contemporary,
originated, they claim, rather suddenly in the latter phase of enlightenment
culture.
17
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Capital of the republic of letters
Paris is an old city. Numbering about 200 000 people in the 13th century it was
perhaps already the biggest city in Europe. La Sorbonne was the center of
scholastic philosophy. Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura and Abélard taught here.
Yet for a long time Paris was not mythologized. Unlike Rome, Venice, Florence
or London, the city of Paris appears only sporadically in medieval or renaissance
literature and art. The medieval and early modern art and literature that has
come down to us was mostly a culture of kings, lords and churchmen. Besides
being a centre of scholastic learning, Paris was rather a popular place, a city of
crafts and commerce. The French kings and their court of noblemen mostly
avoided the smell and noise of the city. Paris thrived in her own way,
disregarding of the classical ideals for urbanism, notably of the notion of the city
as a well ordered micro-cosmos. In “the great century” French cultural
production centred on the court at Versailles as well as the equally bucolic
monastery of Port Royal. Pascal and Racine belonged to the Port Royal circle,
while Molière and Lully entertained the court at Versailles. As long as the “sun
king” lived, the ultra-modern splendour of Versailles easily overshadowed the
ancient and populous city of Paris. Then in the middle of the eighteenth century
things changed as Paris became the capital of the “republic of letters”. Suddenly
it was the republic of letters that set the tune, the court at Versailles hesitantly
copying the fashions of the Parisian salons and cafés. The heroes of the new
“republic” were the philosophes with their radical ideas. 59 % of the contributors
to the Encyclopédie lived in Paris. As seen through the eyes of the philosophers,
Paris become not only to Parisians or Frenchmen but to the entire European
world, the preferred seat of modern life. Paris became the capital of that first selfconscious movement for meliorism and modernization; the enlightenment.
The Enlightenment took the first steps towards a new discourse of urbanism
that valued the multitude, contingency and dynamics of the big commercial and
industrial city, disregarding the classical urban ideals of the nobility. In the works
of Rousseau, Diderot, Mercier and La Bretonne, there develops a marginal and
personal regard on Paris. The notion of the city as a well ordered micro-cosmos
are left behind. Paris becomes multifarious and disquieting, and is celebrated as
a place for the new and the unexpected, for freedom and loneliness. What
happens is not only that Paris becomes aware of itself as a major centre of
cultural production. In the writings of the latter enlightenment, a new selfreflective sense of the modern becomes apparent. Modern man for the first time
becomes conscious of himself as such and this consciousness expresses itself as a
Parisian experience. This experience of modernity is by no means uncritical. It is
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modern precisely in terms of the way the writers were able to self-reflectively
criticize the civilization in which they participated. Jean Jacques Rousseau is the
extreme case. “The citizen of Geneva” spent most of his life in Paris, a lonesome
and distrustful wanderer in the centre of the modern world, hopelessly fascinated
by what he abhorred. His bitterness is expressed in Émile’s famous adieu to the
big city: “Adieu donc Paris, ville célébre, ville de bruit, de fumée et de boüe, où
les femmes ne croyent plus à l’honneur ni les hommes à la vertu”.18 Yet, Emile’s
farewell to Paris is not just a rebuke; it is also a tribute to the capital of selfreflective critique. For who would want to live in a place where people are so
ignorant as to trust in the virtue or honour of the opposite gender?
The sudden shift in cultural hegemony, from bucolic Versailles to urban Paris
was tremendously consequential. From the moment Versailles copied Paris
rather than the other way round, the downfall of the ancien regime was inevitable.
The capital of the republic of letters would soon be the capital also of a political
republic. But why did the mythology of “Paris, capital of modernity” begin with
“Paris capital of the republic of letters”?
The philosophers were a group of publishing writers, oriented towards the
book market, the first such group ever. Voltaire was the first professional writer
in France, living, not of patronage but of the sales of his books. Malesherbes
wrote that the “philosophes are to the people dispersed what the orators of Rome
and Athens had been to the people assembled”.19 The philosophers were the stars
and the focal points of two major cultural institutions that developed in Paris
around this time; the salon and the café. Paris became precisely a capital of
letters, the site of writers, printers, editors and newspapers. In a Habermasian
perspective one could say the representative public of Versailles gave way to the
reasoning public of the Parisian café and salon. This assumes that the cafés and
salons centred communication in a way that was similar to what the court had
done. But did the printed word reflect the discussion of the “bourgeois public” of
the cafés and salons. Or it was the other way around? Perhaps the cafés and the
salons originated as specific re-territorializations of the new de-territorialized and
decentred forms of social life brought on by the printed word.20 The Parisian
salons and cafés and their mythologies were certainly dominated by the printed
word.
18
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Illustration 2: Anicet Charles Gabriel Lemonnier, A Reading in the Salon of Mme
Geoffrin, 1812, oil on canvas, 129 x 196 cm, Châteaux de Malmaison et BoisPréeau.
Salons and cafés were perceived as places to write and to read, inert or aloud.
Lemmonier’s famous painting of Mme Geoffrin’s Salon is perhaps not the best
of sources by the standards of traditional historiography, having been painted a
generation or two after the facts. But precisely because it mythologizes its subject
matter, A Reading in the Salon of Mme Geoffrin gives us a privileged entry to the
discourse of “Paris, capital of the republic of letters”. We see Les lumières as
perceived by an admiring, immediate posterity. Fontenelle, Montesquieu,
Diderot, Marmontel and other figures of the Enlightenment gather round a bust
of Voltaire to hear a reading of his L’Orphelin de la Chine.
Neo-McLuhian social theorists like Friedrich Kittler or Niklas Luhmann
stress that the social reality of modernity is a mass mediated one.21 Aristocratic
society was a rhetoric of the human body. Power was to be expressed in the
persons present at court, in the form of interaction. In modernity people still
interact of course, and interactions still matters. But interaction no longer
encompasses social power or reality.
21
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The gap between interaction and society has become unbridgeably wide
and deep […]. Society although, although largely existing as interaction,
has become inaccessible to interaction. No interaction, however, highly
placed the participants may be, can claim to be representative of society.
Consequently there is no longer a “good society”. The spheres of
experience accessible in interaction no longer provide the societally
necessary knowledge; if anything they systematically lead one astray.22
In Versailles under Louis XIV, interaction and society coincided, for the last
time. The monarchy and the aristocratic class exist as concrete relations, modern
society conceives of itself in the form of mass mediated communication. As
Benedict Anderson has shown the bourgeois class of the 18th century conceived of
itself through the intermediation of newspapers and novels, allowing people to
see themselves as part of an imagined community.23 The transition of cultural
hegemony from Versailles to Paris was part and parcel of the birth of modernity.
Between the 17th century court and the 18th century salon and café an
epistemological break occurred. And yet people think place even if after its
deplacing. Even disembodied communication is thought of as embodied. Deterritorializaition succeeds through re-territorialization. The de-terriorialization
of the arts and the letters also involved their re-territorialization on “Paris” and a
new set of institutions. One could say, in a contemporary language, that the
institutions of salon and café functioned as a kind of simulacra that lend
“meatspace” to what now really mattered, the “virtual reality” of letters.
Mythologies of modernity
The philosophers were resolutely pro-scientific. The revolution and Napoleonic
reform anchored science in technological universities (Écoles polytéchniques)
and French science took on a distinctly practical orientation. The century from
the mid 18th to the mid 19th, from Lavosier to Daguerre, was the golden age of
French science and technology.
The bottom line of the Paris = capital of modernity discourse was Paris =
capital of reason and rationality. On the discursive marked for national
mythologies the “rationalism” of the French was opposed to the “empiricism” of
the English, the “pragmatism” of the Americans and the “idealism” of the
22
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Germans. The first half of the 19th century marked the rediscovery of the Réne
Descartes and his canonization, in works by Victor Cousin and August Comte,
as a kind of founding father of French thought. Focusing on Paris, French
national identity took on a paradoxical structure, it conceived of itself as the land
of rationality and universality.
The canonization of Descartes pointed at a way of reconciling faith in
modern science and rationality with a new individualist self. As capital of the
modern self, Paris did however generate far richer notions of the self than the
Cartesian one. The individualism of the enlightenment was not opposed to civic
duty, it was united to it by human reason. In the writings of Baudelaire on the
“man of modernity” a new form of individualism appeared, the denatured and
alienated self, bored and marginalized in the midst of triumphant modernity. The
theme of alienation was, by the way, developed philosophically in the early 1840’s
in the “Parisian manuscripts” of the still very Hegelian Karl Marx.
The rationalism of the philosophers led via the small scale Machiavelism of
Balzac’s Rastignac to the hedonism of “Gay Paris”, celebrated by the 19th century
entertainment industry. This hedonist self underwent a striking change of
gender. Starting out in 1750 as capital of male rationality and individualism ,
Paris had by 1900 become the capital of female subjectivity and desire. The porte
monumentale of the World exposition of 1900 was crowned by a statue of “La
parisienne, described by Higonnet as “chic, emancipated, wilful, and faintly
perverse, an odd mix of Sarah Bernhardt and Delacroix’s Goddess of Liberty.”24
Paris had become the capital of female individualism. This was for long time
expressed negatively as in the rampant discourse on la parisienne as debauchée
(sinful or perverted) and Paris as capital of prostitution. By the turn of century
the tune had changed, and in a way that was not without connection to the
discourses of the avant-garde and the bohèmes. The sexually liberated and
independent woman achieved a paradoxical “respectability” as “muse” of artists.
In the year 1900 the world hummed to Gustave Charpentiers tremendously
successful opera Louise in which the heroine proudly proclaims “Paris ! Paris,
Splendour of my desire, carry me away by the flap of a wing”. Louise leaves her
family to live as “reine de la bohème” in Montmartre. Paris became associated
in a peculiar manner with the discourses of female desire. It became the capital
of fashion, capital of beauty and – not the least – capital of romantic love.
Strikingly London remained the capital of male fashion. Paris won on all other
fronts as capital of pleasure. In Paris the notion “cuisine moderne” actually took
hold before that of “art moderne”. Massialot’s Le cuisinier royal et bourgeois from
24
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1691 was republished in 1748 as Le nouveau cuisinier royal et bourgeois, ou cuisine
moderne.25
Capital of revolution
In the first half of the 19th century French philosophers like Benjamin Constant
and Victor Cousin introduced the aesthetics of Immanuel Kant, coining the
slogan L’art pour l’art in the process.26 Starting from the discourse of l’art pour
l’art Baudelaire proposed a poetics of modernity, coining the noun modernity (la
modernité) in the process. From Baudelaire developed the discourses of avantgardism and modernism. The discourse of the Parisian avant-garde originated
partly in art and literature, but it thrived best in what we would today call media
discourse, in tourism and mass entertainment, precisely the forms of expression
which modern art sought to distinguish itself. And yet the mythology of Paris and
the discourse of the avant-garde formed for a century a discursive network of
tremendous power and energy.
The mythology of Paris as capital of rationality, pleasure, fashion and novelty
was at work in high art and literature as much as in the entertainment industry
which disseminated it. And yet it was neither specific of nor essential to avantgarde discourses. There is no direct line from high to low, even though the
Parisian cultural industry constituted, a set of cultural resources which the avantgarde could deturn to its purposes. But one strain in the popular myth of Paris
had direct implications for avant-garde discourse: Paris capital of revolution.
This goes back to 1789, but of course in 1789 nobody knew that they were
participating in “the great French revolution”. The discourse of revolution
sprang forth in the 19th century especially in connection with the relatively
undramatic regime change of 1830. Like countless governments since, that of
Louis Phillippe attempted to conciliate the nation around an inclusive
revolutionary mythology. The “place de la révolution” where Louis VIX had been
guillotined in 1793-94 was renamed “Place de la concord”.
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Illustration 3: Eugène Delacroix, 1830, 260 × 325 cm, oil on canvas Louvre,
Paris.
The notion of revolution is a structuring one in the discourse of modern art and
the avant-garde which developed in late 19th century Paris. Every artist or
generation of artist is expected to “revolutionalize” the field. “Revolution” is the
modern mythology par excellence, it is real through and through, inciting men and
women to dramatic action. The revolution of 1789, crystallized into mythology
by July monarchy artists like Hugo and Delacroix, provided the model for the
people’s spring of 1848 as well as for the commune of 1870–71 and for the great
political turnovers of the 20th century. “Revolution” is a fabulous instant of the
interplay of de- and re-territorialization. As “world capital of revolution” the city
of Paris is present in every political discourse anywhere in the world. In
Delacroix’s painting the Parisian communard, fighting on the pavés of the
ancient city, is the avant-garde of progress. The humble communard, assisted by
romantic art and the ideas of the enlightenment, is set to liberate all humanity.
Parisian revolutions always remediate the city’s past. Liberty Leading the
People marries revolutionary fervour to the timeless wisdom and beauty of the
Notre Dame cathedral (far right in the painting). As the city of revolution, Paris
is a site of creativity and discontinuity but also of remembrance. This resembles
closely the structure of modern art discourse where the artist is supposed to
effect a kind of creatio ex nihilo while in reality working within a rather narrow
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space of possibilities, a space defined by what his predecessors have done and by
the hegemonic narratives of the field, narratives that define what is the status quo
which is expected to be overturned. It is instructive to compare the structuring
role of “revolution” in modern art to that of “terrorism” in media discourse.27
According to Luhmann media discourse is structured to encourage forgetfulness
so that ever new information may take the scene. Info/non-info/unmarked space
(the cognitive code which organizes “the reality of the mass media”) has a
singular relationship to time. What is true or right or profitable today may very
well be so tomorrow as well. But what is info today is invariably non-info
tomorrow. Media discourse is forgetful, self-destructive and nervously creative.
Every information is still born, turning into non-info the moment it is
communicated. In media discourse one cannot stand still without falling into
oblivion, one must run on towards ever new information.28
Revolution is an historical imagination; it purveys to “change the course of
history”. Terrorism is “instant history”, that is no historical consciousness at all.
Being designed to increase flexibility and create space for the new by
enhancing forgetfulness, media discourse is like the generic city invoked by Rem
Koolhaas.29 As discourse considered, modern art is rather like the city of
revolution, negotiating the paradox of continuity through rupture, memory
through creation. Even avant-garde art always invokes its past as it overturns it.
As “city of revolution” Paris paralleled and enabled the discourse of modern art.
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Paris, love story of la capitale culturelle with le capital culturel
Of all the recent works that raise the question of the relation between the
mythology of Paris and the discourses of modern art, Pascale Casanova’s 1999
book La République mondiale des lettres is the most controversial and perhaps also
the most original. She discusses modernism in terms of the centre-periphery
structure of the global field of literature. The book originating as her doctoral
thesis, supervised by Pierre Bourdieu, and draws much of its theoretical
framework from the sociologist. Casanova has, however, clung to her identity as
critic and scholar of literature. She sees the global field as a set of discursive
power/knowledge practices in which literary works from around the world
engage – in reviews, translation, prizes, and in the informal exchanges and
valuations of cafés and salons. Literature is thus conceived of as a global system
of differences. Scholars of art and literature habitually reproach Bourdieu and his
students for a “sociological determinism” supposedly inapt to grasp the
uniqueness and autonomy of the work of art. A friendly reading will however
distinguish a determinist reading of the social field from a more idiographic and
interpretive approach to individual trajectories. The analysis of the social field is
deterministic. A power of numbers or statistical determinism is thought to e at
work on the macro-social level. Yet, Bourdieu often cites Spinoza’s idea that
freedom is to know what determines you. Conversely an artist is never more
unfree than when he claims to be free of all social determinations. In short the
Bourdieu/Casanova (B/C) approach opens to the reflexivity of the creative artist
studied. Casanova focuses on the émigrés modernists, writers like Joyce, Beckett,
Ibsen, Strindberg, Cioran, Fuentes, Kundera, Rushdie and Naipaul whose effort
is stretched out between the peripheries in which they originated and the cultural
metropolitans which consecrated their work. The emigrant writer is in a difficult
if not impossible position, his work being measured by the incompatible
aesthetics of the meridian and those of his native periphery. In order for his
experimental work to be understood it must be translated and made available at
the meridian. But in order to be translated at all he must usually gain recognition
in a peripheral culture which does not value artistic experiment. But if the
emigrant does surmount the odds, he is better placed than the héritiers of
meridian literature when it comes to achieving a degree of reflexive autonomy
relative to the art institution. This is because the emigrant knows both the
structuring poles of the institution of literature. The artists of the periphery are
locked up in their provincialism, while the “autonomy” of the metropolitans
easily degrades in a paradoxical kind of provincialism. Only the emigrant knows
the nature of art and literature in the global age.
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According to the B/C approach, the truth of an author resides in his positioning
in the global institution of literature. His positioning is his heteronomy. Why
then does he engage in reflective autonomy? The reason is that literature is an
institution for enhancing autonomy. It defines itself in direct opposition to the
field of power as represented by the apparatus of the nation state, the mass media
and the field of money (capitalism). Within literature the highest value is put on
literary activity that is perceived to be autonomous of the political and
commercial imperatives that are valid in society at large. The field of literature is
indeed organized by the opposition between autonomy and heteronomy. In
modern society, art – literature included – is an institution of liberty, yes it is in a
paradoxical sense the institution of liberty. A modern society without
autonomous art would be totalitarian. In literary life all secondary distinctions
(those of class cultural capital included, and of nationality, race, gender,
colonialism etc) blend into this primary distinction. Autonomy/heteronomy is
furthermore a geographical axis, centred on what Casanova calls the (Greenwich)
meridian, that is the great literary metropolises like Paris and London and the
literary world languages with symbolic capital accumulated through the centuries
(English, French, German).
At the pole of heteronomy, on the other hand, one finds rural and social
peripheries, small languages and “minor” literatures with little or no accumulated
capital.
Autonomy/heteronomy is also a temporal axis. The power to define
modernity is located at the meridian. Thus a continuous stream of “innovation”
goes from here and out to the smaller literatures and literary centres of the
peripheries, not because the metropolitan artists are necessarily more creative,
but because the metropolis is the centre of translation and consecration. The
closer to the centre, that is the more accumulated symbolic capital there is in a
text, the greater its literacy, the more modern and autonomous will be its form of
expression. In the periphery, literature is a heteronymous activity closely tied in
with the problems of national identity and other ethico-political problems. The
notion of autonomous literature is suspect or even unknown. The relation to the
meridian is receptive and imitative, one is concerned with following suit,
absorbing the aesthetic innovations taking place at the meridian, but in a way
that indeed allows for a “national” canon of romantic poetry and realistic prose
to continue. Each pole has a history. The doxa of the pole of autonomy stems
mostly from French classicism, from the century of Racine and Descartes –
anciens as well as moderns – but its character changes when no longer supported
by a culture of the court, but by an autonomous system of art. One sets form
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above content, vision over hearing, the written word over the spoken, intellect
over body. The counter-language of heteronomy however disclaims the
“artificial” and seeks “authentic” expression. The pole of heteronomy stems
from late 18th century romanticism. Thus the two poles are in place and it is from
then on that literature can be seen as one global institution subdivided into
national subfields and organized along an axis. Romanticism was indeed the first
aesthetic movement to be directly concerned with the autonomy of art. Yet it
provides the discourses of heteronomy which is the constitutive other of the
centre.
The poles of autonomy and heteronomy thus form a geographico-temporal
axis, stretching from the meridian of autonomy to the heteronomy of the
periphery. It is also an axis of domination, often terribly unjust domination.
Unjust that is even by literature’s own standards of excellence. Writers who are
“peripheral” in terms of nationality, language, education and gender, are almost
mechanically put down at the meridian. The nature of a “national” literature is
determined by its tempero-geographic positioning in the global whole, because
this positioning determines the relations of power nationally between
autonomous and heteronymous notions of literature. In the periphery, literature
is a heteronymous activity closely tied in with the problems of national and
regional identity and other ethico-political problems.
Casanova writes to provide writers of the periphery with an instrument of
liberation from the domination of the metropolis by clarifying the “necessary
and terrible” dilemma of these creators devoid of cultural capital and credit. Her
heroes are the experimental writers from the periphery who surmount the
symbolic violence of the metropolis in order to be consecrated and revolutionary
innovators at the metropolis. Several critics have reproached Casanova (and
Bourdieu) for assuming the validity of what she seeks to deconstruct. Casanova
tacitly assumes that autonomous art is superior to heteronymous. With
autonomous art she means the good, old Parisian conception of modern art and
literature. Important literature claims its autonomy, purports a self-reflective
critique of the institution and discourse of literature, sets form over content,
tends toward abstraction, and seeks new and revolutionary uses of language.
Casanova’s notion of artistic autonomy is primarily negative, it is freedom from
politics, moralism, meaning etc, rather than freedom to. The revolutionaries she
praises are revolutionaries of form. The summit of aesthetic autonomy is said to
be Beckett’s “literature of the non-word”. The B/C model works well for the
avant-gardes of high modernism. It has less explanatory power in regard to those
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avant-gardes before or since that were more political or that embraced the
products of industry of the mass media.
One should add, however, that Casanova’s stance is one of the third order
observer. She observes the Parisian observers of literature, in order to explain
how the Parisian conception of modern literature triumphed. There is no need
in this approach to challenge the validity of the conception. One could in this see
sign of a pragmatist and social constructivist approach. As long as the global field
of literature buys into the Parisian conception of literature, it is, in a sense, valid,
aesthetic taste being a matter of social construction or, if you like, of culture!
General and specific capital
Casanova does not propose a purely externalist view, reducing aesthetic stakes to
questions of power and domination, pure and simple. The reason lies in her key
distinction between general and specific cultural capital. General cultural capital
is “valid” in society at large. It takes the form of educational diplomas, celebrity,
upper class manners, etc. Specific cultural capital is specific to the cultural field
in question. An avant-garde writer may have more literary capital than a celebrity
writer, but the celebrity writer may be better endowed in terms of general
cultural capital. In the case of literature, specific cultural capital amounts to
literacy (la littérarité). In Casanova this is accumulated capital that is specifically
literary and thus trans-nationally convertible. By this is meant not only
appreciation among colleagues, but the whole armory of stiles and skills that the
field has accumulated. Literary capital could be canonized texts, literary
techniques and forms, narrative approaches and formulas, the whole spectrum of
aesthetic possibilities available to a writer at a certain time and place. Any artist is
unavoidably situated in a national field and carries with him its positioning both in
the national socio-political order and in the global aesthetic field. Every single
writer carries with him the entire history of literature, the national as well as the
global. The geography of the world field of literature is temporal. Art produces and
reproduces itself through a continual exercise of symbolic violence against
depraved peripheries. Literature produced at a great distance from aesthetic
metropoles like New York, London and Paris and which is not written in a
“language of culture”, but in a language of little literacy, is accorded no credit and
is almost mechanically overlooked or debased. The accumulated specific capital
of Paris and of French literature provides Paris with a credit that enhances
creativity. The provincial artist is expected to produce provincial art and if he
does innovate, his work will probably not be consecrated. The Parisian artist is
expected to innovate.
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Casanova argues that specific cultural capital is trans-national. This is partly
due to the unequal distribution of literacy among languages. Key actors of the
literary field read the major languages of the field in the original, even if they are
not necessarily their mother tongues. Does one write “directly” in a “major
literary language” or must one depend on translation? All factors being equal, the
writings of a well educated, urban-cosmopolitan, white male writing in English or
French will be considered to have higher literacy than that of someone lacking
the signs of accumulated specific capital. Thus any “pure”, “non-political” game
of aesthetic evolution will tend to confirm the pretensions of the socio-politically
dominant and disclaim those of the dominated. The game of literature is about
access to the meridian, an access which one can – says the paradox – only win by
already having access. One will enjoy more artistic credit the more specifically
artistic is one’s poetic capital and the closer to literary modernity one may come.
The literacy of the language is not equal to its economic or political importance.
The time of literature is slower than that of politics or business. Latin remained a
key language of culture a thousand years after it had lost its political and
economic meaning. The B/C model predicts that avant-garde art is transnational
art that translates well. This may seem counterintuitive. In the case of a small
provincial country like Norway it, often seems as if “identity art” translates
better than avant-garde art. Casanova could answer that this is because the global
institution also offers dissemination to the provincial, but on the condition that
he accepts a dominated position as carrier of regional, ethnic or national identity
rather than as someone who buys into the universal.
General cultural capital is usually discussed in terms of the intentionality of
the human body, the habitus. It is reflected in the capacity of an habitus to
dominate its surroundings. The literacy of Paris has a kind of concrete physical
existence. The intellectuals, critics, writers, publishing houses, cafés and salon of
Paris do exist. But the literacy of Paris is primarily a textual quality, it is inherent
in literary texts that are written in Paris or about Paris. In a Deleuzian
terminology which Casanova does not use, one could say that the literacy of Paris
is a de- and re-territorialized one. Casanova returns instead to Roger Callois’
1938 text on the mythology of Paris. She follows Callois in seeing the mythology
of Paris as produced by Parisian literature and in turn enhancing the prestige of
that literature. The specific literary capital of Paris is however intimately
connected with a kind disembodied general cultural capital, which we have called
the mythology of Paris. In fact literature is only one discourse of mass mediation
among many others in modernity. We have seen in this essay how the mythology
of Paris had many sources besides literature. It is also far richer than one would
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assume if literature was the prime source. This touches a general problem in
Casanova’s mode of analysis. She counterposes literature and reality, formalism
and realism, identifying formalism with autonomy. If modernity is, however,
conceived of as a state of ubiquitous media, than the whole Parisian model of
contemporary art should be reframed. We are no longer talking of a relationship
between art and “reality”. One should explore how art, considered as a discourse
of mass mediation, nourishes itself within an already mass mediated
environment.30
The great strength of the B/C model is its simplicity. Time and space are
conflated into a uni-dimensional model of the global space of creativity. The
model becomes, however, rather static. The provincials are trapped in
heteronomy, the metropolitans in an autonomy of which they hardly understand
the nature. The model does, however, undeniably throw a light the creative
trajectories on émigré writers from Ibsen and Strindberg to Rushdie and
Naipaul. Having read Casanova one understands better the dilemmas they faced
and the nature of their artistic innovation. There is a paradox involved in this.
The Bourdieu approach to the study of literature began as an attempt to expose
the phantasmagoria of “the creator” genius”. And yet it becomes in the end a
sociology of the auteur! Bourdieu’s key texts on art and literature deal with the
great innovators of the first Parisian avant-garde; Manet, Baudelaire and
Flaubert.31 Casanova traces the reflexive autonomy of the émigrés modernists.
Ubiquitous media, bare life
From the time of the philosophers Paris concentrated a vast amount of cultural
capital. The 19th century became the century of literature, and French was the
hegemonic language of that discourse. Paris invented photography and modern
painting, and Parisian painting, cartoon, design, typography and photography
dominated the printed image. In the age of extended reproduction, the images of
30

Theorists like Kittler and Luhmann assume that art began in the 18th and 19th century as a
discourse of mass mediation (Luhmann 1995b). The function of “the original” and the whole
the cult of the authentic was precisely to stimulate mass mediation (of the original!). Benjamin
was thus wrong to assume that 20th century techniques of mass mediation posed a threat to
the “auratic” quality of the work of art. The opposition between “art” and “popular culture”
is not one between authenticity and reproduction but between two different discourses of
mass mediation.
31
Pierre Bourdieu, “L’institutionnalisation de l’anomie”, Cahiers du Musée national d’art
moderne, no. 19–20, 1987; Pierre Bourdieu, Les règles de l'art. Genèse et structure du champ
littéraire, Paris, 1992.
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produced the Parisian avant-garde circulated world wide, as did those of her
entertainment industry. As international travel became feasible for the middle
classes, the international exposition became a prime media for the selfcelebration of Paris. 5 million people visited the first Parisian exposition of
1855, the figure rose steadily till 1900 when nearly 51 million passed the
turnstile. Then decline set in. 1937 was the last of the Parisian universal
expositions. It lost a shocking amount of money and was widely considered a
failure. Today the 1937 exposition is remembered for having given the twentieth
century its best known work of art. Parisian based avant-gardists like Joan Miro,
Luis Bunuel and Pablo Picasso contributed anti-fascist works to the Spanish
pavilion. Picasso’s giant mural Guernica was the pride of pavilion.
I have commented, very briefly alas on Lemonnier’s famous representation of
the 18th century enlightenment and on Delacroix’s iconographic representation
of the romantic, revolutionary consciousness of the 19th century. Let me end by a
note on the avant-garde work that has become the icon of 20th century terror and
totalitarian (the 21st has not started off much better, unfortunately).

Illustration 4: Pablo Picasso, Guernica 1937, detail.
Picasso is a revolutionary rather than a terrorist. The agonized horse in the
centre of the painting respectfully quotes Leonardo da Vinci’s lost masterpiece
The battle of Anghiari, known through sketches and copies (notice the mule of
the horse top centre, to right of the central character in Leonardo’s painting).
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Illustration 5: Copy of Leonardo da Vinci’s The battle of Anghiari. 16th century,
unknown artist.32
By centring his rendering of the horrors of war on animal rather than human
sufferance, Picasso, like Leonardo before him, paradoxically, points towards bare
life, the animal or idiot in man. Bare life is that part of our existence from which
no measure of security will ever protect us. But in Picasso’s version the body of
the horse has been constructed with short, sharp and symmetrically arranged
brushstrokes that look like newspaper typography. The austere black, white and
grey of the painting is also a reference to the press, that is to the 20th century
artist’s channel of information. The Parisian based artist depicts unspeakable
horror in his homeland and yet it is known to him only through the notoriously
unreliable source of media discourse. Guernica speaks to us of the dilemmas of
bio-power. Where is bare life in a world of ubiquitous media?
Conclusion
The modalities of “Paris capital of the world” were the printed word, the printed
image and the fair or exposition. As capital of “the republic of letters”, Paris
dominated the printed word from the mid 18th century. In the 19th century she
won a similar hegemony in the world of printed images and in that of the
universal expositions. In the twentieth century new modalities emerged: film,
radio, gramophone, television and finally the digital media. Paris was never able
32

Notice the mule of the horse top center, between the crossing sables.
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to dominate these. She retained her hegemony in literature and painting for a
while, and then gradually lost her status as the world capital of culture.
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Le discours de Paris comme écriture moderniste?
Les regards du flâneur dans Stad i ljus d’Eyvind Johnson et
Alberte og friheten de Cora Sandel
Sylvain Briens
”Sedan börjar Boulevard Saint Germain, och med denna boulevard litteraturen”
(Ensuite commence le boulevard Saint-Germain et, avec lui, la littérature).1 Cette
citation d’Eyvind Johnson sortie de son contexte fictionnel pourrait conduire à
penser que Paris est décrit comme matrice de la littérature. Il s’agit sans doute
d’une constatation plus modeste mais pas pour autant moins intéressante: le
narrateur de Stad i ljus (Lettre recommandée) est un jeune écrivain qui arpente les
rues de Paris en quête d’inspiration. Le livre qu’il écrit est celui d’une ville
devenue texte et dont la narration est rythmée par l’expérience moderne du
flâneur dans Paris. Johnson pose plusieurs questions, à nos yeux essentielles,
pour comprendre les configurations de centres et de périphéries dans le
modernisme scandinave: la citation fait-elle référence à une réalité culturelle
historique ou tient-elle seulement du discours mythique qui place, depuis la fin
du 19ième siècle, Paris au centre symbolique du projet moderne scandinave?
La ”percée moderne” scandinave, ”det moderne gennembrud”, est née à la fin
du 19ième siècle d’une fécondation mutuelle entre culture scandinave et culture
européenne, à une époque où le projet moderne dépassait les frontières
nationales. La langue de l’exil chez Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, Georg Brandes, Jonas
Lie et August Strindberg a été un facteur déterminant de la ”percée moderne”.
Leur présence à Berlin et/ou à Paris a inversement permis une diffusion sans
précédent de la littérature scandinave en Europe.2 Au début du 20ième siècle, le
modernisme scandinave place-t-il, sur les traces de la percée moderne, Paris au
centre de ses préoccupations artistiques?
Qu’entendons-nous ici par modernisme? Per Bäckström a montré avec
pertinence que les concepts de modernisme et d’avant-garde désignent des
mouvements différents selon le contexte national dans lequel ils sont utilisés:3 le
1

Eyvind Johnson. Stad i ljus, Stockholm: Bonnier, 1943, p. 67. Ce roman a d’abord été publié
en 1927 en français sous le titre Lettre recommandée; Eyvind Johnson. Lettre recommandée,
Paris: Kra, 1927, p. 68.
2
Cf. Sylvain Briens. ”Paris, berceau du modernisme littéraire scandinave? Le discours de Paris
comme écriture de la modernité”, in Ecritures Interculturelles – Interkulturelles Schreiben.
Numéro Spécial de Recherches Germaniques. Marc-Bloch-Université – Strasbourg, 2006, pp. 79–
98.
3
Per Bäckström. ”One Earth, Four or Five Words. The Peripheral Concept of ‘AvantGarde’”, dans ce numéro de Nordlit, pp. 21–44.
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sens de ces termes varie selon qu’ils sont employés par des historiens des
littératures des pays de langue germanique (anglais, allemand, langues
scandinaves...) ou par des chercheurs venant des pays latins. Schématiquement, le
modernisme au sens strict de ”high modernism” dans la tradition germanique
correspond à ce que la tradition latine appelle ”avant-garde”. Le terme d’avantgarde est utilisé par exemple par Umberto Ecco, Octavio Paz or Matei Calinescu
quand ils se réfèrent à James Joyce, T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, alors que les
historiens anglo-saxons rattachent ces écrivains au ”high modernism”. Nous
proposons d’utiliser le terme modernisme au sens anglo-saxon de ”high
modernism” dans la mesure où la littérature scandinave se rattache au champ
culturel germanique.
Ecrivain suédois de cette génération, Harry Martinson suggère l’impossibilité
de trouver une définition univoque pour caractériser le modernisme:
Modernismen är som begrepp svävande, kan betyda vad som helst. […]
Modernismen är ingen världsfaktor, vore den hade den upphört att vara
modernism. Modernism är någonting säreget som finns i varje människa
med syn. Modernism representerar det ständigt skiftande irrationella:
den fladdrande elden ur människans bröst. 4
(Le modernisme est un concept vague qui peut signifier tout et n’importe
quoi. […] Le modernisme n’est pas un facteur mondial, s’il l’était, il
cesserait d’être le modernisme. Le modernisme est quelque chose de
particulier qui se trouve en chaque individu doué de vision. Le
modernisme représente l’irrationnel toujours changeant: le feu dansant
sorti du sein de l’homme.)
Le modernisme est donc, selon Martinson, plus qu’un mouvement littéraire aux
règles d’écriture bien définies, une attitude vécue par chacun de façon unique.
Cette définition du modernisme comme attitude présente l’avantage de dépasser
les polémiques sans fin sur la périodisation du modernisme. Mais de quelle
attitude s’agit-il? Les ”fem unga” (cinq jeunes), Erik Asklund, Josef Kjellgren,
Artur Lundkvist, Harry Martinson et Gustav Sandgren, indiquent une voie qui
semble paradigmatique de l’attitude moderniste. Trois identités fondamentales
se dégagent dans leur écriture: man i takt med tiden (homme en phase avec son
temps), världsmedborgare (citoyen du monde) et framstegsman (homme du
progrès).5 Elles correspondent à trois caractéristiques de la vie moderne: la
4
5

Harry Martinson. ”Modernism. En röst i ämnet, en bit av frågan”, Fronten, 1931: 12, p. 7.
Martin Kylhammar. Frejdiga framstegsmän och visionära världsmedborgare: Epokskiftet 20-tal–
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fonction esthétique (l’homme en phase avec son temps qui respire au rythme du
mouvement et de la vitesse et qui se tourne vers le progrès), la fonction sociale (le
citoyen du monde qui part à la rencontre de l’autre) et enfin la fonction éthique
(l’homme du progrès qui aspire à la paix et à la solidarité mondiale). Si l’écrivain
doit être en rythme avec son temps, citoyen du monde et homme du progrès,
quelle est l’expression littéraire de cette expérience moderne? Lundkvist indique
alors la nécessité de vivre l’expérience de la ville, et Paris en tant que métropole
est un lieu privilégié de ce tête-à-tête avec la modernité:
Den moderna tidens poesi finner man inte i gamla susande
herrgårdsalléer, i lutande grönmossiga plank, i björkbackarnas röda
stugor. Men poeten av i dag skall upptäcka skönheten, poesin och otaliga
osjungna sånger i gatukorsningens myller och trafikens dån, i
verkstadshallarnas maskiner, i det sjudande industriella arbetets symfoni,
i människornas dagliga liv.6
(La poésie des temps modernes ne se trouve pas dans les vieilles allées de
manoir frémissantes, dans les clôtures penchées et vertes de mousses,
dans les chalets rouges des forêts de bouleaux. Mais le poète
d’aujourd’hui doit découvrir la beauté, la poésie et les innombrables
chants non chantés, dans le grouillement des croisements de rue et dans
le fracas de la circulation, dans les machines des ateliers, dans la
symphonie bouillonnante du travail industriel, dans la vie quotidienne
des hommes.)
C’est sans doute mus par cette obsession de la rencontre avec la modernité que
de nombreux écrivains modernistes scandinaves s’installent pour des périodes
plus ou moins longues à Paris. La Norvégienne Cora Sandel y reste de 1906 à
1921; le Suédois Pär Lagerkvist fait un court séjour en 1913, mais déterminant
dans sa réflexion artistique; le Danois Paul Lacour et le Suédois Eyvind Johnson
vivent à Paris pendant la même période, de 1923 à 1931 pour le premier, de
1922 à 1930 pour le second; l’islandais Halldor Laxness fréquente les cercles de
l’avant-garde parisienne de 1924 à 1926 et le Suédois Gunnar Ekelöf de 1929 à
1930. Que nous indiquent ces séjours d’écrivains scandinaves à Paris? S’agit-il
uniquement de trajectoires individuelles à la recherche d’une inspiration
esthétique ou est-il possible d’y voir la délocalisation du champ de production et
30-tal genom Fem unga och Lubbe Nordström, Stockholm: Akademeja, 1994.
6
Cité d’après Kjell Espmark. Livsdyrkaren Artur Lundkvist: Studier i hans lyrik till och med Vit
man, Stockholm: Bonnier, 1964, p. 162.
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l’externalisation du champ de réception du modernisme scandinave à Paris?
Il n’est pas possible de répondre à ces questions en quelques pages, mais nous
essayerons ici d’apporter un premier élément d’analyse par l’évaluation du
résultat textuel des séjours parisiens de deux écrivains, Cora Sandel et Eyvind
Johnson. Il serait intéressant, dans une étape ultérieure, de développer une
approche de sociologie des littératures en termes de contacts et de transferts
culturels, passant par l’évaluation du contexte de production et de réception.
Mais dans le cadre de cet article, nous nous concentrerons exclusivement sur une
approche textuelle: peut-on lire dans le discours de Paris développé par ces deux
écrivains scandinaves le développement d’une écriture moderniste?
Prologue: Le cubisme et l’avant-garde parisienne
Lorsque le jeune Lagerkvist voyage à Paris en 1913, Paris vit encore de l’aura
acquise lors de l’exposition universelle de 1900 qui, avec ses 51 millions de
visiteurs, lui avait garanti un rayonnement international considérable. Le
fauvisme vient de soulever une forte controverse, Marinetti a tout juste publié
son ”Manifeste du futurisme” et le cubisme vient de s’affirmer comme un
mouvement majeur de l’art moderne. A cette époque, Paris représente une
capitale européenne des arts et réunit un grand nombre d’artistes fondateurs du
mouvement moderne, comme Matisse, Léger, Duchamp, Picasso, Kandinsky,
Giacometti, Modigliani, Calder, Beckmann.7 Paris est un terrain
d’expérimentation, dans lequel l’innovation esthétique devient un impératif
artistique. Montmartre, Montparnasse, Saint-Germain-des-Prés et le Quartier
Latin sont autant de lieux de la création moderne, parfois révolutionnaire,
souvent radicale, toujours innovante. Entre 1907 et 1914, on compte en
permanence plus d´une centaine d´artistes scandinaves à Paris. Johannes C.
Bjerg y séjourne de 1911 à 1914 et se joint au groupe de Juan Gris, Picasso et
Maillol. Axel Salto part à Paris en 1916 et rencontre Picasso et Matisse. L´atelier
de Matisse est le point de convergence de nombreux peintres scandinaves,
comme Isaac Grünewald, Sigrid Hjertén et Jón Stefánsson, qui allaient
contribuer au triomphe du modernisme artistique en Scandinavie. Dans les
années 1920, Fernand Léger a plusieurs élèves scandinaves, comme Otto G
Carslund, Gösta Adrian Nilsson, Erik Olson. Sa collaboration active avec Les
Ballets Suédois montre l’importance des liens de l’avant-garde scandinave avec
l’expérimentation littéraire et musicale parisienne.
Le séjour à Paris de Lagerkvist en 1913 est marqué par la découverte de
7

Cf. l’exposition ”Paris: Capital of the Arts 1900–1968”, Royal Academy of Arts, Londres, 26
janvier–19 avril 2002.
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l’avant-garde artistique, qui sera essentielle dans sa conception de l’esthétique
littéraire. Il découvre le cubisme, la peinture de Picasso, qui vient de peindre Les
Demoiselles d’Avignon, la peinture de Matisse et l’expressionnisme. La lecture du
livre Les peintres cubistes de Guillaume Apollinaire lui inspire la rédaction à Paris
d’un exposé programmatique, Ordkonst och bildkonst (Art verbal et art figuratif).
Il y propose une réflexion sur l’art et la littérature moderne. Le sous-titre, Om
modärn skönlitteraturs dekadans, om den modärna konstens vitalitet (De la
décadence de la littérature moderne, de la vitalité de l’art moderne), révèle le sens
de sa critique esthétique: il reproche à la littérature moderne de ne pas avoir su
rénover son regard sur le monde.
Man skulle med viss rätt kunna påstå att det ej eksisterar någon modärn
skönlitteratur – en litteratur som speglar den modärna människans
uppfattning av livet, hennes sätt att tänka, se och känna […]. Visserligen
vimlar våra böcker av människor från idag och det brokiga, rika livet
omkring oss fotograferas flitigt, men kamerans objektiv är 1800-talets
realism – form och iakttagelse är det gångna århundradets. 8
(On pourrait prétendre non sans raison qu’il n’existe pas de littérature
moderne – une littérature qui reflète la compréhension que l’homme
moderne a de la vie, sa manière de penser, de voir, de sentir […]. Bien
sûr nos livres fourmillent d’hommes d’aujourd’hui et la vie riche et
bariolée autour de nous est constamment photographiée, mais l’objectif
de l’appareil photo est le réalisme du 19ième siècle – la forme et
l’observation est du siècle passé.)
Il remarque que l’art moderne a, en revanche, fait cet effort de changer de filtre
pour appréhender le réel. Il prend pour exemple le cubisme et suggère aux
écrivains modernes de s’inspirer de l’impulsion donnée par ce mouvement:
Kubismen må ägga skönlitteratur till ett mera djupgående studium av
värkligheten. Den skall visa vägen och lära att målet ligger avsevärt
bortom det skickliga återjivandet, det på god iakttagelse och slagfärdig
realism byggande berättandet, lära diktaren att rätt fatta sin uppjift: ur
värkligheten prässa fram dess konstnärliga innebörd – avslöjande och
förklarande en sida hos livet och tingen som honom förutan skulle lämna
obelyst.9
8
9

Pär Lagerkvist. Ordkonst och bildkonst, Stockholm: Raster, 1991, p. 15.
Op.cit., p. 34.
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(Le cubisme doit inciter la littérature à une étude plus approfondie de la
réalité. Il doit montrer le chemin, enseigner que le but est de dépasser
considérablement la description habile, le récit construit sur la bonne
observation et le réalisme puissant, enseigner au poète à bien
comprendre sa mission: arracher à la réalité sa portée poétique –
dévoiler et expliquer un aspect de la vie et des choses qui resterait sans
lui sans éclairage.)
Les écrivains modernistes scandinaves à Paris suivent-ils cette indication
esthétique et appliquent-ils les principes du cubisme pictural à la littérature?
Paris inspire-t-il un discours cubiste?
Nous proposons d’essayer d’évaluer ces enjeux à travers l’étude de deux
romans de Paris: Stad i ljus du Suédois Eyvind Johnson et Alberte og friheten
(Alberte et la liberté) de la Norvègienne Cora Sandel.10 Ils sont généralement
perçus respectivement en Suède et en Norvège comme faisant partie des
premiers romans modernistes. Le discours de Paris dans ces deux romans peut-il
être considéré comme paradigmatique de l’écriture moderniste?
Paris comme contexte
Stad i ljus et Alberte og friheten se déroulent presque exclusivement à Paris. Cela
semble être déterminant dans la construction narrative, comme Johnson le
précise par le sous-titre: En historia om Paris (Une histoire sur Paris). Il s’agit
d’une histoire à Paris et sur Paris. Que signifie cet attachement à Paris?
Tout d’abord, ces deux romans sont en grande partie autobiographiques et
sont des portraits d’artiste en jeune homme ou jeune femme. Paris représente
dans ces romans comme dans la vie de leurs auteurs un lieu de formation, un
passage nécessaire dans leur éducation artistique. Sara Fabricius (qui publie la
trilogie Alberte sous le pseudonyme Coral Sandel) part pour Paris en 1905 avec
l’idée d’y séjourner une demi-année. Elle y restera quinze ans, mis à part quelques
séjours en Italie et en Bretagne. Elle y vit des années de bohème artistique dans
une pauvreté extrême. Elle écrit des reportages et dessine des esquisses qu’elle
envoie en Norvège. Elle étudie la peinture dans plusieurs écoles d’art, notamment
à l’Académie Colarossi, et fréquente l’avant-garde artistique qui se réunit à
10

Alberte og friheten est publié en 1931. Comme le remarque Ellen Rees, le terme de
modernisme n’est employé chez le biographe Janneken Øverland qu’à partir de 1995 dans une
interview. Mais Rees montre de facon convaincante le caractère moderniste de la trilogie de
Sandel. Cf. Ellen Rees. ”På spor av modernismen i Cora Sandels Alberte-trilogi”, in Edda,
1997:2, pp. 209–221.
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Montparnasse au début du 20ième siècle. Elle décrit dans Alberte og friheten ce
milieu qu’aucun autre écrivain scandinave n’a fréquenté aussi longtemps avant
elle. Le roman s’ouvre alors que Alberte réside déjà à Paris et que l’ivresse des
premiers jours est passée. Elle fréquente les artistes, en devenir ou déjà reconnus,
presque tous étrangers, qui peuplent Montparnasse, et découvre, comme le titre
l’indique, la liberté. Il s’agit sans doute tout autant de liberté de moeurs que de
liberté artistique. Le problème de l’accomplissement artistique est ici central.
Johnson quitte la Suède en 1925 pour un deuxième séjour à Paris. Il y écrit
Stad i ljus en 1926. Paris est pour lui, comme pour Torsten, le protagoniste de ce
roman, une étape décisive de la création littéraire à une époque où le
modernisme scandinave cherche à Paris un espace de liberté esthétique:
En morgon stod det klart för honom: Jag måste resa. Stockholm var en
öken, Sverige var en öken, ett grått land, som borde bytt namn med
Sahara eller Samara eller Gobi.11
(Un matin il le comprit clairement: Je dois partir. Stockholm est un
désert, la Suède est un désert, un pays grisâtre qui aurait dû changer son
nom avec [sic]celui de Sahara, de Samara ou Gobi.)12
Paris attire pour des raisons multiples: raisons politiques suite à la force
symbolique de la révolution de 1789 et de la Commune; raisons sentimentales
liées à la force érotique de la ville; raisons de l’ordre du divertissement, Paris
étant, pour parler avec Heminguay, une fête; et surtout raisons esthétiques, Paris
étant un lieu privilégié d’inspiration littéraire. Johnson se finance grâce à des
articles sur la littérature française qu’il publie dans des journaux suédois,
principalement dans Ny Tid. Le titre de la traduction française du roman, Lettre
recommandée, est une référence à cette situation de précarité du jeune écrivain de
la bohème parisienne qui n’a pour vivre que les honoraires envoyés par les
journaux suédois sous forme de lettres recommandées. L’attente de ces lettres
rythme son existence.
Une deuxième fonction du contexte parisien est la rencontre avec la
modernité: Paris apparaît dans les deux romans comme un environnement
moderne. Le titre ”Stad i ljus”, qui signifie en suédois ”Ville-lumière” ou plus
exactement ”Ville en lumière”, se réfère explicitement au processus de
modernisation: Paris, équipé d’éclairage public électrique, est une ville qui reste
11
12

Johnson 1943, p. 44.
Johnson 1927, p. 45.
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illuminée tout au long du roman.13 Les références à l’électricité et aux machines
industrielles sont récurrentes dans le roman. ”Le chant de la ville à midi” au
chapitre 6 en est la meilleure illustration:
I denna timme skälva mina nerver av järn och stål och koppar; och de
sjunga; och deras sång är en sång dår varje fullastad spårvagn är en ton, och har du hört omnibussar böla som dragoxar eller elefanter, böla som
tunga och hungriga vandrare över urtidsslätter, där solen förbränner
vildgraset? Automobilernas glädje är min, - en glädje över luften vid
middagstimman.14
(Mes nerfs à cette heure semblent de fer, d’acier et de cuivre; et ils
chantent; et leur chant est un chant où chaque tramway bondé de
voyageurs est un ton, - as-tu entendu les autobus beugler comme des
boeufs ou des éléphants, beugler comme nos ancêtres lourds et affamés
en traversant des plaines vierges où le soleil brûle l’herbe sauvage? La joie
des automobiles est la mienne, - une joie qui flotte dans l’air [sic] à
midi.)15
Lindberger explique l’influence de l’essai Den gotiske Renaissance (La renaissance
gothique) de Johannes V. Jensen, qui est un hymne à la nouvelle ère industrielle
célébrée à l’occasion de l’exposition universelle de 1900 à Paris.16
L’espace urbain décrit dans Alberte og friheten est lui aussi indissociable de
cette modernité. Les descriptions de la métropole sont autant de mises en scène
du développement technique et industriel:
Alberte svinger om et hjørne til og befinner sig under metroens høie
jernskjelett, mellem leiekaserner som kaster klam skygge. Et tog larmer
avgårde over hodet på henne. Litt efter sitter hun selv i et, ferdes høit i
luften, mellem himmel og jord på Passybroen, over Seinen.17
(Alberte tourne à nouveau au coin d’une rue et se trouve sous le squelette
de fer élevé du métro, au milieu des casernes d’appartement à louer qui
13

Le titre peut d’ailleurs être interprété dans un sens quasi-religieux, la modernité technique
créant une illumination, une transfiguration.
14
Johnson 1943, p. 56.
15
Johnson 1927, p. 57.
16
Cf. Örjan Lindberger. Norrbottningen som blev europé: Eyvind Johnsons liv och författarskap till
och med Romanen om Olof, Stockholm: Bonnier, 1986, p.169.
17
Cora Sandel. Alberte og friheten, Oslo: Gyldendal, 1941, p. 13.
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jettent leurs ombres moites. Un train passe à grand fracas au-dessus de sa
tête. Quelques instants plus tard, elle est assise elle-même dans un train et
voyage en hauteur, entre ciel et terre sur le pont de Passy au-dessus de la
Seine.)
Dans Identitens geografi (La géographie de l’identité), Per Thomas Andersen
explique que, dans la culture norvégienne encore fortement rurale du 20ième siècle,
le fait de placer l’action dans une métropole confère au roman une modernité
indéniable et il conclut que la description de Paris par Cora Sandel ”innebærer
en ny representasjon av byrommet i norsk litteraturhistorie”.18 (implique une
nouvelle représentation de l’espace urbain dans l’histoire de la littérature
norvégienne) Et Tone Selboe précise: ”Paris ikke utelukkende fungerer som
kulisse for bestemte hendelser, men bidrar til å generere en beretning som
forbinder byrom og byvandring med diktning”.19 (Paris est non seulement
coulisse de certains événements, mais aussi moteur d’une narration qui relie
l’espace de la ville et la promenade urbaine à la poétique)
L’atmosphère cosmopolite et internationale du Paris décrite dans les deux
romans est également un élément de modernité. Paris Rive gauche y apparaît
comme un espace multiculturel et plurilingue.
Man dansade, som om nationerna fört krig, smitt vapen, slutit fred eller
varit neutrala och mörka under många år, bara för att komma hit,
blandas, prata, skratta och sjunga på alla språk denna dag, denna
afrikanska eftermiddag.20
(On dansait comme si les nations ne se fussent pas [sic] fait la guerre,
n’eussent pas [sic] fabriqué armes et munitions, conclu la paix ou ne
fussent restées neutres et sombres pendant de longues années que pour
pouvoir se réunir ici, se mélanger, parler, rire et chanter dans toutes les
langues du monde cet après-midi africain).21
Les cafés de la Rotonde et du Dôme sont remplis d’une ambiance internationale:
artistes et écrivains allemands, danois, anglais, américains, polonais, russes s’y
retrouvent. Le milieu artistique de Montparnasse est également décrit par Sandel
18

Per Thomas Andersen. Identitetens geografi, Oslo: Universitetsforlag, 2006, p. 65.
Tone Selboe. ”Byvandringens betydning i Cora Sandels Alberte-trilogi”, in Norsk litterær
årbok 2000, Det Norske Samlaget, 2000, pp. 88–104.
20
Johnson 1943, p. 75.
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Johnson 1927, p. 76.
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dans sa dimension cosmopolite. Il s’agit d’une nouvelle génération d’artistes dont
la conception de la vie et de l’art cherche à dépasser les frontières et à s’inscrire
dans la formation d’une République mondiale des arts et des lettres. Les
personnages des deux romans sont jeunes et ont conscience d’appartenir à une
nouvelle génération (Torsten le revendique plusieurs fois). Ils veulent construire
une nouvelle identité de citoyen du monde, que Johnson qualifie d’européenne:
”Den [rue du Faubourg Montmartre] blir nattligt europeisk i allra vidsträckande
bemärkelse”.22 (Elle [rue du Faubourg Montmartre] devient nocturnement
européenne dans l’acception la plus large du mot).23
Paris comme texte
La topographie de Paris prend une place centrale dans la construction narrative
de Stad i ljus et de Alberte og friheten. La structure de Stad i ljus suit un itinéraire
précis et parfaitement identifiable: Place de la République, Ménilmontant, Place
de la Bastille, Saint-Germain, les bords de la Seine devant le Louvre, Hôtel de
Ville, rue du Faubourg Montmartre, Place Pigalle et retour à Ménilmontant.
Comme le précise Johnson dans le roman, la narration consiste principalement à
lire les rues de Paris comme un texte: ”Paris öppnade sig långsamt som en bok
man læser”,24 (Paris s’ouvrait lentement à lui, comme un livre).25 Ainsi, par
endroits, le lecteur se fait flâneur et le flâneur lecteur.
Dans Alberte og friheten, c’est souvent le mouvement en lui-même qui nourrit
la narration. Alberte est animée d’un désir irrépressible de flâner dans les rues de
Paris, désir caractérisé par Sandel dans l’expression ”drivertilbøyelighet”
(penchant pour la flânerie).26 La description de ses flâneries invite à un nouveau
chronotope, qui témoigne que Paris est, aux yeux d’Alberte, une invitation au
mouvement et au dynamisme. Alberte est stimulée par les rues de la métropole
qui suscitent en elle une sensation de liberté. Tone Selboe précise que cette
flânerie prend une dimension toute norvégienne puisqu’Alberte court plus qu’elle
ne marche:27 ”Storbygaten, hvor en springer sig varm om vinteren. Alberte har en
utilstedelig svakhet for den”.28 (Les rues de la grande ville où on court pour se
22

Johnson 1943, p.163.
Johnson 1927, p. 157.
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Johnson 1943, p.48.
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Johnson 1927, p. 48.
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Sandel 1941, p. 52.
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Tone Selboe. ”Jean Rhys and Cora Sandel: Two views on the modern metropolis”, in
European and nordic modernisms, Jansson, Lothe, Riikonen (ed.), Norwich: Norvik press,
2004, pp. 117–132.
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Sandel 1941, p. 44.
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réchauffer en hiver. Alberte avait une inadmissible faiblesse pour elles). Mais,
malgré la vitesse, il s’agit bien d’un état d’esprit de flâneur qui anime Alberte:
Begi sig ut i det. Drive, streife omkring, se på, suge i sig, uten annet mål
enn å gjøre det.29
(S’y plonger. Flâner, errer, regarder, absorber sans autre but que de le
faire.)
Elle se laisse porter par les hasards de ses déambulations et se perd dans le
labyrinthe de la métropole. Remarquons qu’Alberte est une des rares figures
féminines de flâneur dans la littérature scandinave et fait partie de ce que Janet
Wolff appelle des ”flâneuses invisibles”.30
Son parcours dans Paris met en scène la solitude du flâneur dans la foule et la
multitude de la métropole. Les rues de Paris sont pour elle un espace de
l’anonymat dans lequel le ”moi” semble se dissoudre. Andersen précise que c’est
dans cette caractéristique que le roman trouve son expressions la plus moderne :
Hun [Alberte] er en utpreget byvandrer som bruker byrommet og gatene
i et eksistentielt prosjekt. […] I hennes tilknytning til byen er det mye av
Walter Benjamins fremmedhet og trøstesløshet, men det er også en god
del av han kaller ”å søke seg sitt asyl i mengden”. Etter mitt skjønn er
nettopp dette aspektet med på å gjøre Alberte og friheten til en av mest
moderne romaner i norsk litteratur i mellomkrigstiden.31
Elle [Alberte] est une flâneuse qui fait de l’espace urbain et des rues un
projet existentiel. […] Sa relation à la ville comporte bien des
caractéristiques qui rappellent l’analyse de Walter Benjamin: étrangère et
inconsolable, elle recherche de ce que Benjamin appelle ”l’asile dans la
foule”. Selon moi, c’est précisément cet aspect qui contribue à faire de
Alberte og friheten un des romans les plus modernes de la littérature
norvégienne de l’entre-deux-guerres.
Remarquons que cet état psychologique particulier du citadin, mêlant nervosité,
29

Op.cit., p. 51.
Cf. Janet Wolff. ”The Invisible Flaneuse: Women and the Literature of Modernity,” in
Theory, Culture and Society 2, 1985: 3, pp. 37–48. Voir également Tone Selboe. Litterære
vaganter. Byens betydning hos seks kvinnelige forfattere, Oslo: Pax forlag, 2003. Un autre récit
scandinave des années 1930 mettant en scène une flâneuse parisienne de la même génération
est Feberboken (1931) de Stina Aronson.
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Andersen 2006, p. 66.
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indifférence, solitude, étrangéité et angoisse, n’est pas nouveau dans la littérature
scandinave. La métropole comme lieu par excellence de l’expérience moderne
apparaît déjà à la fin du 19ième siècle dans plusieurs textes en prose inspirés de
Paris, comme par exemple Antonius i Paris (Antonius à Paris) de Sophus
Claussen ou Inferno d’August Strindberg.32 Peut-être que l’élément le plus
novateur chez Sandel et Johnson est le recours aux rues comme espace
sémiologique:
Visse gater og hus øver en uforklarlig tiltrekning på henne, hun drives
tilbake til dem gang på gang for å få stå der litt, se folk ferdes ut og inn.
Blindt, uten å kunne gi sig selv noen gyldig grunn for det, suger hun
inntrykk i sig som en svamp suger fuktighet. 33
(Certaines rues et maisons exercent sur elle une attraction inexplicable,
elle y est appelée sans cesse, juste pour y être un moment et regarder les
gens entrer et sortir. Aveuglée, sans pouvoir se l’expliquer valablement,
elle absorbe les sensations comme une éponge l’humidité.)
Si la fonction de la ville comme texte apparaît dans la littérature fin-de-siècle,
Paris se décline dans les deux romans sous différentes formes de transtextualité.
Dans Stad i ljus, Paris est texte, mais aussi paratexte: Paris est titre (”Ville en
lumière”) et sous-titre (”Une histoire sur Paris”). Paris assume également dans
certains chapitres la fonction de narrateur:
Jag är staden på natten. Jag är närmast ursprunget och längst bort från
det: jag är en barbar i monokel och vita handskar.34
(Je suis la ville la nuit. Je suis la plus près de l’origine mais j’en suis aussi
la plus éloignée. Je suis un barbare avec monocle et gants blancs.)35
Alberte og friheten et Stad i ljus assignent à Paris une fonction sémiologique
complexe: la ville est certes un texte, mais un texte dont les lettres ne sont pas
nécessairement visibles ou lisibles. La narration développe un réseau
d’hypertextes mettant en relation ces identités visibles et invisibles de la ville, et
introduit ainsi dans la littérature scandinave une nouvelle fonction
32
33
34
35

Cf. Briens 2006.
Sandel 1941, p. 53.
Johnson 1943, p. 140.
Johnson 1927, p. 141.
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chronotopique. Le modernisme se lit en ce sens non pas comme une écriture de
ville comme texte, mais de la ville comme hypertexte.
Paris comme hypertexte36
La base topographique de Stad i ljus et de Alberte og friheten n’est pas une
description linéaire d’un parcours dans les rues de Paris mais un ensemble de
signes interprétés à la lumière de l’expérience vécue du flâneur, point de vue qui
laisse une grande place au prisme du passé et des souvenirs. L’état psychologique
du narrateur interagit avec les lieux, et le sujet se construit à travers différents
espaces de la ville. La topographie de Paris est dynamique, fragmentée et
subjective, à l’image de la vie moderne. La définition que Georg Simmel donne
de la modernité éclaire l’intériorité intellectuelle de cette topographie:
Car l’essence de la modernité est somme toute le psychologisme, le fait
d’éprouver le monde et de lui donner sens véritablement comme monde
intérieur, conforme aux réactions de notre intériorité; c’est la dissolution
des contenus stables dans le flux de l’âme, indépendante et purifiée de
toute substance, et qui n’a pour forme que ”les formes de ses
mouvements”.37
La ville est mise en scène comme un paysage psychologique. Dans Alberte og
friheten, même si le récit est à la 3ième personne, Paris est décrit à travers la
perception d’Alberte et apparaît en correspondance avec les images du passé, les
rêveries du présent et les espoirs futurs. De même, dans Stad i ljus, le paysage
rêvé se superpose au paysage matériel et une carte intérieure de Paris se dessine:
Ett minne: Vi åker buss. Där är Pont-Neuf; nu Rue de Rivoli, Hotel de
36

Genette définit ainsi l’hypertexte: ”J’entends par là toute relation unissant un texte B (que
j’appellerai hypertexte) à un texte antérieur A (que j’appellerai, bien sûr, hypotexte) sur lequel il
se greffe d’une manière qui n’est pas celle du commentaire. […] B ne parle nullement de A,
mais ne pourrait cependant exister tel quel sans A, dont il résulte au terme d’une opération
que je qualifierai, provisoirement encore, de transformation, et qu’en conséquence il évoque
plus ou moins manifestement, sans nécessairement parler de lui ou le citer”, Gérard Genette,
Palimpsestes. La Littérature au second degré, Paris: Seuil, 1992, p.13. Nous appliquons cette
définition à l’idée de la ville comme texte. Le texte de la ville fait des références à un réseau de
textes imaginaires. Ces textes qui se greffent sur l’hypotexte de la ville visible sont appelés
hypertextes et mettent en scène une ville invisible. Les hypertextes sont donc ici des textes à
l’intérieur d’un même récit, faisant appel à l’imaginaire ou à une perception intérieure du
narrateur.
37
Cité dans l’introduction à la première partie de: Georg Simmel. Philosophie de la modernité,
Paris: Payot, 1989, p. 29.)
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Ville. Denise, en flicka, om vilken man heller inte vet. Vi åker buss. Nu
Avenue de la République. Staden vänder på sig. Nu Ménilmontant, hyra,
värd, kafé, restaurang. Ett minne. Staden vrider på sig igen. Nu Rue de
Rennes, Boulevard Rapsail. Ord, ord, ord! Ett minne… Ett minne, ett
minne, ett minne, Raspail. Café de la rotonde, du Dôme, svenskar,
Sverige, litteratur, böcker, resor och kaffé. Ett minne…38
(Un souvenir: nous voyageons dans l’autobus. Voici le Pont-Neuf, puis la
rue de Rivoli, l’Hôtel de Ville. Denise, une jeune femme dont on ne sait
rien non plus. Nous voyageons en autobus. Voici l’avenue de la
République. La ville se retourne. Voici maintenant Ménilmontant, loyer,
hôtelier, café, restaurant. Un souvenir. La ville se retourne à nouveau.
Revoici la rue de Rennes, le boulevard Raspail. Mots, mots, mots! Un
souvenir... Un souvenir, un souvenir, un souvenir. Café de la Rotonde.
Café du Dôme, Suédois, Suède, littérature, livres, voyage et café. Un
souvenir.)39
La topographie de Paris se lit comme une carte mentale et introspective. Ni
Sandel ni Johnson ne mettent en scène une réalité unique et objective. Le texte
de Paris n’est pas un manuel scientifique de géographie, mais un réseau
d’hypertextes multiples et relevant de l’imaginaire. Dans son analyse du
modernisme de Cora Sandel, Rees donne une définition intéressante du
modernisme scandinave qui éclaire cette caractéristique:
En modernistisk tekst, derimot, stiller seg skeptisk till disse forestillinger
om en utvetydig virkelighet og muligheten til å kommunisere denne.
Modernismen er per definisjon relativistisk og pluralistisk.40
(Un texte moderniste, en revanche, se montre sceptique par rapport à
l’idée d’une réalité univoque et la possibilité de la communiquer. Le
modernisme est par définition relativiste et pluriel.)
Alberte og friheten décrit d’une façon fragmentaire une réalité intérieure régie par
un temps sensible. Ce type de narration est caractéristique de la rénovation
romanesque initiée par Proust et développée par l’avant-garde (notamment
Joyce, T.S. Eliot). Notons qu’à l’époque de la rédaction de Stad i ljus Johnson est
38
39
40

Johnson 1943 p. 73.
Johnson 1927, p. 74.
Rees 1997, p 210.
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très intéressé par la méthode narrative de Proust, même s’il n’a pas encore lu
Proust et ne connaît son oeuvre que par les critiques qui en ont été faites. Il
évoque ce modèle stylistique par la voix de Torsten:
Torsten tänkte: Om man hade tid skulle man göra sådana där artiklar,
skriva om en sak i sänder, titta noga på varje gata för att finna något eget
vid den, upptäcka, njuta av att upptäcka, skriva ett ord, en rad i sänder,
läsa igenom den, fylla i, göra långa parenteser som Marcel Proust,
parenteser med parenteser inuti, vara noga, vara vis, skulptera.41
(Torsten pensa: si on avait le temps, on ferait des articles dans ce genrelà. Parler d’une seule chose à la fois, regarder bien chaque rue pour lui
découvrir quelque chose de particulier, découvrir sans cesse et en jouir,
écrire un mot, une ligne à la fois, la relire, l’élargir, faire de longues
parenthèses, comme Marcel Proust, parenthèses qui renferment des
parenthèses, être méticuleux, être sage, sculpter).42
Stad i ljus ne respecte toutefois pas le style de narration proustien dans sa
recherche de chaque particularité microscopique. Johnson ne retient que la
volonté de saisir la diversité du sujet. Cette perspective donne sens à l’idée
d’analyser une personne en l’espace d’une journée, ce qui n’est pas sans rappeler
Ulysse de Joyce, que Johnson, lors de la rédaction de Stad i ljus, venait de lire avec
un immense intérêt. Dans un espace géographiquement clos (Paris) et dans un
temps court et limité, la narration s’ouvre à un chronotope dicté par
l’imagination. Cette méthode a souvent été comparée à juste titre à l’écriture
hamsunienne si caractéristique de Sult [Faim], dans laquelle l’imagination
impose, grâce à la faim, un véritable dictat.43 Dès lors, les frontières entre le réel
et le rêve s’effacent. Il n’est pas étonnant, en ce sens, que Stad i ljus ait été aussi
quelquefois mis en relation avec le théâtre onirique d’August Strindberg et
notamment la pièce Till Damaskus [Le chemin de Damas].44 La place du rêve
comme autre réalité est tout aussi importante dans Alberte og friheten:45
41

Johnson 1943, pp. 84-85.
Johnson 1927, p. 86.
43
Les parallèles entre les deux romans sont nombreux: faim, solitude, hallucination ou
imagination, rencontres amicales et hostiles, refus d’accepter l’argent et la réalité, oscillation
entre désespoir et euphorie, quête de l’inspiration littéraire pour écrire le premier livre, vie de
bohème dans une métropole, quête d’argent, etc...
44
Voir Birgit Munkhammar. Hemligskrivaren: En essä om Eyvind Johnson, Stockholm: Bonnier,
2000, p. 69.
45
Comme le montre Rees, cela est récurrent dans toute la trilogie. Cf. Rees 1997, p. 214.
42
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Når Alberte nå våkner i det lille værelset i Paris og blir liggende utover og
tenke tilbake på det hun har levd, synes hun igrunnen, hun bare drømte
både da og da. Eller kom borti som av vanvare. Men det er drøm som
levner virkelighet efter sig.46
(Quand Alberte se réveille maintenant dans sa petite chambre à Paris et
reste allongée dans son lit à réfléchir à ce qu’elle a vécu, il lui semble
qu’au fond, elle n’a fait que rêver tout le temps. Ou alors était-elle tombée
dans tout cela par le simple fait du hasard. Mais c’est un rêve qui laisse
une réalité derrière lui.)
Il est possible de lire cette ouverture narrative au rêve comme un élément
moderniste issu d’une évolution littéraire amorcée par le symbolisme et le
supranaturalisme de Strindberg et culminant avec le surréalisme.
Par ses caractéristiques (collage, temps sensible, multiplicité de la réalité,
fragmentation du sujet, dictature de l’imagination, onirisme), l’écriture
hypertextuelle est donc une écriture complexe, hétérogène et non-linéaire qui
inspire une narration moderniste.
Epilogue: l’hypertextualité de Paris comme écriture cubiste
Pär Lagerkvist déclarait que la littérature scandinave devait s’inspirer du
cubisme de l’avant-garde artistique pour devenir moderniste. Si Paris lui en a
donné les moyens, il ne faut pas pour autant en conclure que Paris a joué le rôle
de centre littéraire du modernisme scandinave. Notre étude ne permet pas de
donner de telles conclusions générales, mais souligne l’importance de Paris pour
deux écrivains essentiels de l’histoire du modernisme scandinave. Dans les deux
romans étudiés, plus que la lisibilité de la ville, c’est son apparente illisibilité qui
confère au discours de Paris son caractère moderniste: le texte du Paris visible
est l’hypotexte d’une série d’hypertextes décrivant les Paris imaginaires. Cette
écriture hypertextuelle semble caractéristique de la narration moderniste. Le
collage d’hypertextes représente-t-il une forme de cubisme littéraire? L’écriture
hypertextuelle rompt avec la vision réaliste ou naturaliste traditionnelle en
représentant, comme le cubisme, le sujet comme fragmenté. Le cubisme
décompose en effet le sujet en des plans géométriques inscrits dans un espace
tridimensionnel sans profondeur. On retrouve ces éléments constitutifs du
vocabulaire graphique cubiste dans la composition des deux romans étudiés.
46

Sandel 1941, pp. 274–275.
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Dans Alberte og friheten, la description de Paris prend ainsi par endroits un
caractère pictural explicitement cubiste:
Regelmessige, korrekte gater, hvor husene står og ser ut som de er, og
andre, hvor skilter, markiser, plakater og reklameforanstaltninger av alle
slag trenges på hverandre, oppløser og forskyver konturer, troller bort alle
bærende flater i et mylder av brokete biter.47
(Des rues régulières, correctes, où les maisons ont l’air de ce qu’elles
sont, et d’autres où les panneaux, les marquises, les affiches et les
publicités de toutes sortes s’entassent, dissolvant et déplaçant les
contours, faisant disparaître comme par enchantement tous les plans
porteurs en une myriade de pièces éclatées.)
Un autre exemple de composition cubiste est le recours à des superpositions
d’images simultanées: ainsi, dans l’introduction de Stad i ljus, la prise de vue
aérienne permet au lecteur d’embrasser Paris d’un seul regard. Dans l’article
”Sur le cubisme”, Pierre Reverdy définit le cubisme comme un déplacement du
sujet par lequel le tableau ou le poème devient lui-même le sujet.48 Les deux
romans étudiés laissent apparaître, explicitement dans le cas de Stad i ljus,
implicitement dans le cas de Alberte og friheten, un hypertexte à valeur
métafictionnelle.49 Dans Stad i ljus, les éléments de métafiction sont nombreux et
indiquent que le livre que Torsten est en train d’écrire est Stad i ljus.50 Ces effets
réflexifs sont généralement considérés comme caractéristiques du passage du
modernisme au post-modernisme et placent Stad i ljus et Alberte og friheten dans
ce renouveau de la narration littéraire.51
La construction hypertextuelle culmine dans le dernier paragraphe de Stad i
ljus, lorsque le boulevard devient métaphore de l’univers. Les références
narratives s’amplifient et le texte de la rue, tel l’Aleph de Borges qui ouvre tous les
possibles de la texualité, contient potentiellement tous les textes. Le roman se
47

Op.cit., p. 53.
Pierre Reverdy. ”Sur le cubisme”, in Nord-Sud , 1917: 1, pp. 5–7.
49
L’aspect métafictionnel apparaît plus clairement dans le troisième volet de la trilogie, Bare
Alberte, qui est donc une suite de Alberte og friheten. Sandel y introduit une ”introversion
narrative” lorsque Pierre discute du projet littéraire d’Alberte, invitant le lecteur à réfléchir
lui-même sur le texte de Sandel. Cf. Rees 1997, pp. 214–217.
50
Cf. Bo G. Jansson. Självironi, självbespegling och självreflexion: den metafiktiva tendensen i
Eyvind Johnsons diktning, Uppsala: skrifter utgivna av litteraturvetenskapliga institutionen vid
Uppsala universitet, 27, 1990, pp. 39–43.
51
Cf. Op.cit., pp. 28–30 et Rees 1997, p. 214.
48
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résout sur une équation étonnante (la vie = le livre = Paris), qui tient sans doute
davantage du postmodernisme que du modernisme.
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Sex and the Cabaret: Dada’s Dancers
Ruth Hemus
The photograph of Hugo Ball, dressed in cardboard costume and conical hat,
reciting the sound poem Karawane at a Cabaret Voltaire soirée, before being
carried off stage in quasi-religious paroxysm, has achieved iconic status in the
history of Dada. It is a–if not the–quintessential image of Zurich Dada. Ball’s
image, reproduced countless times, embodies and mythologizes the Dada
cabaret and its innovation of sound poetry. It is scarcely surprising that the
photograph is treasured, granting as it does a glimpse into Dada performances
that have become infamous but remain irretrievable.

Illustration: Hugo Ball, courtesy Stiftung Hans Arp und Sophie Taeuber-Arp e.v.
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Ball’s diaries record the moment he is transported by this radical event, which
combines both a striking physical, visual presence and innovative verbal
experiment.1 The text of the poem persists, along with the image as remnant,
allowing scholars to comment on and analyse the moment using a conjunction of
image and text.

Illustration: Sophie Taeuber, courtesy Stiftung Hans Arp und Sophie TaeuberArp e.v.
1

Hugo Ball. Die Flucht aus der Zeit, Zurich: Limmat Verlag, 1992. English translation by Ann
Raimes: Flight Out of Time: A Dada Diary, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of
California Press, 1996.
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Another photograph that also makes its way into the pages of Dada histories is of
Sophie Taeuber dancing at the opening of the Galerie Dada. She wears a large
rectangular mask made by Marcel Janco. Painted with ox blood, it is inspired by
non-Western or so-called primitive tradition. Her costume, designed by Jean
Arp, is made up of cardboard tubes for arms, which end in mechanical pincers
instead of fingers. It is an arresting image. But this photograph is not treated to
quite the same passion of report and celebration as that of Ball, and generally
remains rather at the level of decoration: to illustrate the Dada tendency to dress
up outrageously and caper on stage. Often it is linked in to a discussion of the
impetus of primitivism within Dada, including references to Janco as maskmaker and to the Dadaists’ fondness for negro music and drumming.
Meanwhile, the most apparent fact, which is that Taeuber is dancing, is as good
as glossed over, limited to the caption, and not explored in any detail.
Critical literature on Dada does not care too much for dance. Whilst
performance is almost unanimously underlined as the touchstone of Zurich
Dada, it is less frequently taken apart or dissected. When it is interrogated, the
emphasis is almost always on the crucial performative aspect of sound and
simultaneous poetry: we still have the comfort of the printed text to fall back on,
after all. Thus, the huge Dada exhibition at the Centre Pompidou this year made
very welcome inclusions on the level of sound, with two rooms offering
recordings of sound and simultaneous poems, in a sort of recreation of the aural
experiences of the Dada cabaret, but sound was entirely divorced from any
visual, physical or corporeal stimuli, which remain elusive. It is this physical,
embodied aspect of Dada that Ball’s photo recalls for us, and that Taeuber’s
photo implies even more strongly, with its more evident suggestion of action and
movement.
Our forgetting of dance may be put down variously to the difficulties of
recreating performance, the lack of any static cultural artefact and the privileging
of written texts and paintings. How can dance be documented in a book or
displayed in the museum? What sources are there to draw on? And who says
dance featured in Dada in any significant sense? The excuses are manifold, but
soirée programmes alone, which list events and name dancers, testify to the fact
that dance was a scheduled element in many Dada performances. Memoirs and
accounts also describe performances. They vary in detail, limit and subjectivity,
but can be combed for content and significance just as they are for illuminations
of the significance of poetry and painting. It may instead be a question of the
value (or lack of it) placed on dance, both in secondary literature and in memoirs.
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I suggest that tracing the genealogy of neglect illuminates revealing attitudes not
only towards dance, but also in relation to gender.
David Hopkins, for example, discusses dance in his 2004 Short Introduction to
Dada and Surrealism, highlighting the connections forged between Taeuber and
her dance teacher, the experimental choreographer Rudolf von Laban. However,
he states that:
these innovatory dances, which bespeak an attempt to rid the body of
constricting habits of expression […] were not, in the strictest sense,
motivated by Dada concerns. They sit a little oddly next to the edgier,
more anarchic aspects of Dada performance, including the ‘negro
dances’ of the male Dadaists.2
An opposition is drawn not only between expressionist and dadaist concerns, but
also between male and female dance performances. The implication is that
women’s dances were not ‘edgy’ and ‘anarchic’, and not quite Dada.3
Alternatively, the connections between Laban and Dada might be fêted as
mutually productive: not only on the level of dance, but with reference to other
dadaist concerns ‘in the strictest sense’. With Taeuber acting as a bridging-point
between the Laban school and the Cabaret Voltaire,4 dance became a component
of soirées in the spring and summer of 1916.5 By the time of the establishment of
the Galerie Dada, Laban dancers, too, were taking part in Dada soirées,
alongside untrained (male) dancers like Ball, Huelsenbeck and Tzara. A comment
by the dancer Käthe Wulff testifies to an active dialogue: “If someone wanted to
do a dance, for example Sophie Taeuber, I would have her show me the dance
and discuss it with her.”6 Here was an opportunity for the Dadaists to reach into
another area of the ‘Arts with a capital A’, to both interfere irreverently with a
2

David Hopkins. Dada and Surrealism: A Very Short Introduction, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2004, p. 116.
3
It should be noted that Hopkins nonetheless deals with gender extensively in this volume,
especially in chapter 5.
4
Taeuber saw Laban’s dancers in Munich as early as 1911. See: Roswitha Mair. Von ihren
Träumen sprach sie nie: Das Leben der Künstlerin Sophie Taeuber-Arp, Freiburg: Herder, 1998,
p. 34. Mair quotes a letter to her sister dated 27 November 1911. She then visited his school
in Monte Verità a few months after the start of the Cabaret Voltaire, in Summer 1916, with
Käthe Wulff, and signed up as a pupil in Zurich.
5
Hans Bolliger, Guido Magnaguagno and Raimund Meyer (eds.) Dada in Zürich, Zurich:
Kunsthaus Zürich and Arche Verlag, 1985, p. 42.
6
Conversation with Wulff on 20 January 1982, in Bolliger, Magnaguagno and Meyer, Dada in
Zürich, p. 43.
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traditional art form and to discover more about the potential of stage
performance to jolt the expectations of their audience.
No-one doubts Laban’s impact on modern dance, but there is a reluctance to
associate him with Dada because of his interest in the expressive qualities of the
body. This would initially seem to clash with dadaist principles, where individual
expression was rejected and derided as inward looking. It is exacerbated by the
popular imagination, fuelled by photographs of Monte Verità, in which waif-like
women flail their arms around in heightened moments of self-discovery.
However, the questions asked of dance by these innovators were firstly
multifarious and, secondly, scarcely confined to that single art form.
The investigation of expressive freedom implicated a full spectrum of testing.
Suzanne Perrotet, for example, remembers being ‘eingeengt’ (‘restricted’ or
‘cramped’) in a Dada costume, such that the performers could hardly move.7
Here, the costumes were designed to limit the performer’s physical movement,
conceal the body, and prevent individual psychological expression. The dancer is
somewhere between body and machine, agent and puppet, nature and
technology. The dressing-up and stylization of the face and body, reminiscent of
the abstraction of the body in cubist painting, here constitutes a rejection of
representation or mimesis. It drives a wedge between the spectator and the
performer, inciting shock instead of empathy and identification. Masks were
similarly Dadaist in this respect. Wulff recalls, “A new addition was the masks:
that belonged to the group, to us and to the time.”8 And Ball writes: “What
fascinates us all about the masks is that they represent not human characters and
passions, but passions and characters that are larger than life.”9 The dancers’
masks and costumes, as in the photograph of Taeuber, are discomfiting, their
effect contrasting starkly to the traditional European aesthetic of dance.
Why, then, should Laban’s dancers and Taeuber fall into a different category
from Ball and Huelsenbeck, dancing to their drums? It may be that this is an
issue of reception, whereby women’s activities and women on stage are
perceived differently from men: the men are ‘at play’; the women are being
‘expressive’. Hans Richter’s memoirs, in particular, suggest that gender was a
powerful factor in the reception of the dancers. According to his accounts in
Dada Kunst und Anti-Kunst the male Dadaists viewed the Laban school dancers
chiefly as potential, or in fact actual, sexual conquests. Richter writes:

7

Ibid., p. 71 note 55.
Ibid., p. 43.
9
Entry for 24 May 1916 in Ball, Flight Out of Time, pp. 64-65.
8
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If the Odéon was our terrestrial base, Laban’s ballet school was our
celestial headquarters. There we met the young dancers of our
generation: Mary Wigman, Maria Vanselow, Sophie Taeuber, Susanne
Perrottet, Maja Kruscek, Käthe Wulff and others. Only at certain fixed
times were we allowed into this nunnery, with which we all had more or
less emotional ties, whether fleeting or permanent.10
Richter makes a clear distinction between the Odéon, (a forum for camaraderie
and intellectual discussion) and the dance school: a feminised, sexualised arena.
His references to the heavens and to a nunnery call on feminine stereotypes of
angel and nun, and contrast with the women’s actual existence as corporal and
sexual human beings. He writes about love affairs between the dancers and male
Dadaists (Maja Kruscek and Tzara; Maria Vanselow and Georges Janco; Maria
Vanselow and himself) declaring finally:
Serner, on the other hand, fickle as he was, did not like to pitch the tents
of Laban (or anything else) in these lovely pastures for too long at a time.
Into this rich field of perils we hurled ourselves as enthusiastically as we
hurled ourselves into Dada. The two things went together!11
The equations are staggeringly unequivocal: using a decidedly macho metaphor,
Richter declares that Dada, masculinity and sexual conquest go together. Of
course it can be argued that this activity has nothing to do with dadaist cabaret
activity, but already we note that Richter fails to go into any detail about the
potential of working with “the dancers of our generation”.
So how might these heavenly beings have been perceived onstage? Women
performers were generally offered up as an attractive visual spectacle to cabaret
goers, and to some extent this was continued within the avant-garde. The Dada
singer, diseuse and poet Emmy Hennings was undoubtedly a selling-point for the
Cabaret Voltaire. She is recalled as frequently in Dadaists’ memoirs for her
sexual presence on and off stage, as for her spoken and written voice. Tzara
described the cabaret as: “the cosmopolitan mixture of goD and bRothel.”12 If
Ball’s sound poetry produced uncanny religious and spiritual moments in the
10

Hans Richter. DADA Art and Anti-Art. London: Thames & Hudson, 1997, p. 69.
Translated by David Britt. [German version: Hans Richter. Dada – Kunst und Antikunst: Der
Beitrag Dadas zur Kunst des 20. Jahrhunderts, Cologne: DuMont Schauberg, 1964.]
11
Ibid., p. 70.
12
Tristan Tzara. Chronique Zurichoise 1915-1919, Crisnée, Belgium: Editions Yellow Now,
1979, p. 8.
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cabaret, Hennings’ physical and sexual appeal evoked a highly-charged sexual
atmosphere in a cabaret filled mainly with men. As Huelsenbeck recalls: “There
were few women in the cabaret. It was too wild, too smoky, too way out.”13 The
more radical aspects of Hennings’ contributions are easily obscured–her choice
of song; her repertoire of poetry; her deliberate shrillness–but arguably, they were
all the more effective because of the audience’s expectations of women
performers to be looked at and enjoyed.
Equally dance, as practised by Taeuber and by Laban’s dancers, was more or
other than a pleasurable visual spectacle for the men in the audience and those
behind the scenes. Taeuber, although not a dancer by profession, was apparently
capable of the expected grace and poise, but she made little use of such
conventional aesthetic effects at the Dada soirées. At the end of the first issue of
the journal Dada, a note acknowledging the Laban dancers reads: “Miss Sophie
Taeuber: delirious bizarreness in the spider of the hand vibrates rhythm rapidly
ascending to the paroxysm of a beautiful capricious mocking dementia.”14 It is
an appropriately dadaist description, and brings us full circle to Ball’s own
paroxysms and his famous Karawane image.
I have criticised Richter for his partial appreciation of Dada’s women dancers,
but his memoirs, too, can be sifted for detail on specific dance performances,
and their effect on audiences.15 For example, in recalling the last major soirée in
the Kaufleuten Hall, he notes that “the ballet Noir Kakadu, with Janco’s savage
Negro masks to hide the pretty faces of our Labanese girls, and abstract
costumes to cover their slender bodies, was something quite new, unexpected
and anti-conventional.”16 He rightly draws attention to the fact that any emphasis
on beauty is abandoned, but is unlikely to be aware just how strong a statement
this makes in terms of gender roles and expectations. In contrast to their normal
performative roles (both on stage and in life), here the dancers’ femininity,
beauty, sexuality and even individuality are deliberately concealed. The
unconventionality of this approach is underlined, though doubtless
unconsciously, by Richter’s earlier description in which he characterises the
Laban girls as an alluring, sexual presence.
13

Richard Huelsenbeck. Memoirs of a Dada Drummer, New York: The Viking Press, 1974, p.
15. Translated by Joachim Neugroschel.
14
Full issue of Dada no. 1 reprinted in Michel Giroud (ed.). Dada: Zurich, Paris, 1916-1922,
Paris: Jean Michel Place, 1981. These notes fall on p. 112 of the volume.
15
Bolliger, Magnaguagno and Meyer in Dada in Zürich, p. 42, list those performances where
it is proven that the Laban dancers participated as: 29 March 1917, 14 April 1917, 28 April
1917, 31 December 1918 and 9 April 1919.
16
Richter. Art and Anti-Art, pp. 79-80.
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But it is in Ball’s diaries that we find the most references to dance, and which
really allow us to establish its place within Dada aesthetics. A 1917 description of
Taeuber dancing reads:
Instead of tradition, sunlight and wonder operate through her. She is full
of invention, caprice, bizarreness […]. Every gesture consists of a
hundred, is sharp, bright, pointed. The narrative of the perspectives, of
the lighting, of the atmosphere brings the over-sensitive nervous system
to real drollness, to an ironic gloss. Her dance patterns are full of
romantic desire, grotesque and enraptured.’17
Ball’s account emphasises the unexpected and disturbing elements of these
renditions that, as he states, were far from traditional, but rather shocking. His
words recall spontaneity, chance, fragmentation and irony: dadaist principles
through and through.
These statements point to the visual spectacle: to movement, gesture,
abstraction, and the rejection of fluidity and grace. Another vital element to
dance is, of course, the aural aspect. In the Dada cabaret, this included music,
drumming and even poetry. Music was often basic, and frequently improvised.
Again, African instruments like drums were used, and rhythm emphasised.
Instead of following a dance score that is strictly conceived around a piece of
music, as in traditional dance, the dancer reacts spontaneously to sound, and the
transient, ever-changing act of dancing assumes importance as an unrepeatable
event. The music, equally, might react to the dance: the two aspects are interrelated. This aspect relates to the Dadaists’ celebration of chance over intellect
and spontaneity over fixity, as evident in some manifestations in poetry, fine art
and performance. Underneath an outline programme for the opening night of the
Galerie Dada, which includes dance by Taeuber (with poems by Ball and masks
by Arp), Ball writes, “A gong beat is enough to stimulate the dancer’s body to
make the most fantastic movements. The dance has become an end in itself.”18
Alternatively, and even more radically, the performer might dance to poetry.
On the occasion Ball describes above, his sound poem Gadji Beri Bimba was
spoken aloud, in place of musical accompaniment, as Taeuber danced.19 On
other occasions Taeuber danced to his poems Karawane (Caravan) and Gesang
17

‘Die Tänzerin Sophie Taeuber’ (1917) in Georg Schmidt. Sophie Taeuber-Arp, Basel:
Holbein Verlag, 1948, p. 20.
18
29 March 1917 in Ball, Flight out of Time, p. 102.
19
24 May 1916. Ibid., p. 97.
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der Flugfische und Seepferdchen (Seahorses and Flying Fish). Ball writes, in
reference to a dance accompanied by the latter poem: “Here, in this special case,
a poetic sequence of sounds was enough to make each of the individual word
particles produce the strangest visible effect on the hundred-jointed body of the
dancer.”20 The qualities of the sounds were reflected in, and reflected, the
physical movements of the dancer. Words, usually confined to the pages of a
book, were broken into sounds, transferred into the space occupied by the
performers, and contributed to the creation of new performance experiences not
dulled by visual, linguistic and aesthetic sets of conventions.
The dance elements of the Dada soirées offered exemplary contributions to
the search for a ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ in that they each combined physical
movement, colour, shape, texture and sounds. In themselves they can be viewed
as ‘Gesamtkunstwerke’, whilst also significantly intensifying the visual and
physical elements of the shows as whole. Moreover, dance was not simply added
as a new, separate element, but incorporated into the ongoing experimental
aspects of the Dada cabaret. Taeuber created dances that responded to the
impromptu music practised in the soirées as well as to the rhythms of words and
language, in sound poems. The collaboration between Ball in particular, as poet,
and Taeuber, as dancer, was highly productive to both parties, allowing for the
conjunction, exploration and extension of both poetry and dance, and
contributing to the release of the latter art form from its restrictive traditions, in
line with the revolutions taking place in approaches to literature and painting.
Dance offered the Dadaists huge potential: to explore ‘primitivism’; to break
with tradition in an art form that was severely restrained by expectations; to
democratise dance (anyone should try it); to exploit the fact that it is unmediated
by the worn-out language of words; and to communicate directly and physically
with the audience. Taeuber, in particular, recognised this potential. Moreover,
she could act with comparative autonomy, possibly because it was not an art
form in which the men had any experience. Other Dadaists did take part in some
dance performances, an acknowledgment of its place, and also an opportunity for
play, shock and physical presence, but it is doubtful whether they perceived its
true potential. Ball, however, apparently recognised the crossovers with other
Dadaist experiments and explored it on a more theoretical level.
Far from being merely decorative or sexual, as Richter’s less measured
comments would have us think, or purely expressive, as the immediate view of
Laban and expressionist-genre dance suggests, Dada’s female body is often
concealed in dance. With the aid of costumes and masks, the contours of the
20

29 March 1917. Ibid., p. 102.
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human body are disguised, the figure geometrised and personal, individual
expression assigned a lesser role. The body is used as sign to represent areas
beyond the single figure. It is shown in various guises: as primitive or as
machine, as threat or under threat, as agent or pawn. The physical body is put
into the service of aesthetic experimentations that involve language, music and
movement. These performance activities challenge dialectical divisions between
the intellectual and physical, mind and body, poetry and performance, human
and inhuman and male and female. The body as the artist’s tool or material
anticipates later modern and postmodern performance where the body becomes
the artwork, and the performance space the artwork event.
The fate of Dada’s dancers in accounts of the movement has been
paradigmatic of the fate of women artists and writers excluded from histories of
art and literature. A close look at Dada reveals that such exclusions are not
confined only to the canon or mainstream but extend also to the avant-garde.
Even on the so-called social, cultural or aesthetic margins there will be yet more
margins. Even where art and literature are called upon to extend their materials,
some materials chosen by women (handicrafts for example) or art forms (dance)
are considered less appropriate or trivial; even where the notion of the author or
artist as personality is rejected, women’s lives are analysed more than their work;
and even where in those cases where mimetic realism is rejected in favour of
interior or fragmented experiences of life, women’s concerns are labelled
‘personal’ or ‘intimate’ as compared with some elusive male standard.
Suzanne Perrotet states of the impetus for her involvement in Dada soirées: “I
wanted to get away from harmony, from a consistent style ... It just didn’t work
for me any more. I wanted to screech, to fight more.”21 Whilst dance was central
to the atmosphere, practices and appeal of the cabaret, its potential as an
experimental art form was not fully realised either by Dada protagonists at the
time or by critics at a later stage and this, in large part, because of attitudes
towards women, the female body and sexuality. Dance has been perceived as
peripheral to ‘real’ Dada concerns, rather than integral, Dada’s dancers as less
noteworthy than Dada’s painters and poets, and Dada’s women then–and now–
as ‘other’ to Dada’s men.

21

Bolliger, Magnaguagno and Meyer, Dada in Zürich, p. 71, footnote 145.
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Linguistic Lunacy as Transgressive Practice
Anna Katharina Schaffner
What are artists and poets to do when they consider reality to be totally beyond
the pale, when real life is far worse than the most radically exaggerated and biting
satires could ever be? What are they to do when all of society – its values, its
rituals, its beliefs, its codes and symbols – has become so despicable and
loathsome that they no longer find it sufficient to criticise individual aspects of it,
but want to renounce the entire thing? What are artists to do if the historical
circumstances require a critique which is so radical that it can accept nothing as
given, a critique which renounces the most basic forms of social and cultural
consensus?
This is how the Dadaists, in particular Hugo Ball and Raoul Hausmann,
assessed the cultural circumstances during and immediately after the First World
War in Zurich and in Berlin. They were looking for the most radical and
transgressive gesture possible to express their disgust for what they considered an
utterly corrupted and debased age. And they found it not in discursive and
semantic statements, not in political, sexual or religious taboo breaking, but on a
different level. They found it in the withdrawal of sense and in the revocation of
the most basic form of social consensus, which is the adherence to the standards
of enlightened reason. An age where the values of logic have led to the maddest
outcomes – to a barbaric war and effacement of human life on a yet unknown
scale – can neither be fully captured nor cured by means of logic, they felt.
The Dadaists renounced the prerogatives of reason and rationality, and
instrumentalised its very opposite for their poetry: madness. However, their
madness is of course deliberate, in fact it is a very reasonable and conceptually
refined poetic and cultural strategy. They programmatically drew the rug of
linguistic and logical certainty from underneath their audiences’ feet, and
effectuated their critique of reason performatively on the level of language.
Language is not only the main means of communication and thus the most stable
supporting pillar of a culture and its values, but also determines the range of
concepts and epistemological frameworks, and thus what is speakable and
thinkable. Language, as Saussure has pointed out, is a form of social contract, an
agreement to enable effective communication between the members of a
linguistic community. The Dadaists broke with that contract, and thus
symbolically with all that comes with it.
The most important rhetorical devices of the mad are the creation of paradox
and the utterance of partly or entirely non-referential statements. Lacan describes
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madness, more particularly schizophrenia, explicitly as a linguistic disturbance:
meaning, he argues, is generated by the movement from signifier to signifier, and
he defines schizophrenia as a breakdown of this signifying chain, which leaves
only a rubble of fragmented and isolated signifiers.1
In utterances of the mentally disturbed, the field of semantics turns into
unstable, volatile territory, for causal links are often abolished or remain obscure
and private, and the established linguistic and logical consensus is thus
undermined. In dadaist poetry, the symbolic order of signs is similarly violated –
but on purpose. Linguistic lunacy is an interventionist tool rather than an
involuntary state or condition. In fact it is foolishness with system, and thus of
course no insanity at all. They use the badge of lunacy, and also the fools’ licence
of freedom of speech, in order to express the most radical cultural critique
possible. The dadaists counter the deadly logic of their age with a programmatic
withdrawal of sense, and thereby confront the people with their own madness,
which they magnify and exaggerate and drive to its utmost consequences. Their
weapons are irrationality, paradox and the zero message.
*
Ruptures in the signifying chain can be found on many different linguistic levels
in dadaist poetry, ranging from the level of semantic compatibility to grammar,
morphology, syllables and down to the singular letter. The programmatically
irrational approach is most clearly visible on the level of semantic compatibility.
The deliberate creation of paradox, absurdity and contradiction by means of
bringing together words and images which are neither conceptually nor
semantically compatible is perhaps the best-known poetic dada strategy.2
weh unser guter kaspar ist tot
warum bist du ein stern geworden oder eine kette aus wasser an einem heißen wirbelwind oder ein euter aus
schwarzem licht oder ein durchsichtiger ziegel an der
stöhnenden trommel des felsigen wesens3

1

Cf. Frederic Jameson, Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism. London/New
York: Verso, 1991.
2
This strategy has later been explored by the Surrealists much more systematically.
3
Hans Arp, “Die Schwalbenhode”. In: Hans Arp, Gesammelte Gedichte. Wiesbaden: Limes,
1963, p. 25.
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The creation of paradox can be implemented on the level of syntax, where causal
relationships between concepts and sentence parts are suggested that are logically
not possible or contradictory. To cite just a few examples: in Hans Arp’s Die
Schwalbenhode (The Swallow Testicle), verse one, weh unser guter kaspar ist tot
(alas our good kaspar is dead), from 1920, the poetic persona asks “why did you
turn into a star or a chain of water on a hot whirlwind or an udder made of black
light or a transparent tile on the groaning drum of the rocky creature”.4
te gri ro ro
te gri ro ro gri ti gloda sisi dül fejin iri
back back glü glodül ül irisi glü bü bü da da
ro ro gro dülhack bojin gri ti back
denn
berge mit eingebauten lärmapparaten
apportieren erzene schmetterlinge5
In the first verse of Arp’s te gri ro ro (no date), after a three line sequence of nonreferential syllables, a causal explanation for the jumble of sounds is promised by
the cohesive link “denn” (because): “because mountains with integrated noise
apparatus retrieve bronze butterflies”. This pattern, also adhered to in the
subsequent verses, deliberately mocks the reader’s quest for coherence and sense.
An explanation is promised by the causal conjunction, but subtly withheld. The
syntactic compatibility of Arp’s lines contrasts starkly with the semantic
incompatibility: mountains can not be agents which retrieve something etc. The
text grossly violates pragmatic selection restrictions.
A very similar principle is at work in Die Hyperbel vom Krokodilcoiffeur und
dem Spazierstock (The Hyperbola of the crocodile hairdresser and the walking
stick) (1919), a collaborative piece by Arp, Walter Serner and Tristan Tzara,
where mining lamps are retrieved from warts, and dumplings made out of nails
are catapulted onto drift ice by singing. Moreover, words are fused into
compounds which are in themselves of an incongruous nature, like the “crocodile
hairdresser” in the title, or “marmalade belt” and “last supper marshals”.
Die Hyperbel from Krokodilcoiffeur und dem Spazierstock
das elmsfeuer rast um die bärte der wiedertäufer
4

All translations are by the author.
Hans Arp, “te gri ro ro“. In: Hans Arp, Hugo Ball [et. al.]: Dada Gedichte. Dichtungen der
Gründer. Zurich: Verlag die Arche, 1957, p. 12.
5
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sie holen aus ihren warzen die zechenlampen
und stecken ihre steiße in die pfützen
er sang ein nagelknödel auf treibeis
[…]
auf dem marmeladengürtel turnen
hinein ins abendbrot
glitzerblöde affenbolde
wiener hintere zollamtsvokabeln voll grauslichkeit
der zirkusfeindliche kiel
hänge das profil
im internationalen kanäle
abendmahlmarchäl[l]e
quartettmephistophele
skandierskandäle6
The recipient finds her or himself catapulted into a state of semantic confusion.
There is no way in which one could, or should, for that matter, establish a
determinate meaning of texts of this kind. Hermeneutic and any other logicorientated approaches are frustrated, and the recipient is forced to proceed away
from searching for meaning on the semantic level towards pursuing it elsewhere.
Similarly, a psychiatrist would not primarily try to derive meaning from the
puzzling verbal output of very acute cases, but would instead try to determine the
causes of the linguistic and logical disturbances. A symptom – be it verbal or
physical – is only the visible manifestation of a disease, indicative of damage
which is to be found elsewhere.
*
Hugo Ball is perhaps the most perceptive theorist of the strategy of deliberate
linguistic lunacy. In his diary Flucht aus der Zeit (Flight out of Time) he refers to
it in several passages. “An irrational age”, he writes for instance, “will beget
irrational art”. Art, like the times from which it emerges, he proclaims, will be
characterised by paradox and irrationality.7 He maintains that the times are so
6

Hans Arp, Walter Serner and Tristan Tzara, “Die Hyperbel vom Krokodilcoiffeur und dem
Spazierstock.” In: Dada. Zurich – Paris. Ed. Michel Giroud. Paris: Édition Jean-Michel Place,
1981, pp. 62–64
7
Hugo Ball, Die Flucht aus der Zeit. Zurich: Limmat Verlag, 1992, pp. 74–75.
“In einer Zeit wie der unsern, in der die Menschen täglich von den ungeheuerlichsten Dingen
bestürmt werden, ohne sich über die Eindrücke Rechenschaft geben zu können, in solcher
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utterly contaminated, that nothing of it can be respected, and that its depravities
can only be countered with calculated madness. “Our deliberate folly, our
enthusiasm for illusion will wreck them.”8 The Cabaret in Zurich is a dionysian
howl against the bankruptcy of ideas, the death of idealism and the atrocities of
the war, which irreparably damaged the belief in a positive development of
history and humanity.
Ball proclaims that no existing artistic technique can cope with this demise:
“Neither art, politics or confessions are able to cope with this breach in the dyke,
only the farce and the bloody travesty remain.”9 “The most lurid pamphlets were
not enough to pour enough leach and scorn upon the generally prevailing
hypocrisy”,10 he proclaims, and touches upon the very essence of the problem: a
critique as essential, radical and profound as required by these circumstances,
one which penetrates into the very foundations of culture, can no longer be
expressed with the existing means of communication. A more radical strategy is
required.
Language has been recklessly instrumentalised in the Wilhelminian
propaganda machinery, from which it emerged spoiled and tainted, Ball
suggests.11 In Ball’s “verses without words” from 1916, references to a world
extrinsic to the language system are blurred and rendered ambiguous, partly even
abandoned, for the sake of a retreat into the intricate and autonomous interplay
of its sounds. This strategy, Ball argues, is necessitated by the specific
circumstances of the times.12 In these poems, the most famous one being
“Karawane”, Ball aims at evoking and touching upon concepts, alluding to them

Zeit wird das ästhetische Produzieren zur Diät. Alle lebendige Kunst aber wird irrational,
primitiv und komplexhaft sein, eine Geheimsprache führen und Dokumente nicht der
Erbauung, sondern der Paradoxie hinterlassen”.
8
Op.cit., p. 92. “Jedes Wort, das hier gesprochen und gesungen wird, besagt wenigstens das
eine, daß es dieser erniedrigenden Zeit nicht gelungen ist, uns Respekt abzunötigen. Was wäre
auch respektabel und imponierend an ihr? Ihre Kanonen? Unsere große Trommel übertönt
sie. Ihr Idealismus? Er ist längst zum Gelächter geworden, in seiner populären und seiner
akademischen Ausgabe. Die grandiosen Schlachtfeste und kannibalischen Heldentaten?
Unsere freiwillige Torheit, unsere Begeisterung für die Illusion wird sie zuschanden machen”.
9
Op.cit., p. 99. “Da keinerlei Kunst, Politik oder Bekenntnis diesem Dammbruch gewachsen
scheinen, bleibt nur die Blague und die blutige Pose”.
10
Op.cit., p. 101. “Die grellsten Pamphlete reichten nicht hin, die allgemein herrschende
Hypokrisie gebührend mit Lauge und Hohn zu begießen”.
11
Op.cit., p. 106.
12
Op.cit., p. 101.
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rather than clearly signifying them.13 Ball’s poem circumvents the rational
faculties of the recipient in order to penetrate into the deepest strata of memory
and to reawaken buried subconscious and irrational aspects. “Karawane”, like
music, is a direct and immediate appeal to the senses and to the imagination.
This is a hermetic kind of poetry, a rejection of clear discursive statements for
the benefit of musical, evocative, non-rational patterns.

Hugo Ball, “Karawane”, 1916
In the opening manifesto of the first Dada evening at the Cabaret Voltaire, Ball
envisages an anarchic language, a personal individualised vocabulary,
corresponding to his own moods and perceptions – an idea which runs entirely

13

Op.cit., p. 102. “Wir suchten der isolierten Vokabel die Fülle einer Beschwörung, die Glut
eines Gestirns zu verleihen. Und seltsam: die magisch erfüllte Vokabel beschwor und gebar
einen neuen Satz, der von keinerlei konventionellem Sinn bedingt und gebunden war. An
hundert Gedanken zugleich anstreifend, ohne sie namhaft zu machen, ließ dieser Satz das
urtümlich spielende, aber versunkene, irrationale Wesen des Hörers erklingen; weckte und
bestärkte er die untersten Schichten der Erinnerung. Unsere Versuche streiften Gebiete der
Philosophie und des Lebens, von denen sich unsere ach so vernünftige, altkluge Umgebung
kaum etwas träumen ließ”.
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counter to the principle of functional communication.14 Ball aspires to deploy
only words which he himself has invented in an effort to abstain from using
existing language. The usage of a hermetic, personal, mystic language is yet
another rhetoric specificity of the mad. They withdraw to a private usage of signs
and symbols that is incomprehensible to everybody else, for all symbolic
exchanges depend on the observance of the terms of social conventions.
Ball calls Dada a “foolsgame out of nowhere, which involves all higher
questions; a gladiator gesture; a game with the despicable leftovers; an execution
of […] morality […].”15 At the end of his section on the Cabaret Voltaire, Ball
reflects upon the fact that Lenin lived just across the street in the Spiegelgasse,
where the Cabaret was, planning the October revolution. Ball then compares
Dada with Bolshevism, which emphasises once more that he considered the
programmatic lunacy as a very serious political strategy indeed. “Can Dada as a
sign and as a gesture be considered as an counterpart to bolshevism? Does Dada
oppose the destruction and perfected calculation with the donquishotique,
dysfunctional (non-goal orientated) and ungraspable aspects of the world?”16
Once more Ball posits irrational activism as the only reply to a perfectly rational
world which has gone mad.
*
Raoul Hausmann emphasises particularly the double function of Dada in this
context: according to him, Dada is both reflecting the madness of the age as well
as driving forward and radicalising this tendency, it is both symptom and tool
simultaneously.17 Hausmann claims that art has to act as a mirror, as visual
14

Hugo Ball, “Eröffnungs-Manifest, 1. Dada-Abend. Zuerich, 14. Juli 1916”. In: Klaus Riha
and Joergen Schaefer (ed.), DADA total. Manifeste, Aktionen, Texte, Bilder. Stuttgart: Phillip
Reclam Junior, 1994, p. 34. “Ich lese Verse, die nicht weniger vorhaben als: auf die Sprache
zu verzichten. […] Ich will keine Worte, die andere erfunden haben. Alle Worte haben
andere erfunden. Ich will meinen eigenen Unfug, und Vokale und Konsonanten dazu, die ihm
entsprechen. Wenn eine Schwingung sieben Ellen lang ist, will ich fueglich Worte dazu, die
sieben Ellen lang sind. Die Worte des Herrn Schulze haben nur zwei ein halb Zentimeter”.
15
Op.cit., p. 98. “Was wir Dada nennen, ist ein Narrenspiel aus dem Nichts, in das alle
höheren Fragen verwickelt sind; ein Gladiatorengeste; ein Spiel mit den schäbigen
Überbleibseln; eine Hinrichtung der posierten Moralität und Fülle”.
16
Ibid. “Ist der Dadaismus wohl als Zeichen und Geste das Gegenspiel zum Bolschewismus?
Stellt er der Destruktion und vollendeten Berechnung die völlig donquichottische,
zweckwidrige und unfassbare Seite der Welt gegenüber?”
17
The question whether non-mimetic, non-organic art is the loudspeaker of an alienated
consciousness or its critique, which Theodor W. Adorno poses in Ästhetische Theorie, seems to
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edification illustrating the true character of the times.18 His “optophonetic”
poetry is radically devoid of any semantic content: in his poster poems OFFEAH
and fmsbw from 1918, letters do not refer to any external reality but only to
themselves. Here, the linguistic signs have gained aesthetic autonomy. Signifiers
become their own referents. Letters are no longer tools for representing an
absent object, but refer only to their own material essence. Meaning and
messages are programmatically annulled from his poster poems. The
posterpoems seem to suggest that there is simply no declaration which could pay
justice to and capture the new circumstances discursively.
In addition to the cultural mirror-aspect pertinent within dadaist art,
however, Hausmann also emphasises its revolutionary potential, and recognises
it explicitly as a means not only to reflect, but to instigate and bring about change.
Crucially, he compares the shattering of pictorial orders with a dissolution of
political or legislative orders.19 Art, and literature, are thus functioning as models

be resolved in the case of Dada, where both readings apply simultaneously. Adorno writes:
“Nicht ist generell darüber zu urteilen, ob einer, der mit allem Ausdruck tabula rasa macht,
Lautsprecher verdinglichten Bewußtseins ist oder der sprachlose, ausdruckslose Ausdruck, der
jenes denunziert.” Theodor W. Adorno, Ästhetische Theorie. Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp,
2003, p. 179.
18
Raoul Hausmann, “Die Kunst und die Zeit”. In: Raoul Hausmann, Sieg Triumph Tabak
mit Bohnen. Texte bis 1933, vol. 2. Edited by Michael Erlhoff. Munich: edition text und kritik,
1982, p. 7. “In dem ungeheuren Geschehen unserer Zeit, in dem alle alten feststehenden
Werte relativ, unsicher wurden, musste vor allem auch die Kunst als lebendiger
Anschauungsunterricht, den der Mensch sich gibt, um die Welt in sich und sich in der Welt
zu erkennen, eine veränderte Stellung einnehmen”.
19
Op.cit., pp. 10–11. “man löste die bisherigen Bildeinheiten ebenso auf, wie man etwa
versucht, eine alte Rechts- oder Staatsform aufzulösen. Diese Versuche entsprechen einer
geistigen Form des Lebens, einer geforderten Wahrheit statt einer bloßen Anerkennung der
gegebenen Wirklichkeit”.
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Raoul Hausmann, “OFFEAH”, 1918
for the organisation of society: that which is effectuated and realised on the level
of signs, namely a radical assault upon existing orders, hierarchies and
conventions, has symbolic significance – it can be considered as Modellversuch,
as a symbolic act of dissolution and reorganisation.
There is also a carnivalesque quality to this linguistic operation – social
conventions, norms, hierarchies and rituals are turned upside down, are
parodied and temporarily disabled in these poems. Dadaist poetry is a carnival of
signs on the terrain of the symbolic. The poems are performative acts of
transgression, of subversion of the established order, and they are expected to
exercise a cathartic, purifying function.
Hausmann considers the programmatic withdrawal of sense and logic, the
attack upon strategies of perception and mechanisms of thinking as the most
distinctive and important procedure of Dada. “We wish to deprive the sleepy
security brain of the bourgeois of everything”, he writes, and that includes above
all semantic compatibility and logical coherence, discursive, communicative and
semantic values and the abandonment of the message orientated deployment of
language.20
An attack on language, and in particular upon its rational, orderly organisation, is
thus a symbolic attack on the principles of rationality as such.21 The audience of
20

Raoul Hausmann, “Bilanz der Feierlichkeiten”. In: Bilanz der Feierlichkeiten. Texte bis 1933,
bd.1. Hg. Michael Erlhoff. München: Edition text und kritik, 1982, p. 70. “Wir wollen dem
schläfrigen Sicherheitsgehirn des Bürgers alles entziehen”.
21
More than fifty years later, Jean Baudrillard proclaims that even signs must burn, “[l]es
signes doivent brûler eux aussi”, a slogan which seems to capture poignantly the nature of
many avant-garde activities, in which nothing, not even language, is accepted as given
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the Dada soirées seems to have grasped this radical assault on their values
intuitively:
the most important manifestations were those where thousands of
people, raging with fury, were ready to murder us – because they
had understood that Dada threatened its highest goods, its holiest
ideals.22
And these holiest ideals and highest goods are reason and logic. It was not the
proclamation of heretic and offensive propositions or outrageous political
messages which caused the outbreaks of rage at the Dada soirées, but rather the
absence of any tangible messages at all. It was the zero message, the empty
signifiers, the indeterminacy and the ultimate ambivalence which the audiences
found unbearable. Hausmann’s empty signifiers cannot be put to work, they are
defunctionalised and depragmatised, they are essentially deprived of their usevalue. Hausmann writes:
Anti-art withdraws the use-value of things, as well as their concrete
and civil meaning; it turns classical values upside-down and renders
them semi-abstract.23
*
The Dadaists seem to have considered a deliberate and strategic form of poetic
madness as the only appropriate answer to an age and its perversions which they
considered to be completely beyond the speakable. Linguistic madness – in a
therapeutic dosage – is established as a serious alternative to the prevailing
circumstances, as a legitimate alternative to the standards of normality, which by
implication challenges and calls into question the very prerogatives of reason and
anymore. Jean Baudrillard, “Vers une critique de l’économie politique du signe”. In: Jean
Baudrillard, Pour une critique de l’économie politique du signe. Paris: Gallimard, 1972, p. 199.
22
Raoul Hausmann, “Dada empört sich, regt sich und stirbt in Berlin”. In: Dada Berlin. Texte,
Manifeste, Aktionen, Stuttgart: Philip Reclam jun., 1994, p. 9. “die wichtigsten
Manifestationen waren selbstverständlich diejenigen, bei denen Tausende von Personen, toll
vor Wut gegen uns, bereit waren, uns zu töten – denn sie hatten verstanden, daß DADA ihre
höchsten Güter und heiligsten Ideale bedrohte”.
23
Raoul Hausmann, “Dada empört sich, regt sich und stirbt in Berlin”, pp. 10–11. “Dada
hätte vor allem eine anti-kulturelle Tat sein müssen. Die Anti-Kunst entzieht den Dingen und
Materialien ihren Nützlichkeitscharakter, ebenso ihre konkrete und zivile Bedeutung; sie
stürzt die klassischen Werte um und macht sie halbabstrakt”.
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rationality, and introduces their transgression as a culturally interventionist
strategy.
The critique of the given circumstances could not be articulated within the
conceptual environment and the prevailing systems of thought, the Dadaists had
lost faith in reason and aimed to probe and expose its limits. With hindsight, this
is not at all a mad approach, but perhaps the most serious form of cultural
criticism that was possible at that moment in time. In a civilisation which is itself
profoundly disordered, the only wise ones are the deliberate fools.
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Punctures in the Periphery
Show-Bix and the Media Conscious Practice of Per Højholt.
Morten Søndergaard
Around 1967 and onwards, Per Højholt (1923–2004) performs a series of
punctures in the periphery of a small and self-conscious avant-garde in Denmark
– experiments that combine most of the known art forms and genres in a still
more active dialogue with new media and technology.
One of the first things Højholt engaged himself in at the time was Show-Bix,1
which is best described as an artist group consisting of the photographer and
visual artist Poul Ib Henriksen, composer Gunner Møller Pedersen, and Per
Højholt (at the time described largely as a poet). The group was operative from
1968 and until 1971, a period during which it conducted a series of complex
experiments involving an audience as well as a media consciousness which is
quite unique in Denmark – perhaps even more so today. In fact, I claim that
Show-Bix is the visible proof of a paradigmatic change in Per Højholt’s artistic
practice, as well as in the overall definition of the contemporary art scene.
Nevertheless, these experiments have somehow been hidden or forgotten by
the traditional (mostly literary) reception of Per Højholt. Only recently, some
critics have focused on some of the media practice of Højholt – mainly his
important sound- and radio works, like Turbo – en spaceficering af Højholts digt /
Turbo – A Spacefiction of Højholt’s Poem which Højholt executed in collaboration
with Peter Kristiansen at The Danish Radio in 1968, which has received
attention as his most important lyrical work – and justifiably so. But apart from
reviews and a single literary critic, Steffen Hejlskov Larsen, writing a few pages
about Show-Bix between 1969 and 1971,2 the story of Show-Bix remains untold.
This “blank” in the reception of Højholt’s work is something of a mystery –
which does not become less strange (and thereby interesting) when you realize,
that it does not end with Show-Bix. On the contrary, as I am contesting in my
PhD-dissertation,3 Show-Bix is just the beginning of something important. It is a
1

Show-Bix literally means a “shop of shows”, or something that “bixes”, i.e.”mixes”, different
things together to new entities, or rather new pieces.
2
Steffen Hejlskov Larsen, Systemdigtningen – Modernismens tredje fase, Copenhagen:
Munksgaard, 1971, p.144.
3
Morten Søndergaard: RUMPUNKTERINGER – Show-Bix og Per Højholts mediebevidste
praksis, (Spacepuncture – Show-Bix and the Media Conscious Practice of Per Højholt), diss.,
Roskilde University, April 12, 2007.
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structural break with not only the past, but also with the literary production
environment – especially, but not exclusively, the Danish literary modernism
This change is not only manifested in the experiments that are conducted in
the context of Show-Bix, but also by important later works such as the
performative media poetic Show, the TV-film Stockcar, the media book Volume,
the video project The loss of Place that I am walking in and, not least, the
performative parodies of Gitte’s Monologues during the 1980s.
In the following, I will give an introduction to the experimental practice that
was conducted – in real time – by Show-Bix and Per Højholt after 1967, by
describing the process of re-staging one of these important works, Surrounding. I
will in the course of the article, insert this re-staging into discussions concerning
some of the key problematics that ‘content research’ is facing when dealing with
the Media conscious practice of Per Højholt; especially the problem of making
fugitive and mediated “hybrid” artforms visible to a field of research by existing
theories and methods of reception and interpretation.
The uncovering of a new field
There is an increasing need for understanding the forms of art production and
practices in the contemporary field of unstable, fragile, contingent, variable and
ephemeral art-forms. The question is how to get access to and to even recognize
this kind of art practice 20, 30, or even a 100 years from now!?
This question is closely linked to the strategies that museums and artists
today are addressing regarding the staging & preservation of ‘unstable’ art. As an
art-curator with responsibility for an art-collection, I found an interest in looking
at what Højholt was doing from 1967 and onwards from the angle and
problematic of unstable and contingent art practices. The following draws
directly upon the experience of staging the media conscious practice of Per
Højholt at the Museum of Contemporary art in Roskilde – a process that
involved many levels of staging hybrid artforms. I will primarily sketch out two
main levels of strategy: One related to the museum, and another directly related
to media art practice. The two levels are related, sometimes intimately, in that
they both have a focus on the production of art, on the choices and judgements
made in the process of creating the work of art. But of course there are also huge
differences between the two levels. Museum strategy is primarily concerned with
staging the artwork for exhibition, registration, and preservation purposes.
Artist strategy draws upon other resources and interests, and sometimes even
undermines the museum’s strategies. As a third voice in the choir, ‘contentresearch’ performed by the universities are seldom in contact with the levels of
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either production or preservation. But we all share an interest in understanding
the practice – and it help matters to bring the different fields of expertise
together, and use them in the uncovering of a completely new field: The
transdisciplinary field of media conscious practice.
Media conscious practice – on the brink of categories
The modalities of media conscious practice from the 1960s or 70s are heavily
dependent on possibilities of assessing the condition of the art-production when
it took place, and how to re-stage this hybrid art-production today. Hybridity, in
short, means that the “original” object is being divorced from the original
context or medium, or even dissolved into other artforms. However, according
to recent theories of the “preservation” of hybrid and contingent art practices,
the associations and traces of these objects are not gone. Rather, these objects,
Bushkirk claims, “retain traces of their previous histories even as they are
reinscribed and dissolved into new contexts as part of a complex overlay of
conventions” (Bushkirk 2003: p. 4).4
The material of Per Højholt has undergone exactly this process of dissolving
of the original projects into new contexts, which makes it difficult today to claim
a clear view of Højholt’s early media conscious practice, including Show-Bix.
The empirical status of the artistic material originating from the media
conscious practice of Show-Bix from 1968–71 is highly complex and even the
objects are contingent and fugitive. This was partly the point of the aesthetic
experiments of media conscious practice, of course, but nevertheless something
any interpretation and reception must take into consideration. Or, rather: this
contingency and fugitiveness in the artistic material and strategy lies at the very
centre of the field of media conscious practice, and contains an epistemology of
its own that we need to understand in order to be able to interpret, or even
understand, the field of media conscious practice.
We need new interpretive and maybe even humanistic strategies, in other
words, to understand the artistic strategies and epistemology of media art
practice. And to achieve this it may be productive – at least I have found this to
be the case – to operate in a domain that actively make use of the competences
from both museum-research and university-research. Interpretive research
becomes media conscious as well, and this means that focus on empirical

4

Martha Buskirk, The Contingent Object of Contemporary Art, Chicago: MIT, 2003, p. 4.
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material, being dependent upon its original context, when loosing that
contextuality receives a new, but by no means less important, status:
In the process, the method and materials that the artist selects for
creating the work are transformed, so that rather than functioning
just as the raw matter or vehicle for the artist’s aesthetic expression,
the materials themselves generate associations that, together with the
forms into which they are shaped, establish the subject or content of
the work of art.5
This describes perfectly the status of the material that still existed from the days
of Show-Bix when I gradually found and reinstated it into the context of an
exhibition that I was curating between 2001–03: Mellem ørerne – PERformer
Højholt. Mediekunst 1967–> / Between the Ears – PERformer Højholt. Mediart
1967 –>.
Show-Bix
Originally a live-piece (performed in 1969–70), Surrounding, like other livepieces such as March on the Spot (March på Stedet) and The Tumbler (Tumlingen)
(both 1969–70), or Something (Noget) (1971) – even the process of making the
film A quarter of an hour (Et Kvarter)(1969) – only ’exist’ today as a series of very
vague (and inconsistent) descriptions in newspaper articles from this time, of
material used in the performance, slides, a score (sometimes not even that), and a
vague description of how it was all combined from letters written by the group
members at the time. It was never documented at the time, neither in sound nor
moving image.
If art in the 1960s and 1970s could still be understood according to
certain movements or categories, a second phase predominant in the
1980s and 1990s has been characterized by artists who have felt free
to pick and choose among the entire range of possibilities
established since the late 1950s, pulling apart and recombining
elements associated with many different movements.6
The reception of Surrounding is not only a matter of re-staging a performance. It
is about the status of reception as such and our knowledge of the artworks/pieces

5
6

Op.cit., p. 25.
Op.cit., p.11.
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of Show-Bix. Surrounding is framing, as it were, the very instabilities of
contingent values in a mediated culture:
Adherence to external conventions that limit and control the
production of otherwise inherently reproducible works is essential in
order for such works to be collected in the context of a system based
on the importance of originality and rarity. The mechanisms by
which such authorship is regulated can range from assumed
understandings to detailed written instructions, certificates, and even
contractual arrangements.
Therefore, to enable reception to take place, it is necessary to create “a
framework for interpreting artistic practices based on heterogeneity and a lack of
stylistic consistency”.7
In the following, I will give an idea of how the reception of Show-Bix and the
media conscious practice of Per Højholt are made possible only by creating a
framework for understanding from a variety of material and living “survivors” at
hand.
Re-staging a hybrid field
The hybrid and experimental art practice from the late 60s / early 70s manifest
itself on many levels. It becomes important for the artist to be conscious of the
mass media, as Per Højholt, who is echoing William Burroughs, who is echoing
McLuhan, who in turn is echoing Walter Benjamin, puts it. By stating this, he
suggests that to express oneself in one media only is not adequate for an artist
today. You have to utilize every media available. At the same time, he suggests a
critical consciousness of the uses of media in society as a part of his practice,
which then should encompass the use of every means of communication
available in an active dialogue with the public sphere. Here, among other things,
the art engaged with the mass media and the performative / happening aesthetics
enters the stage.
This is perhaps most visible in the many names that this practice receives in
the research on art museums, where the condition of art from this period in time
is described as: ephemeral, fragile, unstable, contingent, fugitive, time-based
and/or dependent on variable media. I want to envision this museum in a larger
perspective and define a common ground from which this art practice is both
produced and perceived. This common ground, I would claim, is media
7

Op.cit., p. 10.
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consciousness – and I will take a little time here to develop this concept, and its
history.
The media consciousness manifests itself on all levels, from the practice and
habits of the production of the artist, to the ways a museum deals with the history
of such a culture or art. And also, in the way ordinary life is organised. The ‘artproductions’ of media consciousness are not artefacts or art-works in any
formalistic or modernist sense – but how, then, may this conceptual practice be
described? And is it possible to identify something which is qualitatively new,
something that is not part of or could be explained from an existing genre or the
epistemology of a specific art form. Højholt himself describes the situation of
media consciousness as something which resembles a process of conceptual
integrations based upon the material and opportunities at hand within the given
network of social and cultural contexts, including the relations of art to society,
mass media and technology.
The material is […] the totality of perceptions, as well as possible
perceptions, which is available to the poet. It is his private life. It is
his life with society and in society. It is the life of society around him.
The Material is EVERYTHING that he is capable of using. This
appeal should be as pure and coincidental as an echo sounder.8
Per Højholt is scanning everything that surrounds him, and wishes to make this
influx of material as open and non-normative as possible – all inclusive. It is in
this situation that Højholt makes the claim that “media consciousness is
essential to the artist”.9
The word “artist” has a double-sense in the sentence, since Højholt uses the
Danish term “artist” (performing artist) instead of “kunstner”
(creative/producing artist) – the latter being the typical situation for a poet or a
visual artist. By infusing the performing artist into the context, Højholt is doing
something very important. He is not only pointing out the necessity of any
artistic practice to come to terms with the issue of performativity and
temporality, as well as contingency, that is the result of the hybrid condition of
art. He also pointedly makes it his business to combine the performative and
creative/producing artistic role into one strategic, and transdisciplinary, practice.

8

Per Højholt, Cézannes metode (The Method of Cézanne), Copenhagen: Schønberg, 1967,
p.78. This passage, and the following, are translated by me.
9
Per Højholt, Intethedens grimasser (The Grimaces of Nothingness), Copenhagen: Schønberg,
1972, p. 12
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The echo sounder of Per Højholt picks up the different signals, practices and
theories, of the period, and mixes them up, infusing them with media
consciousness. The hybrid artforms is the product of the artistic practice that
this media sensibility creates – one which, according to Per Højholt,
preconditions the dissolution of genres. Why? According to Højholt this leads
the artist closer to a condition that may express something that is important and
has a chance of finding a real public; it is a way of making us witness a process
and what is behind the scene of (common) sense-making. The experiments
conducted in the context of Show-Bix reverberate through all of Per Højholt’s
productions from around 1968 and onwards. In fact, Show-Bix is the first
example of a media conscious practice that becomes the general momentum, a
paradigm, in Per Højholt’s artistic productions – or more accurately: artistic
communications. He expresses this as a wish “to break free from the literary
environment of production” and “to involve and coordinate several aesthetic
discourses and artforms in a meticulously planned strategy”.10 The experiments
with Show-Bix are the first examples of in what direction this paradigmatic break
with a fixed artistic environment of production would bring Per Højholt as an
artist. First of all, it brings him into the periphery of the avant-garde and the new
artistic movements of the late 60s, with which he is only somewhat familiar at the
time. However, he finds it necessary to work within this avant-garde, at least for a
start, to be able, later, to move on. Secondly, the practices of Per Højholt take on
the characteristics of investigations, rather than finished artworks. The
experiment quickly develops towards a practice that, when viewed in the light of
the uncompromising changes of forms of communication and cultural patterns
that media and new technologies have brought to human society in the end of
20th century, investigates what art in this situation can do to communicate to an
audience – because hermetic conditions holds no future!
Surrounding the audience – piece by piece
In this article, I have chosen to focus on one particular piece by Show-Bix:
Omringning, or Surrounding (1969–70). This is a very important piece as well –
as important as the soundwork Turbo (1968), I would claim. If not in fact more
important, in the sense that this is the first piece that Højholt is doing that does
not begin as a poem. Surrounding is not merely a reading or redoing of a poem
10

Per Højholt: ”Et kvarter – Den litterære idé” (15 Minutes – The literary Idea), Part of a
Show-bix application to The Danish Film Counsil, 1968. Unpubliced material, MFSK
tracking code, B1-031b.
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by other means. Surrounding is visually, sonically and textually conceived as a
completely new piece. It is conceptually framed by the idea that Show-Bix should
operate like a “pop-group”, being on “a tour” and performing in front of a live
audience. Another key idea lies in the form of Show-Bix, which points towards
the piecing and mixing together of a show from fragments of many different
sources – including, but not exclusively, different artforms and genres (hence the
meaning of Show-Bix, i.e. it is a mixer – a device, an open form, or even a shop,
which mixes) and adapting them to the new media of the day and for a stage.
Like the other pieces in Show-Bix, any analysis and interpretation must be based
upon documentation, props, sound recordings and other material used in the
performance as well as letters from the participants, describing the processes
Show-Bix.11 From this last source we learn a lot – including the important point
that the instability of the Show-Bix pieces was in fact already something of an
issue in the time of Show-Bix:
what I have been working on mostly in [the] last year has been
SHOW BIX – a performance that is poorly represented in a score.
The score and tape I send you is a compromise, since the original 5
channels of sound is collected onto a stereo-tape. If a description of
this piece has to make any sense, you have to imagine the
performative situation as well as read out loud the spoken text
according to the score.12

11

Basic principles when dealing with the registration and conservation of unstable and
contingent, hybrid and mediated artforms, are:
1) Documentation is a limited source with regards to site-specific, performative or otherwise
ephemeral art works.
2) Conservation of such work is problematic in case of obsolete technology – staging today
will be non-synchronous with initial production.
3) Interaction with context – problem of authorship when art is realized in non-art spaces.
4) The basis of “aesthetic” judgment: To understand how a work of media-art was realized
includes far more than an insight into its aesthetics and use of artistic materials. It is much
more a question of what the judgment is based upon – which often may imply a description /
instruction or simply a “text” / outline / manuscript /score. The object of art is supplemented
or even supplanted by information about the artist’s conception.
12
Application to the Danish Arts Council by Gunner Møller Pedersen, translated by Morten
Søndergaard, original written on typewriter, dated 26/2 1970. Part of the collection of The
Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde. Inventory number: B1-014.
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Fortunately, the score in question still exists, and this fact combined with the
existence of the original sound tapes makes it possible to re-stage Surrounding in
a way that formally, if not contextually, is very close to the original. In connection
with the research for my dissertation RUMPUNKTERINGER – Show-Bix og Per
Højholts mediebevidste praksis 1967–>.13 I had the opportunity in 2004 to exhibit
the media conscious works by Show-Bix and Per Højholt, including a restaging
of Surrounding. In close collaboration with Gunner Møller Pedersen and Per
Højholt, who was at the time very ill, it was decided to make a version that was
based on a combination of the original tapes and recordings of the “live”-voices
(and thus replacing the 3 live-performers). The original tapes were cleansed and
digitalised. For his voice, Per Højholt suggested that we used his recorded voice
from the radio piece Round About (1971) which textually is almost identical with
Surrounding14. Gunner Møller Pedersen recorded the two other voices for the
installation.

Figur 1. Photo documentation from the restaging of Surrounding, taken at the
exhibition Between the Ears – PERforming Højholt. Mediart 1967–>, The
Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde, Denmark, June–September 2004.
Of course, in the 2004-restaging, a very central element was missing: the
performing artists, the live voices, and the interaction with the audience. The
restaging thus became a kind of sound installation based on what we know about
the original Show-Bix piece, but this in turn was not without precedence. Existing
documentation shows that Surrounding also was performed in a version based
mainly on recorded material and one live voice.

13

Søndergaard 2007.
Round About / Omkring Rundt (DR, 1971) is in fact a later version of Surrounding, that Per
Højholt made in his own name for the Danish Radio.
14
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Re-staging Surrounding
With Surrounding the collaboration between the three performers – Poul Ib
Henriksen, Gunner Møller Pedersen, and Per Højholt – finally strikes off on a
high ambitious note. From correspondence between the three Show-Bix
participants we know that from the very beginning of the working process, it is
clear to all of them that there should be some kind of movement circling around
the audience; and from that notion there is an energetic brainstorming taking
place between them. During this process, the piece is often referred to as
“Kredsgang” – the “circulating walk” – but other metaphorical terms are being
heavily researched which is apparent from a handwritten list of words:15
Rundkredse (sitting around), omkredse (circumference),
omkredsning (circulating), cirkulation (circulation), cirkel (circle),
Chr II (Christian II, danish king), Rundt på gulvet (confused),
Rundtenom ((walking) around), Enebærbusk (bush), kredse
(hovering), kredsninger (hoverings), omringet (surrounded), rundt i
ring (cirkulating), Ring i ring (ring inside ring), rundtur (a trip
around town), Kørom (drive around), Koldskål (Danish summer
dish), 4. politikreds (4th police district), Århus amt (The greater city
of Århus), omgang m. opera (taking a turn with Opera), ord (words),
musik (music) etc., omgangsform (code of conduct), omgangskredse
(social circles), omringninger (Surroundings), ombæringer (carrying
around), rotation (rotation), omfarter (redirecetion), forbifart
(passing by), sightseeing, den rette omgang (the right way), én
ordentlig omgang (a thorough beating), det går på omgang (passing
around), i denne omgang (at this time), omgående (immediate),
omkvæd (refrain), omlyd(e) (wordsounds), omtale (referring to/
mentioning).16
The working process is sometimes at a distance, sometimes around a table –
where ideas are plotted and drawn on a piece of paper as the can be seen from
the example shown here.

15

The list is appearing on a piece of the typically striped, yellow notepaper that Højholt used.
It is now at the Royal Library in Copenhagen. Many words from the list are hard to translate
without losing the subtlety and playful ironic and parodic tone of the word-game – but I have
tried to indicate as much as possible in the list)
16
This handwritten note can be found in original at the Royal Library, Copenhagen. It is
placed in “Håndskriftsamlingen”, and is part of ”Højholt’s letters and manuscripts”, capsule
22.
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Figure 2. Hand drawn sketch of the physical set-up of Surrounding by Poul Ib
Henriksen and Show-Bix, in the collection of the Museum of Contemporary Art,
Roskilde (MFSK). Archive tracking code: B1-026.
It is fairly clear from the documentation how the level of associations at the one
hand is working rather freely across the table, but at the other always has the final
goal in sight: The cognitive function of the form of Surrounding: The performers
and creators of Show-Bix often describes themselves as functionaries, which
primarily aims to describe the role of the sender (we are taking a step back and
put ourselves in the service of the audience, who, in turn, decides what it all
means); but the idea of the artist as a functionary carries deeper levels as well
which is the revolutionary notion that the artist is only the caretaker of a
situation or a frame (of mind or a spatial framing).17 The functionary is placing
something at the audience’s disposal. The functionary is also the servant of
cultural enlightenment and democracy, you might say. He communicates a
hidden structure – a structure beneath the known and visible structures. Apart
from being a brainstorming, the game of words are good examples of how

17

Cf. Vilém Flusser: Medienkultur, Frankfur am Main: Fischer, 1999 [1993].
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thoroughly the role is developed from being merely a clever idea to being a
perfect artistic form of action: A surrounding. Or: A practice.

Figure 3 Slides of the first three letters used in Surrounding.
This collective working process had an influence on everything that is produced
individually by the three artists. This includes the quinta phonic sound as well as
Højholt’s text that is being produced for Surrounding, and which often needs a
lot of reworking and simplifying when entering the space of mediated identity –
and in the process the text receives both a sonic and visual presence in space, as
well as a timing which is essential when communicating the frames of mind to the
audience:
As you can see, I have tried to do [the text] much simpler, as we
discussed. From this it follows that it becomes more monotonous,
but that is perhaps as it should be, since the circulation of music,
light and text already is rather complicated. Perhaps it would be
possible to let two layers of voices work on the same tape and let
them be transmitted from the speakers with a small or dry “snap”, a
dry dead sound in between? Same sound could move like a
metronome, in intervals, between the speakers in the corners so that
it would always appear in the opposite corner from where the sound
came from. A snap, a clap or the like – I have dreamt it like this, you
see, and it worked out formidably. It would introduce a kind of
timing into the piece that on the one hand would mark out the
diagonals of the space and on the other hand partly would give room
for textual breaks and maybe even an ending with great effect.
MAYBE. I have been thinking – now it is your turn.18

18

Letter from Per Højholt to Gunner Møller Pedersen, not dated. MFSK archive code: B1027.
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Figure 4. Sketch for stage movement, detail. MFSK archive code: B1-025.
Timing becomes important to everything that Show-Bix is doing. It is important
as a marking out of the time spent and used in the pieces, which become
intervals rather than entities of ideas or meanings.
The pieces are staging their own sense of time. In Surrounding the audience is
surrounded for a while, in exactly the interval of time it takes for Show-Bix to
show the alphabet twice at a certain speed. The basic elements of language and
communication surround them just like the action and the sound is doing.
Nothing is fixed – Omringning / Surrounding is also actually ‘en ringning’, i.e.
the process or activity of “ringing”, a world of materials made of words, images
and sounds including the ringing of assorted bells (i.e. cowbells and school bells)
by the performers. They are shepherds and are being herded at the same time.
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Figure 5. Front of the original score for Surrounding.
Very early in the process of making Surrounding, the need for a basic structure
became apparent. A method from which the timing could be staged – and work
like a composition on several levels. For that very reason, they decided to
produce a score for the piece. Here the element of timing becomes visible by the
time schedule in the left margin of the score. The right margin indicates the
action and text to be read (se figur 4 og 5) .19
Every preparation is being done with the greatest care for details. Nothing is
left to coincidence; everything is discussed again and again. This results in the
making of a second score that focuses on the sound-structure of Surrounding and
the different layers of voices.20

19
20

Show-Bix. Sketch for score, MFSK archive code: B1-024.
Sketch for sound-score by Gunner Møller Pedersen, MFSK archive code: B1-028.
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Figur 6. Page one from original score. MFSK archive tracking code: B1-022.
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Surrounding in performance

Figure 7. Outline for the scenic circulation, the movement of performers and the
quinta phonic sound. MFSK archive tracking code: B1-025.
A slide projector is central to the physical outline of Surrounding in performance.
During the performance, this projector slowly rotates horizontally, projecting the
alphabet on the walls and doors behind the audience who are placed on chairs in
the middle of the room. Thus, the performers, the action and the recorded sound
(one speaker in each corner, one above the slide projector) are surrounding the
audience. The original slides still exist – two complete alphabets, enough to fill
the time it took to perform Surrounding.21
For the actual performance, the performers each had their copy of the score,
which was always packed in a suitcase standing ready for the pop group to move
out, at any time. One of the copies (Gunner Møller Pedersen’s) still exists.22 The
entire piece was performed using this score, every time. The use of headlamps
was not only an aesthetic idea, but a practical solution for the performers to be
able to read the score in a rather dark room.
One interesting thing that you notice in the score is that the text by Højholt
has been cut up in pieces, as it were, to be fitted into the timed sections:
21
22

Morten Søndergaard, interview with. Poul Ib Henriksen, january 2004.
Copy of final score, MFSK archive code: B1-029.
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First they go then they pass by and move on until they pass by again
and go again for a while…23
The text becomes a (sound) image of itself – it becomes its own object, so to
speak; it is about the time it takes for the words to pass through the sentences,
about the time it takes for the letters to pass through the words, and it is about
the stage the language – letters, words, sentences – enters before it becomes
meaning. Concretely: The alphabet passes around the audience and the
performers and the sounds from the speakers are doing the same thing. The
audience really is surrounded by a language of contingency.
A language of contingency
The audience is sitting so that there is a free passage along the walls. In the
corners there are four speakers; a fifth is placed above the heads of the audience.
A slide projector is circulating in the middle of the room and the images jump
from wall to wall. Three persons are moving along the walls in the dark, wearing
head-lamps. They carry instruments with which they are ringing in the same
direction as the slide projections of the letters from the alphabet are moving
around the audience until the ringing is taken over by the tape-recorder, which
uses the speakers to send the ringing moving in a circle around the audience in
the opposite direction. The sound slides into an unending circular movement
that can be varied as much as is wanted – sometimes it is collected into actual
attitudes / meanings. All the time, the word “they”, not “we”, is used to make
the audience able to identify with the text. The performers are merely
functionaries.24

The cited passage is from a book by Steffen Hejlskov Larsen, Systemdigtningen –
modernismens tredje fase (System poetry – the third Phase of Modernism, 1971).
This is the only existing description of Surrounding, as well as of Show-Bix. The
book, being written at the time of Show-Bix, could be seen as a source, a
witnessing, of Show-Bix – but not without reservations. Hejlskov Larsen seems to
believe that Show-Bix consists of only one piece, Surrounding. And he does not
seem to know, either, that Show-Bix is in fact a group and not the work of Per
Højholt only. But apart from these factual mistakes and even misinterpretations

23

Først kommer de hen og kommer forbi og går videre til de kommer forbi igen og ikke kan
komme længere så hen og ned og ned igen og hen igen et stykke til de er forbi og så. Ibidem.
24
Steffen Hejlskov Larsen, Systemdigtningen – Modernismens tredje fase, Copenhagen:
Munksgaard, 1971, p.144. My translations.
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(like when Surrounding is being seen as one of the best examples of system
poetic works from the time, which it clearly is not), Systemdigtningen is a unique
source for the single reason that it mentions Show-Bix in its own context. It tells
us something about what interested the critics and members of the avant-garde
of the time as well.
It does not hide the fact, however, that apart from a short description about
the film Et kvarter in the film catalogue of the Danish Film Institute from 1982,
everything is quiet around Show-Bix after Systemdigtningen.25 No one – and this
includes both humanistic and artistic research - finds, mentions or focuses upon
this transdisciplinary experiment, which I claim becomes an important
beginning of a decisive change in the artistic project of Per Højholt.26
Nevertheless, Show-Bix is vital to not only his development of a media conscious
practice but also to the paradigmatic change of his own artistic project which
from then on should be viewed as strategies and practices of media
consciousness.27
Since the only existing reception of Show-Bix is to found in Systemdigtningen,
I would like to take a closer look at the book by Hejlskov Larsen. He analyses
and interprets the textual experiments of the period into a new (poetic)
paradigm: ‘system poetry’. As the subtitle of the book suggests, system poetry
should be construed as the third phase of modernism – a series of literary
experiments, the first phase of which was conducted by the French poet
Apollinaire, the American poet Gertrude Stein, the dada-movement and the
surrealists among many others. The second phase took on names such as,
Concretism, System Painting, Pop art, Happenings, and Electronic Music, as
well as New Simplicity. System poetry brings the earlier experiences and
experiments of modernism as well as the avant-garde, and from all artistic genres,
together in new constellations.28According to Hejlskov Larsen, modernism is the
”norm in the rest of the world, and every new experiment has been done in its
name”.29
It is suggested by Hejlskov Larsen that, ”System Poetry is closely related to
Pop art, Minimal art, Op-art and other similar movements within painting and
25

Right up until the aforementioned exhibition in 2004 and my own dissertation.
Not even by Per Højholt himself, it seems. In 2003, when I asked Per Højholt why he had
never mentioned Show-Bix, his short answer was: “No one ever asked!”
27
Morten Søndergaard: ”Per Højholts mediekunstneriske praksis” in: Jacob Kreutzfelt,
Karsten Meyhoff og Morten Søndergaard, red: Mellem ørerne – PERformer Højholt. Mediekunst
1967 ->, Informations Forlag, 2004.
28
Larsen 1971), p.12.
29
Ibidem.
26
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sculpture”30, and he makes the observation that many of the System Poets work
in sculpture, painting, film, happenings and performance etc. There is no doubt
that all these artists and genres, including the third phase of Modernism, did have
an influence on Højholt. But maybe not quite the way Hejlskov Larsen could
imagine in 1971. Even today, 35 years later, it should be evident that Show-Bix is
something completely different than poetry and indeed Modernism – third phase
or not!
To several of the artists and performers that is mentioned in the book, the
description is rather accurate – this is indeed the case with, for instance, Per
Kirkeby (who is the exponent of Pop art in Denmark at this time) and Jørgen
Leth, as well as the poets Peter Laugesen and Hans-Jørgen Nielsen whose
systematic use of extra-literary methods in their poetic practice was belonging to
a ‘third phase of modernism’. But in the case of Højholt matters are different,
which in my opinion the example of Show-Bix clearly shows. It is possible, then,
to suggest that Højholt – because of his transdisciplinary collaboration in ShowBix – is puncturing the first, second and third phase of Modernism in the
periphery of an avant-garde, that he does not fully share goals with. He attempts
to achieve a clear break with the division of genres and artforms as well as to seek
out a non-elitist audience. He finds mass media interesting as a form of
contingency – as well as a means of communicating art to a broader audience.
Højholt also clearly wants to break with the (literary) environments in Denmark
which typically consists of the same 20–30 people reading and criticizing each
other; that is, Højholt was trying to produce works of art that can be accessed by
more than a few ‘experts’, critics or artists.
Media consciousness becomes a way to distance himself from the patterns of
the Danish avant-garde that are defining new genres by letting old genres cross
into each other, one of which is the happening. Højholt wanted to do something
completely new, and he was at this point not sure if that would involve a new
genre. According to Hejlskov Larsen, ”the happening as a genre has been to
experimental stage for the Systemic Poetry”. Furthermore, it is:
characteristic for the genre crossings in the period that an epic
formation of the happening is sketched out in a poem. The form of
the happening lies somewhere in between the traditional genres and
becomes the starting point for a renewal of all of them – a parallel
which makes it possible to regard them as texts whether it is

30

Op.cit., p.33.
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something with the resemblance of a poem, a short-story, or a
novel.31
In fact, Hejlskov Larsen points out that the happening as a genre is contingent,32
and that this is becoming something of a problem that the artists towards the end
of the 60s try to solve by distancing themselves from this genre. He presents
Show-Bix and Surrounding as the best examples of that change, which, on the one
hand, is exercising systemic practice, while on the other present an alternative to
the happening:
Just as central in the period […] is Per Højholt’s Show-Bix, not only
because it sheds light on many layers of his literary achievements but
also because its aesthetics on several levels is identical with that of
System Poetry in general.33
It is evident that Hejlskov Larsen does not know, or consider the fact, that ShowBix is a group and the result of a collective working process (he claims that it is
“Per Højholt’s Show-Bix”) which is an important point to miss. From that
follows the conscious contestation of the individual artist-as-the creative-subject
as well as the very conscious dissolving of genres which perhaps was not clear in
1970.
Show-Bix is not working to rid art of contingency when they insist on making
what they call “anti-happenings”. They are not an attempt to make art more
accessible either – this would be a wrong approach to Show-Bix. Show-Bix makes
it their important business to develop a working tool, the score that underlines
the contingent and fugitive form – time, the timing and the interval. The score is
not a preservation or even an attempt of conservation, it is not the work of art
itself – it is the exactly opposite. It is the form of contingency.
Hejlskov Larsen misses the spot, what else could he do at the time, when he
believes that the use alone of what he terms as ’contained’ artforms such as film
and sound recordings is an attempt to overcome the contingency, because that is
clearly not the case with Show-Bix. The pieces are structured around the
experience and consciousness of time and they are as contingent or fugitive –
unstable – as many other hybrid artforms of its day around the world.

31
32
33

Op.cit., pp. 154–55.
Op.cit., p. 40.
Op.cit., p.155.
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When Show-Bix declares that their pieces are “a kind of anti-happenings” their
point is to use the contingency of performed and mediated situations to create a
situation from where something completely new could actually happen. It is a
destruction of genres and artforms, as we know them. The material and
documentation that my research has uncovered clearly shows that Surrounding is
the first – and perhaps even best – example of how Show-Bix is experimenting
with a form that takes contingency seriously and uses the instability of mediated
situations as a material.
They try to create a situation where the control of form and media becomes
the frame of mind for the audience to become conscious of art and possibilities
of change. This is the idea behind calling it a ‘show’ – it is a recognizable form, a
stage that through different strategies opens up a field of possibilities.
A performative and mediated form is established in Surrounding where
audiences do not need to break a secret code to be part of what is happening. In
spite of its free form, the happening often intensifies the sense of a distance
between those ‘inside’ and those ‘outside’ an artistic or academic circle. This is
the real point with the experiment of Show-Bix: It addresses an uninitiated
audience. Show-Bix is not a poetic practice but a media conscious practice that
punctures the platforms of modernism and commercial media, which means that
the cognitive spaces and patterns that have been constructed around these
platforms are dissolved and emptied of meaning and values.
In a book from 1983, Vilém Flusser describes this new type of artistic
practitioner as an ‘operator’ which assumes that ”the structure of culture – and
therefore existence itself – is undergoing fundamental changes”:
This is a new kind of function in which human beings are neither the
constant nor the variable but in which human beings and apparatus
merge into a unity. It is therefore appropriate to call photographers
functionaries.34
Show-Bix is such an apparatus – it is a media conscious practice performed in all
media and cultural materials at hand. And Højholt becomes one of the first
functionaries of media consciousness in Denmark, surrounding the audience
with words, images and sound.

34

Vilém Flusser: Towards a Philosophy of Photography, Wiltshire: Reaktion Books, 2000
[1983], p. 27.
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Timing the strategy – a commando raid into nothingness
The experiments conducted in Show-Bix should be seen as a part of an artistic
practice that Per Højholt later, in 1972, termed “a commando raid into
nothingness”. The media conscious practice is not only about the immediacy of
communication that media creates. It is even more about the change in the
relation between man and world, reality and art – and the extension of art into
new spaces like the mediated, performative and social spaces. In the time after
1967, Per Højholt’s artistic production, also his more poetic work is part of a
media conscious strategy – founded in a search for new domains of art after the
dissolution of genres:
The road towards hybrid art forms do not move through unselfish
and optimistic collaborations, but finds that which art has always put
up as a condition for a work of art: The striving of a temperament.
The work of art is a result of some kind of dominance […] But even
with this as a precondition, no hybrid artwork could become valid
communication as long as it relates to the norms that the criteria of a
genre create […] The creation of hybrid art forms preconditions the
dissolution of genres.35
According to Højholt, a consciousness of media is essential,36 and one of the
things that the hybrid art practice produces is the possibility for a new artistic
language to break with old aesthetic “norms”:
Being an artist is characterised by […] the ability to create the
conditions for a use of language, utilizing these conditions and
destroy them with and by his/her work of art. Art is practice,
suddenly something can be accomplished, and when everything is
accomplished, then art is abolished […] That will be the moment in
time when it is no longer possible to have a practice; which means
that the norms will not be accessible anymore. This will be the hour
of truth and the moment where similarities will kill us all.37
Højholt sees a danger with any kind of aesthetics, because it cannot be used in a
‘pure’ form. According to Højholt, aesthetics as a method involves its user and is

35
36
37

Per Højholt: Cézannes metode / The method of Cézanne, 1967, p. 24.
Per Højholt: Intethedens grimasser / The Grimaces of Nothingness, 1972, p. 34
Op.cit., p. 91.
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coloured by him/her and by the society from which it has emerged as well as by
the experience of the society that the user of the aesthetics has, consciously or
unconsciously. Therefore, the user has to explore the validity of the method in
the same process as it is used, criticising it and try to break it down, even though
it may seem as the most adequate solution at the time.38
One important criteria of any media conscious practice, then, is that it targets an
audience which is part of the general public and the social spaces of a democratic
culture:
[The purpose is] to draw the public into a production of meaning
from premises that it has not chosen, whereby giving the public a
possibility to… experience the existence as a poised, problematic,
responsible, and continuous production of meaning.39
Art practice is always part of an aesthetic strategy, which aims at neutralizing the
prejudices of an audience. In fact, aesthetics is strategy – but not one that is
decided from the prejudices and wishes of the receiver.40
Therefore, it is necessary to operate with a ‘strategy of aesthetic strategies’,
which means that media conscious practice is actively exploring the relation
between art and reality instead of representing it:
When a strategy of strategies can be maintained […] it is because the
relation between language and reality has changed […]: Whereas
language was utilized to describe reality it is now used in an
exploration of reality.41
What is being produced by the media conscious practice is a strategy that
explores the real time relations between art, media and performance. Time and
timing is the matrix of Per Højholt’s exploration of reality, as well as of his own
practice as an artist. It is an emptying of the conventional ideas of aesthetics, of
any referential function of art to reality. This, Per Højholt calls a “commando
raid into nothingness”:

38
39
40
41

Op.cit., p. 36.
Op.cit., p. 37.
Op.cit., p. 48.
Op.cit., p. 49.
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Instead of making the text in to a mask of nothingness, it could be
made into a grimace; which means that you follow the mask with
words, so to speak. Instead of making texts that are emptying
themselves into nothingness […] I want to follow up on the process
of emptying with words. It is a kind of commando raid into
nothingness; or out in to the society, as some would choose to call
it.42
Existing in the periphery, on the very edge of, the avant-garde of his day, Per
Højholt’s media conscious practice is a commando raid into nothingness and
society. It is a transdisciplinary platform being founded, with new norms and
formalisms coming into being. But it is also a new way of grasping the “role” of
art in society, as something creating and investigating real human relations rather
than representing them. And for that reason alone, understanding the post-1967
project of Per Højholt is perhaps even more important today than it was in his
own time.

42

Op.cit., p. 52.
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Lars Skinnebach: fra Din misbruger
Jeg lagde vinden ned
med mine hænder og et smil, humør
og den slags finder vi os
til rette i at nedgøre de decentraliserede
lyttere og seere i alle lande
kom til mig! Jeg er fællesskabet
i en 10–12 børn lagt på bordet
i pludselig erindring, ser du
overhovedet efter hvad skriften har
at tilbyde dig, linjebruddet
er ikke længere et problem
for verdensfreden og de kønne piger
er efter mig, ingen, ingen
og hvordan, siger jeg, mere
henter sine stole, sidder i haven
i nutid, altid på randen
af sammenkomster så frie, så frie
Teknologien er selvbekræftende i dag
i morgen og senere, langt væk, tak
for dit selskab, det er min afsked
med verden, mester, skulle vi gå
udenfor allerede vinter og håb
Du siger, du er o.k.? Er du? Vel
du er afsløret, det er din jyske dialekt
der risler dig ned af ryggen som blomster
kastet blandt jordens desperados
og alle de breve båret af ukendte navne
Hils. Jeg hilser også dig
dertil er det kommet, ikke længere
men længere, længere, min smukke mand
det er ren og skær reklame for en indsigt
men det skal man afholde sig fra
har jeg hørt, hører du
stadig til blandt de udstødte?
Så forsvind! Jeg gider ikke længere
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Jeg stoler ikke på din aggressivitet
jeg har ikke længere forbilleder
blandt levende eller døde, døde
At æstetisere erfaringer er det mest tarvelige erhverv
der gør det udholdeligt at være menneske
der undskylder dine bødler, her lugter
af appelsiner og venligheder. Staten
må betale sine forbrydere med forsigtighed
og fonde. Det er min virkelighed, hvordan
kan jeg være andet end lys, et lys, lyset
så mange led fra. Megalomanien
er kun min tjener, fortjener han
mon at tjene mig her, hr. Vigtig
Det er pop for begyndere at kaste lidt glans
Er du våd som en stjerne? Tal
til mig, mere, vær lidt villig
selv når jeg drikker er jeg eksklusiv
Du kan høre min knirken over gulvet
som en hvisken af visdom, jeg er kongen
over jer, alle I skrøbelige sind
med hang til spekulative eftermiddage
og rundkørsler der kaster byen ud
i tråde fra sit centrum
Græder du, min lille pige, skal jeg komme
ind og trøste dig? Så stor
er kvinden med de syv palisanderhække
jeg kom for at klippe den anden dag, da
jeg selv holder mere af en grønlandsk dialekt
skjult bag fjelde af dumhed og fangst
Sikken poetik! Sikket liv! Køb dig
til lidt nat og længsel, længes du
stadig efter ungdom i morgen, fredag?
Og senere viste vi alle vores tricks
og så gik resten af chik, chik, chiksene
hjem, fremad. Hurra!
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I put the wind down
with my hands and a smile, mood
and that sort of thing we become
accustomed to putting down the decentralized
listeners and viewers in all countries
come to me! I am the community
in 10–12 children laid on the table
in sudden recollection, are you even
paying attention to what the writing has
to offer you, the line break
is no longer a problem
for world peace and the pretty girls
are after me, nobody, nobody
and how, I say, more
brings his chairs, sits in the garden
in the present tense, always on the edge
of gatherings so free, so free
Technology is self-affirming today
tomorrow and later, far away, thank you
for your company, it is my leave
of the world, master, should we go
outside already winter and hope
You say you are okay? Are you? Well
you give yourself away, it is your Jutlandic dialect
which shivers down your spine like flowers
thrown among the desperados of the earth
and all those letters carried by unknown names
Give my regards. I greet you too
it has come to that, no further
but further, further, my handsome man
it is advertisement pure and simple for an insight
but one must keep from that
I have heard, do you
still belong among the outcasts?
Then get out! I cannot be bothered any more
I do not trust your aggressiveness
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I no longer have models
among the living or dead, dead
To aestheticize experience is the cheapest profession
which makes it bearable to be a human being
who excuses your executioners, here smells
of oranges and kindnesses. The state
must pay its criminals with caution
and foundations. That is my reality, how
can I be anything but light, a light, the light
so many members from. The megalomania
is only my servant, I wonder if he deserves
to serve me here, Mr. Important
It is pop for beginners to add a little lustre
Are you wet like a star? Speak
to me, more, be a little willing
even when I drink I am exclusive
You can hear my creaking across the floor
like a whisper of wisdom, I am your king
all you frail minds
with a penchant for speculative afternoons
and traffic circles that throw the city out
in threads from its centre
Are you crying, my little girl, would you like me to come
in and comfort you? So big
is the woman with the seven rosewood hedges
I came to cut the other day, as
I am fonder of a Greenlandic dialect myself
hidden behind mountains of stupidity and take
What a poetics! What a life! Buy yourself
a little night and longing, do you still long
for youth tomorrow Friday?
And later we showed all our tricks
and then the rest of the chick, chick, chicks
went home, forward. Hurray!
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Text and Reader in Lars Skinnebach: Din misbruger (You/r
addict)
Marianne Ølholm
An experimental work of art relates to tradition as the other against which it
defines itself. When it comes to literature one way of defining tradition is
through the concept of genre. Literary genre represents a set of conventions,
which are transcended by the experimental text. The concept of genre is dynamic
– the genre forms the basis and starting point of the individual work, but at the
same time the innovative work contributes to the transformation and
development of the genre. Although the experimental work is produced in
opposition to the existing expectations connected to the genre, it also contributes
to the continuation and history of the genre as an example of artistic practice.
The literary work also relates to the reader as the other who realises the text
through his or her participation. The process of interpretation is determined by
the reader’s expectations which, in turn, are based on genre. The relation of the
experimental literary text to genre and tradition can be viewed through the role
of the reader as a focal point.
Din misbruger (You/r Addict) is Lars Skinnbach’s third book.1 Skinnebach
was born in Denmark in 1973, and he has previously published Det mindste
paradis (The Smallest Paradise), 2000 and I morgen findes systemerne igen
(Tomorrow the Systems Will Exist Again), 2004. The cover of Din misbruger
designed by Allan Daastrup is black and white with the title in bold red type. On
the front, the background is white, and on the back, it is black. The black extends
to the front where it forms the background of the title and the author’s name with
irregular edges, as if the words were hastily cut from another text. The visual
impression of the front page is a kind of multilayered collage. When one opens
the book the contour of the black field on the front page is repeated, but this time
in negative, the black area of the front page is now white. Through the paper the
title and the name of the author printed in black on the page behind it can be
discerned. The design of the book works in three dimensions. There is a contrast
between the unpolished expression of the front page combined with the
aggressive and direct address of the title and the hidden title and name inside the
book. The contradiction between the provocation of the title on the cover and
1

The Danish title Din misbruger can be translated as “You Addict” or “Your Addict”. I have
inserted a slash in the English title “You/r Addict” to indicate that the title is ambiguous and
that both meanings should be considered.
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the veiled title inside the book corresponds to the complex expression of the text
which oscillates between provocation and retreat or distance.

Illustration: Cover of Lars Skinnebach Din misbruger.
'One of the most striking features of Lars Skinnebach’s poetry is the relation to
the reader. The reader is addressed directly in many of the poems in Din
misbruger and the conditions concerning the reader also affect the text as an
object of reading and interpretation. By challenging the reader in a very explicit
manner the book questions the relationship between text and reader and the role
of the reader as an interpreter of the literary text. As a theoretical point of
reference I have chosen Jonathan Culler’s definition of the poetic genre in
Structuralist Poetics. Culler’s definition of the poetic genre is based on the
expectations of the reader. It is a piece of reader-response criticism, and this
definition of the genre seems especially relevant in relation to Skinnebach’s
book, because this work actively addresses the role of the reader, his or her
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expectations of the text, and the status of the work as an object of interpretation.
Culler’s definition of the poetic genre is not primarily based on the linguistic
qualities of the text but on “a strategy of reading.” He quotes Jean Genette:
“[T]he essence of poetry lies not in verbal artifice itself, though that serves as a
catalyst, but more simply and profoundly in the type of reading (attitude de
lecture) which the poem imposes on the reader” (Culler 1986, p. 164). Culler
divides the reader’s expectations of the poetic text into four categories:
“Distance and Deixis”, “Organic Wholes”, “Theme and Epiphany” and finally
“Resistance and Recuperation”. My focus will mainly be on the expectations
concerning “Distance and deixis” as they are particularly important to the
question of the status of the reader in Skinnebach’s book. The expectation of
“Distance and deixis” concerns the poem as communication. Culler points out,
that the poem as communication differs from situations involving an empirical
subject and recipient as, for instance, in a letter. When reading a poem, the
reader constructs a fictional persona as a centre of the text. Culler writes: “The
deicties do not refer us to an external context but force us to construct a fictional
situation of utterance, to bring into being a voice and a force addressed, and this
requires us to consider the relationship from which the qualities of the voice and
the force could be drawn and to give it a central place within the poem” (Culler
1986, p. 166). The reader will attempt to establish a voice as the centre of the
poem, and the expectation of this centre is so strong, that the reader will try to
construct it even when the speaking voice is not human but attributed, for
instance, to an inanimate object or an abstraction. In the same way the voice and
the poem can address inanimate objects or abstractions, for instance, by means
of apostrophe. The reader’s motivation to listen for a central voice seems to be
independent of the elements that constitute the inventory of the poem.
Establishing a centre of articulation is an important part of the process of
discovering a structure in the work and of the process of interpretation.
Another expectation related to interpretation is that of coherence. Contrary to
ordinary speech-acts the expectation of the poetic text is that it forms a whole
where the individual parts support and explain each other. Even when the text is
a modernist and fragmentary work the reading will be based on an expectation of
totality, and the reader’s interpretation will strive to organise the elements of the
text in relation to a recognisable model. Culler mentions the binary opposition
and the resolution of this as one of the structures of interpretation which meets
the reader’s expectation of totality. Even if the reader does not consciously expect
harmony and coherence from the text, he or she will attempt to understand the
text as a whole in the process of interpretation.
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According to Culler’s theory the reader approaches the text with a set of
expectations that only to a limited extent vary or adjust themselves according to
the characteristics of the individual work which he or she is presented with. The
process of interpretation itself implies certain assumptions about the nature of
the poetic text.
The speaking voice in Din misbruger addresses the reader with a considerable
degree of provocation throughout the work. The voice of the poem is difficult to
identify and the deictic conditions of the text are unclear. Some of the problems
concerning the voice of the poem are noticeable from the first lines of the first
poem in the book:
I put the wind down
with my hands and a smile, mood
and that sort of thing we become
accustomed to putting down the decentralized
listeners and viewers in all countries
come to me!2
The first word in the poem is “I”, but the voice does not seem to belong to an
ordinary human being. The subject of the text claims to have supernatural
powers and to be able to tame the wind with his or her bare hands. In addition to
using his hands in this process we are told that the subject also uses his or her
“smile” and “mood”. The smile has no previous motivation in the text. The word
“mood” also suggests something inconstant or perhaps even superficial. The
impression is one of assumed cheerfulness perhaps required by the social context
which the subject is part of. What we meet is at least not the presence of the
deeply feeling subject of a confessional poem, but rather an empty gesture or
grimace. The voice summons its audience “listeners and viewers in all
countries”, and from the beginning the speaking subject emphasises his or her
position as the centre of articulation. The status of the voice can be read as an
ironic comment on the privileged position of the lyrical subject.
The relationships among the deictic elements of the poems are also unclear
especially at the level of syntax. The speaking voice is addressing “the
decentralized / listeners and viewers in all countries” (line 4–5) and summoning
2

The first poem in Din misbruger (You/r Addict) is printed in its entirety before this article.
All translations from Din misbruger are by Marianne Ølholm and can be read in the web
journal Action.Yes, Vol. 1, Issue 3, 2006 at <http://www.actionyes.org/>.
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them. “Listeners and viewers” must be an audience, perhaps the readers of the
poem. Most Danish readers will associate this phrase with the organisation
“Active Listeners and Viewers” (Aktive lyttere og seere) which at the initiative of
the politician Erhard Jacobsen took part in the Danish media debate in the
1970’s demanding that leftwing journalists and artists in Denmark’s Radio,
which at that time was the only broadcasting institution in Denmark, were
prevented from practising ‘indoctrination’. The “listeners and viewers” in
Skinnebach’s poem, however, are “decentralized” and do not belong to a group.
“[W]e”, the group which does appear in the poem, “Become / accustomed to
putting down”. What is put down may be the “decentralized / viewers and
listeners”, but the syntax is not clear. It is difficult to determine the syntactical
relations among the various positions in the poem, among “I”, “we” and “you”
(“the decentralised / listeners and viewers”). However, it can be established that
these positions are associated with certain qualities. There is an omnipotent
subject summoning the readers. All of the agents are involved in some form of
sociality; there is the smile as an extrovert gesture, the collective process of
becoming “accustomed to” which implies a form of social adjustment and the
“putting down”, which suggests a social order or hierarchy.
A few lines later the subject of the text addresses the reader directly.
[…] are you even
paying attention to what the writing has
to offer you, the line break
is no longer a problem
for world peace and the pretty girls
are after me, nobody, nobody
and how, I say, more
brings his chairs, sits in the garden
in the present tense, always on the edge
of gatherings so free, so free
Jonathan Culler mentions distance and impersonality as conditions which the
reader expects of the poetic text. He claims that “the lyric is not heard but
overheard” (Culler 1986, p. 165). This expectation is challenged in Skinnebach’s
text. The poem speaks directly to the reader and breaks the deictic conventions
described by Culler. Of course, it is not unusual for a poem to address the reader
within the deictic conventions of impersonality. What is particular about
Skinnebach’s text is that the reader is not addressed as a kind of general
representative of humanity. Skinnebach’s appeal to the reader has been read as a
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reference to Baudelaire’s address to the hypocritical reader in Les Fleur du Mal.
The difference is, however, that the speaking voice in Skinnebach’s poems not
only appeals to the ethics of the reader. The reader is urged to pay attention to
technical details in the actual writing, such as line breaks. The reader is no longer
a fictional abstraction constructed from the poem as a whole by the reader’s
investment of his or her imagination, as Culler describes it. The reader’s
attention is drawn to particular details of the writing in front of him, and it is
hard to disassociate these specific details of the physical text in front of the
reader’s eyes from the actual process of reading this particular text at this
particular time. The reader is no longer a construction of the text, but a physical
and empirical person engaged in the act of reading.
A few lines later in the same poem we hear that the poem takes place in “the
present tense”, which also ties it to the here and now of the reading. The text
takes place in time exactly when it is being read and interpreted by the reader. In
the same sentence somebody “brings his chairs, sits in the garden / in the present
tense, always on the edge / of gatherings so free, so free”. Like the garden the text
is a confined space, and it can also be described as the setting of a “gathering” in
the sense of the meeting between the text and one or more readers. The person in
the garden places himself in a position at the edge. The motif of the outcast is
present throughout the book and this condition also includes the reader. It
connects the reader to the social and ethical concerns in the work, but it also
concerns the relationship between text and reader. The reader is challenged not
to take his or her approach to the literary, poetic work for granted and urged to
reflect on the consequences and responsibilities of readership.
Just as it is difficult to determine the identity of the speaking subject it is also
unclear whom this subject is addressing:
You say you are okay? Are you? Well
you give yourself away, it is your Jutlandic dialect
which shivers down your spine like flowers
thrown among the desperados of the earth
and all those letters carried by unknown names
Give my regards. I greet you too
At first sight it appears as if we are given some clues to the identification of the
“you” in the text who has so far been anonymous. It says “you give yourself
away” (“du er afsløret”). What identifies this “you” is his or her language in the
form of “your Jutlandic dialect.” From being general and unspecific, “you” is
now associated with a distinguishing quality. However, although the dialect
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allegedly “gives” the “you away” it is in fact a characteristic which ties the subject
to a group, more specifically everyone who speaks Jutlandic. What the dialect
gives away is the affiliation to a social group which is geographically defined.
Within the same sentence “your Jutlandic dialect” is compared to “letters carried
by unknown names,” and although the “you” is identified by the dialect, he or
she is still as unknown as the writers or “carriers” of the letters mentioned a few
lines later. There is also another kind of disclosure in the poem. It appears that
the “you” has claimed to be “okay”, but this is questioned by the speaking
subject. The Jutlandic dialect is associated with a deviance from a linguistic
norm. A dialect is a variation of a (national) language and generally not
considered to be a standard form of expression. The dialect is described as
“flowers / thrown among the desperados of the earth”. The identification of the
“you” through language connects him or her to the position of a social outcast.
This is confirmed later in the poem by the question: “do you / still belong among
the outcasts?” The dialect is also related to beauty and excess through the image
of the flowers. Toward the end of the poem, dialect is connected to the poetics of
the work:
I am fonder of a Greenlandic dialect myself
hidden behind mountains of stupidity and take
What a poetics! What a life! […]
The poetics of the work itself is linked to an obscure and exotic form of language
which is tied to a geographically remote region and in this way the language of
the poem is related to a peripheral position.
Another characteristic of the voice in Din misbruger is the use of exclamations,
rhetorical questions and speech acts. The voice gains momentum through the
use of these rhetorical devices. There are two examples of this in the extract
above: “What a poetics! What a life!” and both are followed by an exclamation
mark. The rhetorical questions involve the reader in the text. There are several
examples of this in the poem for instance: “You say you are okay? Are you?” and
“Do you still belong among the outcasts?” The voice also summons the listeners:
“decentralized / listeners and viewers in all countries / come to me!” Another
way in which the role of the voice is emphasised is through greetings: “Give my
regards. I greet you too”. In greetings the semantic content is subordinate to the
function of saluting the other. A similar function is found in the exclamation
“Hurray!” at the end of the poem. It is an expression of celebration and in
connection with “forward” it also becomes a battle cry. In a way it sums up the
whole text as a rhetorical gesture. The exclamations are a hyperbolic form
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connected to the irony of the text, and in this way they deflate the poetic voice as
much as they support it. The voice of the poem exposes its own artificiality by
making extensive use of the available rhetorical devices of the genre, and the way
in which this voice is constructed is closely related to how the text functions as
communication. In spite of the apparent emotional intensity of the use of
exclamations the voice of the poem avoids sincerity and distances itself from the
reader by not providing the possibility of identification.
The role of the reader is based on the expectation of producing an
interpretation and establishing a coherent structure by mastering the resistance
of the text. One of the expectations connected to the poetic text in Jonathan
Culler’s definition of the poetic genre, is that of resistance and recuperation. The
reader approaches the poetic text with the expectation of meeting a difficult text,
and he or she is prepared to make an effort to reach an interpretation or an
experience of the text as an organic whole. The language of the poem contains
elements that are not accessible to a purely semantic approach, and a reading of
the poem must account for these elements and attribute meaning to them. Culler
mentions the rhetorical devices associated with the poetic genre including
metaphor and metonymy. In his or her interpretation of the text the reader
naturalises the rhetorical obstacles by resolving them and integrating them into
the reading. The poetic text’s contradictions and deviances from common logic
forces the reader to assume what Culler calls a “poetic attitude to words,” and
reading becomes an explorative and creative process. In Lars Skinnebach’s Din
misbruger the most conspicuous resistance is centred around the line breaks in
the text. The enjambment creates uncertainty regarding how the poems function
grammatically. The line is a smaller unit than the sentence, and in many places it
is unclear how the individual line relates to the rest of the sentence of which it is
part.
The expectation of overcoming poetic text’s resistance is radically challenged
by its open rejection of the reader, which is expressed in the text:
Where have you been, I missed you
Do not feel intimidated
you are in safe hands
You do not understand the communication?
Or the question?
How often can you ask your reader to leave?
I ask you not to read me
and still you persist
is that not impolite?
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Do you believe more in the act of communication, the little you,
than in the statement?
By asking the reader to leave the text, Skinnebach’s poem challenges the
expectations connected to the poetic genre. The role of the reader is based on the
expectation of being able to interpret the text by means of his or her literary
competences, but the reader as an interpreter is openly rejected by the text. In
the last two lines there is a direct reference to the deictic conditions of the poetic
text. The reader is asked: “Do you believe more in the act of communication, the
little you, / than in the statement?” The reader is challenged to question the role
of the deictic conditions of the text. The poem itself as a gesture of
communication is dismissed. The expectations of the poetic text’s impersonal
and distant deictic conditions as they are defined by Jonathan Culler are
suspended, and the text speaks directly to the reader about the process of
interpretation that he or she is actively involved in when reading the poem.
The rejection of the reader must be seen in the light of some of the other
themes in the text. The literary skills and competences of the reader relate him or
her to a social context in the broadest sense, and the refusal of the text to enter
into a process of interpretation is ultimately an ethical stand and a critical
position. The text turns its back on the cultural circulation not by being a
hermetically closed, literary product, but by actively confronting the reader and
explicitly refusing interpretation.
Din Misbruger challenges the reader to revise his or her expectations of the
text as a literary product. It exceeds the limits of the poetic text especially in
regard to the conditions of deixis where the expectation of the poetic text is, that
it is impersonal and not connected to an empirical context of communication.
With its direct attacks on the reader the text undermines the reader’s distance to
the text as a literary product. The experienced reader of poetic texts is probably
accustomed to encountering provocations in the text and to integrating these in
an interpretation, but in this case the provocations are directed at the very status
of the reader as an interpreter, and they can therefore not easily be naturalised. In
this way a definition of the poetic genre based on the expectations of the reader
becomes problematic, because the text fundamentally questions the role of the
reader as interpreter of the text. The relationship between text and reader is one
of interdependence as the double meaning of the Danish title Din misbruger
suggests. The field of reading and interpretation is fraught with controversies,
and it involves an infinite network of factors external to the text itself. The
function of the reader is associated with responsibility and he or she is drawn
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into a context of social and ethical perspectives, which include the text, the
reader, the author and literature as an institution.
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A Little Magazine Called Mak
In the Periphery of the Revolution
Thomas Hvid Kromann
The Danish avant-garde magazine Mak contained throughout its short life an
extensive discussion on whether or not art could be used as a weapon in the
struggle for the new society the counterculture was dreaming about in the late
nineteen sixties. Mak was devoted to this question: How can art move from the
(aesthetic) periphery to the centre of (political) influence?
From 1969–1970 six issues of this little Danish magazine, Mak, were published.
Let’s start off with the title of the magazine. What does “mak” mean? The use of
the word “mak” is not actually explained in the magazine, but in Ordbog over det
Danske Sprog (A Dictionary of the Danish Language) the word “mak”, which
resembles the word “makværk”, which means “a mess”, is described in the
following way: “A disorganized, confused mixture of incoherent things;
miserable, bad work”.1 Thus, using the word “mak” as a title for the magazine
seems like quite an ironic gesture, but is in fact also utterly descriptive of the
mess, confusion and internal disagreements that occurred between the editors.
The word “mak”, however, also resembles the word “gak” (“crazy”), which fits
very well with the more carnivalesque tendencies of the late nineteen sixties, and
in certain aspects regarding the layout, parts of the content, etc, Mak was
certainly crazy.2
The editorial board of Mak was a mixture of authors and critics that included
poet Per Højholt, author Svend Åge Madsen, critic Steffen Hejlskov Larsen, poet
and critic Hans-Jørgen Nielsen, editor Claus Clausen from Rhodos, a left-wing
publishing house and Ebbe Reich, a former politician who was by then primarily
a counterculture rebel. In many ways, it was the best minds, or at least some of
the best minds, of a new generation of critics and authors in Denmark who
1

The translation of quotes into English has been done by the author of this article. Thanks to
Nancy E. Ake Aaen for proofreading.
2
The magazine’s short (and catchy) title also makes it an easy victim of puns. In a review of
the first issue of the magazine, reviewer, Søren Schou could not, in a half parodic, half serious
way, resist making puns. The title of the review in Information (2.6.1969) was “Fantasien til
MAKten” (Power to the imagination), which copied “L’imagination au Pouvoir”, the phrase
French students had written on walls in May 1968 in Paris. Schou simply replaced the “g” in
“magt” (power) with a “k”. Another and similar pun was: “MAK betyder forberedelse af den
store, rungende MAKovertagelse” (MAK means the preparation of a great, resounding
assumption of power/craziness).
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cooperated.3 One could divide the editors into two groups, an aesthetic wing
(Højholt, Madsen and Hejlskov Larsen) and a more political wing (Nielsen,
Clausen and Reich). This division nicely illustrates the schism between literary
experiments and the call for more direct political involvement, which, as it
turned out, laid the battlefield for every single issue of Mak.4
As one of the editors, Ebbe Reich, explained twenty years later:
[Mak] was a resolute attempt to create something that had not been seen
before, and something which none of us knew about in advance. Or you
could say that it was an attempt to hold onto the strange, flipped out,
culture-revolutionary eruptions of the late sixties and to develop these
eruptions, which could however neither be held onto nor developed. […]
Mak was pushed out into a no man’s land and disappeared. (Kløvedal
1986, p. 150)
The controversy with Gyldendal
Gyldendal, Denmark’s largest publishing house, which already published the
leading cultural magazine Vindrosen (The compass rose), was supposed to
publish Mak, which would have meant moving the avant-garde from the
underground to, at least potentially, a more visible, acknowledged and influential
position, i.e. a move from the periphery to the centre, so to speak. Problems
arose, however, even before the first issue of Mak was published because of the
planned content.
Gyldendal refused to publish Mak if the editors did not exclude a certain
drawing and a text intended to appear in the first issue. Sketched by Danish artist
Bjørn Nørgaard, the drawing (appearing on the back of the first issue of the
magazine) showed a member of the bourgeoisie ejaculating in the face of
$crooge McDuck, who exclaimed: “Nah! Death is beautiful, life is empty and
love is dead”, a statement which negates the dogma of happiness and love in the
3

Per Højholt (b. 1928) was thirteen years older than his co-editor Hans-Jørgen Nielsen, and
in this respect Højholt is closer to writers like Klaus Rifbjerg (b. 1931), Peter Seeberg (b.
1925) and Villy Sørensen (b. 1929) rather than to Nielsen and the other editors. In many
ways, Højholt’s experimental poetry and prose from the nineteen sixties are related to the
next generation. In an important anthology, Eksempler (Examples) from 1968, pieces by
Højholt are located right next to authors that are almost twenty years younger.
4
The Danish writer Klaus Rifbjerg wrote a witty parody of this semi-revolutionary milieu in
his novel Marts (March) 1970 using the names of the real people (Nielsen, Hejlskov Larsen,
Reich etc).
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hippie culture. $crooge McDuck tries to wipe his eye, thinking: “Maybe I should
start selling cheese again”.

Illustration: Drawing for Mak by Bjørn Nørgaard.
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Behind the two characters a fence covered with the names of Danish avant-garde,
counterculture and new left-wing groupings are visible, including: ta’ (take), Det
Nye Samfund (The new society), Den Eksperimenterende Kunstskole (The
Experimental Art School), Panel 13, Tender Buttons, ABCinema, the KKKK
(kongressen for kontakt, kommunikation og kærlighed – the congress for
contact, communication and love ) and the edict: “Read Hætsj”.5
The prose piece that was too provocative for the old and noble publishing
house of Gyldendal was by the English science-fiction writer J. G. Ballard and was
a short story called “Why I would like to fuck Ronald Reagan”. A typical quote
from the piece that was included in Ballard’s collection The Atrocity Exhibition
(1969) is:
Motion picture studies of Ronald Reagan reveal characteristic patterns
of facial tones and musculature associated with homoerotic behaviour.
[…] Slow-motion cinema films of campaign speeches exercised a
marked erotic effect upon an audience of spastic children. (Ballard 1969,
p. 15)
Obviously, it was not easy to combine the avant-garde or
peripheral/underground-aesthetics with the demands of the centre. After
negotiating with Gyldendal, the publishing house allowed “Why I would like to
fuck Ronald Reagan” to be published, but Nørgaard’s drawing, which would be
considered nothing but a silly school-boy caricature today, was still rejected. As
the publishing house explained in a letter to the editors: “aggressive obscenity has
a polemic effect, which does not equal our opinion of broad-mindedness [frisind]
as a democratic procedure”. There is, however, a hidden message in Scrooge
McDuck’s statement, “Maybe I should start selling cheese again”, because it
refers to Danish cheesemonger Knud W. Jensen, who founded the art museum
Lousiana in 1958 and who, some years later, bought enough Gyldendal stock to
be a majority holder. Knowing these facts, it is quite easy to read the drawing in
the following way: Knud W. Jensen stands in front of a fence covered with avantgarde graffiti and is annoyed by the ejaculation of Capitalism Inc. Simply put,
Jensen was caught between experimental art and capitalism. Maybe he should
have started selling cheese again.

5

Hætsj, an underground newspaper that came out almost daily, inverted and negated the
official news from established newspapers.
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One of the editors of Mak, Hans-Jørgen Nielsen, made the following conclusion
in the newspaper Information: “This affair shows […] the necessity of stepping
outside the established publishing system. The official culture can only accept the
younger generation as long it isn’t new and unconventional. We have to make our
own system”. The end of the polemics was the founding of the “independent
institution Mak”, whose distribution was given to the publishing house Rhodos,
most famously known for publishing major theorists and icons of the
counterculture such as R.D. Laing, Germaine Greer, Frantz Fanon, Karl Marx,
Eldridge Cleaver, Guy Debord, Daniel Cohn-Bendit and many others. The
editors of Mak were moving from the centre back to the periphery. Or, in other
words, they were trying to create a new centre, a centre for the new left wing,
where Rhodos had an influential position.
The first issue of Mak was a mixture of prose, poetry and essays, but the
political implications were most significant in the five essays contained in that
issue. In Svend Åge Madsen’s “Was ist ein Bild?”, the political and literary
conditions are parallel (Madsen 1969).6 Madsen claims that antiparliamentarism and anti-literature had been the result of the current political
and literary conditions, but that pure negation had not proven to be an effective
strategy, which is why it is necessary to operate inside the established system.
The solution, according to Madsen, is to be elected, but also to keep the antiparliamentary attitude in the parliamentary work and to use anti-literary
strategies in the making of pulp fiction (the detective novel, for example), and by
doing so, establish a glittering Trojan horse to conquer the minds of the innocent
readers by using popular forms.
The four other essays in the first issue of Mak discuss the literary and
political situation as well. In “De sociale kunstnere” (The social artists), Palle
Nielsen argues for the necessity of a new category of artists, social artists, who try
to live art instead of just reproducing feelings in their art works (Nielsen 1969).
Ebbe Reich’s “Temps pour temps pourtant” is an ahierarchic essay made up of
several quotations, crossed out words and drawings and included revolutionary
and sexual themes (Reich 1969).
In Henning Christiansen’s essay, “The composer turned on”, Christiansen
describes the polarisation between artists who think that art can be used as a
necessary weapon in an attack on the existing society and those artists who are
rather sceptical about the potential of art (Christiansen 1969). Christiansen’s
essay is an attack on the German composer Karlheinz Stockhausen, who he
accuses of being political in an apolitical sense. Last, but not least, the first issue
6

“What is a picture?” In spite of the German title, the essay is in fact written in Danish.
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of Mak features Steffen Hejlskov Larsen’s defence of systemdigtningen (system
poetry), which was using models and rules in order to create literature (Hejlskov
Larsen 1969). Significantly, Hejlskov Larsen’s essay is the only essay in which
political discussion plays a minor role.

Illustration: From Ebbe Reich’s “Temps pour temps pourtant” in Mak.
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From ta’ to Mak
In many aspects, the little magazine Mak was continuing the avant-garde poetics
of the little magazine ta’, which was published from 1967–1968. ta’ had
functioned as an apolitical discovery of a new media, new technology and new art
forms, especially Minimal Art, whereas Mak can be described as a rediscovery of
the political potential of the historical avant-garde, Dadaism and Surrealism,
combined with left-wing politics and Eastern philosophy.
One of the main differences between ta’ and Mak was that ta’ was strongly
connected to Eks-skolen (The Experimental Art School), an avant-garde group
that existed from 1961–1972. In fact, ta’ could be regarded as one of Eks-skolen’s
major contributions and contained the expression of their poetics and transaesthetics, so to speak, whereas Mak belonged to neither a group of artists nor to
a political movement.
The progression from ta’ to Mak follows what Tania Ørum has described as
“the logic of the gradual radicalization of the avant-garde” (Ørum 2005, p. 223) –
which means a progression from purely aesthetic experiments to art, whose
existential, social and political content becomes more and more explicit and
which finally culminates in explicit political involvement that may or may not be
within the sphere of art.
In Mak, one finds attacks similar to those in ta’ on the art of the bourgeoisie,
on the Author as an almost holy figure and a repressive institution. The
important difference is that in Mak these attacks are linked to a broader critique
of society. It is less a call for a new, open and democratic approach to art than it
is a discussion of whether this new approach can function as a critique of
capitalism or not.
A few of the same foreign artists and theorists can be found in both ta’ and
Mak, for example, composer John Cage and concrete poet Helmut
Heissenbüttel. It is significant that Heissenbüttel’s essay “Spielregeln des
Kriminalromans” (The ground rules of the detective story), appears in ta’
because the essay fits perfectly within the ambition of trying to break down the
border between high art and low art, more specifically by legitimizing the
detective novel (Heissenbüttel 1967). An excerpt translated from Heissenbüttel’s
essay “Über das Halluzinatorische in der Literatur” (On the hallucinatory in
literature) in Mak combined avant-garde poetics with politics and surrealistic
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inspiration (Heissenbüttel 1969). This essay also fits perfectly within the
ambition of trying to break down the border between art and life.7
Compared to ta’, it is easy to detect the influence of hippie and counterculture in
Mak, for example, in the anti-hierarchical composition of the magazine, the
collective editorial group, the anti-Vietnam War statements, the comments on
specific conflicts between the police and the counterculture, the psychedelic
prose pieces, the hand writing, the reprinting of naked bodies (some with quite
an homoerotic approach), the fascination with the mad (for example the
reprinting of Vaslav Nijinsky’s diary) and the discussion of R. D. Laing’s antipsychiatry, etc.
The avant-garde and the advertising-agencies
Mak was published in the late nineteen sixties when art was largely beginning to
be judged as naive and as a powerless intervention in society – or, even worse,
judged as completely ridiculous, as some luxury hobby in the quiet life of those
living in the periphery. In 1968, German critic Hans Magnus Enzensberger
published an article in the magazine Kursbuch called “Gemeinplätze, die Neueste
Literatur betreffend” (Clichés, concerning the latest literature) (Enzensberger
2004). In the following quote, Enzensberger underlines that art had become
powerless because society, and especially advertising agencies, had become
capable of absorbing avant-garde strategies and in this way neutralizing them:
Eine kritische Rhetorik, die den Begriff der Revolution auf ästhetische
Strukturen übertrug, war nur zu einer Zeit möglich, da der Bruch mit
konventionellen Schreib- (Mal-, Kompositions-)Weisen noch als
Herausforderung gelten konnte. Diese Zeit ist vorbei. Proklamationen
und Manifeste, in denen “Umwälzungen”, “Revolten”, “Revolutionen”
der Sprache, der Syntax, der Metapher usw. angekündigt werden, klingen
heute hohl. (Enzensberger 2004, p. 448)
According to Enzensberger, it is no longer possible to contribute to the
revolution by trying to cross the established aesthetic borders; no proclaimed
experiments with the language, the syntax, the metaphor are enough. Instead, the
borders, as such, between the aesthetics and so-called real life had to be not only
7

“Über das Halluzinatorische in der Literatur” was the sixth and final lecture in a series of
lectures entitled “Frankfurter Vorlesungen über Poetik 1963” (Frankfurt Lectures on Poetics
1963). “Spielregeln des Kriminalromans” and “Frankfurter Vorlesungen über Poetik 1963”
were both published in Heissenbüttel’s collection Über Literatur (On Literatur)
(Heissenbüttel 1966).
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crossed but broken down. But Enzensberger is certainly not a Guy Debord. From
Enzenberger’s point of view, it is not a matter of the death of literature and art,
but rather a matter of creating new literary modes of expression, which are more
journalistically inspired in order to influence society. The death of the author
becomes the birth of the journalist.8
The editors of Mak certainly did not agree on which direction their little
magazine was moving towards. It is significant that the words “revolt” and
“revolution” in the late nineteen sixties were understood as a revolution in life
style and/or as more explicit political and violent intervention. The political wing
in Mak included more and more current events (anti-Vietnam War
demonstrations, police clashes, etc) in the magazine, whereas the aesthetic wing
was trying to keep the focus on art. Because the editors could not agree on a
subject, every issue of the magazine ended with an editorial, which was not a
manifesto or a collective statement, but a signed letter from only one of the
editors, from only one specific person, for example, Claus Clausen presenting his
personal opinion. This editorial ping-pong showed the internal disagreements,
which quite rapidly ceased to serve as an inspiration but rather began to threaten
the life of the little magazine.
Maintaining a career in an association of rabbit breeders
Mak’s story ends in July 1970 with its sixth issue, which was edited by a large
group of women. The decision to hand over the magazine to a feminist group by
Nielsen, Clausen and the other editors can been seen as a political act and as the
final battle to save the life of the magazine; it was simply no longer possible to
unify interest in art and interest in politics. As a result, the last issue was written
and edited by a collective group of fourteen women. In this case, it was a real
collective as the individual essays and fictional pieces were not signed, but
functioned as anonymous pieces in a larger feminist discourse. This issue of
Mak, which contained academic essays on female liberation, had an excerpt, for
example, from Karin Schrader-Klebert’s “Die kulturelle Revolution der Frau”
(The cultural revolution of the woman), which was one of the earliest Germanlanguage publications on feminist philosophy (Schrader-Klebert 1970), a piece,
which originally had been published in Kursbuch 17, 1969. The sixth issue of
Mak also featured personal stories and letters between sisters; for example, there
was one piece of correspondence in which the husband is described as the
“master” and the women are involved in a secret female struggle. The letter
states: “If we approach discreetly, all the male innovations will be used against
8

For a more elaborate discussion on this subject, see Buch 1975.
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them – and we will create a happy society, with happy women” (Collective 1970,
p. 9). In the editorial at the end of the magazine, the group concluded their
statement as follows:
Every single human being, woman or man, must have the same
opportunities to take active part in a society; they must share the exciting
duties and the boring ones, and their feelings towards each other as
beings male/female, female/female, male/male must not be
institutionalised. The male role as the head and the female role as the
object for the male in holy, traditional marriage must be torn to pieces.
Destroy all institutions. All power to everyone. (Collective editorial, p.
41)
Why did Mak stop after six issues? It was not for economic reasons, as was the
case (or at least one of the reasons) for the magazine ta’. Claus Clausen tried to
find an explanation in 1986:
It was a chaotic period, so we never published another issue. I really
don’t remember why, but it seems to me, that at least the editors from
Copenhagen became more and more involved in the culminating cultural
revolution in Denmark, for example, in collectives, gender politics, the
drug culture. (Clausen 1986, p. 154)
This explanation underlining the difference between the political and aesthetic
parties seems reasonable.9 It seems clear that the internal differences no longer
served as an inspiration and that the differences between the interests and goals
of the editors were simply growing too large. Claus Clausen moved on to the
magazine Hug (Cut) which had a more clearly defined political profile and which
would exist throughout the seventies. Hans-Jørgen Nielsen stopped writing
concrete poetry and experimental novels and instead worked as a journalist. In
1982, he noted in an interview that: “Art became a ghetto, writing novels seemed
9

This is pinpointed in a quote from the last regular editorial comment by editor Steffen
Hejlskov Larsen, who was a part of the aesthetic wing of the magazine: “Dear Mak, Writing
to you now seems like settling an old score with a misbehaved child of one’s own. At some
mystic point I was involved in your birth, but now, as you grow up, I must admit, that there is
not much family resemblance. I have to write, you annoy me enormously” (Mak 5 1970, p.
37). Larsen settles the score with two of the others editors especially, Ebbe Reich and Claus
Clausen, who Larsen describes as preachers and missionaries, indicating that their political
involvement has turned into a quasi-religious approach.
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like maintaining a career in an association of rabbit breeders” (Skyum-Nielsen
1982, p. 292). For him and others in that generation, newspapers became the
most relevant and influential medium.
One finds, on the other hand, writers like Svend Åge Madsen and critics like
Steffen Hejlskov Larsen. The latter published an influential book on the use of
systems in contemporary Danish poetry and prose, entitled Systemdigtningen.
Modernismens tredje fase (System poetry: Modernisms third phase), a book in
which Hejlskov Larsen argued that political intervention should (and could?) only
be experiments with language in order to manipulate society (Hejlskov Larsen
1971). In Svend Åge Madsen’s work, the years right around 1970 represent a
turning point. Madsen rode into the seventies on (or rather in) a glittering Trojan
horse. He moved from sophisticated literary experiments to more mainstream
types of literature, partly for political reasons, but maybe also as a result of the
avant-garde ambitions to close the gap between high and low culture, but while
still insisting on literature in itself.
The short life of Mak was due to the internal struggle between the politicians
and the artists among the editors. How can you possibly turn a little magazine
into a Molotov cocktail? With Mak, at least, it was not possible. The ambition of
breaking down the border between Mak and the world outside resulted in the
closing of the magazine.
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Danish Sixties Avant-Garde and American Minimal Art
Max Ipsen
“Act so that there is no use in a centre”.1
Gertrude Stein

Denmark is peripheral in the history of minimalism in the arts. In an
international perspective Danish artists made almost no contributions to
minimalism, according to art historians. But the fact is that Danish artists made
minimalist works of art, and they did it very early.
Art historians tend to describe minimal art as an entirely American
phenomenon. America is the centre, Europe the periphery that lagged behind the
centre, imitating American art. I will try to query this view with examples from
Danish minimalism. I will discuss minimalist tendencies in Danish art and
literature in the 1960s, and I will examine whether one can claim that Danish
artists were influenced by American minimal art.
Empirical minimal art
The last question first. Were Danish artists and writers influenced by American
minimal art? The straight answer is no. The fact is that they did not know about
American minimal art when they first made works, which we today can
characterize as minimal art or minimalism. Minimalism was just starting to
occur in America when minimalist works of art were made in Denmark. Some
Danish artists, all of them linked up with Den eksperimenterende Kunstskole (The
Experimenting School of Art), or Eks-skolen as the school is most often called, in
Copenhagen, were employing minimalist techniques, and they were producing
what one would tend to call minimalist works of art without knowing of
international minimalism. One of these artists, Peter Louis-Jensen, years later, in
1986, in an interview explained:
[Minimalism] came to me empirically, by experience, whereas I think
that it came by cognition to the Americans. In fact I made what one
could call empirical minimal-sculpture, whereas the Americans
considered intellectually and wrote essays, essays that by the way were
unreadable to me. (quoted from Andersen 2003: 24, my translation)

1

Gertrude Stein. Ømme dupper/Tender Buttons, København: Borgen, 2004, p. 110.
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This statement, that minimalism came to him “by experience”, is crucial. It
informs us that Peter Louis-Jensen did not know of international minimalism
when he made his early works. Peter Louis-Jensen and other Danish artists
connected to Eks-skolen worked their own way out of European modernism and
into some sort of minimalism. Exactly as American artists did. And they did so at
the same time as the Americans.
Peter Louis-Jensen’s “Struktur. 16 objekter” (“Structure. 16 objects”) from
1966 exemplifies how Danish artists did make minimal objects almost as early as
the American minimalists did. Peter Louis-Jensen’s work is made of 16 identical
boxes arranged in 4 x 4 straight rows placed directly on the floor. The boxes are
made of wood and plywood, and they are all painted white. In fact Peter LouisJensen’s boxes are very similar to Robert Morris’ early minimalist works.
“Struktur. 16 objekter” would have fitted in quite well at Robert Morris’ show
containing light grey works in plywood at Green Gallery, New York, in 19641965.
Thus it seems like some Danish artists – Peter Louis-Jensen, Per Kirkeby,
and Poul Gernes, to name a few – and American minimalists such as Donald
Judd, Carl Andre, Dan Flavin, and Robert Morris arrived at quite similar artistic
stands almost at the same time. This means that, when the topic discussed is
minimalism in Denmark in the sixties, the notion of periphery and centre is of
limited relevance. The Danish avant-garde of the sixties was not an echo of the
international avant-garde, and Danish minimalism was not an imitation of
American minimalism. The Danish avant-garde and the international avantgarde reached at similar stands simultaneously. In a broader perspective this
means that one will have to understand developments in minimalism rather as a
complicated network of influences or as a “multilinear development”, as Tania
Ørum calls it, than simply a line of inspiration (Ørum 2006: 149). To put it in
another way, the Danish sixties artists did not borrow or copy ideas from the
Americans, they worked their own way towards minimalism. There were no first
(American) minimalism, and, consequently, no second (Danish) minimalism
derived from such an initial and original minimalism. Instead there were two
separate minimalisms occurring at the same time in art history, but in different
places.2
2

Tania Ørum is right when she in “Minimal requirements of the post-war avant-garde of the
1960s” notes that “The Experimental School of Art […] reaches the phase characterized by
Meyer as ‘High Minimalism 1964–1967’ roughly at the same time as American artists”
(Ørum 2006: 148). The book Ørum here refers to is James Meyer’s Minimalism, 2000. Tania
Ørum, in this fine essay, deals with some of the same problems as I do here.
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That does not mean that Danish artists did not discover American minimal art at
an early point. They did, and they recognized that internationally others were
occupied with artistic strategies quite similar to their own, they discovered a
sensibility they already knew from their own art in American minimal art. And
that is presumably one of the reasons why American minimal art was introduced
in several essays in Danish magazines at an early stage in the history of
minimalism. This further did help to create an awareness of minimal art and
minimalism in the Danish sixties avant-garde. Danish artists at Eks-skolen
developed their own minimalism, later they learned about American
minimalism.
Early minimalism in Europe
The major and most influential minimal art shows in the USA took place
between 1965 and 1968. “Primary Structures: Younger American and British
Sculpture” in 1966 at The Jewish Museum in New York was in almost every
respect essential, not least in the history of minimal art. Many of the artists who
were later to become the leading minimal artists were for the first time presented
together at “Primary Structures” in 1966. The American critic Hilton Cramer
declared: “A new aesthetic era is upon us”, and the artist Mark de Suvero, who
did not participate himself, remarked: “Primary Structures” was “the key show
of the sixties” (both quotes are taken from Meyer 2001: 13). Kramer and de
Suvero were – as proven by art history – right.
In Europe the first minimal art-show was “Minimal Art” in
Gemeentemuseum den Haag in The Netherlands in 1968. “Documenta IV” in
Kassel in the summer of 1968 and “The Art of the Real”, an exhibition from
MoMA in New York that toured some of the capitals of Europe (Paris, London,
Zurich) in 1968 and 1969, also rank among the first larger presentations of
American minimal art in Europe. Neither “Documenta IV” nor “The Art of the
Real” was minimal art-exhibitions, but minimal art was shown alongside other
types of art at both exhibitions. And these two exhibitions attracted attention in
European art circles. Therefore they represent crucial junctures – also in the
history of minimalism in Europe. A show by Carl Andre in 1967 at Galerie
Konrad Fischer in Düsseldorf ranks among the very earliest one person
minimalist shows, and shows at Stedelijk van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven by
Robert Morris in 1968, Dan Flavin in 1969, and Donald Judd in 1970 also stand
as examples of early presentations of American minimal art in Europe. In other
words, there was a response to American minimal art in the late sixties in
Europe, but minimal art was introduced a bit earlier in Denmark. Not through
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large exhibitions of American minimal art at public museums, but through
writings, or alternatively through small more or less underground exhibitions by
members of Eks-skolen, and first of all through artists’ practices.
The Danish artist Per Kirkeby visited New York in late 1966 and early 1967
(Kirkeby 1971). In January 1967 Peter Louis-Jensen and John Davidsen joined
Per Kirkeby in New York. They took part in a happening festival, “Scandinavian
Avant-garde 1. A Music & Happening Program from Denmark and Sweden”,
but more importantly – at least when it comes to Danish avant-garde and
American minimal art – they saw art, minimal art, in New York. We know from
his writings that Peter Louis-Jensen, and presumably also Kirkeby and Davidsen,
saw Whitney’s “Annual Exhibition 1966. Contemporary Sculpture and Prints”.
From the catalogue to this exhibition one can see that works by Donald Judd,
Robert Morris, Ronald Bladen, Robert Smithson, Sol LeWitt and Walter de
Maria were at show (Andersen 2003: 157). This means that these Danish artists,
as early as 1967, actually saw American minimalist works of art, and they saw
them not only as reproductions. Kirkeby, Louis-Jensen, and Davidsen were all
associated with Eks-skolen, and they no doubt reported at home what they had
seen in America.
Later in 1967, in issue 4 of the little Danish magazine ta’, Peter Louis-Jensen
introduced Ronald Bladen, and he mentions having seen a work by him at
Whitney’s earlier the same year.3 Ta’ 4 not only contained Peter Louis-Jensen’s
essay on Bladen, but also a translated version of Robert Smithson’s crucial essay
“Entropy and the new monuments”. In Smithson’s essay several of the most
important American minimalists were introduced. Peter Louis-Jensen was aware
of this when he introduced Bladen. He could, he wrote, have introduced
“seemingly more significant and sophisticated exponents of a new concept of
sculpture”, and mentions Judd, Flavin, and Smithson as examples (Louis-Jensen
1967: 34, my translation). When compared to for example Hans-Jørgen Nielsen,
but also Per Kirkeby, Peter Louis-Jensen stands as one of the less theoretically
schooled members of Eks-skolen. He was first and foremost a practising artist,
but his remarks on Bladen and minimalism show that he was well informed
about who was who, and on who were names of significance, in minimalism in
1967. He was even able to point out important differences in works of Judd and
Bladen. Judd’s works “are static and controlled, Bladen’s […] are dynamic and
insistent”, he wrote, and continued: “whereas a box by Judd occupies the room,
3

ta’ was a magazine that is often considered the mouthpiece of Eks-skolen, and ta’ is also the
crucial magazine for the early minimalist sensibility in Denmark. Only 8 issues were published
in the years 1967 and 1968. This did not prevent the magazine from being essential.
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but does it in a passive way, Bladen conquers the room with his forms” (LouisJensen 1967: 35, my translation). This analysis is clear, it is precise, and it shows
a fine sensibility towards minimalism in the arts. Carried out, as it is, by one of
the less theoretically founded members of Eks-skolen – a fact that Louis-Jensen
himself from time to time stressed – it shows that in general artists connected to
Eks-skolen were indeed well-informed on minimalism.
In his book Hændelser på rejsen (Incidents on the journey) from 1971 Per
Kirkeby brings to mind that he met Robert Morris in New York. From what
Kirkeby writes it is clear that he made no serious contact with Morris in 1966.
But the mere fact that he saw Robert Morris in his studio suggests an interest in
and an awareness of American minimalism. When Peter Louis-Jensen returned
from New York he was interviewed in the Danish journal Berlingske Tidende.
He proclaimed: “Paris is associated with a myth that we are no longer concerned
with. The art that I am dealing with mainly comes from the USA” (quoted from
Andersen 2003: 18, my translation). That is to say that the art he was dealing with
was minimal art. It is remarkable that Peter Louis-Jensen’s notions are very
similar to notions expressed by Donald Judd and Frank Stella in Bruce Glaser’s
now classic interview with these two artists, “Questions to Stella and Judd”. In
this interview Judd points out that it suits him fine if “the whole European
tradition” is “all down the drain” (Glaser 1995: 150). And later he

concludes that: “I’m totally uninterested in European art and I think it’s
over with” (Glaser 1995: 154). “Questions to Stella and Judd” is now
considered one of the defining points of minimal discourse, but it is unlikely that
Peter Louis-Jensen should have known the interview when he claimed that the
only interesting art was American. Glaser’s interview was originally broadcasted
on radio in 1964, then it was printed in Art News in 1966, but it first gained
canonical status when reprinted in Gregory Battcock’s anthology Minimal Art in
1968. Nevertheless Peter Louis-Jensen expressed the same thoughts on
European art as the leading American minimalists did in the mid-sixties.
“We know everything”
Hans-Jørgen Nielsen was theoretically one of the leading figures in the group
around Eks-skolen and ta’. His essay “Gruppebillede fra 60’erne” (“Group
picture from the sixties”) from 1986 is an essential document about Eks-skolen.
Nielsen describes the school as an “edged box” (Nielsen 2006: 468). The
members of the group were very aware of who was in this edged box and who
was not. Eks-skolen, Hans-Jørgen Nielsen writes, was artistically closed, and it
was full of self-assured contempt towards positions outside Eks-skolen, but on
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the other hand, he continues, there were intense exchanges with international
contemporaries. In other words Eks-skolen was closed to Danish artists not
associated with the school, but open to new movements in art internationally, not
least new movements in American art, mainly pop art and minimal art. As an
example of this awareness and of international exchanges Nielsen mentions that
a group of artists from Eks-skolen met Robert Morris when he made a
performance with Yvonne Rainer in Copenhagen in the mid-sixties.
Furthermore, Nielsen mentions, Morris’ important essay “Notes on Sculpture”
caused intense theoretical discussions inside the group before anyone had really
heard about Robert Morris – or for that sake minimal art – in Europe. Morris’
“fellow-countryman Robert Smithson is also translated in ta’ and he becomes
world-famous among us before he gets famous in the rest of the world. We can
do everything. We know everything. Of course”, Nielsen writes in
“Gruppebillede fra 60’erne” (Nielsen 2006: 469, my translation).
They knew everything, of course they did. But nonetheless it was revealing to
Hans-Jørgen Nielsen to go to “Documenta 4” in Kassel in Germany in 1968. In
an essay, “Adskilligt på foranledning af Documenta 4” (“A good deal at the
instance of Documenta 4”), he writes that to him “Documenta 4” “was a unique
opportunity to see a number of artists and works of art that in recent years have
come to mean a lot to me via essays and photos” (Nielsen 2006: 207, my
translation).
A number of these writings and photos Nielsen knew from American art
magazines as Art in America, Art News, and Art Forum. It is said that some of the
members of the Eks-skolen group went to the American embassy in Copenhagen
to read American art magazines that presented the newest tendencies in
American art. But American minimal art was also presented in Danish art
magazines, and no doubt some of the essays Nielsen had in mind, when he wrote
that he knew minimal art from essays and photos, were written by Jane Pedersen,
a Danish art librarian who almost no-one mentions today when talking or writing
about Danish sixties art. They should. Jane Pedersen wrote a number of
introductions to what was not quite yet called minimal art. Most notable is
maybe her essay “Den ny abstraktion” (“The New Abstraction”) in the first issue
of the Danish magazine Billedkunst in 1967 (Pedersen 1967a). At the end of essay
Jane Pedersen introduces a number of exponents of this new art, e.g. Judd, Stella,
Morris, and Andre. These artists are, as I have stressed earlier, the most crucial
of the American minimalists – if that was not already clear in the sixties, art
history has later shown that – and they were introduced comprehensively in a
Danish art magazine already in early 1967. The precise selection of important
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artists in minimal art furthermore reveals a wide knowledge of minimal art at an
early point. Also in 1967 Jane Pedersen did introduce the American exhibition
”Systemic Painting” in ta’. “Systemic Painting” was at show at Guggenheim in
the fall of 1966, and Jane Pedersen in her introduction mentions Donald Judd,
Sol LeWitt, and Carl Andre, artists that by the way did not take part at “Systemic
Painting”. The names of these artists, and presumably also photos or at least
descriptions of their works, were no doubt circulated within the group. They
crop up regularly in their writings.
At “Documenta 4” Hans-Jørgen Nielsen found that Danish artists weren’t
behind American artists at all. He writes that if one has been aware of what
people like Peter Louis-Jensen and Poul Gernes have showed recent years – most
often in humble places – one will be familiar with many of the concepts that
American artists now were breaking through with. The works of the Danish
artist “in certain instances [has] a form that is quite as strong” as that of the
Americans, Nielsen notes (Nielsen 2006: 207). As an example Nielsen mentions
Peter Louis-Jensen’s “Struktur. 16 objekter”. This work was, as Hans-Jørgen
Nielsen writes, showed “long before anyone had heard about minimal art” in
1966 (Nielsen 2006: 207).
In “Adskillig på foranledning af Documenta 4” (“A good deal at the instance
of ‘Documenta 4’”) Hans-Jørgen Nielsen quotes Donald Judd’s essay “Specific
Objects”, which was originally printed in Arts Yearbook 8 in 1965. Judd’s essays
are not common reading, and they certainly weren’t in the sixties either, at least
not outside certain art circles in America. But Nielsen, and presumably others
from Eks-skolen, was, as we can see from his quotations, familiar with Judd’s
writings in the late sixties. This is of course important. The knowledge of
American minimal art was not randomly based on hearsay and small black and
white photos. Some of the Danish artists did read what leading American
minimalists were writing – Peter Louis-Jensen’s statement that he did not
understand what the Americans were saying also confirms this. Hans-Jørgen
Nielsen quotes a central, but not very often quoted, statement in Judd’s essay,
where Judd writes: ”Actual space is intrinsically more powerful and specific than
paint on a flat surface” (Judd 2005: 184). Nielsen writes that “Judd somewhere
stated”, that space “can be treated more specific than paint on a flat surface”
(Nielsen 2006: 209). Nielsen knew what minimalism was all about. Very few
outside the in-crowd of minimal art did that in the sixties. Nielsen knew Judd’s
writings, and he understood them well. In fact they were very similar to some of
his writings – written before Nielsen had read Judd.
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Malevich at the dining table
In an essay, “Bilderstreit” from his book Håndbog from 1991, Per Kirkeby writes
that he in the early sixties joined Eks-skolen to learn how to do etchings, but
already the next morning, he writes, he “met Malevich at the dining table where
Troels Andersen did some sort of lecture on Russians I had never heard of”
(Kirkeby 1991: 91, my translation). This presumably changed his plans and his
artistic career.
Troels Andersen’s lectures on and introductions of Russian constructivism
at Eks-skolen is without doubt one of the reasons, maybe the main reason, why
many Danish artists arrived at a sort of minimalism early – almost as early as the
Americans did. In the same essay Per Kirkeby writes that when the Danish
artists got to know American minimalism they did not, as later when things got
politicized at the end of the decade, see it as America against Europe: “We
perceived it as underground to underground […] It was the same change that we
ourselves were working on” (Kirkeby 1991: 92, my translation). In American art
the Danish artists at Eks-skolen found a sensibility much more in tune with their
own sensibility than anything they could find anywhere in Danish or for that sake
European art. The changes, they performed in the arts, were also performed by
some American artists, and the battles they fought against high modernism were
also fought by the Americans.
Troels Andersen’s influence on Danish minimalism, in his lectures at Eksskolen, could – and should – be displayed further. Andersen did, as far as I know,
not teach modern American art at Eks-skolen. He taught Russian constructivism,
and these introductions to Russian constructivism may be one of the main
reasons why Danish artists at an early point reached a stand that in retrospect
can be described as minimalist. Troels Andersen was one of the first Western art
historians to gain access to Russian constructivist works in the Soviet Union.4
This means that Danish artists, through Andersen’s teachings at Eks-skolen, had
an early knowledge of crucial works by for example Malevich and Vladimir
Tatlin.
It is a fact that many of the American minimalists were also aware of Russian
constructivism; for example Judd often mentions Malevich in his early reviews,
that is reviews from the start of the sixties. A clear example of this awareness is
4

Tania Ørum also mentions Troels Andersen’s influence in “Minimal requirements of the
post-war avant-garde of the 1960s”. She writes that Troels Andersen: “was one of the first, if
not the first, Western art historian allowed to look at works of the Russian avant-garde during
his studies (of more acceptable Russian artists) in the Soviet Union in the late 1950s and early
1960s” (Ørum 2006: 148).
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demonstrated by the fact that the longest ongoing series of works in Dan Flavin’s
oeuvre is a series of more than 50 works dedicated to Vladimir Tatlin. Flavin
began this series entitled “‘monument’ for V. Tatlin” in 1964, and he continued
to make variations until 1990. The Danish artists also knew Tatlin well. Again it
was Troels Andersen who had introduced him. Per Kirkeby used him in an essay
from 1968, “Laokoon”, to demonstrate the pure pole in his own opposition of
the pure and the impure in his art. This pure pole in early Russian avant-garde,
and not least Danish and American artists’ focusing on this pure pole, maybe led
to minimalism – in Denmark and in the USA simultaneously.
“It’s clear, it’s simple …”
Hans-Jørgen Nielsen, who artistically was first and foremost a writer, and the
Danish composer Henning Christiansen made a small book called informations
in 1965. This book contained a score by Henning Christiansen and something
called “textures” by Hans-Jørgen Nielsen. Nielsen’s textures consisted of dots
and circles matching Christiansen’s score. A short text followed informations,
which I will shortly analyse. It is in English:
it’s clear it’s simple it’s elementary it’s anonymous it’s conscious it’s
controllable it’s mechanical it’s not expressive it’s not vitalized it’s not
entertainment it’s without dramatic organization it’s without complexity
it’s what it is it’s music to hear it’s textures to look at it’s informatory.
(Nielsen 2000: 100f)
I consider this text an important example of early Danish literary minimalism.
The text is programmatic, and one can easily read it as a comment on
Christiansen’s score and Nielsen’s textures, but it is also an aesthetic text, it is a
work of art. The short text is printed on two pages, and it appears as a rectangle
or a square on each page. Each square contains 15 lines and in each line there is
space for ten letters. That means that there is 10 x 15 x 2 spaces in the two
squares, and that again means that there are 300 spaces to be filled with a letter, a
punctuation (which in general is left out, the only punctuation is a punctuation
mark at the end of the text), or an empty space between each word. To count the
number of spaces to be filled out in a text is not the usual way to read a text. It is
to see the text as a grid, a grid made up of letters on a page, letters arranged in a
certain way.
There are 16 sentences in the text. Every sentence starts with ”It’s …”. Thus
we have a marked repetitive structure; a textual seriality, which anaphoric and
paratactic blots out any dynamic in the text. The first seven sentences contain
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positive statements: ”It’s X”. The following five are denials. The three first of the
type ”It’s not X”, and the last two ”It’s without X”. At the end there is four
positive statements of the same type as the opening statements ”It’s X”. The text
is not just a manifesto. It is also a demonstration of what is said in the manifesto.
To tighten the argument, the reader does not have to read the text. He or she can
just look at it. The text looks as what it says. The squares are anonymous, simple,
clear, almost mechanical or industrial, and so is the repetitive structure of the
text.
Tania Ørum, in her postscript to Nielsen’s collected poems, Nielsen sort på
hvidt. Samlede digte (2000), notes that Nielsen and Christiansen dissociate
themselves from the modernism of the preceding generations, most clearly of
course in the sentences containing denials. A number of modernism’s
characteristics are renounced, e.g. expressiveness, vitality, dramatic organization,
and complexity. But more important, while Nielsen and Christiansen dissociate
themselves from modernism, they approach minimal art. Nielsen and
Christiansen focus on specific aspects of modernism, that is exactly the aspects
that were also rejected in American minimalism, and they replace these aspects
with exactly the aspects that were becoming the crucial aspects of American
minimalism. The same year as Hans-Jørgen Nielsen and Henning Christiansen
wrote the cited sentences, Donald Judd in “Specific Objects” wrote: ”Most
works finally have one quality. In earlier art the complexity was displayed and
built the quality” (Judd 2005: 184). Donald Judd in this statement of course
implied that precisely complexity was not one of the main characteristics
displayed in minimal art, and it wasn’t in Christiansen’s and Nielsen’s
informations either.
Instead of complexity Nielsen and Christiansen put clarity, simplicity,
anonymity, and controllability; most precisely formulated in the tautologically:
”It’s what it is”. “It’s music to hear” and ”it’s texture to look at” as Nielsen and
Christiansen put it in statements very close to Frank Stella’s well known ”What
you see is what you see” – a statement that is often read as prototypical
minimalist (Glaser 1995: 158). In an essay on Henning Christiansen’s music,
“Efter Zero” (“After Zero”) Hans-Jørgen Nielsen’s wrote that Christiansen’s
music is a høre-ting (a thing to listen to), and in the same essay Nielsen compared
Christiansen’s music to three-dimensional works by Robert Morris, Ronald
Bladen, and Robert Smithson, who, as Nielsen wrote, “do big anonymous, […]
immediately readable things to look at” (again the word Nielsen used in Danish
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was se-ting, just like Christiansen do things to hear (høre-ting) (Nielsen 2006, s.
124).5
In these statements on Christiansen’s music Hans-Jørgen Nielsen is
formulating a point of view that is close to what we, using the vocabulary from
Michael Fried’s “Art and Objecthood” from 1967, could call objecthood (Fried
1995). Nielsen does it two years before Fried wrote his essay. Objecthood, Fried
informed us, marks the condition in which the artist has no intention to suspend
the object status of the object to let it become more than literal.6 To preserve
objecthood is to Fried the same as to let the object stay a thing or an object
instead of making it into a work of art. To Fried a work of art is an object in
which the objecthood is suspended. Nielsen expresses no intentions concerning
the suspension of the object’s objecthood. Rather he wants to preserve
objecthood and to emphasize the text or work of art as literal and as a thing. This
ideal is underlined by his terminology – se-ting and høre-ting – a terminology that
is clearly dissociated from the more or less metaphysical rhetoric of modernism.
Rosalind E. Kraus, in her essay “Grids”, writes that the grid – often used to
describe aspects of minimal art – announces a “hostility to literature”, the grid,
she continues, has lowered a barrier “between the arts of vision and those of
language” (Kraus 1993: 9). I have analysed Nielsen’s and Christiansen’s text as an
aesthetic text, that is as literature, and as a grid. The fact that I am able to do this
– or that I have to do that in order to understand the (visual) text – means that
Nielsen and Christiansen have opened up the barrier Kraus thinks the grid
lowers between the arts of vision and literature. Nielsen and Christiansen have
5

Hans-Jørgen Nielsen’s ”Efter Zero” was written over some years in the sixties. In 1965
Nielsen wrote the essay “Efter Zero. Om Henning Christiansen og Perceptive Constructions
II” (“After Zero. On Henning Christiansen and Perceptive Constructions II”), and in 1966 he
wrote “Henning Christiansens rokader” (“Henning Christiansen’s castlings”). The first essay
was published in the Danish music magazine Dansk musiktidsskrift 7, 1965, the second, which
was a short introduction to a score by Christiansen, in the magazine Hvedekorn 6, 1966.
These two essays Nielsen put together as “Efter Zero” for his collection of essays ‘Nielsen’ og
den hvide verden (Nielsen and the White World) in 1968. Especially the second essay was
altered – or rather extended – when Nielsen put it in “Efter Zero”. What Nielsen added in
the final version of the text was all the references to minimal art. This suggests that he
between 1966 and 1968 became aware of minimal art, and that he became aware of the
resemblances between the art made at Eks-skolen and minimal art. What is even more
interesting is the fact that the contents of the two early essays fit perfectly well with theories
drawn from minimal art in the final version of the text. For example Nielsen in the first essay
from 1965 wrote about Christiansen’s music as representing “anonymity, objectivity,
rationality” (Nielsen 1965: 215, my translation). “You will have to accept simplicity”, he
concluded (Nielsen 1965: 215, my translation).
6
Literalism was the term Fried suggested for the kind of art we now know as minimal art.
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made a grid in language. They have made neither art of vision nor literature, but
art of vision and literature at the same time.
It is quite well known that Donald Judd in 1965 opened his essay “Specific
Objects” by stating that: “Half or more of the best work in the last few years has
been neither painting nor sculpture” (Judd 2005: 181). Judd’s statement was –
though presumably not intended so – a defining statement in minimal art.
Minimalists made specific objects, which means that they made neither painting
nor sculpture. They did not accept the barrier between painting and sculpture,
and they did not want to make any of these, but preferred to make what they
called specific objects or just three-dimensional works. It seems like
Christiansen and Nielsen rejects the barrier between the visual arts and
literature, just as American minimalists rejected the barrier between painting
and sculpture in their search for at third way in the arts. The American
minimalists (and, as I have tried to show, Danish artists as well) made specific
objects. In informations Hans-Jørgen Nielsen and Henning Christiansen made
se-ting and høre-ting. They did work in the same field as the Americans. Their
work was not peripheral. It was just as central as the works of arts carried out by
American minimalists.
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Danish Artists in the International Mail Art Network
Charlotte Greve
According to one definition of mail art, it is with the simple means of one or
more elements of the postal language that artists communicate an idea in a
concise form to other members of the mail art network.1 The network
constitutes an alternative gallery space outside the official art institution; it
claims to be an anti-bureaucratic, anti-hierarchic, anti-historicist, trans-national,
global counter-culture. Accordingly, transcendence of boundaries and a
destructive relationship to stable forms and structures are important elements of
its Fluxus-inspired idealistic self-understanding.2 The mail art artist and art
historian Géza Perneczky describes the network as “an imaginary community
which has created a second publicity through its international membership and
ever expanding dimensions”.3 It is a utopian artistic community with a striving
towards decentralized expansion built on sharing, giving and exchanging art
through the postal system.
A culture of circulation is built up around a notion of what I will call
sendable art. According to this notion, distance, delay and anticipation add
signification to the work of art. Since the artists rarely meet in flesh and blood and
the only means of communication is through posted mail, distance and a
temporal gap between sending and receiving are important constitutive
conditions for the network communication. In addition, very simple elements of
the mail art language gain the status of signs of subjectivity, which, in turn,
become constitutive marks of belonging. These are the features which will be the
focus of this investigation of the participation of the Danish artists Mogens Otto
Nielsen, Niels Lomholt and Carsten Schmidt-Olsen in the network during the
period from 1974–1985.
1

Only few books have been written on mail art. Among these is Networked Art by Craig
Saper. Books have also been written by John Held Jr., Vittore Baroni, Géza Perneczky, and
Chuck Welch, who are active members of the network community. In Danish, the book Post
by Knud Pedersen has recently appeared.
2
See Géza Perneczky. The Magazine Network. The Trends of Alternative Art in the Light of
Their Periodicals, 1968-1988, Köln: (Géza Perneczky), 1993, p. 8. It is striking how this
network resembles the Internet, and it ought to be interesting to examine how the network
has adapted to the new technological situation in the late 1980s. However, this is beyond the
scope of the present article (see Craig J. Saper. Networked Art. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2001).
3
Géza Perneczky. The Magazine Network. The Trends of Alternative Art in the Light of
Their Periodicals, 1968-1988, Köln: (Géza Perneczky), 1993, p. 8.
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On a concrete level, in examining the mail art network, one encounters the
practical difficulty that the network projects are only rarely exhibited at
recognized galleries or museums. In turn, assembled magazines are rarely
collected by archives, museums, libraries, or other official institutions.
Therefore, archives have been established by active participants of the mail art
community themselves. Here one is confronted, though, by the specific problem
of the way mail art is saved in archives: since mail art is about sending art
through the postal system to other members of the mail art community, studying
the archive of one particular artist provides little insight into his or her own
production, but rather into the production of those artists with whom the artist
has been corresponding. Generally, only when a work of mail art was included in,
e.g., an assembled magazine or a box project, which was sent to the producer of
the work of art, could such a work be found in the archive of the artist him- or
herself. The following investigation is based on material studied in the private
archives of a number of Danish and East European mail artists.
Apart from Mogens Otto Nielsen, Niels Lomholt and Carsten SchmidtOlsen, a few other Danish artists produced mail art.4 However, for a period of
several years, Mogens Otto Nielsen, Niels Lomholt and Carsten Schmidt-Olsen
were the only regular participants. In addition, they integrated the mail art
concept into the overall concept of their artistic production. One reason for their
involvement might be found in the circumstance that these three artists belonged
both artistically and geographically to the periphery of mainstream Danish art.
Thus, apart from producing highly experimental art, they also lived in small
provincial towns. However, in the mail art network, they managed to contribute
on a considerable scale and even organized events, became editors of magazines,
and were in touch with long-time contributors to the network.
Sendable art
In 1981 Carsten Schmidt-Olsen edited a project called Bodies of Artists, which
had contributions from 86 artists from 18 different countries. Contributors
were asked to send in traces, residues, images etc. of their own bodies. The
invitation bore a blood stain of Carsten Schmidt-Olsen, and his contribution was
an image of a glass and a bottle of blood tapped from his own body. Mogens Otto
Nielsen contributed with a hair sample and a stamped portrait, while Niels
Lomholt sent in a photo of three bottles of bathing water, which supposedly
contained bodily residues left in the water after taking a bath. A similar project
4

Among others Knud Pedersen, William Louis Sørensen, Marianne Rønnow, Poul Esting,
Peter Doose, and Steen Møller Rasmussen have participated in mail art projects.
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was edited by Mogens Otto Nielsen. Artists were invited to send in a piece of
their land. These projects are examples of sendable art. This notion is invoked
here as a critique of the concept of receivable art, developed by Craig Saper in his
book Networked Art (2001).
The focus of Craig Saper is on what he calls intimate bureaucracies: “An
intimate bureaucracy makes poetic use of the trappings of large bureaucratic
systems and procedures (e.g., logos, stamps) to create intimate aesthetic
situations, including the pleasures of sharing a special knowledge or a new
language among a small network of participants”.5 Saper maintains that mail art
(or, in other words, networked art) invents an “intimate gift-exchange
community”6 in order to avoid the market economy of the art world. This means
accepting any contribution received and “shares a connection to this sense of
potlatch”.7 According to Saper, the artists seek “a democratic form of art”.8
Accordingly, Saper claims, the artists (contrary to the bureaucracy of the art
institutions and surrounding society) attempt to “construct non-hierarchical
systems (…) [according to which] all contributions have the same space”.9 At the
same time, Saper claims, “all contributions have the same space, but the result is
secret codes, idiosyncratic works and hermetic poetry”.10
A number of problems arise from such a theoretical standpoint; firstly,
Saper does not develop the concept of gift-economy, but simply refers to a rather
idealistic conception of this phenomenon based on sharing between equals in a
harmonious relationship of co-existence. Secondly, he claims that the practice of
everyone’s access to and acceptance into the exhibition space, which is
constituted by the assembled magazines, is a sign of democracy. Apart from the
fact that democracy can hardly simply be equalled with access and participation,
Saper is blind to the mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion, the value-system
built up in the network, and the way the mail art language functions as signs of
belonging. Moreover, he develops a concept of receivable art from Roland Barthes’
scattered notes on the term. Barthes distinguishes this category of texts from
both the readerly text and the writerly text, as texts which he gladly receives, but he
does not know what to make of. He speaks of that, which contests the mercantile
5

Craig Saper. Networked Art, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001, p. xii.
Op.cit., p. x.
7
Op.cit., p. 99.
8
Op.cit., p. xii.
9
Ibid.
10
Ibid.
6
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constraint of what is written, and that, which is unpublishable.11 This art, Saper
claims, creates “intense, intimate situations (…) They are produced for, and by,
usually small circles of artists, writers, and friends, and the results often arrive in
the mail, as mail art”.12 Citing a member of the mail art community and long
time archivist Guy Bleus, Saper claims that mail art suspends traditional norms
of judgment. Again, a notion of exchange is invoked which involves equals,
friends, and intimate associates. In addition, the category of the receivable art
inserts the identity of the receiver as a precondition for the exchange. However,
mail art is about distance,13 about not knowing the identity of the other members
of the network, and not knowing if the work of art will be received.
Thus, mail art is about sending art by the postal system. Mail art adds a
spatial-temporal framework to the postal system.14 It is not just about sending art
from one place to another; it is about circulation, networking, and transcendence
(national borders, aesthetic limitations, bureaucratic rules, political censorship,
and so on). Since mail art is rarely collected by museums or libraries or included
in official archives, its magazines, correspondence, objects, residues and traces
are kept within an archival community of the network itself. In addition, all parts
of the postal system have been appropriated and reinvented: stamps, rubber
stamps, postcards, envelopes, and stickers. However, elements of the postal
system permeate the mail art network on more profound levels as well. Mail art
gains signification because of distance (not intimacy) and the risk that a work of
art may never be returned; never reach its addressee. The sendable art may be lost
and forgotten. This is a built in element of indeterminacy and randomness of the
postal system, which Jacques Derrida identifies in Carte Postale: ”there is
differance […] and there is postal manoeuvring, relays, delay, anticipation,
destination, telecommunicating network, the possibility, and therefore the fatal
necessity of going astray, etc.”.15
This ambivalence of presence, on the one hand, and of absence and delay,
on the other hand, which is invoked by Derrida in his own “correspondence”11

Op.cit., p. 3.
Op.cit., p. 4.
13
In fact, perhaps the concept of networked art should be replaced by that of art at a distance,
a concept used in the anthology Art at a Distance. Precursers to Art and Activism on the Internet
(eds. Chandler, Annmarie & Norie Neumark), Cambridge, Mass. & London, England: The
MIT Press, 2006.
14
Ina Blom. “Boredom and Oblivion”. The Fluxus Reader, (Ed. Ken Friedman), New York et
al.: Academy Editions, 1998, p. 77.
15
Jacques Derrida. “Signature Event Context”, Limited Inc, (Trans. Samuel Weber and Jefrey
Mehlman), Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1988, pp. 66.
12
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novel Carte Postale, makes obvious the distance of communication, which is the
characteristic of writing as such. The letter, a written medium, which is sent at a
distance, is a symptom of the experience of non-presence, which is the principle
of writing, as Derrida sees it. The postal system is a temporal frame, which is
associated with emotionally charged memory systems: “the ’when’ of waiting and
frustration, of lost and found, of detours and delays. If anything, it invests
indeterminacy with significance and emotion, trace and memory all modified by
possibilities of oblivion, failure, and actual displacement”.16 This is what is
contained in the “postal principle” of Jacques Derrida.
Ina Blom makes use of this framework in her analysis of the postal music of
the Fluxus artist Nam June Paik. Blom names two aspects of the postal system
which are of significance to the character of the mail art network. First, the
postal system and administration are structures of distribution; it is an empty
framework waiting to be filled “precluding any actual relation between structure
and the ‘filling material’”.17 In Paik’s case, the “filling material” included objects
laden with the memory of recent political atrocities, illness, sex and the body, it
even included “traces” and “residues” of the body of John Cage.18 Second, she
argues, the postal system is not entirely empty after all; it “can hardly be
separated from the social reality of the goods it distributes, the rules and the
concerns governing this distribution, and, not least, the shifting and insecure
temporal frameworks associated with this institution”.19
A culture of exchange
Bodies of artists by Carsten Schmidt-Olsen and Send a Piece of Your Land by
Mogens Otto Nielsen both included an invitation to a large number of artists,
asking them to contribute, while Carsten Schmidt-Olsen and Mogens Otto
Nielsen took the position of editors. Thereby, the possibility of an exchange is
created. Only in the case of the acceptance of the invitation by the artists and the
sending of their art to the editors, is the exchange set to work. In this way, the
nature of the exchange is that of regulated actions of giving, receiving, and
returning, which both Marcel Mauss and Pierre Bourdieu have pointed out as
inherent elements of the gift-exchange economy. According to Bourdieu, it is the
time interval between the act of giving and the act of returning that makes it
16

Ina Blom. “Boredom and Oblivion”. The Fluxus Reader, (Ed. Ken Friedman), New York et
al.: Academy Editions, 1998, p. 77.
17
Op.cit., p. 76.
18
Ibid.
19
Ibid.
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possible to present the two symmetrical actions as unique and unconnected.
Thus, the power-relations inherent in the gift-exchange economy (the debt of the
receiver and his or her obligation to pay back upon receiving a gift) are
concealed. This economy, then, makes sharing possible, and it makes an
alternative gallery space work. At the same time, it involves a risk: the invitation
may not be accepted and the circulation has then never started, the responding
artist may never receive an invitation again, should he or she choose not to
respond, and, what is more important, the pieces of art may be destroyed or get
lost in the postal system. The art work loses its status of uniqueness and, as a
consequence, its commodity value; instead it becomes ephemeral and worthless.
Sending bodily residues through the mail art system, thus, entails an element of
risk: the risk of failure, delay, loss, and forgetting of one’s self. What is important
is not the possibility of receiving (the receivable), but the possibility of not
receiving, not accepting, and not returning, and, at the same time, the risk of
sending, but never being received. Therefore, it is in the time interval between
sending, receiving and returning, signification is added to art in the mail art
network.
It is clear from the analysis above that Bodies of Artists and Send a Piece of
your Land are a kind of repeated gestures pointing to similar and previous
gestures by other artists (Bodies of Artists probably points to the postal music of
Nam June Paik). Thus, the sending of unique bodily samples is already a
repetition. It is, in other words, not so much the work of art itself (residues,
samples, images of the artists) as the gesture and the confirmation of recognition
by the contributing artists, which is important. Mail art becomes an emotionally
laden memory system, containing, remembering, and reproducing images, texts,
signs, and even bodily remains of its own participants and founders. At the same
time, one fundamental precondition of the posting of art to distant and often
unknown fellow artists is that the piece of art may never be received, or returned,
for that matter; it may be lost and forgotten. This precondition undermines the
self-referential signs of authenticity of mail art.
The New York Correspondence School
Ray Johnson’s New York Correspondence School of Art (which was founded in
the late 1950s and received its name in 1962) is one of the precursors of the mail
art network. The School developed as a relatively closed circle of artists. At the
1970 exhibition Ray Johnson: New York Correspondence School initiated by
Johnson himself and curated by Marcia Tucker at the Whitney Museum of
American Art in New York, contributions from one hundred and six participants
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of the Correspondence School were included.20 The exhibition relied on the
creative response of the invited artists. In turn, all submitted works were
exhibited. Thereby, the exhibition marked a radical departure from traditional
standards of quality and taste associated with the curatorial process. The
exhibition was an attempt to create a dynamically open-ended forum for artistic
collaboration.21 Characteristic for the NYCS community was its attempt to build
up a counter-culture as an alternative and open exhibition space based on
collaborative work and exchange. Contributions to the NYCS were always in
circulation and therefore indicative of a kind of self-effacement.
Thus, for the Whitney exhibition Johnson sent out announcements
requesting contributions from various artists, friends, and strangers. In the
contribution of May Wilson, this initial announcement was included with
Wilson’s red spray paint across its surface. The same announcement was used by
Johnson in a letter to Wilson placed above a found photograph of five women
quilting. Johnson names the women on the photograph “Colette”, “Eleanor
(Antin)”, “May (Wilson)”, “Drag queen”, and “Louise (Bourgeois)” thereby
creating a virtual community of artists around May Wilson.22 Similarly, in the
announcement inviting John Willenbecher to contribute to the exhibition,
Johnson wrote: “Dear John, This is an important document, You are the first on
the Whitney list… You are the first to get the ball rolling… all you have to do is
sock it to Marcia. Do your thing… You might work on this important document
since it’s the first to go out. [signed] Babar”.23 Such communication created a
culture of sharing, dynamic mobility and exchange, in which references flowed
through the correspondence letters to the members of the community. Art
history, prior exchanges, and communication of the mass media were the main
points of reference. In April 1973, in a letter to the New York Times, Ray
Johnson announced the death of the NYCS, but the practice of building up
exchange communities that made use of the postal system continued and
proliferated. Since the late 1970s, mail art has become a widespread global
decentralized network community. Taking its influence from various counter-art
cultural groupings and movements, it developed its techniques of
20

Sharla Sarva. “Ray Johnson’s New York Correspondence School: The Fine Art of
Communication”, Ray Johnson. Correspondences (eds. De Salvo, Donna and Cathrine Gudis),
Columbus, Ohio et al.: Wexner Center for the Arts., 1999, p. 122.
21
Ibid.
22
Op.cit., p. 128.
23
Ibid.
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correspondence adding features from Les Nouveaux Réalistes, Dada, Fluxus,
lettrism and the Situationist International.
Appropriation and détournement
Accordingly, appropriation and détournement are important devices in the mail
art network exchange culture. Appropriation was developed by Dada and is often
associated with Marcel Duchamp’s adding of a moustache to Mona Lisa by
Leonardo da Vinci or his appropriation of a urinal by signing it.24 In turn,
détournement was developed by the Situationist International and theorized by
Guy Debord in the 1960s.25 The situationists criticized the early avant-garde
Dadaism and Surrealism for having become contained and contaminated by the
market industry. Different from the technique of appropriation, the intention of
the détournement technique was to use an already existing representation to
criticize the original and propagate the situationist theory of the Society of the
Spectacle. When used by the mail art community, the difference between the
concepts can be difficult to see. However, when an artist adds a signature to a
work of art or a text by someone else from the mail art community, or by other
artists outside the community, it is a question of appropriation, while the
technique of détournement can be recognized in the widespread use and re-use
of popular media images: comics, popular magazine images, film clips, and
commercials.
Both techniques function as widely used montage techniques making use of
various kinds of identity markers. Thus, a superimposition of a personal mark
on the body of the other text is a sign of appropriation, or over-writing of the
original text with a new one. Appropriation is constituted by a series of returns
and projections: returns to previous texts/images and the projection of these texts
and images into the artist’s new work. One of Mogens Otto Nielsen’s most
commonly used rubberstamps reads “All reproduction, modification, derivation,
and transformation of this object is permitted”. This principle is used in a
24

In Postproduction, Nicolas Bourriaud (Nicolas Bourriaud. Postproduction (Ed. Caroline
Schneider, trans. Jeanine Herman), New York: Lukas & Sternberg, 2002, p. 36) characterizes
the art of the twentieth century as “an art of montage (the succession of images) and
détourage (the superimposition of images)”.
25
One of the groups, which influenced the Danish mail artists, was the Danish offshoot from
the Situationist International grouped around the Danish artist Jørgen Nash, who founded
Drakabygget (The Draka Settlement). This was an artists community situated at the south of
Sweden and built up at the beginning of the 1960s. Danish artists such as Jens Jørgen
Thorsen, William Louis Sørensen and Hans-Jørgen Nielsen were associated with the
community.
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project in which a Xerox-copied page showing an office environment bears the
inscription “Atmosphere Controlled”. On the back side, artists are asked to
“act” on the page. On such a page, Jacques Massa, a French artist, has inserted a
rubber stamp used and developed by Mogens Otto Nielsen. It consists of the
typed words “heart” and “earth”. In the appropriated version of the French
artist, the heart is reversed. On another page, John Held Jr. a British artist and
mail art historian has appropriated the office environment by cutting open a
‘window’ in the middle. On the reverse side of the cut out piece now functioning
as a window shutter, he has stamped an image of a telegraph officer and the
words “aporation by John Held Jr [sic]”. In his version, Guillermo Deisler plays
on the notion of originality by stamping “Original” in the office space as well as
inserting images from what seems to be popular magazines of a piece of cake and
a naked woman’s arm. As a counter-culture operating within an alternative
gallery space, the point of sale, i.e. the commodification of art, is constantly
questioned and subverted.
Signatures
From the previous examples, it is obvious that the mail art network is constituted
by artists, who make their identity visible with the means of a number of simple
techniques. They include slogans, stamps, rubberstamps, stickers, logos, or
marks of kisses. Some of the devices (the thumbprints, marks of kisses,
signatures, burnt holes, or hair samples) directly point to the author in flesh and
blood; they function as signatures. They mimic the devices used to reify the
artists’ touch as a sign of authenticity and originality, which, again, has been a
point from which the value of a work of art was set. The mail art is not for sale, it
is exchanged, and the hand of the author is an identity mark, which mocks the
official art system. At the same time, the signature is an important means of
identification.
Therefore, in mail art language stamps, slogans and other textual-visual
elements acquire the status of a signature. These textual-visual elements are often
used as a means of communicating an idea within a group of mail artists. Thus,
the overall concept of the various art projects of Mogens Otto Nielsen is headed
by “Atmosphere controlled”. Important for the mail art contributions of the
artist are several rubber stamps. Among these is a thumbprint with a cut. When
stamped on a page, the thumbprint presents itself as a kind of statement of
identity, as a signature. The page frames the signature / thumbprint as the
archetype ideal of a signature. The action consists in visualizing the archetype
ideal (“original”) of a signature when looking at the empty frame.
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However, the self inscribed in the signature is a sign, which Roman Jacobson has
identified as a shifter:
“I” means the person uttering “I”. Thus on one hand, the sign “I” cannot
represent its object without being associated with the latter “by a
conventional rule,” and in different codes the same meaning is assigned
to different sequences such as “I”, “ego”, “Ich”, “ja” etc.: consequently
“I” is a symbol. On the other hand, the sign “I” cannot represent its
object without being in existential relation” with this object: the word “I”
designating the utterer is existentially related to his utterance, and hence
functions as an index.26
In fact, the signature embraces several types of signs. It is a trace with an
existential link to the hand of the maker; an image with some likeness to the real
signature, and it is a text, a social communicative system relying on a
conventional link between signifier and signified (and the absence of the referent).
In writing, Derrida has claimed, a fundamental feature is absence, not only
absence of the signified (sound and meaning) but also of the writer and the
circumstances (the context) in which the text was written. This is a fundamental
departure from Saussure’s theory of (spoken) language, which is marked by
singularity and unity (between signifier and signified, the utterance and the
speaker, and between the act of uttering and the circumstances surrounding it).
Writing disrupts this singularity and unity by the distance between the written
mark and the writer. Accordingly, the thumbprint – as a signature – is staged in a
complex play of confirmation and denial.
A performativity of belonging
In the case of the page with a thumbprint by Mogens Otto Nielsen, the
thumbprint functions as a signature, a legal identity marker. It points to the artist
“Mogens Otto Nielsen”, who, with this gesture of marking a page with a
fingerprint, states his identity. Thus, the thumbprint as a signature points
indexically to Mogens Otto Nielsen. However, the reader cannot be sure of the
identity of Mogens Otto Nielsen. The artist in flesh and blood is absent and the
thumbprint acts as a stand-in; it signifies the artist Mogens Otto Nielsen, but this
sign of “Mogens Otto Nielsen”, might be different from the artist Mogens Otto
Nielsen, who is absent.
26

Roman Jacobson. Shifters, verbal categories, and the Russian verb, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT
Press, 1957, p. 2.
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In Derrida’s critique of J. L. Austin’s speech act theory, focus has been put on the
social conventions which guarantee the possibility of performing a speech act.
Writing, Derrida claims, relies most fundamentally on a notion of iterability that
renders the unity between utterance and speaker, signifier and signifier
impossible. Not even a receiver of the text is necessary for it to function as
writing.27 In order to read a written text, the reader must (despite empirical
variations) be able to recognize the identity of a signifying form. These iterative
marks can be decoded independent of the producer, and the reader (however
distant in time and space) must be able to read the text. Therefore, however
individual a handwriting and signature might be, it is always repeatable, it is also
just a quotation.28
The thumbprint by Mogens Otto Nielsen signifies the presence of the
artist, but, at the same time, the absence of Mogens Otto Nielsen (and the
difference of “Mogens Otto Nielsen” from Mogens Otto Nielsen) is further
emphasized by the implicit repeatability of the thumbprint gesture. The
thumbprint is not only a sign of “Mogens Otto Nielsen”, but also a sign of “Piero
Manzoni”, an Italian artist from the Arte Povera tradition, who frequently used
thumbprints to mark his pages. One such page, named Thumbprint (1960), bears
a thumbprint in the middle of a white page and a signature (of Manzoni) with a
date beneath it. This sign of “Manzoni” is recognizable and readable within the
Fluxus or mail art community. Thus, the sign of identity becomes a sign of
“Mogens Otto Nielsen quoting Piero Manzoni”.
Derrida insists that citation and iterability is a precondition for every
speech act. Therefore, however individual a signature might be, it is always
repeatable, it is also just a quotation. In other words, subjectivity is not
something we are given, but something we perform.29 In Mogens Otto Nielsen’s
quoting Manzoni, the artist also quotes mail art visual language. Thus, the
thumbprint can be seen on numerous pages in the mail art assembled magazines.
On one such page of the ten-year anniversary edition of the assembled magazine
Bambu (No. 13, 1992), Bill Whorrall, Cracker Jack Kid (Chuck Welch), Creative
Thing, Ruggero Maggi, Minoy, Peggy Calvett, and Guy Bleus wish Bambu Happy
Birthday with each of their thumbprints inside a square of the checkered page.
27

Jacques Derrida. “Signature Event Context”, Limited Inc. (Trans. Samuel Weber and Jefrey
Mehlman), Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1987, p. 7.
28
Op.cit., p. 20.
29
I owe this theoretical outline to Mieke Bal (see Mieke Bal. Travelling Concepts in the
Humanities. A Rough Guide, Toronto, Buffalo, and London: University of Toronto Press.
2002, pp. 174–182).
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Beneath the thumbprint, the name and date of birth of each of the artists are
typewritten.
It is obvious that the rubber stamped thumbprint of Mogens Otto Nielsen
is a personal variant of Manzoni’s thumbprint. In this personal mark, Mogens
Otto Nielsen quotes Manzoni, but at the same time, he quotes a simple gesture
from the mail art vocabulary. Thus, the thumbprint is a simple device used as a
means of communication on several levels: firstly, Mogens Otto presents his own
variant of a thumbprint as a signature; secondly, the print signals knowledge of
art history (Manzoni); thirdly, it signals a belonging to the mail art community. In
this thumbprint, Mogens Otto Nielsen quotes a simple gesture from the mail art
vocabulary. This gesture is a sign of subjectivity, which signals a belonging to a
mail art community in which quoting Manzoni is part of the system of repetition
and quotation, which constitutes its mechanism of inclusion. Vicky Bell names
such a system a “performativity of belonging”:
The performativity of belonging ‘cites’ the norms that constitute
or make present the ‘community’ or group as such. The
repetition, sometimes ritualistic repetition, of these normalized
codes makes material the belongings they purport to simply
describe.30
On other levels too, Mogens Otto Nielsen makes a double statement of pointing
to himself and to his belonging to the mail art community. The Hungarian Éndre
Tot was one of the pioneers of Eastern European mail art, his signature was a
photo of himself with a big smile and an inscription saying: “I am glad if I can
stamp”, “I am glad if I can advertise on posters”, and so on. In Fluxus, the use of
mug shots on stamps, the so-called Fluxpost, was widely used. Mogens Otto
Nielsen’s variant is a rubber stamp showing a photo of himself. A similar portrait
is signifying Carsten Schmidt-Olsen. It is obvious that humor and irony are
commonly used devices. This can be seen in Carsten Schmidt-Olsen’s use of
ready-made images such as old pornographic images, or ready-made stamps such
as the National Health Service stamp with which Schmidt-Olsen poses as a
Physician Authorized Vaccinator.
30

Vicky Bell. “Performativity and belonging: An Introduction”, Performativity and belonging,
London, Thousand Oaks, CA and New Delhi: Sage, 1999, p. 2.
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The bureaucratic form
The mail art of Niels Lomholt differs from that of Mogens Otto Nielsen and
Carsten Schmidt-Olsen in that he rarely uses rubberstamps and self-referential
signature-devices. Except from the stamp “Lomholt Formular Press” used on
most of his things, the artist Niels Lomholt is remarkably absent from his mail
art projects. In fact, one of these projects consists in providing an identity to a
virtual, ‘empty’ person bearing the name Mr. Klein. Lomholt has conceived of a
system, in which he explores the possibilities of bureaucratic forms. For the Mr.
Klein project Lomholt invited mail artists from the mail art network to respond
to statements or instructions provided on bureaucratic forms and, thereby, to
share their opinion on whom Mr. Klein might be. The only thing known is that
Mr. Klein throws himself out of a window from a hotel room containing a bed
and a shower. The falling Mr. Klein is signified by a rubber stamp of a falling
figure made by Mogens Otto Nielsen. The contributing mail artists fill in forms
with all kinds of objects, texts, videos, photos or tapes according to the
instructions of Lomholt. The “formulas” become Mr. Klein’s background, his
personality, which can be altered by intervention in the formula-letters, as it is
stated in one invitation, or the letters invite artists to build up the physical
location of the hotel room, the arrangement of the room, and so on. The hotel
room was re-recreated at the Charlottenborg Exhibition and contributions were
collected and exhibited at a gallery in Wiesbaden.
Lomholt also made simpler projects such as simple postcard-forms with
misspellings or forms concerning measures. Again the contributing artists were
invited to fill in a form. Often, such forms contain mail art rubber stamps or
images and references to for example Duchamp. No doubt, Duchamp is one of
the founding figures in the self-understanding of the mail art network.
Accordingly, Lomholt offers the empty form for anyone who might be interested
in defining the identity of Mr. Klein or in intervening in one of Lomholt’s other
Formulas. At the same time, Lomholt Formular Press is a bureaucratic form, a
restrictive administrative system, on the one hand, and an expanding
uncontrollable explosion of the form, on the other hand. Such meta-reflections
on bureaucracy, administration and systems, which are also contained within the
postal framework chosen by the mail art network, are a common feature. Thus
one widespread rubberstamp identifies the artist as a “meta-networker in spirit”.
Conclusion
Mail art is a counter-culture operating within an alternative gallery space and the
point of sale, i.e. the commodification of art, is constantly questioned and
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subverted. The art is not for sale, it is exchanged, and the hand of the author is an
identity mark that mocks the official art system. However, contrary to a notion
of equality and democracy often associated with the gift economy, I have
maintained that the exchange of the gift economy involves an element of risk.
The work of art may get lost, delayed or forgotten. This is what I have called
sendable art, according to which it is the time interval which contains the element
of risk, but nevertheless also adds signification to the circulated art. In addition,
in the mail art network, the “signature” is an important means of identification. I
have shown that the network’s language of artistic communication consisted of
simple signs of subjectivity, which, in the larger context of the network
community, relied on a structure of citation and repetition. This structure of
repetition and quotation means that textual-visual elements are woven into a net
of semantic and historical significations. This subjectivity takes the form of signs
of authenticity and internal memory, which are used and reused by its
participants and, thereby, create a certain communicative language within a
group. Therefore, knowledge of art history, production of recognizable identity
markers, and quoting signs of identity make successful communication among
the mail artists possible. These levels of interaction with history and the mail art
community give access to the network community and signal a sense of
belonging. This structure constitutes the foundation of the mail art network
community.
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Home and Abroad: The Construction of Periphery in the
Avant-Garde of Relational Art
Troels Degn Johansson
What really happened in the 90’s? Well, we learned the art of
collecting frequent flyer miles, travelling to peripheries in
search of the new.1
Nordic Art Review

Today’s fight for modernity is being waged in the same terms as
yesterday’s, barring the fact that the avant-garde has stopped
patrolling like some scout, the troop having come to a cautious
standstill around a bivouac of certainties (biuoac de certitudes).
Art was intended to prepare and announce a future world;
today it is modelling possible universes.2
Nicolas Bourriaud

Introduction
Periphery makes out a persistent theme in the avant-garde of the so-called
relational or social art of the mid-1990’s and onwards. This decade, which saw
the rise of economic and informational globalisation, became a time when artists
from the Nordic countries chose to concentrate on local environments – not,
that is, in order to isolate themselves from the rest of the world as a negative
reaction to globalisation but to disclose matters of global interest in singular
cases. In Hal Foster’s sense, relational art was a “return to the real”;3 it was about
finding “moments of truth” by staging (social) reality and to explore the ethical
and political problems pertaining to particular singular contexts in order to
communicate findings to the public and to the art world.
In the Nordic countries – a region in the world that historically has found itself
as a periphery to most of the traditional centres of the avant-garde communities
in Fine Art – artists and curators came to play a central part on the global stage of
the art world during the decade. This article focuses especially on how Nordic
artists played with notions of periphery on a relational art scene which was both
distinctly global and local in its social and political involvement; a dual approach
which led to the focus on singularity (“micro-politics”) and a problematization of
centre. Artists like Superflex, Elin Wikström, Olafur Gislason, Roi Vaara, and
1

NU: The Nordic Art Review, no. 1, 2000, p. 59.
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Hal Foster. The Return of the Real: The Avant-Garde at the End of the Century, Cambridge
Mass./London: The MIT Press, 2001 [1996].
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many others, distinguished themselves by a renewed political interest taken by
art in particular persons, particular places, and particular living conditions
around the world. The decade thus saw an apparent return to the historical avantgarde’s ideal of annihilating the division between Art and Life and let Art serve
Life (cf. Bürger 1984), but in a distinctly new and innovative way and with a
tactical approach whose potential still today seems far from exhausted.
This article seeks to identify the peripheral in relational avant-garde profiles
among contemporary artist from the Nordic Countries. The thesis is that this
direction in art not only got engaged with peripheries as a theme but also that it
may be characterized tactically by its initial demarcation of “peripheral”, local
environments that may be staged by art and thus lend themselves to the
“modelling of possible universes”, as the leading theoretical figure, Nicolas
Bourriaud had it in his unusually picturesque metaphor above. So, despite its
global orientation – recognizing the rise of globalisation in its economic and
informational sense, realizing the possibilities of working in very different
environments around the globe – the avant-garde of relational aesthetics thus
paradoxically depends on a construction of the local, of periphery in order to
communicate the outcome of their cases of intervention and to maintain its
global address. I would like to do so here first by presenting an outline of the
complex relation between centre and periphery, local and global, with reference
to two female artists, Simone Aaberg Kern and Elin Wikström, who are both
characteristic of the relational orientation in contemporary art but who came to
unfold two, apparently very different avant-garde profiles and avant-garde tactics.
Whereas the former travelled to the far corners of the world as part of her art, the
latter stayed at home and concentrated on the homely everyday live environment.
Hence the title of this article; “Home and Abroad”. However, as I would like to
demonstrate in the article, these two “faces” of relational avant-garde may in a
certain sense be seen as Jason head, in the sense that the two faces rather should
be seen as two sides of one common complex. In this sense I suggest that the
orientation towards and construction of peripheries belongs to a common
concept of avant-garde, that is no matter whether one travels to the far corners of
the world or whether one decides to stay at home.
However, before I venture into an outline of this split and complex homeand-abroad approach to relational avant-garde peripheries, I would like in the
first chapter below to provide an art historical contextualization. The aim of this
part is to understand the initial position of the relational artists in terms of the
institutional field of art, and how a feeling of being peripheral developed into a
situation where the peripheral came to be a tactical and thematic construction, a
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kind of reflected peripheral state. Here I set off from curator and critic Lars Bang
Larsen’s review of the 1990’s Nordic art scene with special reference to his
perception of the peripheral among artists of the time, the role of the curator,
and the institutions of art during the decade. Thirdly, after thus having outlined
the complex relationship between Kern and Wikström’s avant-garde attitudes
and having given this complex topology an art historical context I finally venture
into an analysis of notions of periphery implied in Danish art group Superflex,
which also emerged during the mid-90’s, and which characterizes itself by
combining a home-and-abroad approach in their construction of periphery. In
this part I will examine how their work consist in the construction of peripheries
near and far and how they thus seem to integrate the two faces of relational avantgarde.
From Peripheral Status to Periphery as a Construction
Looking back on the 1990’s in a special issue dedicated to the decade, NU: The
Nordic Art Review posed five questions which they found characteristic of the
period to five critics from the Nordic countries, among them Danish curator
and critic Lars Bang Larsen, who had been a leading figure on, or rather of, the
Nordic scene, and who found that “artists from the Nordic region have, in the
90’s, contributed to the internationalised language of contemporary art and
enriched it with some new inflections” (Larsen 2000: 65). The second of these
questions addressed explicitly the issue of globalization, centre, and periphery:
“Another big issue was the collapse of the dichotomy between centre and
periphery. Was this visible in the Nordic region, and if so, in what ways?“ (Ibid.)
In his answer, Larsen admitted that ”The collapse between centre and periphery
has been visible in the Nordic region to the extent that it looks like Nordic artists
have successfully made it through the institutional rite of initiation – the
‘Miracle’ situation – into an integrated position on the international mainstream
art scene“ (Ibid.) However, and more importantly, Larsen approached the
question with a good deal of scepticism by assuming that the art world was
already global and that the collapse of the dichotomy centre-periphery “often
[had] meant the perpetuation of hierarchies by other means” (Ibid.); an obvious
reference to the economic dimension of globalisation which meant a freer flow
of capital and thus a stronger global dominance of capital powers. However, “to
talk about the Nordic region as a periphery sounds as if it is one of the neglected,
underprivileged backwaters of the world”, but, as Larsen continued, this “is
hardly the case“ (Ibid.). However, he admitted that “Coming from the North or
any other – in ‘art world’ terms – peripheral region, it can be pretty hard to fight
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the allure of a gravitational pull somewhere on the information highway from a
denser cluster in the network, than the one in which you find yourself” (Ibid.). It
should be noted here that, despite the central role played by artists from the
Nordic countries, the last decade did not see any emergence of similarly
innovative institutions in the region – in contrast to Germany, for instance,
where Berlin and the art societies of some of the larger provincial cities came to
set the agenda. Larsen regrets this polemically by asking:
what sort of initiatives are there to integrate the art institution in a
broader cultural context (such as assuming a responsibility for
discussing the art institution's relationship to dominant culture)? Why
aren’t the art institutions hothouses of broad, local dialogue? Where is
the experimentation with new ways of reaching the audience and with
reaching new audiences? (Ibid.)
Larsen encourages us to “ask what the art institution up North has done to break
down some of the cultural peripheries internal to its own art scenes.“ In this
sense, artists of the period still had to look abroad to find an audience, a public,
and a buyer.
One of the few positive exceptions was Lousiana’s exhibition in 1997, New
Art from Denmark and Scania, which was curated by Åsa Nacking, Lars
Grambye, and Tone O. Nielsen (Grambye et al. Eds., 1997), and which focused
on the contemporary art scene of the Øresund region that was undergoing
discursive construction at the time in parallel with the construction of the
Øresund bridge between Malmö and Copenhagen. Although of course artists
were not a driving force in the construction of a regional Øresund discourse –
this took place on a political level and among industry and research networks –
the curators of the exhibition did have a vision of the area to become an
important node in the circuit of the art world. The emerging question of regional
identity thus played a minor role in the concept of the exhibition. The curators
noted that “Above all, we have found that art in the Danish-Scanian region is
marked by an extremely high degree of heterogeneity, a quality increasingly
conspicuous, and a tremendous amount of energy. People are working based on
a variety of positions, which a mounting awareness – particularly young artists –
of being part of not only a local, regional scene, but also of an international art
life” (Grambye et al. 1997: 8). So, as far as the regional art scene was concerned,
what was important was that the local artists seemed to share a sense of pioneer
spirit; a spirit which among other things was fuelled by a belief in new media and
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technologies, change and growth in the local, old harbour and industrial cities of
Malmö, Copenhagen, Karlskrona, and the recognition of a global perspective for
art emerging from the region; a global perspective which at least could be said to
be mediated by nearby Berlin and other German cities where most of the really
interesting action took place. This pioneer spirit is important, I believe, for
understanding the avant-garde attitude of especially the relationally oriented
artists from this context.
It should be noted, though, that the regional orientation of the Louisiana
exhibition differed from the much more local scale that characterised the works
of most of the relational artists. In fact, the “New Art from Denmark and Scania”
exhibition featured a number of artists who made use of other strategies than the
relational ones. Still, this exhibition was, along with the Exogen exhibition at
Nicolai Kirke in Copenhagen same year, still the first collective manifestation of
local relational artists. Rooseum in Malmö, with its ambitious choice of directors
(Lars Nittve, and later Charles Esche) also played a significant role, and the
exhibition What if: art on the verge of architecture and design at Moderna Museet
in 2000 was perhaps the most comprehensive and reflected exhibit of relational
artists during the decade, albeit only a few of the featured artists actually came
from the Nordic countries.
However, with Rooseum and a few other, smaller venues as the exception,
the institutional framework did not in Larsen’s view match the artistic one, and
in the rear-view mirror it seems paradoxical that the political inclination in art
only rarely was taken up by actors of the political systems. In other words, despite
their recognition on the international stage of the art world, the “feeling of being
peripheral” was, according to Larsen, still an important issue among artists from
the Nordic countries. This is worth emphasizing in this context as the peripheral
also made out an important theme in their art and indeed that their political
tactics as artist consisted in staging “peripheral” environments in order to
explore its possible development: To “model possible universes”, as a leading
theoretical figure of the decade, Nicolas Bourriaud, had it, cf. the quote above.
What was important to Larsen was the feeling of being peripheral in a globalised
world, and, as far as artists was concerned, ”where and what you desire to be.“
Accordingly, to Larsen,
What is more interesting, I think, is how you successfully accept your
peripheral status and transform it into a culturally grounded practice of art
production and communication – in a genuine dialogue with the
international circuit. (Larsen: 65)
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This acceptance of being peripheral does of course have an institutional
background for Nordic artists, as Larsen suggests above. However, what he also
seem to imply is the recognition that, in relation to the general system of
economic and informational flow, one would always be peripheral as an artist
whereas the art world makes out a rather independent and often isolated social
system in the world. One may also generalize his idea of admitting a peripheral
status in terms of being a fellow human being in a globalised world, as the social
and socially existential dimension certainly came to the fore as a central theme in
relational avant-garde art: The picture of the artist as not only a staging director
of social relations but also as a friend and a fellow human being on that very same
stage. To Larsen, the relational artist should set off – and be seen as someone
who sets off – from this double (or triple) acceptance of a peripheral position in a
globalised world. Bearing in mind the political and social orientation of relational
art, this acceptance first of all consists in the realization of the local, peripheral
environment as an artistic material. However, the idea of a “culturally grounded
practice of art production” which is based on an “acceptance of one’s peripheral
status” also implies a possible ethical and political involvement in art in which
the affiliation to the art world possibly might loose importance. This tendency
may be found in orientations within social art and design where artists first of all
seem to address a political public space rather than an artistic audience.
Prominent examples of this direct political orientation are Kenneth A. Balfelt’s
fixing room project that sought to provide proper conditions for hard drug
abusers on Copenhagen’s Vesterbro quarter – and to attract political interest in
this issue. And Ellen Nyman’s performance outside the Danish parlament
Folketinget in connection with the general election in 2005, where the nationalist
party Dansk Folkeparti consolidated its influence on the liberal-conservative
government; Nyman with her background as being born in and adopted from
Eritrea to Swedish parents, and wearing a Moslem bourka, coldly reciting the
Danish national anthem before the press.
This acceptance of one’s peripheral status is closely related to what I in this
article identify as the staying-at-home approach in relational avant-garde. The
other direction, the ones who went to the “far corners of the world”, should in
Larsen’s account be seen as the result of international recognition of artists from
the region:
artists from the Nordic region have, in the 90’s, contributed to the
internationalised language of contemporary art and enriched it with some
new inflections. This has happened by virtue of their willingness to seek out
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possibilities for production and exposure were to be found – which was
mainly abroad, at least in the case of a generation of Danish artists. (Ibid.)
In Denmark, Jens Haaning and groups like N55 and Superflex were quick to
benefit from and explore the new possibilities that followed from the
international interest that was taken in Scandinavian artists. Whereas the local
institutions of art probably played a very little role in attracting international
interest to these artists, a relatively limited international network of curators
probably meant a lot. For Larsen, the 1990’s was the “decade of the curator”, and
this was for him “the single most significant development in terms of the
importance of the ramification of geographical, institutional and professional
networks and especially of the discussions of the where, how, and why of
production” (ibid.). Lars Bang Larsen and Swedish curators like Maria Lind and
Åsa Nacking formed part of an international network that also counted figures
such as Okwui Enwesor (Nigeria/America), Barbara Steiner and Ute Meta Bauer
(Austria), and Tony Webster, Will Bradley, and Charles Esche (Scotland/UK)
who all took a special interest in Scandinavian artists and who assisted them in
identifying local environments that might lend themselves to peripheral
constructions. A seminar, “Remarks on Interactive Tendencies”, which was held
in Copenhagen by the Danish Contemporary Art Foundation 1998, seemed in
the rear-view mirror to have had an important function as a meeting between
Danish artists (i.e. Superflex, Jens Haaning, and Henrik Plenge Jakobsen) and
international curators (Enwesor, Steiner, Bauer, Esche, and others).
Characteristically the seminar was held, not in the Copenhagen airport but
between two railway tracks at the central rail station in Copenhagen (cf.
Grambye 2001: 6).4 As far as international recognition, the artists thus “found
the right track” in the years to come. As far as Superflex is concerned, their focus
on regions in Europe that were undergoing a dramatic development in terms of
recession and lack of economic growth, were primarily facilitated by local
curators. Superflex’ virtual worlds project in Wolfsburg, which sought to equip
local youngsters with a forum to develop alternative visions for the city of
Volkswagen, and the group’s competition for Chinese citizens to solve the
problem of shrinking cities in the formerly Eastern Germany, were both made
possible because of curator Barbara Steiner’s affiliation to the art societies of

4

The papers and discussions of the seminar was subsequently published as an anthology: Lars
Grambye et al. (eds.). Remarks on Interventive Tencencies. Meeting between Different Economies
in Contemporary Art, Copenhagen: Borgen, 2001.
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Wolfsburg and Leipzig.5 Similarly, their extensive work with retired working
class people in a tower block in Liverpool could not have been realized without
the initiative and assistance from local curators and cultural workers in Liverpool
and Glasgow. I shall not dig deeper into the curatorial aspect of relational art
here, but conclude that the artists who relatively early attracted international
interest came to find their peripheral constructions in corners of the world,
where the notion of periphery appeared in what one could call a stereotypic
manner and where art was seen genuinely as a tool to develop visions of and
strategies for change.
Home and Abroad: The Two Faces of the Relational Avant-Garde
As I have tried to indicate by the two epigrams and in the brief contextualization
above, the avant-garde profile of relational art seemed to develop in two different
directions from the mid-1990’s among artists from the Nordic countries.
Whereas some of the new actors (i.e. artists, curators) on the global scene of art
did not hesitate to utilise the opportunity to explore the far corners of the world
(i.e. the “frequent flyer miles people” that the NU editors refer to), others stayed
at “home”, making a ”cautious standstill around a bivouac of certainties” as
Bourriaud, had it. So, whereas Danish artist Simone Aaberg Kern conquered the
skies along with fellow sisters around the world and took off in a little, forty-yearold single-engine Piper airplane to traverse all sorts of militarised air spaces
between Lille Skensved (Denmark) and Kabul,6 Swedish artist Elin Wikström
literally settled, not in a bivouac but in a bed in Malmborg’s ICA supermarket in
Malmö for three successive weeks in order to explore the reactions from the
customers.
When Kern’s project was presented at the Gallerie Asbæk in Copenhagen, it
was entitled Crossing Line: Fragments from a Micro Global performance. And where
it is true that Kern’s project functions on a truly global stage, she constantly
maintains a “microscopic” focus, local scale of intimacy – on herself and her
emotions by means of filmic documentation when caught with little fuel
somewhere above the mountains of Iran, and on the relationship with her “flying
sister” in Kabul (Kern flew to Kabul in order to teach a local teenager how to fly)
or with retired pioneer female pilots from the American air force. Wikström’s
5

Barbara Steiner was lead curator for the Kunstverein Wolfsburg during Superflex’ first solo
exhibition in Wolfsburg 1999–2000 and is currently a director for the Galerie für
Zeitgenössische Kunst in Leipzig.
6
This project was presented at Gallerie Asbæk, Copenhagen, as Crossing Line: Fragments from
a Micro Global performance, 31 October–22 November 2003
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concentration on the homely, everyday environments is, on the other hand,
loaded with references to a global context. By settling in a supermarket, she also
dwelled in a global environment of goods and symbols. This attention to the
functioning of the global circulations of e.g. symbols, goods, money – and water –
in the homely environment is a reoccurring theme in her work, as is the question
of what the global system of art adds to such performative staging of the everyday
life environments. For her, ICA would not just mean “Inköpscentralen” (“The
Shopping Centre”) but also Institute of Contemporary Art. Wikström suggests
that we think of the supermarket as a focal point in the art world.
Kern’s and Wikström’s works complement each other in a way that, in my
view, captures the issue of centre and periphery, global and local, in the relational
avant-garde of the last decade. It is true that the artists forming part of this
project at a first glance may seem somewhat split in regards of whether to look
into “one’s own back yard” in order to identify peripheries of interest in the
everyday life environment – or whether to concentrate on what one may
characterise as “stereotypical peripheries”, the “far corners of the world”, i.e.
regions which are given by a distinctly peripheral position in relation to some
centre, for instance in terms of (lack of) power and growth.
However, firstly, as we have demonstrated above, Kern’s operations on a
global scale cannot be understood without the intimacy of her personal sphere,
that is, her feelings and relations to other flying sisters. Similarly, it would be
pointless to perceive Wikström’s work without recognizing her references to art
and globalization. In this sense the artists seem to establish a kind of
correspondence between the local and the global in their work, irrespective of
their actual focus chosen.
Secondly, it should be emphasized that this split of attention between home
and abroad, the back yard and the far corners, cannot simply be reduced to a
matter of distance in a geographical sense. Whereas it is true that the latter
approach primarily thematizes a geographical sense of centre and periphery,
distance and proximity, the former rather addresses the dichotomy of Art versus
Life; of the artificial, critical, conceptual, and reflexive dimension of art versus
the apparent homeliness of the everyday life that in a certain sense is being staged
by art.
Thirdly, in this sense, the complex dichotomy of staying at home or going
abroad also addresses two basically different avant-garde profiles, not only in
relational art but in modern avant-garde art as such. For whereas at least some of
the artists who “went abroad” seemed to be playing demonstratively with the role
of the pioneer and thus the (military) avant-garde metaphor, the artists “staying
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at home in the bivouac” rather seemed to emphasize the discreet exploration of
the everyday life, where the artist typically seeks to abandon his or her traditional
part played as artist in order to form part of the environment studied. It is true
that Kern’s work is anything but militant, but the military dimension is
nevertheless significant in her work; from her personal and gender politically
driven interest in female pilot pioneers in the American air force, to her own
insisting on traversing the airspace of fundamentalist Iran and occupied
Afghanistan. As an artist, Wikström is of course a pioneer as well, but her
approach as an avant-garde artist is still very different to that of Kern as the
outwards, “actively” exploratory attitude here is subsisted by a more subtle and
discreet approach, a kind of “passive” position that contrasts the performative
tactics of staging encounters with the persons she find in her everyday
environments.
Still, fourthly, despite her seemingly passive position “staying at home”,
Wikström’s work should also be characterized by a sense of uncanniness given
the contrast between the homely, everyday life and the staging of this
environment by something which establish itself in the situation as utterly
artificial; that the homely suddenly emerges as art, that it is staged by art and may
be reflected upon as a “model” that may be studied in its development. This
aspect seems to be less emphasized in Kern’s approach where she, as a female
pilot and a human being in a friendly fashion approaches sister pilots or pilots to
be in Afghanistan and in the Midwest America. This friendly attitude that
recklessly appears to abandon the art world in favour of “real people” is also
characteristic of art group Superflex whose profile as an avant-garde project has
been developed around a basic concept, “tools”; that the group intends to
develop tools that may empower somewhat “endangered” people around world.
Whereas Wikström seems particularly interested in discussing how she as an
artist contributes to the development of art, Superflex – at least publicly – find
reflexions on the theoretical perspective of their artistic strategies less relevant to
their work; reflexions which are thus left for others to indulge in; for instance by
critics like the author of this article.
Looking at the relational artists that emerged during the mid-1990’s and
onwards in general, it thus seems possible to distinguish between “those who
stayed at home” and “those who went abroad”. A number of artists sought to
made use of similar tactics as those of Wikström’s and concentrated on local
environments in their region in order to stage them and follow their
development. Some of the most notable examples in this group would be figures
like Jes Brinch and Jens Haaning with their Burn Out installations of turned-over
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and burned out busses and cars at Kongens Nytorv (1994), which was censored
by the authorities as they feared that this social model may develop into riots,
Alexandra Mir’s “Life is sweet in Sweden” where the artist organised an
alternative tourist bureau for visitors of the World Championship in Athletics,
Ellen Nyman’s performances in bourka, RACA’S restoration of public benches
on Copenhagen’s Vesterbro district, where the duo – dressed up as municipality
service persons – refurnished the worn out benches with pillows in the bottle
green colour of the municipality’s service profile. A few others chose a different
approach in their work and went abroad to study peripheries of the far corners of
the world. In addition to Kern, one should mention a couple of Superflex
projects: their involvement in guarana bean farmers’ living conditions in the
central Amazon region, after the dumping of the market price of guarana due to
the South American soda cartel’s dominance of the market (i.e. the “Guarana
Power” and “Free Beer” projects); their Supergas project where they developed a
biogas plant for nomadic farmer families in tropical regions, and their
Superchannel project, where they developed an Internet television broadcasting
system for the empowerment of retired working class people in tower blocks in
Liverpool. Also, another Danish art group, N55 belongs to this group with their
“Land” project where the group facilitated a land acquisition program so that
everyone by means of N55 were able to buy a piece of marginal land everywhere
on the planet for the benefit of the public.
Staged by Art: Working with Superflex’ Relational Strategy
Superflex make use of a strategy that make use of the periphery as theme in a
distinctly different way than Kern and Wikström; a staging strategy by means of
which the group treats the social matters that they involve themselves in. The
metaphor of staging relations originally arose as an idea following my
cooperation with Superflex concerning the development and implementation of
the Karlskrona2 concept. For in the geographical 3D Multi-User Domain
(MUD) of “Karlskrona2”, Superflex sought precisely to “make things happen” by
establishing and “staging” a variety of relations between individual human
“agents” and to investigate their development in a computer mediated
communication environment.
The concept of Karlskrona2 – which not only has been applied to the old
naval and industrial town of Karlskrona, Sweden, but also the home town of
Volkswagen, Wolfsburg, in Germany – consists of a 3D world which is based on
a virtual model of the city center, and a large video screen that displays online
images of the virtual city taken from more or less the same location as that of the
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screen itself. Karlskrona2 is thus meant to be a kind of public participation
system in which citizens can discuss the future of their city on a strategic, yet
very concrete level, by building houses, establishing parks, etc., that is, in a sense
by constructing scenarios of development. Local citizens are allowed both to
chat, move around, and make simple, virtual buildings, whereas non-locals are
allowed only the privileges of “tourists”, that is to chat and move around in the
on-line environment.7
As a public participation system for the Internet, Karlskrona2 has been
developed in a peculiar co-operation involving primarily an art curator, a local
art gallery, an architect, local public authorities, and then Superflex, of course,
who stands for the concept development, manages the work processes, and
decision makings – and ”signs” the project as a work of art.8 I entered the
process in the role of a media scholar doing research on the use of web-based
visualization of landscape and urban space; research that I was undertaking for
the planning studies department of a national applied research center.9 My
interest was in a sense fourfold, namely to take part in the creative processes of
developing further the project concept, to monitor as a media scholar the
processes that were taking place in Karlskrona2-environment, to take part in the
project at a strategic level in order to improve the application of the project
concept in other contexts, and recently also to study the project as a work of art.
It should be noted that I did not take part in the initial project development of
Karlskrona2, but joined in later (during Summer 1999) as a “discussion partner”,
having an obvious interest in their work because of the orientation of my current
research.
Superflex often labels Karlskrona2 as a “free space” (Superflex 1999), and
Karlskrona2 does indeed represent a popular ambition among both planning
information and Internet critics, namely that “information must be free”, i.e.,
that citizen users should be able to retrieve and share the visual information that
he or she finds the most relevant for decision-making. The notion of free space is
usually referred to by relational artist in order to demonstrate that art may
7

The concept of “tourist” is well-established in the so-called Active-Worlds 3D MUD system
as the name for the lowest level of privileges that one can possess as a user
<http://www.activeworlds.com>.
8
I.e., Will Bradley of the Modern Institute group of curators, Blekinge council’s art gallery
(Blekinge Museum), the municipality of Karlskrona, and Rune Nielsen, Aarhus School of
Architecture.
9
Department of Landscape & Urban Planning, Danish Forest and Landscape Research
Institute, Ministry of Energy and Environment <http://www.fsl.dk>.
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facilitate discussions and social processes which might perhaps not have been
possible else (cf. Bourriaud, 1995: 33–34). As a work of art, however,
Karlskrona2 is more than “just” a concept for a public participation project in
cyberspace. Karlskrona2 exemplifies perfectly what Åsa Nacking (1998) has
described as Superflex’ general strategy as a critical art group, namely to “relate”
or intervene in various functions that are believed to have a strong impact upon
society; that may be functions of, say a technical or economic character.
As a critic of planning communication in cyberspace, Superflex’ strategy of
process intervention, I happen to experience various positions, some of which
have been quite traditional (i.e. as a critic, a commentator, and a media scholar
with national applied research interests) and some more unusual: as a discussion
partner, an exhibitor, a fund-raiser, and an art critic).11 Åsa Nacking notes that
“Superflex’ projects are such that they have to consult with specialists to execute
them. Superflex come up with the idea, but the actual realization of the project
happens together with the collaborative partners that they seek out“ (Nacking
1999: 43). However, as Barbara Steiner observes, “It seems that all of Superflex’
projects change everybody including themselves” (Steiner 2001: 135), and
although having perhaps “officially” a role in the project as “expert”, my function
in the art project has of course gradually developed much further than that.
Superflex’ art is very much about establishing new possibilities for all project
participants, so the “natural” way of engaging oneself in these project is precisely
to realize that the options are there and simply take advantage of them in such a
way that it will benefit all partners.
Looking back at my years of collaboration with this art group, my experience
of thus taking part in the “project community” surrounding Superflex is very
much that of being “facilitated”, perhaps sometimes even of being “staged” – not
always knowing the precise agenda for a meeting, who will turn up, and so on. A
11

I am currently involved in research on pictorial representation web-based visualisation of
landscape change with special reference to public participation and planning communication.
Ph.D. thesis: Landscapes of Communications: Pictorial Representation in the Visualization of
Landscape Change in Web-Served Computer-Mediated Communications, Danish Forest and
Landscape Research Institute, 2001. Further information including a full record of my
collaboration with Superflex is available at my research web-site:
<http://www.it-c.dk/people/tdj>.
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group member once told me that this uncertainty is very characteristic of the
everyday life in the art world of which they, Superflex, forms part. Nacking notes
that “As with interactive art, one sees here a desire on the artist’s part to affect
and influence the viewer [or in my case, the discussion or project partner] more
directly, sometimes with unexpected and unconventional methods“ (1999: 42)
As a project partner and a “user” of Superflex’ art I am in a sense staged four
times at the same time, namely first as a common user of Karlskrona2 as a
geographical 3D MUD, second as a planning studies scholar who is invited into
the “art scene” to talk about how I make use of relational art, third as a strategic
partner taking part in the creative environment at Superflex’ studio, an fourth, as
a media scholar using Karlskrona2 as concept and as a technology in my own
field to realize certain objectives as a researcher affiliated an applied research
institution. Returning to my observation of being staged above, it is not only the
virtual world of Karlskrona2’s 3D MUD that resembles a stage; so does in fact
Superflex’ concrete contributions to the art world, that is, to galleries,
exhibitions, etc. Whereas the material contribution to exhibitions is often
limited to simple documentation of given “stages of development” in each
project, Superflex often organizes their contribution as a stage that may serve the
purpose of facilitating collaboration, for instance simply by offering the
spectators with a table, some chairs, a PC, and their own presence, so that
anyone who is interested in requesting information, having a chat, or perhaps
involving themselves in the project are served accordingly.
This concept of staging participation at exhibition is quite characteristic for
relational art; the most emblematic one being perhaps Rita McBride’s
contribution to the exhibition – What if: Art on the Verge of Architecture and
Design – at the Moderna Museet in Stockholm: A large bench construction in
plywood for app. 50 people that simply made the exhibition hall into an
auditorium, which was used for a related seminar series, or “listen-in’s”, during
the exhibition.12 Although this bench construction called for a perhaps rather
light engagement in this sort of art, a discreet “listen-in”, the audience was in a
sense more than an audience in the traditional sense they were actually sitting on
the art and in this sense staged just as much as the presenters.
The “work stage” character of Superflex’ contribution to the art world is also
characteristic of their office in central Copenhagen; a street-level business
premise which serves as a creative environment for a number of partners as well
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What if: Art on the Verge of Architecture and Design. Moderna Museet (Stockholm Museum
of Modern Art), Stockholm, Summer 2000 (curator: Maria Lind).
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as a Superchannel studio and a stage to promote new albums and artists
produced and distributed by Superflex’ little record company, MusicSystemM.
From these premises, Superflex organizes its networks of collaboration that also,
at least conceptually could be seen as stages of work. Although the stage
metaphor here may not be as manifest as in Superflex’ media environments,
exhibitions, and office, the processes still seem like stages, but perhaps rather in
the narrative and temporal sense, that is, as the stages of an ongoing process.
Whereas it is true that Superflex’ projects may have some concrete objective,
they cannot simply be evaluated in terms of goals and means. Superflex often
stress that Karlskrona2, Superchannel, MusicsystemM, etc. should gradually
obtain status as a project that are independent from the world of art. This means
that unlike ordinary works of art, they are in a sense infinitely “ongoing”, works
which are eternally in progress. Accordingly, it is my experience as a project
partner that the main temporal dimension in these projects is established not at
some strategic macro-level (strategies are usually orientated towards the goals
that one ultimately will obtain), but rather on a “tactical micro-level”, which is
about continuously making “steps in the right direction”; steps that may
resemble stages of a historical development. A Danish term seems most precise
to capture these stages of advancement: “Nu rykker det” (‘It moves’). Superflex
tactical role as facilitators for their project collaboration seems precisely to be
about making things “move”, thus creating new opportunities (in Danish: “At få
det til at rykke”). Superflex is in this sense about possibility and future. If this
group belongs to any “-ism” in art history it must be “opportunism”.
The Nature of the Network: Staged Peripheries in the System of Art
Although Superflex may not be “net-artists” in the strict sense, and although
Superflex’ net-work does not entirely concern the Internet, this art group may
still be said to make use of the Internet to fulfill its main objective, namely to
“connect people”, that is, to paraphrase a possible source of inspiration from the
telecom business. Superflex certainly does take a sincere concern in the
development of applications for the Internet, and as artists as well as human
beings they seem particularly interested in the technical aspects of their art.Still,
however ingenious their applications may be, I will maintain that Superflex’ work
functions not only on a technical but also on a conceptual level. For Superflex,
information technology is perhaps just as much a “state of mind”, a “cyber
spirit” whose characteristics may also be applied to, or found in very different
domains. Although the notion of “cyber spirit” may stress a connection between
Superflex and the dot.com hype of the late 90’s, I believe that “cyber” should be
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understood in a much broader sense, namely as a way of perceiving and acting in
the world, of perceiving the world as system. We are reminded that the prefix
“cyber” has a conceptual history that precede the age of the Internet, and which
usually addresses a systems view on the world; as in the science of cybernetics
which is about perceiving and navigating in systems. Superflex has chosen to
designate their activities as “socio-economic integration” (cf. Nacking 1999: 44);
to intervene into various social systems outside that of art in the name of art,
trying to make a difference by functioning as a catalyst, trying to make things
happen This system approach seems to lead to the conceptual matter that may
perhaps be identified as the main “artistic material” for this kind of “net-art”; a
relational, conceptual material which, not unlike our brains, seems to develop
itself continuously, eternally, by the establishment of new links, new connections,
and hence new possibilities. According to Bourriaud, relational art seeks
precisely to establish a “network or relational universe: current art is composed
of these mental entities which move like ivy, growing roots as they make their
way more and more complex” (Bourriaud, 1995: 36). Interestingly, this systemic
perception of art contrasts the peripheral position that artists may identify with
and take up as a theme in their work. Whereas notions of periphery thus seem
persistent as a theme in the relational avant-garde from the Nordic countries, it
appears to be of less importance to Bourriaud. His image of the relational artist
who has “stopped patrolling like some scout” and “come to a cautious standstill
around a bivouac of certainties”; a dwelling place – perhaps not in a known or
homely environment but at least not in unknown territories – does of course
attribute the artist with a kind of peripheral position. Contrary to the artistic
discourse of the Nordic environments, who according to Larsen set off from a
“feeling of being peripheral” – he rarely employs the term himself. Bourriaud’s
image of the bivouac is thus a paradoxical one in the sense that he both invokes
the idea of settling in an uninhabited area (why else use a bivouac?) and in a place
which is, if not in the middle of a community then at least not at its absolute
margin, that is on the very border towards something “other” (as the avant-garde,
that he refers to has stopped patrolling).
By identifying and treating the world fundamentally as a systemic material,
Superflex are in a sense “changing the world”, or at least establishing ”new
realities” along these lines. Addressing Plato, Bourriaud finds that “the art work
can be approached as a form of reality, and no longer as the image of an image“
(Bourriaud, 1995: 34). And Lars Bang Larsen notes that Superflex’ art consists
in“ simulating some social structures to the point of the simulation becoming
reality, aiming to stretch the concept of art and explode the object [sic!] d’art so
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that overall, cultural discussions may be involved and reflected in the sphere of
art“ (Larsen 1997). Recognizing that Superflex’ projects “change everybody
including themselves” (Steiner, in Grambye 2001:135) , and that they are simply
“fun” to work with, a project partner, Birgitte Feiring exemplifies this by
observing that in the Biogas project Superflex are playing with their roles:
This does not happen accidentally. They go to Africa dressed for a safari.
They are trying to fulfill their expectations, they are throwing images in our
face. And as we react to them, they react to us. It is a very dialectical
process. I do not think they have a very clear idea of what the end product of
this process will be. In that way they are playing with the whole project.
(Steiner, in Grambye et al. Eds, 2001: 135).
Again: The overall strategic goal of the projects seems obviously less important to
Superflex than the processes leading to progress, moves in the right direction.
In Bourriaud’s terms, relational art seeks to “represent models of space-time
zones which are added to the global operation of society (they are not
‘alternatives’, but are continuations and show real behaviour patterns) ... Artistic
practise ... demonstrates our rights to micro-utopia, the ‘dolce utopia’ [sweet
utopia] that Maurizio Cattelan spoke of: a utopia without a teleology“
(Bourriaud, 1995: 34). Thus, by simulating or “staging” reality as scenarios,
stages of development, Superflex is evoking a sense of utopia, which is given, not
by some radical negativity as in “classical” modernist art, but by sheer possibility,
playful optimism, opportunism, that is, by the opportunities given in the
relational environment that they are acting in. Hence my concept of immanent
utopia in Superflex’ art (cf. Johansson 2001: 108ff).

Fig. 1: The log-in interface of Karlskrona2.
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We are, in other words, asked to think of art and its images as invitations rather
than representations; invitations that call for a participation in and continuation
of the new network realities born in art. Whereas representation is usually
thought of in terms of the past, invitations are about future and possibility.
Relational art is in this sense very much about making successful invitations, its
poetics must be that of attraction and involvement. In Superflex’ Karlskrona2
log-in interface, this idea is evoked by a double arrow (Fig. 1); an invitation to
enter the virtual world of art, but also a reminder that tells us that this world of art
is about to grow into the one we know.
I suggest that we all accept the generous invitations from the relational artists,
and that we try to learn from the practice of Superflex, and others who are
continuing the development of these strong and complex networks. This present
work of mine is itself a concrete manifestation of how this organic continuation
works out in practice; it is in a sense just another root or branch protuberating
from a seed once sown.
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Conditions of Homelessness
Kurt Schwitters’ Investigation of Un/Homely Territories
Lotte S. Lederballe Pedersen
What is, for example, the German nation? A more or less
incidental or deliberate community of people, the majority of
which speak German, who have lived, worked, collaborated,
fought together for some time due to historical contingencies,
who celebrate the same feasts and who call themselves the
German nation to distinguish themselves from other nations
[...]. The geographical border, laid down by treaty, determines
to which nation a person belongs. [...]
I come from Hanover. I can say: “My national sentiment is
limited to Hanover town excluding the neighbouring town
Linden. Or to Waldhausen-Straße, and to be more explicit the
left side, where I live. My enemies live across the street. I place
my machine gun in front of my house and shoot all passersby”.1
Kurt Schwitters (1924)

The Jews have to leave before thousands of German emigrants
[...]! The workers are always called homeless, but those who say
that, don’t even know what Heimat means. […] Those who
feel at home everywhere can’t possibly know what Heimat is,
exactly because they don’t have any [...]. He who is
international has no right to say that he feels German.2

Adolf Hitler (1920)

In 1937 the exhibition Entartete Kunst opened in Munich. Organized by the
National Socialists the exhibition aimed at presenting what was considered the
diametrical opposite of the national canon – the “degenerate art” of the
international avant-garde. Among many works which the Nazis had collected
from public German collections and museums in their effort to demonstrate the
subversive nature of modern art were four pieces by the German Dada artist
Kurt Schwitters (1887–1948). As part of the international avant-garde movement
and with close connections to Expressionist, Constructivist, and Dadaist factions
1

Kurt Schwitters. “Nationalitätsgefühl”, in Das Literarische Werk, vol. 5, Friedhelm Lach
(ed.), Cologne: DuMont Buchverlag, 1981, pp. 197–198. Originally printed in Der Sturm,
XV, Monatsbericht (August 1924), pp. 3–4. My translation.
2
Adolf Hitler. “Der Jude als Arbeiterführer”, speech to a NSDAP-assembly in Munich June
24, 1920. Printed in Hitler – Sämtliche Aufzeichnungen 1905–1924, E. Jäckel og A. Kuhn
(eds.), Stuttgart: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1980, p. 151. My translation.
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all over Europe, it was inevitable that the creator of Merz – the man who in 1920
had launched a one man movement based on a strategy of making art out of trash
– would become a thorn in the side of Nazis obsessed with purity.
Included in the exhibition was the assemblage which had given Schwitters’
Merz-art its name: Merzbild (1919). This was an abstract composition created
from all kinds of found materials that Schwitters salvaged from the streets of his
hometown Hanover. The title of the work derived from a small fragment of an
advertisement for “Kommerz und Privatbank” which the artist had glued onto
the work. Considering this work the incarnation of his working method,
Schwitters subsequently chose Merz as a generic term for all his activities.
Finally, he even called himself Merz or Kurt Merz Schwitters.
The Nazis presented the work in the Dada section of the exhibition. Here
the organizers of the show framed the Dada artists’ approach to visual arts in
general using the following quote from Hitler’s Nuremberg speech of 5
September 1934:
All the artistic and cultural blather of Cubists, Futurists, Dadaists, and
the like is neither sound in racial terms nor tolerable in national terms. It
can at best be regarded as the expression of a worldview that freely
admits that the dissolution of all existing ideas, all nations and all races,
their mixing and adulteration, is the loftiest goal of their intellectual
creators and clique of leaders. With innate, naïve effrontery this cultural
equivalent to political destruction seeks to delight the new state with a
Stone-Age culture, as if nothing had happened.3
However, there is absolutely no doubt that the artists were well aware that much
“had happened”. Even if the exhibition officially marked the beginning of a
comprehensive persecution of artists who in the widest sense were considered
enemies of the state, in reality Entartete Kunst represented the culmination of
several years’ effort to displace these “hostile” individuals. Since the beginning of
the 1930s many of Schwitters’ German colleagues had left the country. In the
winter of 1936/37 Schwitters also decided to flee Hanover, which until then had
determined his life and art in every sense. At first he sought refuge in Norway,
but with the German occupation in 1940 he was forced to flee once more, this
time to England.
3

Quoted in English from Mario-Andreas von Lüttichau. “Entartete Kunst, Munich 1937 – A
Reconstruction”, in “Degenerate Art”: The Fate of the Avant-Garde in Nazi Germany, Stephanie
Barron (ed.), New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, 1991, p. 57.
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The change in Schwitters’ conditions and his real experience of homelessness
was reflected in his work as he continued to expand the Merz production, which
he for practical reasons had been forced to leave behind in Hanover. This is
evident in works like Bild mit Raumgewächen/Bild mit zwei kleinen Hunden
(1920/1939), a collage which Schwitters brought with him and modified during
his exile in Norway. In 1939 while “burying” all allusions to Germany and his
native language he added Norwegian text fragments, references to Oslo, and
calendar pages from the present year to the composition, a strategy which led art
historian Roger Cardinal to characterize the work as “an expression of radical
dislocation” and “a symbolic farewell to a Hanover he would indeed never set
foot in again”.4 The collage Lysaker (1937), whose title refers to Schwitters’
geographical location at the time of creation and whose composition is
dominated by “local” materials (a small Norwegian flag and a dried flower),
explicitly deals with both literal and psychological questions of how to
appropriate a new national identity and a foreign national territory in life as well
as in art. And as pointed out by Roger Cardinal, a most complex picture of the
relationship between the native and the foreign is expressed in the collage Opened
by Customs (1937).5 Pointing to the passage of both mail and people from one
defined national territory to another, to geographical borders and the authorities
which enforce them, this work takes as its point of departure a label with the
words “Zollamtlich geöffnet”. A date postmarked 3 August 1937 and the
fragment of an address label with the word “Norwegen” which both form part of
the collage, clearly indicate that the materials derive from private letters sent to
the artist from Germany. Emphasizing the physical distance between Schwitters
and his home country, the political censorship imposed by the National
Socialists at this particular time in history, and the continued intrusion into
Schwitters’ private life even after his displacement, Opened by Customs presents
the schism between native ground turned hostile and a friendly land that is
paradoxically foreign.
Characteristic of the above mentioned works is the fact that they explicitly
relate to homelessness as a concrete existential condition rather than a
theoretical concept. In this sense they represent a shift in focus in comparison
with Schwitters’ Hanover work, in which Schwitters, I would argue, undermines
the conservative-national ideas of the German Heimat flourishing in his own
4

Roger Cardinal. “Collecting and Collage-making: The Case of Kurt Schwitters”, in The
Cultures of Collecting, John Elsner & Roger Cardinal (eds.), London: Reaktion Books, 1994,
p. 88.
5
Ibid.
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time after the defeat in WW1. While the text “Nationalitätsgefühl” (1924),
quoted in the beginning of this article, literally represents both a critical and
ironic comment on nationalist sentiments, many other examples of this strategy
are found in Schwitters’ literary production before 1937. Among the most
sophisticated of these works are “Franz Müllers Drahtfrühling” (1919) and
“Ursonate” (1922–32), in which various linguistic and phonetic means serve to
break down any idea of an essentialized, cultivated German language – and by
extension an essentialized, cultivated German people – characterized by
homogeneity and shared interests. Going against nationalist ideology predicated
on a belief in an organic bond between language, people and territory – a belief
which had provided the main argument for the unification of Germany in 18716
– Schwitters in these works exposes national language as a “heteroglossia”
typified by internal differences rather than unity (e.g. between different regions
and different social classes).
That Schwitters was attacking his own Heimat from within was, however,
nowhere more evident than in the installation Merzbau, which the artist began
constructing in his private home in Waldhaussen Strasse 5 in Hanover beginning
in 1923. Calling to mind T.J. Demos’ remarks about the connection between
nationalism and “home as Heimat” in early 20th century Germany, it would seem
that Schwitters could not have chosen a more suitable setting for his radical
critique of the essentialist belief in specifically German roots:
One way nationalism defined itself ideologically was through the metaphor
of the home. The figure of the home asserted values of belonging, of social
and economic integration, which were the defining and commonly held
principles of fascism, whether in Germany, France or Italy. [...]. National
unity was established by associating itself with the unity of the home, as
“home” became freighted with political value. In French, [...], common ways
of referring to one’s house (chez soi) also signify one’s country. In German,
this slippage between house and nation similarly occurs with the word
Heimat, meaning one’s home, childhood, family, as well as one’s country
and homeland.7
However, before looking into the strategies with which Schwitters transformed
his home into a contradictory, heterotopic site where symbols of the German
6

Eric J. Hobsbawn. Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990, p. 103.
7
T.J. Demos. Duchamp Homeless? The Avant-Garde and Post-Nationalism, unpublished PhD.
dissertation, New York: Columbia University, 2000, pp. 47–49.
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Heimat agitate against signs of an international, “homeless” avant-garde, the
history of Merzbau shall briefly be accounted for.
Merzbau was a highly unusual, process-oriented work. It grew out of collages and
assemblages placed on the walls in Schwitters’ studio and gradually developed
into a spatial construction based on so-called columns that were built up of
various collected objects and refuse. The most famous of these was Der erste Tag
Merzsäule (c. 1923). This column was supposedly crowned by the death mask of
Schwitters’ first born son Gerd and seemed simultaneously dedicated to
“impurities” of all kinds and to the purpose of situating Schwitters’ art practice
within an international network and broader aesthetic movement. Thus, not only
was the German word “Bakterien” (“Bacteria”) readable on the collage covering
the base of the column but it also consisted of fragments from various
international avant-garde magazines as well as Schwitters’ own Merz
publications. In this way a link is made between abject material, the work of the
international avant-garde, and Schwitters’ own creations.
As indicated by the description of Der erste Tag Merzsäule in the first years
after its inception Merzbau stood out as a Dadaist construction in which
Schwitters eventually began to build small cavities or “grottos” that he would
furnish with trashy (if carefully selected) objects. The work gradually took over
several rooms of the house and around 1930 this three dimensional organism
turned into a predominantly architectural structure which, as can be seen in the
last photographs of Merzbau from c. 1933, was characterized by Constructivist,
Cubist, and Expressionist forms. It is almost certain that the work would have
developed further had Schwitters not been forced flee his home, and had
Merzbau not been destroyed during an air raid on Hanover on the night of
October 8, 1943.
While starting out as a work apparently concerned with abject Dadaist
content, within a decade Merzbau underwent profound changes culminating in
Schwitters’ seeming devotion to the pure, white architectural form, which
photographs of the work from 1933 attest to.
However, if the artist’s proclaimed intentions are disregarded and the work
is analyzed from a socio-political point of view, it is possible to understand the
various aesthetic strategies employed in Merzbau over time as anything but
conflicting. Rather than being symptomatic of a profound change of focus and
interest, the form and content of both the early Dada phase and the later formoriented phase stand out as ways of challenging the prevailing nationalist agenda
on different levels. Thus, I will argue that a consistent effort to criticize the
notion of Heimat and to engage in conditions of homelessness is demonstrated
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in Merzbau on three levels: 1. As pointed out by art historian Dietmar Elger
critique is expressed through the literal content of the “grottos” of the first phase,
as Schwitters placed a series of political portraits and other concrete references
to the cultural history of Germany in these cavities,8 2. Critique is also
articulated via the architectural styles which were accumulated in Merzbau
during the last documented construction phase and which became endowed with
strong political connotations in Schwitters’ own time; 3. Finally, critique
manifests itself on a psychoanalytical level, as Schwitters orchestrated a work that
had the potential of making itself felt as Unheimlich.
Focusing firstly on the Dadaist grottos, of which Schwitters made a thorough
literary description in 1930/31,9 before beginning to bury them under the
architectural forms that were later to dominate the work, one finds cavities
dedicated to current events and actual places; grottos referring to historical and
mythological persons; grottos with an explicitly erotic and often violent content;
and, finally, grottos which the artist devoted to persons and places of special
importance to his own private life. Some of these grottos thematized the sources
of the strong contemporary currents of nationalism, e.g. the grotto containing the
so-called “Hitler alter”. We can also consider the Ruhr district grotto, which
referred to a German territory that between 1923 and 1925 had been occupied
by foreign powers as a result of conditions in the Treaty of Versailles calling for
German renunciation of land. The “Göthe grotto” and the so-called “Luther
corner” were also concerned with issues of national identity as they both referred
to figures who represented “true” German identity and culture to the population
at large.10 Contrary to this, all the grottos dedicated to Kurt Schwitters’ avantgarde friends from Germany and abroad represented either international art
movements or the International Style in architecture. Thus, a confrontation
between the nationalist notion of Heimat and the so-called “nomadic”, homeless
culture which the artist and his friends were accused of propagating was created
through the contradictory content of co-existing grottos.
8

For a thorough interpretation of the content of the grottos in relation to the flowering
nationalism in Germany in the 1920s, see the chapter “Der Einfluss politisch-gesellschaftlicher Ereignisse und Strömungen auf die Entwicklung und die Ikonologie des Merzbaus” in
Dietmar Elger. Der Merzbau von Kurt Schwitters, Cologne: Verlag der Buchhandlung Walter
König, 1999 (1984), pp. 120–134. The following remarks on the content of the grottos are
based on Elger’s observations and research.
9
See Kurt Schwitters. “Ich und meine Ziele” (1930/31) in Kurt Schwitters: Das literarische
Werk, vol. 5, Friedhelm Lach (ed.), Cologne: Dumont 1998 (1981), pp. 340–341. Originally
printed in Merz 21 erstes Veilchenheft, Hannover, 1931, pp. 113–117.
10
Elger 1999, p. 128.
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The entry of homeless culture into Schwitters’ home became no less evident as
the grottos eventually gave way to architectonic structures: The Expressionist,
Cubist, and Constructivist forms only seem to have accumulated in Merzbau
parallel to a serious escalation of the public debate over – and critique of – the
International Style in architecture. The centre of this debate was, of course, the
Bauhaus School, which was accused of representing an “a-national”, “homeless”
approach.11 According to conservative-nationalist critics of the new architecture,
the International Style (or Neue Sachlichkeit, as it was called in Germany) was
synonymous with cultural and social decadence, as it was conceived by urban
nomads with absolutely no idea of their German Heimat and a true German
architectural tradition.12 Thus, instead of simply signifying pure, disinterested
abstract form, the architectural styles which took over Merzbau around 1931
were already embedded in a socio-political fight over cultural values and national
identity. This fact makes it hard to believe that Schwitters’ home had now
become a much purer place in contrast to his earlier abject Dada phase.
Last but not least, however, Merzbau can be seen as a Freudian expression of
homelessness. With his work Schwitters not only created a labyrinthine spatial
structure. He also made use of a whole series of other motifs described by Freud
in his contemporary theory on “The Uncanny” (“Das Unheimliche”, 1919) – a
theory dealing with the impossibility of maintaining a clear distinction between
the familiar and the strange or foreign. Taking specific literary examples as his
point of departure, Freud examines under which conditions the well-known can
come to appear unfamiliar. Subsequently, he concludes that what appears to be
foreign is not really unfamiliar. In fact “the uncanny is that class of the
frightening which leads back to what is known of old and long familiar” – that is,
the foreign is something well-known that has been repressed.13
At the core of Freud’s theory lies the thesis that the foreign is always
embedded in the familiar. This is exactly what Schwitters seems to have
confronted the visitors to his apparently homely Merzbau with. The bourgeois
façade of the house encouraged visitors to believe that they were on safe ground.
However, the inner, labyrinthine character of the home had, according to
11

Barbara Miller Lane. Architecture and Politics in Germany 1918–1945, Cambridge,
Massachusetts & London, England: Harvard University Press, 1985 (1968), p. 73.
12
A strong example of this attitude towards the new architecture is found in Paul SchultzeNaumburg. Das Gesicht des Deutschen Hauses, Munich: Georg D.W. Callwey Verlag, 1929.
13
Quoted from Sigmund Freud. “The Uncanny” in Writings on Art and Literature, James
Strachey (ed.), Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997, p. 195. Originally printed in
Sigmund Freud. Das Unheimliche – Aufsätze zur Literatur, Frankfurt am Main: Fischer
dobbelpunkt, 1963 (1919), p. 46.
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Freud’s theory, the potential of provoking that specific sense of the Uncanny,
which stems from a repressed infantile anxiety arising from the fear of getting
lost or losing control.14 The grottos containing erotic or violent imagery,
moreover, were also well suited to the purpose of eliciting the Uncanny, as the
body parts, the miniature representations of mutilated corpses, and the grotesque
sexual imagery situated in these cavities can be connected to the fundamental
castration complex mentioned by Freud in “The Uncanny”. The objects bearing
indexical traces of close friends and family members, which Schwitters
incorporated in Merzbau (e.g. a lock of Hans Richter’s hair, a pencil from the
drawing board of Mies van der Rohe, the death mask of Schwitters’ firstborn
son, and the bra of Sophie Tauber-Arp) can also be set in relation to the Freudian
concept of the Uncanny.15 Thus, not only did Schwitters seem to rescue fellow
artists, friends, and family from oblivion by including their objects in his time
recording structure, he also allowed those people to (if unconsciously or
unwillingly) meet “themselves” in the grottos. In Freudian terms, they were, to
meet their “double” – an Uncanny encounter that could potentially make
repressed fears of death resurface.
Writing about the artistic practice of Marcel Duchamp in his Ph.D.
dissertation Duchamp Homeless? The Avant-Garde and Post-Nationalism (2000)
the American art historian T.J. Demos defines the homelessness, which arises in
and influences the work of Duchamp, as “a historically specific condition,
[which] groups together geopolitical dislocation, non-national identity, antinational and anti- fascist politics, and psychic deracination”.16 In the above I
have suggested that this definition also applies to the work of Kurt Schwitters:
Not only during his years of exile but also – and perhaps more convincingly – in
the Hanover production, Schwitters drew up a highly complex picture of the
Un/homely territory that Europe, both socio-politically and psychoanalytically,
was transformed into in the immediate aftermath of WW1.

14

I should stress that I in the following don’t wish to insinuate that Schwitters had any
knowledge of Freud’s theory of “The Uncanny”. I am only pointing to that fact that Merzbau
in specific ways reflects motifs listed by Freud in his text of 1919.
15
For more details on the content of some of the personal grottos see Hans Richter. Dada –
Kunst und Antikunst, Cologne: Verlag M. DuMont Schauberg, 1964, p. 156.
16
Demos 2000, p. 1.
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Representing Bodies
Victor Brauner’s Hybrids, Fragments and Mechanisms
Irina Cărăbaş
The Romanian avant-garde looked for inspiration in two principal places where
artists from all-over Europe gathered, confronted and discussed their ideas of a new
art. While Berlin nourished the constructivist orientation of the Romanian avantgarde, Paris stimulated its interest in surrealism. Although Berlin was by far more
significant as a stimulus for the synthesis of all arts and all modern movements
toward which the Romanian avant-garde strove, Paris had the advantage of an
emotional attachment. The French culture had been set long ago as a model for the
entire Romanian modern culture and institutions. Consequently it is not surprising
that poets and artists, including Victor Brauner, chosed to live and work in Paris in
order to feel closer to what was considered to be the origin.
Victor Brauner is discussed both in the context of the Romanian avant-garde and
in the history of the French surrealism, but one cannot detect any tension between
center and periphery.1 One motivation can be found in the myth he creates for
himself. Meanwhile it is obvious that he wanted to identify himself with the French
surrealism. Once settled in France he paid great attention to the theories and to the
artists André Breton promoted.
I will discuss the myth of the artist as well as the threads which connect Brauner
to other artistic strategies bringing forth the body problem. Almost always his
paintings and drawings display the ineluctable presence of a metamorphic body
within no narrative construction. This preoccupation informed every stage of his

1

Although Victor Brauner had been taking part at the most surrealist exhibitions, he gained the
attention of scholars and museums much later. Two monographs written by two of his friends
(Sarane Alexandrian, Victor Brauner l’illuminateur, Paris: Cahiers d’art, 1954 and Alain Jouffroy,
Brauner, Paris: Editions Georges Fall, 1959) were published during his lifetime. He had his first
retrospective at Centre Pompidou in 1972 (Victor Brauner, Musée National d’Art Moderne, Paris,
June–September 1972). A new monograph came out 20 years later (Didier Semin, Victor Brauner,
Paris: Filipacchi, 1990). Brauner was a key figure in the process of reconsidering the avant-garde
in Romania during the 1990s. At the same time, some important exhibitions on surrealism
included or focused on Brauner. The latter international exhibition was organized in Houston,
2002 (Victor Brauner: Surrealist Hieroglyphs, Houston: The Menil Collection, October 2001–
January 2002).
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career as he dedicated it the greatest energies of his artistic inventiveness. Before
going into the subject, one needs to frame Brauner in a larger picture.
He spent part of his youth in Romania where he followed a path leading from
expressionism to cubo-constructivism and finally to surrealism, having as “travel
companions” the other avant-garde artists. Tristan Tzara was the great inspiring
source for the group Brauner belongs to and that is why Dadaism had a powerful
influence in every episode of the Romanian avant-garde. The pictopoetry, invented
in 1924 by Brauner and the poet Ilarie Voronca, in which the word is an equivalent
for the colored form, though of an obvious Dada kind, seems to contain in embryo
its future becoming. Thus, the relation to language, especially to poetry, will be
deemed by Brauner’s critics as one of the essential features
Brauner had visited Paris several times in the 1920s, but only at the beginning
of the 1930s he decided to settle here as a surrealist painter, and therefore he left
Romania for good. Although he was an established surrealist painter in his country,
he started a new apprenticeship. He seemed to aim a personal undertaking of the
history of French surrealism. Therefore he went back to its very roots and to some
of its founding fathers: Giorgio de Chirico and Max Ernst. He also welcomed the
innovations of the latecomers of surrealism and of some artists more or less
affiliated with the movement, referring particularly to Marcel Duchamp and Pablo
Picasso.
During the war, Brauner was forced to live clandestinely in the mountains but
this fact didn’t affect his art in the way one would expect to. On the contrary, he
turned his exile into a period of rich artistic discoveries. He invented a painting
process based on wax which opened his work to an original vocabulary. After the
war he rejoined the surrealist group and developed further his newly discovered
methods of representation.
The Mythical Body
In 1931, Brauner depicted himself without an eye and the Self-portrait with
Enucleated Eye became a premonition of the actual loss he would suffer seven years
later.2 From this moment on, it occurred, according to Brauner himself, a
reconfiguration of his entire oeuvre and particularly a reconfiguration of his
commitment to it. The premonitory self-portrait conferred a symbolic status to the
2

In 1938 he was hit by a glass thrown in his face by Oscar Dominguez during a fight, in which he
wasn’t even involved, and he lost his left eye.
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actual blinding which would act as a founding event of the myth of the artist. Just
like any other myth, the time preceding the founding event is irrelevant and
consequently denied. There occurs an “obliteration” of the Romanian experience,
fully justified by the logic of the myth. Although one can detect continuities between
the Romanian and the French period, they lose the quality of a specific temporality
and their factual history. The myth retrieves only exceptional events from art and
life where the contours blur and come to overlap.
This approach to mythic thinking takes the body of the artist out of its ordinary
condition. On the one hand, he becomes the living manifestation and confirmation
of the surrealists’ belief in the objective chance and in the omnipotence of the
imagination. On the other hand, the artist can no longer be separated from the
premonitory painting; I wouldn’t go as far as saying that he himself becomes a work
of art, but he presents himself as a justification and fulfillment of the work. Brauner
pushes the limit but he does not overstep it. Nonetheless, Brauner’s act can be
related to the concept of the happening, where the body of the performing artist
plays a double role, of subject and object of the art. In the 1960s the body is
assumed as a means of expression of subjectivity and, even more radically, as an
expressive means of the existence; for the artist involved in happening there exists
“the obligation to exhibit himself in order to be able to be”.3 This radical assuming
of existence underscores a tragic dimension reflected in the strategies the
happenings deploy and, from this point of view, the self-mutilation can be seen as a
final point. Either real or simulated, it is done on the account of an individual or
social exorcism. In Brauner’s case, the violent destruction of an eye, an organ
situated on the threshold between the interior of the body and its exterior and
essential for their interrelation, renders visible what the envelope of the body
ordinarily protects. On the one hand, the border between body–self and world is
imperiled; on the other hand the danger is none other than death, because only in
death the two dimensions become indistinguishable.4 Brauner pays a painful price
to establish communication between the external and the internal eye, but at the
same time this experience possesses a transgressive meaning. The loss of the eye has
been interpreted by Pierre Mabille as a personal sacrifice for the acquisition of
3

Lea Vergine quoted by Amelia Jones, “Survey”, in The Artist’s Body, Tracey Warr (ed), London –
New York: Phaidon Press Limited, 2003, p. 18.
4
James Elkins, Pictures of the Body. Pain and Metamorphosis, Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1999, p. 112.
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visionary and magical powers.5 Every sacrifice is twofold: the victim’s death is not
tantamount to annihilation, on the contrary, it means withdrawal from the world
and intimacy with the divine in order to change the order of things.6

Illustration 1: Victor Brauner, Drawing, colored pencil on cardboard, 1937,
Museum of Modern Art, St. Etienne. © Victor Brauner / BONO 2007.
All in all, the artist’s body and the work of art remain circumscribed to distinct
domains. In the aftermath of the episode of the loss of the eye, the artist’s body
became totally absent in the work; the Self-portrait retains its singularity, also as
genre. The artist’s work becomes an existential fact and moreover an
autobiographical one; therefore its mise-en-oeuvre is pre-eminently fragmentary.
Furthermore, the Self-portrait puts forth metamorphosis as a fundamental principle

5

See Pierre Mabille, “L’oeil du peintre”, in Minotaure 12–13, 1939; Didier Semin, Victor Brauner,
Paris: Filipacchi, 1990, p. 295.
6
Georges Bataille, Théorie de la religion, Oeuvres Complètes, VII, Paris: Gallimard, 1975, pp. 307–
308.
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in painting and in the representation of the body. In this case the subject of
metamorphosis is the artist himself.

Illustration 2: Victor Brauner, Drawing, washed inks on paper, 1941, Museum of
Modern Art, St. Etienne. © Victor Brauner / BONO 2007.
For Brauner the eye remains the autobiographical fragment par excellence and it is to
be found in different forms that question the dialectic between absence and
presence (ill.1). The eye as an organ of seduction, once massacred, turns seduction
into horror. The eye is essential in the identification of a human configuration;
therefore, its absence shatters it and even decomposes it.7 Consequently, the eye can
acquire autonomy, it can exist outside the figure or it substitutes other parts of the
body, for instance the mouth or the sex. Nonetheless, these modalities of “staging”
the eye remain incidental; the independence Brauner assigns to the eye is much
more acute, precisely when its position suffers no displacement. A gigantic eye,
made up of almost nothing but the pupil, invades the figure, assuming, despite its
fragmentariness, the condition of the whole. Brauner comes up with a stabilized type
of representation which becomes a badge of (self) identification: an abstract with the
7

Georges Didi-Huberman, La Ressemblance informe ou le Gais Savoir visuel selon Georges Bataille,
Paris: Macula, 1995, pp. 82–83.
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nose parallel to the chin and the eye always represented frontally. The profile can be
actually considered an extension of the eye. The frontal view is employed more
rarely, but two profiles placed back to back can be used instead. It seems the human
figure is defined by duality and dislocation and the eye is instrumental to this
rupture: on the one hand, the profile shows only one eye, concealing the second, on
the other hand, when it is the case of a double or multiple presence of the profile,
one eye is always closed (ill. 2).
Hybrids, Fragments, Mechanisms
For Brauner, the entire body is liable to being decomposed and recomposed
afterwards, following the laws of imagination. Picasso is definitely the most powerful
model, almost impossible to avoid as artist of that time. Starting with the Demoiselles
d’Avignon he transforms the representation of the body into a nexus of his artistic
investigation. Parts of the body are emancipated from their established syntax in
order to be drawn into a perpetual re-zoning of features.8 André Breton tries to
appropriate somehow the art and fame of Picasso. Therefore he constantly includes
him in his articles and he also publishes his work in surrealist reviews. In a different
manner, the surrealist painting also cultivates the fragment, deliberately and
systematically: it is either a matter of getting different parts of objects or bodies out
of context, or of bringing together fragments pertaining to areas so far apart that
they appear to be fractions of utterly distinct worlds. The surrealists intended,
through this interaction, to emancipate the object from its banality, to give it a new
and shocking meaning. At the same time, the fragment is intelligible as a vestige and
a reminder of a lost totality. The psychoanalysis, very dear to the surrealists,
presupposes the integrality of memory, but also its inaccessibility as a total presence,
due to it being relegated to the unconscious. Nevertheless, certain elements of the
past can resurface in the space of consciousness, but always as fragment.9 The
fragment is in its turn twofold: the partial shape evokes the totality of the object
which can be mentally reconstituted, but it also contains a destructive force,

8

Leo Steinberg, “The Algerian Women and Picasso at Large”, in: Other Criteria, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1972, p. 162.
9
Guy Rosolato, “Fragments”, in Nouvelle Revue de Psychanalyse, 26, 1982, p. 95; regarding the
theory of the totality of memory and of its relation to the fragment, the authors refers mainly to
Sigmund Freud’s theories from Civilization and its Discontents.
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responsible for reducing the initial configuration of the object to shapeless matter,
to a mere trace.10

Illustration 3: Victor Brauner, Drawing from the series Anatomie du désir, ink on
paper, 1935–1936, Museum of Modern Art, St. Etienne. © Victor Brauner / BONO 2007.
Brauner’s heightened interest in the artificial, mechanical body, manifested mostly
in the 1930s, will be a formative experience for the representation of the body; like
the pieces of a mechanism, its parts can be dismantled, rotated or replaced. In
Anatomie du désir (ill.3), a series of drawings dating from 1936, the feminine body is
conceived as an erotic mechanism in which a multiplication of sexual traits takes
place as well as the modification or replacement of certain parts of the body by
fragments of objects or zoomorphic elements. Every piece looks like an anatomical
drawing and at the same time it recalls a handbook which depicts in minute detail a
strange mechanism. There are indications of this effect: the position of the figures,
the careful record of every detail, sometimes accompanied by a second adjoining
drawing explaining its use, as well as notations like: “robinet demarche”, “apareil
d’étreinte”, and “brosse copulatrice”. The handbook look produces on the beholder
a contradictory effect, because the desire is counteracted by a de-eroticization of the
10

Op.cit., p. 96.
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representation. Just with the case of Marcel Duchamp or Max Ernst, the play
between mechanism and body gives way to the exchanges between inanimate,
artificial and animate, sexualized, between conscious and unconscious, between the
phantasm and its absence. Brauner will continue to privilege this manner of
composing the human body through conjunction; only later there are cases where
the copulative function disappears, and the result is a fusion. Here the constituent
parts don’t keep their integrality anymore.11
In the early drawings, especially those dating from the time of his collaboration
with the Romanian avant-garde review unu (one), as well as in the paintings of his
first surrealist phase, the corporeal fragment becomes his main theme: the fragment
is invoked first as lack, and therefore the body bears the traces of destruction.
Sometimes, the amputated parts obtain autonomy, emphasizing the rupture and the
impossibility of regaining an integral form. The divided body or the body
represented in the guise of membra disjecta often alludes to a phantasmatic partition
encountered in pathological cases such as schizophrenia or hysteria. I want to
include in the same category, which can be related to the model of hysteria, the
contorted body, which is not characteristic of any period in particular, but which is
a procedure frequently used to signal the articulations of an imaginary anatomy. For
instance, the box-like characters from the middle of the 1950s are not only deprived
of an internal skeleton, but the only human landmark in the paintings, is a kind of
profile with the eye in bold relief, viewed frontally; the rest, if we assume we are
dealing with a body, is folded in numerous ways, submerging the human features.
The fragmentation of the human body and its regression towards an animal
configuration is one of Brauner’s favorite preoccupations, displayed in innumerable
versions. Fragments extracted from the two different reigns, human and animal
create together a new configuration. The human figure is most of the times
recognizable by the presence of the simplest elements like the head, the hands or the
legs. Animals of all species replace human parts or determine the invention of new
ones. The conflation and the confusion human – animal gives way to a convulsive
beauty, as André Breton defined the surrealist beauty. This beauty of an unsettling
nature offers glimpses of primitive elements, pertaining to the individual or to the
“civilization”. Thus it becomes a manifestation of Das Unheimliche, a term that
Freud uses to designate the traumatic return of a repressed phenomenon. The dual
11

Jean-Baptiste Joly, “Du caractère présyntaxique des dessins composés chez Victor Brauner”, in
Victor Brauner, Colmar: Musée d’art moderne St Etienne – Musée d’Unterlinden, 1992, p. 25.
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nature of the convulsive beauty shows and hides at the same time a tension between
life and death, love and destruction, pleasure and violence.12
The collision between human and non-human in Brauner’s paintings has a
similar function to the conceptual pairs inanimate – animate or interior – exterior.
The preference for the mixture of reigns can be assimilated to the interest for myth
as well as to the “discovery” of the archaic arts. Within the archaic cultures the
animal – human hybrid stem from animist beliefs and the act of conferring a spirit
to every part of cosmos also belongs, according to Freud, to the category of Das
Unheimliche.

Illustration 4: Victor Brauner, Preparatory drawing for Là-bas, washed drawing on
paper, 1949, Museum of Modern Art, St. Etienne. © Victor Brauner / BONO 2007.
Thus, the human body is estranged from its own structure, through the curious
analogies between the human body and the animal one. It is as if the corporeal
configuration were instable and parts of it, especially extremities, became an area of
negotiations between human form and animal form. For Brauner, this strategy has a
12

Hal Foster, Compulsive Beauty, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1995, pp.8–13.
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playful component, permitting him to invent a whole new bestiary, more or less
fantastic, colorful and noisy, very mobile, and able to invade the entire human body.
The human body functions as a shell in which animals take their refuge. Although
the human figure represents most of the times the center of this novel configuration,
it loses its independence, including the independence of its functions, and it is in
fact reduced to a mere fragment (ill. 4).
Brauner was probably familiar with the theories of Georges Bataille from his
quite well known review Documents in the 1930s.13 Bataille questioned the
anthropomorphism through different critical strategies, conceived in order to
produce a breakdown of this all-pervasive area of representation. The juxtaposition
of images belonging to different regimes of reality led to unexpected, and
deliberately violent breaches in the visual space.14 The fragmentation, the
disproportion between the parts and the whole, the maimed human body, all had the
purpose of doing away with likeness. The likeness of the human being with his own
image becomes precarious, and so the likeness of the same (ressemblance du même) is
replaced by the likeness with the other (ressemblance de l’autre).15 Even though
Bataille opts for a different brand of surrealism than Brauner (i.e. Breton), one
identifies in his writings, similar interests which he often articulated better than the
“opposite camp”. The dialogue between the same and the other meets a polarity
dear to the bretonian surrealists, the polarity self–other, where the Other is the
unconscious. The de-centralization of the self corresponds to the des-figuration, and
therefore the fragmentariness appears as inextricable from representation.
Such a radical discourse, which goes so far as to contest anthropomorphism,
cannot be attributed to Brauner; one could say that, on the contrary, despite his
questioning of the status of the human figure, especially through the collision with
other reigns, he places it at the centre, giving the entire image a focus. The
fragmented body, like for other surrealists, alludes to a split identity. For Brauner
this connotation is even more concrete because of the autobiographical bend of his
13

In the 1930s Brauner lived in the same building as Alberto Giacometti, a close friend of
Georges Bataille; see Dominique Stella, “Le Sorcier des Carpates”, in Victor Brauner 1903–1966,
Milano: Mazzotta, 1995, p. 26.
14
The “documents” were mainly photographs, amongst which the ethnological ones are of
primary importance. Bataille considered ethnology to be a necessary counterpart to the fine arts
for it was able to deviate their aestheticism. The fine arts are responding in their turn by
questioning ethnology’s positivism; see Georges Didi-Hubermann, op.cit., especially p. 17.
15
Georges Didi-Hubermann, “La question de la figure humaine”, in op.cit., pp. 36–41.
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work. Hiding behind his characters Brauner toys with his own image in order to
elaborate unbroken series of imaginary autobiographies.16 Painting is for him the
genesis of a new world, and that is why the physical reality of the man exists in
disparate parts, as a chaos acted upon by its creator. At the same time, Brauner
seems to take up the risk of two parallel approaches, in which the fragment is not
only seen as having to do with the destruction of the human figure, but is
additionally read as a life threat, as a plunge into death.

16

Sarane Alexandrian, Victor Brauner, Paris: Oxus, 2004, p. 57.
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The Attractive Banality of Natalia LL’s “Consumer Art”
(1972–1975)
Agata Jakubowska
In October 2006 the young Polish artist Karol Radziszewski organised a
happening entitled “Try This”.1 The visitors of the gallery were encouraged to
participate in a competition for the most erotic banana consumption. Very soon,
as the participants claim, initial intimidation turned into good fun. A poster
announcing Radziszewski’s action clearly referred to Natalia LL’s Consumer Art.
Originating in 1972 the work is a series of photographs and films presenting
female protagonists eating (individually or in pairs) bananas, sausages and
pudding. I shall return to Radziszewski’s happening at the end of my text. I
decided to begin with its recollection in order to stress that Consumer Art is
vividly present in the Polish art history. My text shall be, to a significant degree,
concentrated on the forms of this presence.
Consumer Art emerged in the neo-avant-garde circle, within which Natalia LL
functioned. Together with her male friends,2 (male and not female, as women
were absent from this circle) she established PERMAFO Gallery (PERMAFO
meaning permanent formalisation). In their manifesto the artists claimed:
Knowledge of the present can only be approached by accumulating
signals received from reality. Multiplying their registration is a guarantee
of diminishing deformations and mistakes caused by selection based on
habits, conventions, traditions.3
At the beginning of the 1970s, Natalia LL made several sequences of
photographs depicting banal activities (“ordinary and banal events”, as she wrote
herself at that time), such as uttering words, resting, eating, making love. These
works were perceived by her circle as rationalised, objectified and subjected to
discipline, when it comes to the way of their realisation and their formal order.

1

Karol Radziszewski, Try This, Galeria Pies (Dog Gallery), Poznań, October 13–14, 2006.
Andrzej Lachowicz, Zbigniew Dłubak, Antoni Dzieduszycki.
3
Quoted in: Natalia LL. Sztuka i energia (Natalia LL. Art and Energy), ex. cat. Wrocław:
National Museum, 1994, p. 10.
2
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Illustration: Natalia LL, Consumer Art, 1974, 90x70 cm.
From the very beginning, however, the presence (in these “permanent
registrations”) of various elements related to sexuality has introduced confusion
into such a perception of Natalia LL’s works. The artist’s husband and partner in
work wrote with some obstinacy that Consumer Art was “a morphological
research on the abilities of a sign and capacity of a medium”.4 Editing board of
Sztuka (Art) periodical, in which he published his text, answered in a polemical
manner that this work was “explicitly erotic” as it was not a representation of a
4

Andrzej Lachowicz, “Natalia LL”, Sztuka (Art) 4 1975, p. 42.
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girl eating a banana, which “unexpectedly transforms” into an erotic image, but
“a series of photographs of a chick who played with a banana near her mouth and
inside it, so that her representation provoked erotic associations”.5
The tensions present in the reception of Consumer Art have for a long time
oscillated between being described as “a research on the abilities of the sign” and
“an explicitly erotic work”. It was often claimed to be trivial or banal, which can
only be seen from today’s perspective as a way “male” critics deal with this
uneasy message. Feminist interpretations did not follow at all. At that time, no
one – not even the artist herself – was able to propose such an interpretation. The
reason for this was the lack of an appropriate critical vocabulary, mostly because
neither feminism nor women’s art existed in Poland at the beginning of the 70s.
Natalia LL aimed (without success) at propagating feminism and feminist art in
Poland.6 This was, however, after Consumer Art had been created, and after its
potential for feminist interpretation had been discovered by Western women art
critics. After these critics got in touch with Natalia LL, Consumer Art was
included in exhibitions of women’s art,7 and in various publications devoted to it.
It was, for example, published on the cover of Heute Kunst,8 and, reproduced on
the invitation and poster of a big international exhibition entitled Frauen Kunst –
Neue Tendenzen, organised in 1975 in Innsbruck.
Some later statements of Natalia LL and the form of her participation in the
women’s movement (or rather the lack of any participation at all) prove that her
relation to feminism was, to a certain degree, accidental and superficial. At some
point, the artist distanced herself from feminism to the extent that she published
a text, in which she wrote: “in a way I got close to the feminist movement,
although I am aware of the fact that feminist xenophobia is not that much a
liberation of women as it is their imprisonment in the claws of vagina and uterus
(1991)”.9 Her later statements, related to the fact that she was being invited to
exhibitions of women’s art and reminded of her feminist ’episode’ from the 70s,
were softened and point to some strategic advantages of feminism:
Women as well as men have good art and they have simply been ignored.
[…] It was also the reason to gather in groups and exhibit in well-known
5

Op.cit., p.43.
She organised the first feminist exhibition in Poland: Women’s Art, Jatki Gallery PSP,
Warsaw (featuring the following artists: Carolee Schneemann, Noemi Midan, Suzy Lake).
7
Where she was exhibited next to Valie Export, Annette Messager, Gina Pane, Carolee
Schneemann and Marina Abramovic.
8
Heute Kunst 9 1975. See also: Flash Art 48–49 1974, Flash Art 52–53, 58–59 1975.
9
Natalia LL, “Teoria głowy” (Theory of Head), Exit 6 1991, p. 224.
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places, in order to come into being, to show what we were making in our
studios.10
For her, this strategic aspect of the gathering of women was of greater
importance, because it was joining the movement of women’s art that had
granted her the possibility to become recognized, if only for a short while, in the
international (or at least European) art world.
It is important to stress that Natalia LL is not an exception among Polish
women artists – in Poland there has never developed a circle of artists and critics
working theoretically and practically for women’s or feminist art. Any isolated
initiatives of this type met with lack of understanding and support.11 Only in the
1990s when some changes within art criticism and history had occured, such as a
sort of opening towards the problems of identity, corporality and sexuality,
enabled a new look at the works and activities of Natalia LL; not completely new,
but to some extent, returning to what had been proposed by Western feminist
critics in the 70s. At that time, it was not accepted by Polish critics, the reason
being difficulties related to adopting Western critical discourse in the Polish
context.12
The problem of the inadequacy of this discourse to East-European art has
been elaborated upon thoroughly by Piotr Piotrowski.13 According to him, in
Poland the neo-avant-garde does not imply a critique of the modernist system of
values. On the contrary, works created within this circle (Consumer Art among
them) were accompanied by modernist, or even formalist discourse,
concentrating on the morphology of the photographic image (I have already
10

From a press conference accompanying the opening of the artist’s exhibition Ogrody
personalizmu (Gardens of Personalism), CCA Ujazdowski Castle, 1998.
<http://fototapeta.art.pl/fti-nllpress.html>.
11
An exception is a series of exhibitions organised by Izabella Gustowska entitled Obecność
(Presence), first in 1981. It is important to notice that while organising women’s art
exhibitions, the curator and artist herself distanced herself from feminism and had no
connections whatsoever with the women’s movement.
12
The artist stresses that Gisela Kaplan’s feminist manifesto, sent to her by Lucy Lippard with
a proposal to become a kind of representative of feminism in Poland or even in Central
Europe, was inadequate in relation to the Polish situation, mainly because it treated socialism
as a model of supposed equality of men and women. “Wywiad Krzysztofa Jareckiego z Natalia
LL” (Krzysztof Jarecki’s Interview with Natalia LL), in: Natalia LL. Teksty (Natalia LL.
Texts), Agata Smalcerz (ed.), Bielsko-Biała: Bielska Gallery, 2004, p. 241.
13
Piotr Piotrowski, Awangarda w cieniu Jałty. Sztuka w Europie Środkowo-Wscodniej w latach
1945–1989 (Avant-Garde in the Shadow of Yalta. Art in East-Central Europe, 1945–1989),
Poznań: Rebis, 2005.
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quoted fragments of neo-avant-garde artists’ statements).14 In the West feminist
art emerged at the time of the dominance of conceptual tendencies and it
stressed the importance of recurring to private, individual experience, as if
opposing the de-subjectifying conceptual attitude. Consumer Art was absolutely
out of this context. Not only the critics, but the artist herself chose a universal
discourse to describe the work.
Piotr Piotrowski’s interpretations of the work in question are interesting
examples of the changing way of analytical framing. In his book devoted to the
art of the 1970s, published almost fifteen years ago, he discusses the work of
Natalia LL (including Consumer Art ) in the chapter entitled “On Neo-AvantGarde and ’Pseudo-Avant-Garde’”. The works of the artist are, in his opinion, an
example of the latter. Piotrowski analyses them solely in the context of
conceptual art, which he deprives completely of elements which might be linked
to the politics of identity. The issues of eroticism were treated rather as a certain
kind of aberration which eliminated this work from avant-garde art and pulled it
towards the obscene (which can be valued in different ways, of course, in this
case it turns Consumer Art into a non-serious work of art).
Piotrowski changed his mind in a rather radical way several years later, when
he situated Consumer Art in a totally different interpretative framework – that of
body art. Seen from this perspective, it was no longer “trivial” and “rather
superficial”, but “revolutionist.” In his book, published in 1999, entitled
“Znaczenie modernizmu” (“Meanings of Modernism”), the author wrote that
“feminist issues were essential [for Natalia LL’s work] and, from this perspective,
the artist’s proposal should be considered groundbreaking in Polish art
history”.15 As a consequence, some (both female and male) authors began to pay
attention to the critical message of this work. According to them, the artist
introduced critique of phallocentrism by transforming a woman from a passive
object of gaze into an active subject of pleasure; by a kind of revenge, based on
elimination of a man, who is impersonated in the form of bananas. It is not my
intention to offer elaborate polemics with such interpretations (interpretations
stressing deconstruction rather than construction of female pleasure, might be
one suggestion). Instead, I would like to point to the fact that to a large extent it
repeats the work’s reception in the 70s by Western feminists. For them,
Consumer Art was an exquisite example of a deceitful fight with the image of a
“vamp murdering men – a theme which was invented by men for a woman”.16
14

Op.cit., pp. 402–403.
Op.cit., p. 191.
16
Grislin Nobakowski, “Dwa mity z przyjemnością odrzucone” (Two Myths Dismissed With
15
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It is worth paying attention to one aspect of the critics’ concentration on a
banana, which, because of the differences of the social and political, or rather
economic situation, could not occur in Western discourse. At the time when this
work was being made, that is at the beginning of the 70s, bananas were a
deficient commodity in Poland. They were appearing only at certain moments
(usually before Christmas) and only in some places (in shops and on markets
selling exclusive commodities from the West). A friend of mine, who is older
than me, still remembers the first banana his mother bought him. One fruit
costed 20 zlotys, with monthly wages of about 1000 zlotys. Nevertheless, it took
place in the 60s, while the first years of the 70s marked the beginning of a special
period of the history of the People’s Republic of Poland (PRL): the decade which
witnessed the emergence of consumerism. A pitiable consumerism it was
though, as it mainly implied “a possibility to be finally able to buy something”,17
that is – a small Fiat, a washing machine, a fridge (however, only on credit for
young married couples), legally a few dozen of US dollars. Banana remained an
exclusive commodity. The same applies to sausages used in other photographs,
with the exception that they were not associated with the West.
I decided to discuss the above for several reasons. First of all, it is because
following the title of the work – Consumer Art – and the critical dimension
ascribed to it nowadays, it is sometimes perceived in the context of the critique
of consumerist culture. This is surely being made in order to justify the avantgarde character of Natalia LL’s work – in order to prove that it rather is neothan pseudo-avant-garde (one of the characteristics of the avant-garde being the
critique of capitalism). The way of thinking in relation to Consumer Art is as
followes: a woman consumed in the popular culture she consumes. However, if
one attempts to interpret consumption in Consumer Art in this way, one could
have some objections, such as those formulated by one of the authors: “Was
therefore the art of Natalia LL ahead of its time, or, did it create something alike
to feminist art, based on Western patterns but without any particular references
to Polish reality?”.18 Neither bananas nor porno-magazines were common,
though.
On the one hand the use of bananas (and sausages) by the artist proves that
artists were, to some extent, a privileged social group. But on the other hand the
Pleasure), after: Natalia LL. Teksty, 2004, p. 26.
17
Jacek Kuroń, Jacek Żakowski, PRL dla początkujących (People’s Republic of Poland for
Beginners), Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Dolnośląskie, 1995, p. 139.
18
Izabela Kowalczyk, “Wątki feministyczne w sztuce polskiej” (Feminist Motives in Polish
Art), Artium Questiones 8 1998, p. 138.
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way Natalia LL’s treatement of these bananas, in comparison with the happening
of the young Polish artist mentioned at the beginning of my text, shows how
limited this privilege was. In Radziszewski’s work, the viewers saw a table with
heaps of these fruits. In one of reviews on the happening, the authors claim that it
was a re-make of Natalia LL’s happening. But she did not organise a happening.
She did not have this many bananas to waste.
The way Radziszewski alluded to Consumer Art is symptomatic of how the
young generation of Polish artists treats cultural legacy of the former political
system. They refer to it in an a-historic way. The period of the People’s Republic
is “rarely invoked as a negative point of reference, more frequently however, as
an axiologically neutral repository of cultural and entertainment goods”.19 What
is attractive for a young viewer is an aesthetic and qualitative difference, often
transformed into anecdote, omitting the political context of this period. The past
in Radziszewski’s work emerged as a sphere of aesthetic experience, which was
stressed by a black and white poster and a film and the artist’s garment. In this
sense, paradoxically, he may be closer than many critics to the original meaning
of the work, as I see it today: concentrating not on the play with consumerist
culture but on the provocation. It is this aspect of moral provocation connected
with pleasure (as if originating in pleasure) that has been invoked by
Radziszewski.
In his remake, or rather a kind of pastiche (as described by Frederic Jameson),
the artist ignored the historical context of Natalia LL’s work. In her work, on the
other hand, she ignored the social context of women’s condition. In a sense, this
deprives Natalia LL and Radziszewski of political significance. Nevertheless, at
least in the case of Consumer Art, its banality does not provoke art historians to
ignore it. Quite the contrary, it seems intriguing. It attracts attention and induces
new interpretations. This work is a very interesting example of an art work
which, in a way, has become canonical, but has not seen its canonical
interpretation yet. It has remained attractive for critics, who can inscribe it in
various frameworks. And it is still troubling, as it actually does not fit any of
them.
Translation: Katarzyna Bojarska

19

Marek Krajewski, “Kultura czwarta: kultura repetycji (PRL w kulturze popularnej)”
[Fourthe Culture: the Culture of Repetition (PRP in Popular Culture], in: his, Kultury kultury
popularnej (Cultures of Popular Culture), Poznań: Adam Mickiewicz University Press, 2003, p.
224.
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Attitude that Matters
Tiina Purhonen
In this article, I compare the operativity of radical avant-garde and new dialogical
art forms from one selected viewpoint.1 I discuss the issue of the artist’s attitude
as a significance-producing element in the artwork. For decades, artist-issued
interpretation of art has been problematic. Thus it is interesting to question the
significance of the strong definition of the artist’s attitude, inherent in the
theories of the new dialogical art. New dialogical art-forms are for example new
genre public art,2 community art,3 socially engaged art, public engaged art, littoral
art, 4 activist art, 5 dialogical art, 6 and conversational art. 7 In the Finnish
discussion, the concept of community art is the one most commonly used.
Behind the theory of dialogical art we find the views of postcolonial
philosophy and institutional criticism. Thus, it motivates a criticism focussed on
the production of spaces for otherness and the western, culture-building
discursive separation of subject and object. According to the American art
historian Grant Kester, the art of the modern tradition lingers on the ruins of its
1

The radical avant-garde emphasized the relations between art and everyday life, it
questioned and rejected the ideological terms of reference of art making and reception. The
movements emphasize the institutional character of the art. Peter Bürger talks about
historical avant-garde instead of radical avant-garde. In the formalistic avant-garde the
emphasis is on the renewal of form, thus an internal movement. Sederholm 1994, pp. 66–68.
The formalistic avant-garde, formerly seen advocating the universal value of art, has recently
been scrutinized and found containing features of cultural critic. See i.e. Craven 1999.
2
The term is from the pioneering book: Suzanne Lacy (ed.). Mapping the Terrain, New Genre
Public Art, USA: Bay Press, 1995. The word “public” refers both to the general and to
audiences.
3
In Anglo-American context this concept is associated with left wing political art. For more,
see Kantonen 2006, pp. 51–52.
4
The concept of “littoral art” is used by curator Ian Hunter about art where the border is
moving and changing like a shoreline; art occurs in the zone between the borders and appears
different, depending on the institutional checkpoint. For more about “socially” and “public
engaged art” and “littoral art” see op.cit., pp. 53–54.
5
According to the Finnish community artist Lea Kantonen this definition refers to artists
whose interest groups are activist groups such as ecologists, feminists, sexual minorities etc.
For more see i.e. op.cit., pp. 52–53.
6
The concept of “dialogical art” has been used by Grant Kester in talking about art, where
conversation itself, not the object or some other outcome, is in focus. Kester 2004.
7
The term “conversational art” has been used by culture researcher Homi Bhabha. Bhabha
1998, pp. 38–47.
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own discourse, stiffened by its own aesthetics. It is an art about the artist’s
incapability of achieving an emancipatory intercourse.8 As the modern and postmodern theories so often ask questions about spectatorship, we need to replace
this with an art theory involving the concepts of cooperation.9 In his book
Conversation Pieces: Community + Communication in Modern Art, Kester suggests
that we consider an interactive art with space for open participation, calling it
dialogical art. He argues, that the theoretical problems in the dialogical art have
their roots in the questions dealt with in avant-garde theory.10 The theories of the
radical avant-garde share the idea that the presumption of the world leans on
shared discursive systems producing abstract knowledge and violent
objectifications. The way avant-garde art pushes the viewer from her/his selfrighteous observer’s position is by shock. According to Kester, this shock is a
sudden and direct experience. In dialogical art, resistance to objectificationproducing systems of knowledge is, on the contrary, a long lasting process
involving the cumulativity of communicative exchange and dialogue 11
Nevertheless, in his reflections about the shock effect, the avant-garde theorist
Peter Bürger sees the dislocation in the thinking mechanism, occurring when
facing the avant-garde artwork, as a step-by-step refinement of the ways of
thinking.12 Thus the avant-garde operativity can also be considered to be based
on process and duration. Likewise, according to Renato Poggioli, whose theory
on attitudes I will discuss in the next chapter, duration generates the avant-garde
change-producing power.
The Sacrifice
In his book The Theory of the Avant-Garde, Renato Poggioli presents a model for
a psychological and sociological explanation of the avant-garde movements. He
describes four artistic attitudes, moments, where the role embraced by the artistsubject – submerging the “the self” into the avant-garde process – brings about a
change. The change-bringing feature in Poggioli’s categories of attitude lean on
8

Kester 2004, p. 31.
Op.cit., p. 11.
10
Kester is not clear about what kind of avant-garde he talks about. Probably he follows the
American formalist tradition, but he brings up themes from the European avant-garde – the
connection between art and everyday life, the critic of object and discourse and the shock
theme. Yet I believe that the art and the theory originating from the thoughts of Allan Kaprow
are closer to the avant-garde adopted by Kester. Kaprow contributed in uniting the European
and the American counter-art.
11
Kester 2004, pp. 12–13.
12
Bürger 2004, passim, esp. pp. 80–82.
9
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the idea that changes in the system of exchange between spectator and artist
make it possible also for the (art) world to change.13 In the English version of
Poggioli’s book, the term “moments” occurs in parallel with the term “attitude”.
According to Finnish philosopher Irmeli Hautamäki, the symmetry of concepts
can be explained by the fact that instead of target-rationality, avant-garde ideology
presents a strong emotional loading.14 On the other hand, using the word attitude
we lose the time dimension implicated in Poggioli’s – dialectic and Marxist –
concept of “moment”, which attaches his thinking to utopia, the significant
feature in operative and political art.
The four attitudes, “moments”, presented by Poggioli are activism,
antagonism, nihilism and agonism. According to Poggioli, we deal with the
activist moment when “movement takes shape and agitates for no other end than
it’s own self, out of sheer joy of dynamism, a taste of action, a sportive
enthusiasm, and emotional fascination of adventure”.15 “Of the four ‘moments’,
the activist is perhaps the least important”, he continues, it is “the cult of act
rather than action”.16 Antagonism means “spirit of hostility and opposition”
against common taste or acting by negative reaction.17 Antagonism expresses the
aristocratic spirit of avant-garde, like the roles of dandy or bohemian, and it
assumes individual attitudes instead of group-orientation. Poggioli doesn’t
appreciate the first two moments as such, but, being a kind of rational elements,
they constitute the logic of the art and revolutionary movements. He writes “the
third and fourth moments are unthinkable except in the dimension of time and
history”, 18 referring to the Marxist dialectics and its revolutionary spirit
implemented through art. The third attitude, nihilism, is psychological. Poggioli’s
nihilism refers to the Latin word nihil – nothing, and to the cult of tabula rasa. It
13

In her lecture, “Performing the Wounded Body – A New Political Agency in the Visual
Arts”, held at Centre – Periphery, the Avant-garde and the Other, Tromsø, 23–24 November
2006, art history professor Amelia Jones compared the political artistry in the avant-garde and
body art by conceptualising the relationship spectator-viewer, and the operativity of this
relation with the concept “system of exchange”. Furthermore, Jones presented the idea about
a new viewer position based on empathy. This idea stayed alive in my mind and kept restive
between the lines in this article.
14
Hautamäki, 2003, p. 26. Reading Poggioli it is still difficult to understand if he means art
movements or individual actors, when the attitude has history-changing powers. The same
irresolution and tension between the individual and the collective exist in the dialogical art
forms and their theories.
15
Poggioli 1968, p. 25.
16
Op.cit., p. 27.
17
Op.cit., p. 26.
18
Op.cit., p. 27.
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is an attitude, where a non-doing state is attained by doing and everything is
forbidden. Agonism is closest to the core of the logic of dialectics, i.e. the concept
of history changing itself through conflicts. According to Poggioli, agonistic
artists are those who sacrifice themselves for the good of history and future. He
writes: “the agonistic attitude is not a passive state of mind, exclusively
dominated by a sense of immanent catastrophe; on the contrary, it strives to
transform the catastrophe into miracle. By acting, and through its very failure, it
tends toward a result justifying and transcending itself”.19
The tinge of pure actuality in the activity, presented especially in nihilism as
characterized by Poggioli, holds the potential of change as one possibility. On the
other hand, Poggioli criticizes the empty, instrumental doing of the activist and
the antagonist. As I see it, this critic ranks in the same category as the attitude of
the artists working with the dialogical art forms, an issue I will discuss in next
chapter.

The Art of Caring
To search for good and make it matter: this is the
real challenge for the artists.20
Susanne Lacy

More than thirty years after Poggioli, the feminist artist Suzi Gablik writes about
her personal attitude, calling it re-engaged: “Much of the new art focuses on
social creativity rather than on self-expression and contradicts the myth of the
isolated genius”.21According to Gablik, the artist had to step out of her enclosed
studio, unable to go on in her distanced isolation. The artist should face “the
other” and demonstrate feminist values such as caring and care taking,
recognizing and responding to needs. She criticizes the observer artist, writing:
“The model of the artist as a lone genius struggling against society does not allow
us to focus on the beneficial and healing role of social interaction, nor does it lend
itself to […] ‘enlightened listening’ listening that it oriented toward the
achievement of shared understanding”.22 The operative attitude suggested by
Gablik gets its energy from a strong, emotionally loaded attitude, as do the
moments presented by Poggioli.

19

Op.cit., pp. 65–66.
Lacy 1995, text on the cover of the book.
21
Gablik 1995, p. 76.
22
Op.cit., p. 80.
20
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Illustration: Photograph from the work The Nun, Elina Saloranta1997.
In accordance with Suzanne Lacy’s conception, the artist’s position is separated
from society. The artist has lacked function in society, a situation implicated into
the social critic within the new works of public art.23 According to Gablik,
modernism turned the artist into a separated and emotionally distanced observer.
Furthermore, she claims that the aesthetics of modernism was a cultural project
producing objectifications, a project which taught the artist to canalise her
perception according to abstract models and where the gaze forced her into the
position of separated observer. 24 Thus the dialogical conception of art aims at a
re-evaluation of the interaction between artist, artwork and spectator, and this reestimation happens in relation to modernism.
Where avant-garde, performing monologue, initiated the critical
dismantling of the gaze, the new genre public artist replaces the eye by the ear,
metaphorically speaking. According to Lacy, behind the role of the listener-artist
there is the desire to find a connection with “the other”, and to overcome the
duality between the serving and the isolated “self”.25 Gablik characterises the
23

Lacy 1995, pp. 32–33. Peter Bürger analyses the lack of function experienced by the avantgarde artist, referring on the one hand to Walter Benjamin’s “baroque allegorist”, on the other
hand, to the melancholy of the modernism. Thus Lacy’s discussion has its implications. Bürger
2004, pp. 70–72.
24
Gablik 1991, p. 99.
25
Lacy 1995, p. 36.
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artist’s new kind of attitude in words, where we can read a political, (world)reforming reservation given to the attitude: “It [re-enchantment] also refers to
that change in general social mood toward a new paradigmatic idealism and
more integrated value system that brings head and heart together in an ethic of
care, as part of the healing of the world”.26 According to Gablik, the artist’s
dynamic participation, where the shapes are given a formulation experienced not
only as something visual and separate, leads her/him towards an experience of
relational listening. The egocentric, Kantian-Cartesian self-experience is
transcended, and the identity turns, through the experience of listening, to a
communicative, inter-subjective relationship.27 In a processing artwork, listening
can signify several tangible things, i.e. the preparation of a workshop, where the
artist turns her/his sensibility to listening to the audience and then lets the wishes
of the audience guide the content of the artwork. On the other hand, it can also
signify dialogical listening to the other in an artwork based on conversation.
Listening as a form of social intercourse is a method used by dialogical art-forms
when dealing with challenges concerning community, meeting “the other” and
the identities discussed by postcolonial criticism. Thus, the utopian operativity
of art and its possibility to change the world and its conditions through art, are
present in the views of community art.
Pondering over the role of the artist working within the fields of
community art, a central question is the artist’s responsibility for the project
s/he has initiated; the degree of commitment and responsibility becomes an
evaluating element for the art critic, comparable to criteria for quality
determining.28 The project should continue even after the artist has left the
place. 29 The creator-paradigm and the new conceptualism of audiences are
tightly intertwined. Audiences and societies are, as Jacob writes, creative
centres.30 In a way, they are the artist’s material, emerging through the relation
with the audience, through the responsibility, the aesthetical goals and the
project’s building skills defined by the artist. The change of paradigm within the
discourse of community art especially concerns the relation between the artist
26

Gablik 1991, p. 11.
Op.cit., p. 114.
28
Cf. Lacy 1995, p. 45; Hannula 2004, pp. 65–97. In her book, Miwon Kwon who has
criticised the institutionalisation occurring in community engaged art, also talks about the
cases where the artist’s commitment or attitude towards societies did not work. Kwon 2004,
passim, esp. pp. 100–137.
29
Lacy 1995, p. 34.
30
Jacob 1995, p. 59.
27
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and the audiences; through a responsible relation to the audience the project
can function in an ethically correct way.
According to community artist Lea Kantonen, the starting-point for the
community art is its nature of joint venture, involving audience and artist in the
creation of the artwork, and making the audience participate in the process of
giving the work its significance. Ethical questions are linked to the project
throughout the process, from planning to exhibit to eventual follow-up.
According to Kantonen socially engaged artist can be committed to i.e. art
institutions but if so, s/he has to clearly declare this obligation; this is an ethical
principle.31
Elina Saloranta’s works Muslim Trousers, The Nun and a refugee camp
workshop in Lebanon
Generally, we meet community art in the shape of artworks, workshops,
working process reports, photographs, objects or stories told by the artist. My
personal process toward the questions in Elina Saloranta’s works has followed
the same path: first I saw pictures of The Nun in an exhibition, and then I met
the artist who told me about the process resulting in the pictures. She told me
that The Nun was one part of a tripartite whole, and part of a process during
which she took an interest in the possibility to work with audiences.32 At the
time, she was still an art student and the interest for community art was quite
new in Finland.
Elina Saloranta’s tripartite work entity Muslim Trousers, The Nun and the
refugee camp workshop in Lebanon was a process that started in 1995 and was
presented as an exhibition in a gallery in 1998. Saloranta finished the project
during her years as an art student. Muslim Trousers was the first part of the
project. It was published in Valokuva, a Finnish photography review, in 1995. It
consists of a series of photographs, all of which show shirtless Saloranta wearing
the pants, and alongside the pictures a text telling the story of the pants and the
family’s relation to Elina, who wears the pants every day. Another version of
Muslim Trousers was exhibited in the streets of Geneva in 1997. The work was
spread in advertising stands around town, in the shape of posters among other
advertising. In this version, the text in Arabic runs over the picture.

31
32

Kantonen 2006, pp. 62–63.
Elina Saloranta to the author 13.5.2006.
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Illustration: From the series Muslim Trousers by Elina Saloranta. Source:
Valokuva 7–8, 1995.
Additionally, the pants were hung in a glass showcase. The idea to part two, The
Nun, was born during a period when Saloranta worked with a project with
homeless people in Paris. During the time she was working in Paris, she took an
interest in charity and felt an urge to work outside her studio; thus was born the
idea about The Nun. She prepared herself for this trip by corresponding with a
real nun, purchased a nun’s dress in a shop in Paris and acquainted herself with
the collection of photographs in the Finnish Mission Museum. In 1997,
Saloranta left for a two-month travel in Zambia. For Saloranta, The Nun was the
first attempt to implement a community artwork, but the result was also a
photographic work. She moved around in the village and its environments in
her nun costume, but told people she was an artist, and presented her process.
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The pictures, published as snapshots, were born as quickly staged situations that
she herself calls photographed performances. Occasionally, she put the camera
in the hands of anyone, but she also staged situations and arrangements. Many
of her pictures seem to apply the compositions found in the Mission Museum’s
photographs, in which we recognize the common western way to photograph
missionary work. Saloranta has shown a 14-minute video document about the
workshop in Lebanon in her exhibition. All three parts, including photographs,
the video and garments were shown in Kluuvi Galleria, Helsinki, in 1998.
In 2002, Saloranta returned to Lebanon. Together with the children in a
refugee camp she implemented a museum project. The children made pictures
of everyday objects that they found in their pockets, and told her their stories.
Saloranta wanted them to tell the stories in a way that differed from the
nationalistic rhetoric to the kids were used. The stories were archived in the
local museum for Lebanese history.
In addition to making community art, Saloranta took inspiration from the
ideas that in the conceptual sense art is a deed. Art can be created also by
moving around and by travelling.33 In Muslim Trousers the idea of moving is
implemented on the level of the stories connected to Saloranta’s pictures:
In the nineteen-eighties my father, a state official, made a journey to
the Finnish United nations Division in the Near East. As a gift for me
he brought back a pair of Arabian trousers. […] I was then at school. I
began to wear the trousers at school and soon refused to use any
others. “An independent woman like you, how can you walk around in
Muslim trousers?” my mother used to say. But for me this strange
piece of cloth meant something quite different. In my Arabian
trousers I felt like an outsider, free. Meanwhile I made my first
journeys abroad. I bought an Interrail ticket and took a boat to
Europe.34
In Muslim Trousers, the idea of movement has been attached to the object
afterwards, unlike in The Nun and the Lebanese workshops. Saloranta tells her
own, personal story associated with the pants dealing with her identity and
maturity, which seems to be built on the mother’s perspective, having “the
other” intruding in the family. For Elina herself, the pants are a fetish-like,
deliberating garment: they are the garment she wore during her growth to
33
34

Ibid.
Saloranta 2005.
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independence. According to Lacy, the references that artists working with the
new public art do to memories, ethnic traditions, gender or family are the way
in which the new public art shapes its relation with the world.35 Likewise,
Saloranta’s autobiographical writings are, alongside her ponderings over her
identity as an artist, a shaping of the relation to the world.
The following quotations are also autobiographical narratives, where
Saloranta ponders over the series of significations through which she built up
The Nun. The tone in the quotations is clearly one of emotional and ethical
participation, where the autobiographic and other people’s interpretations are
mixed together:
My classmates started calling me Jesus when I took sides with a boy
who had stolen something. In secondary school the name changed to
Saint Elina. Many years later, I was helping a friend to move house.
The flat was already empty when we found a towel in the kitchen. It
was an ordinary white kitchen towel, with three red stripes around the
edge. I put the towel on my head. “You’re Mother Teresa, my friend
said”.36
Over the year, I had read everything I could find on the subject. I had
been to meet nuns and tried writing as a way of getting a grasp of what
made me feel drawn to them. After one visit, a card came in the post,
on which were written the words of Saint Thérèse of Lisieux: “I will
spend my heaven doing good on earth”. The words touched me, I felt
I had finally hit on the crux of the matter. Without my various efforts
being linked together, I had simultaneously applied for teaching work
in Africa. I now understood that these things were connected.37
Saloranta’s stories convey a position where the artist refuses to be a distant
observer in relation to the objects – here garments and a kitchen towel – through
which she has defined herself in relation to others and through which her
charitable identity shows itself. The encounter with “the other” occurs in the
garments: the nun, the artist-role and “the self” manifest themselves in positions
which are alienated and actual by turns. The complex of problems concerning
charity is strongly present in the discussion in community art. Charity is
discussed in relation to the artist’s responsibility, but it is also a counter-part to
35

Lacy 1995, p. 36.
Saloranta 2002, pp. 42–44; also in: Saloranta 2005.
37
Ibid.
36
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the “modern cynical eye of the artist”. Saloranta’s personal thoughts were, as I see
it, connected with this new paradigm of artist charity and activity at the stage,
when artists were only looking for the basis of community art.

Illustration: Photograph from the work The Nun, Elina Saloranta 1997.
Saloranta’s workshop projects match up to the principle of commitment
inherent in community art. The fact that she returned to Lebanon bears witness
of her commitment and desire to work specifically with Lebanese children and
young people. As to The Nun, the implementation of commitment raises
questions; Saloranta has given a equivocal description of the project: on the one
hand, she deeply pondered over charity and how it can be connected with the
artist’s work, on the other hand, for her, the project was a thrilling game.38
According to Miwon Kwon community art has developed from the site-specific
art. This brings up the question about the artist’s ways to act in an ethical way
when s/he travels from one place to another, to meet and work with
communities.39 The Nun is a site-specific work both in relation to the Mission
Museum and the Zambian village. The photographs consider and propagate the
uncertain position of the artist implementing site-specific art: this is shown in
their easy and playful atmosphere.
38
39

Elina Saloranta to the author 13.5.2006.
Kwon 2004, pp. 100–117.
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By making the Lacy’an artist collide with Jesus’ bride, Saloranta treats the
reflections concerning her artistic activity. Her game with the role of charitable
artist is the auto-analyses of the artist and her autobiographical identity, a multidimensional game of a kind similar to the role-and-gaze game present in Marcel
Duchamp’s Rrose Selavy. Saloranta’s pictures manifest the establishment of the
artist’s role. It is expressed through the straight-backed attitude, the smile thrown
to the camera, the ease and the restrained arrangement. Saloranta is as reluctant
to transference – which would entail a move towards a dialogic expression – as is
Rrose Selavy. If we stop our interpretation on this level, then the pictures will,
from a postcolonial viewpoint, appear as a contradictory game with identity. As
spectators we must, however, notice the performative level of the work. This
makes us scrutinize its duration and its site-specific features – references to the
places of discursive structures in the picture collection interpreting the
missionary work.
Conclusion
With his four moments’ classification Poggioli wanted to point out how the
emotional loading and its potential energy was harnessed for the avant-garde
revolution, simultaneously trying to solve the vanguardism and the paradox of
“the self”. In the dialogical art forms, meeting “the other”, with all the conflicts
that meeting may bring, is seen to produce change. The artist of the avant-garde
was a teacher who knew better. This is the attitude in i.e. Bürger’s theory on
thought models and art’s renewing shock effect leaning on the idea that the
spectator’s life is questionable and his life practices should be adjusted. 40
According to Bürger, avant-garde works appeal to the receivers’ productivity,
aiming at freeing their life practices. This attitude could ultimately lead to the
disappearance of the categories of producers and recipients.41 The idea of “the
art work working in us’ is very similar to the openness and character of process in
dialogical art forms, its healing effect in the process of rendering significance, and
the temporality in which these elements are enclosed. The avant-garde art did not
succeed in doing away with the categories of producers and recipients. The
dialogical arts have seized this failure with the concepts of listening and respect.
In the history of community art and the genealogy of the concepts that
Saloranta chose to work with within that specific discourse, The Nun is an
interesting border case. It propagates more alienation and instability of identity
than encounters or transference. She, just like the Muslim Trousers’ Elina,
40
41

Bürger 2004, pp. 80–81.
Op.cit., p. 53.
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struggles with “the self” as well as with integrating the role of the new,
communicating artist. The workshops implemented in Lebanon might have
changed the world a little bit – through the dialogues that took place within its
frames, it enabled the participants to move towards the utopian dimension of
community art.
The avant-garde initiated the debate on the position of the autonomous
artwork; according to Bürger avant-garde criticised the autonomy of art as a
category and ideology of the bourgeois society. 42 So, the avant-gardist’s
submerging into the object is to be understood as a political ill being and
healing, simultaneously, leaving the twofold state of modern identity which
Poggioli considered the avant-garde sacrifice to the future. The dismissing of
the object in the dialogical art forms manifests the questionability of the
submerging into the object, thus moving the corner stone of ignorance from the
objects to the identities between us.
Translation: Bianca Gräsbeck
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The Ambiguity of Modern Sculpture
Jessica Sjöholm Skrubbe
In common art historical accounts, a polarised notion of European public
sculpture of the post-war period dominates the narrative. On an ideological level,
this notion contains the idea that avant-garde abstraction was the predominant
strategy for sculpture in the West, as opposed to the traditional figurative style of
the monuments in the Eastern bloc. This polarisation has aesthetic implications
as well. In a well-known essay, published in the spring issue of the magazine
October in 1979, the American art historian Rosalind E. Krauss defined
modernist sculpture as the counterpoint of the logic of the traditional
monument. She describes sculpture before modernism as follows:
The logic of sculpture, it would seem, is inseparable from the logic of the
monument. By virtue of this logic a sculpture is a commemorative
representation. It sits in a particular place and speaks in a symbolical
tongue about the meaning or use of that place. [---] Because they thus
function in relation to the logic of representation and marking,
sculptures are normally figurative and vertical, their pedestals an
important part of the structure since they mediate between actual site
and representational sign.1
According to this concept of sculpture, Johan Tobias Sergel’s statue of Gustav III
in Stockholm (ill. 1) is a traditional monument, marking the actual site where the
Swedish king landed when returning from peace negotiations in 1790. The
sculpture is figurative, vertical and its base connects the representation with the
particular site.
As opposed to this logic of the monument, Krauss defines the logic of
modernism as:
its negative condition – a kind of sitelessness, or homelessness, an
absolute loss of place. Which is to say one enters modernism, since it is
the modernist period of sculptural production that operates in relation
to this loss of site, producing the monument as abstraction, the
monument as pure marker or base, functionally placeless and largely selfreferential.
1

Rosalind E. Krauss, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field”, in October, no. 8, Spring, 1979, p.
33.
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It is these two characteristics of modernist sculpture that declares
its status, and therefore its meaning and function, as essentially
nomadic. Through its fetishization of the base, the sculpture
reaches downward to absorb the pedestal into itself and away
from actual place; and through the representation of its own
materials or the process of its construction, the sculpture depicts
its own autonomy.2

Illustration 1: Johan Tobias Sergel, Gustav III, Stockholm 1808.
2

Krauss, 1979, pp. 34.
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This logic of modernist sculpture is to be found in Grön eld (Green Fire / Green
Flames) of Vicke Lindstrand, erected in Umeå in 1970 (fig. 2). The sculpture
consists of a large pile of glass plates, which have been cut into the forms of
flames and glued together. The process of construction has been left clearly
visible in the artwork and gives the surface of the sculpture its characteristic
appearance. Moreover, the green coloured glass plates are in themselves a crucial
part of the sculpture, as its expression concentrates on the reflection of light in
the almost transparent material. Finally, there is no pedestal, just a very low base,
which, in opposition to the more elaborate pedestal of the monument of Gustav
III, does not act as a visual and physical mediation between the representational
sign and the site.

Illustration 2: Vicke Lindstrand, Grön eld (Green Fire), Umeå 1970.
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Rosalind E. Krauss’ notion of modernist sculpture is more than a singular
scholar’s theoretical approach to a certain category of objects; it has become part
of the canonical art historical concept of sculpture in the 20th century. And
evidently, the logic of the monument and the logic of modernism indeed
distinguish crucial aspects of the meaning production of sculpture, i.e. its
referentiality and its relation to the site. However, the logic of the monument and
of modernism respectively forms a highly polarised concept. Hence, in view of a
representative selection of sculpture production in the post-war period it seems
obvious that the predominant concept of modern sculpture is in need of critical
revision.
In art history writing, this concept has resulted in an unmistakably avant-garde
narrative, which, I would like to argue, ignores the ‘traditional’ aspects and the
ambiguity of sculpture in post-war Europe. Figuration was, for example, still an
important aspect of modern sculpture. Moreover, modernist formal abstraction
is not to be equalled with avant-garde self-referentiality. The majority of
sculpture, not at least public sculpture, cannot be described in accordance with
these restricted categories.
On the contrary, most sculptures, even the sculpture defined as avant-garde, at
least in the Swedish context, bear witness of a variety of form, content and
meaning, which is more or less consistent with the polarised notion of sculpture
in art history writing and theory. Instead of describing post-war public sculpture
as modernist, i.e. avant-garde, I would like to present a somewhat different view,
where the notion of modern sculpture is regarded as ambiguous and as
characterised by a variety of expressions ranging from academic tradition to
avant-garde radicalism. In the following, I will discuss the complex nature of the
presupposed self-referentiality and sitelessness of modern sculpture by analysing
some public sculptures in post-war Sweden.3
Modernism and the monument
The death of the monument has been a relatively frequent concept in 20th century
art and cultural history writing, even though postmodernism seems to have
contributed to its resurrection.4 It was therefore only logical when Walter
3

The arguments put forth in this essay are further elaborated in the author’s PhD thesis:
Jessica Sjöholm Skrubbe, Skulptur i folkhemmet. Den offentliga skulpturens institutionalisering,
referentialitet och rumsliga situationer 1940–1975, (diss.) Uppsala universitet, Göteborg &
Stockholm: Makadam, 2007.
4
On the death of the monument, see Wolfgang Eberl, “Sind Denkmäler heute möglich?”, in
Denkmal – Zeichen – Monument. Skulptur und öffentlicher Raum heute, Ekkehard Mai & Gisela
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Benjamin stated that a criterion for whether a city is modern is the absence of
memorials.5 In addition, and following the same line of argument, the American
cultural critic Lewis Mumford, asserted that a modern monument is a
contradiction in terms.6 The heroic and figurative expression of the traditional
monument as well as its monumental size has been questioned from both
aesthetic and political perspectives.7 Defining modernist sculpture as just the
exact opposite of the monument could be regarded as a way of carrying the
consequences of this critique to extremes. But just how incompatible are the
function of the monument or memorial and the logic of avant-garde modernism?
In 1955, a memorial to the Swedish early modernist artist Carl Fredrik Hill
was unveiled in Lund. Arne Jones, an artist of the second generation of avantgarde modernists in Sweden, and perhaps the avant-garde sculptor of the
immediate post-war period, was the creator of the sculpture, which should be
interpreted as a radical alternative to the traditional memorial statue as described
above. The sculpture of Jones, entitled Fossil komposition (Fossil composition),
consisted of a vertical block of stone placed on the side of an irregularly shaped
tub (ill. 3). The vertical form is a suggestive figure, which explicitly refers to
fantasy animals in drawings of Carl Fredrik Hill.
In Swedish art history, Carl Fredrik Hill is regarded as one of the pioneers of
modernist art, perhaps even as a personification of the avant-garde artist. In
accordance with that, Arne Jones focused on the avant-garde status of Hill when
conceptualising the memorial. As a modernist alternative to the mimetic focus of
the figurative monument, Jones presented a sculpture, whose main reference is
the ‘avant-gardness’ of Hill’s art. Instead of representing the apparition of Hill,
Schmirber (eds.), München: Prestel Verlag 1989, pp. 35–37; Rainer Volp, “Zeichen der
Mahnung – Zeichen sind nötig, welche Zeichen sind möglich?”, in Denkmal – Zeichen –
Monument. Skulptur und öffentlicher Raum heute, Ekkehard Mai & Gisela Schmirber (eds.),
München: Prestel Verlag 1989, p. 19; Hans-Ernst Mittig, “Das Denkmal”, in Funkkolleg
Kunst. Eine Geschichte der Kunst im Wandel ihrer Funktionen, Werner Busch (ed.), München:
Piper, (1987) 1997, p. 553; Jean-Luc Daval, “Monumentality and new Techniques”, in
Sculpture. From Antiquity to the Present Day, Georges Duby & Jean-Luc Daval (eds.), Köln:
Taschen, 2002, p. 1037.
5
Walter Benjamin, One-Way Street and Other Writings, London 1979, p. 487.
6
Lewis Mumford, The Culture of Cities, New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company 1938, p.
438.
7
See Mittig (1987) 1997, p. 550; Peter Steiner, “Absage an die Monumentalität nach 1945”,
in Denkmal – Zeichen – Monument. Skulptur und öffentlicher Raum heute, Ekkehard Mai &
Gisela Schmirber (eds.), München: Prestel Verlag 1989, pp. 33–34; Reinhold Hohl,
“Abstraction and Figuration”, in Sculpture. From Antiquity to the Present Day, Georges Duby &
Jean-Luc Daval (eds.), Köln: Taschen, 2002, pp. 1020–1021.
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Jones referred to his avant-garde work. Thus, the abstract quality of Jones’
sculpture acts a referential sign of Hill’s avant-garde modernism. The abstraction
of the sculpture is turned into a symbol of Hill’s dissociation from academic
tradition.

Illustration 3: Arne Jones, Fossil komposition (Fossil composition), Lund 1955.
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The memorial’s emphasis on abstract form could be interpreted as a way of
trying to liberate the genre of the memorial from literary references and allegory,
replacing it with pure visual language and autonomous form. These are,
obviously, the ambitions of the modernist avant-garde. But interestingly enough,
in spite of these ambitions the logic of avant-garde modernism, as described by
Krauss and others, is not compatible with this sculpture. Fossil composition is an
abstract sculpture, but as it is also a memorial, it cannot be self-referential, or at
least not mainly so. On the contrary, it is clearly a commemorative
representation; it could even be regarded as an iconic sign, because of its
intertextual reference to the drawings of Hill. Moreover, as the sculpture is
located on the precise site where the house in which Hill grew up once was
placed, this modernist memorial also speaks, with the words of Krauss, in a
symbolical tongue about the meaning or use of that place.
In contrast to the narrative of mainstream art history writing, the sculpture of
Arne Jones demonstrates that the logic of the monument did not fade away when
artists entered the space of modernism. As I have shown, the logic of the
monument is even compatible with what is commonly regarded as its antithesis,
the formal abstraction of avant-garde modernism.
A differentiated site-specificity
The sculpture’s relation to, or lack of relation to, a particular place or site is a
topic that has been of some importance not only for the writing of the history of
modernist sculpture, but also for the understanding of postmodern practices that
are normally seen as counterpoints to the modernist paradigm. Hence, the
notions of sitelessness and site-specificity have become buzzwords in the
discourse of 20th century sculpture. There are, however, reasons to further
analyse these concepts, both as actual artistic practices and as parts of an
established art historical narrative and vocabulary.
Sitelessness has been regarded as an essential part of modernist sculpture;
whereas site-specificity is a relational feature ascribed to the traditional
monument as well as to some postmodern practices. The presupposed nomadic
aspects of modernist public sculpture have contributed to the promotion of
descriptive terms as drop (or plop) sculpture,8 metaphorically suggesting that
8

For a discussion of drop or plop sculpture, see Walter Grasskamp, “Warum wird Kunt im
Außenraum zerstört?”, in Kunst im öffentlichen Raum. Skulpturenboulevard Kurfürstendamm
Tauentzien Berlin 1987, Berlin: Neuer Berliner Kunstverein & Dietrich Reimer, 1987, pp. 22–
23; Hans Dickel & Uwe Fleckner (eds.), Kunst in der Stadt. Skulpturen i Berlin 1980-2000,
Berlin: Nicolai, 2003, pp. 16–17; Jean-Cristophe Ammann, “Plädoyer für eine neue Kunst im
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modernist sculpture in public space has arrived from above and landed in
arbitrary places with no particular significance for the meaning production of the
art work. I would like to propose that the relation between a sculpture and its
spatial context is of a more ambivalent character.

Illustration 4: Ernst Nordin, Norra skenet (The northern light/Aurora Borealis),
Umeå 1970.
In 1969, a sculpture by Ernst Nordin was unveiled at the Campus area of the
University of Umeå. The sculpture consists of square pipes of stainless steel put
together in a tilted oval form. The cluster of prefabricated hollow pipes
contributes to the dynamic character of the sculpture, which simultaneously
seems to be taking off and about to crash to the ground (ill. 4). What is this
öffentlichen Raum”, in Kunst im öffentlichen Raum. Skulpturenboulevard Kurfürstendamm
Tauentzien Berlin 1987, Berlin: Neuer Berliner Kunstverein & Dietrich Reimer, 1987, p. 8.
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sculpture about? At first, it might appear as if the sculpture’s only meaning is to
represent its own construction, its own internal structure. That would be to say
that it is consistent with the logic of modernism, i.e. a placeless and selfreferential nomadic work.
However, when we learn that the title of this sculpture is Norra skenet (The
northern light/Aurora Borealis), the question of the relation between the meaning
production of the sculpture and its locality or site, becomes difficult to avoid.
Furthermore, the fact that a strong light, coming from inside, originally
illuminated the sculpture, makes it impossible to ignore the reference to the
Aurora Borealis and its connection to northern Scandinavia. The sculpture is in
fact an abstracted representation of the Aurora Borealis. Furthermore, the artist
even had the ambition to create a connection between the sculpture glowing with
light and the enlightened context of the university.9
The site of this sculpture clearly matters for its meaning production. But does
this automatically turn the sculpture into a site-specific work? Or to be more
precise, is the meaning of this sculpture so strongly related to its locality, that
meaning would be lost or transformed, if the work were placed elsewhere? In my
view that would be to push the notion of site-specificity, or more precisely the
interpretation of this artwork, too far. In fact, the sculpture of Ernst Nordin
could be placed in several locations without loosing its references either to the
Aurora Borealis or to intellectual enlightenment. For example, the Scandinavian
university towns of Tromsø, Luleå and Oulu would be particularly suitable
alternative locations for this sculpture.
The important point here is that the polarised notions of sitelessness and sitespecificity, which we find in the established narrative of art history, simply are
not complex enough for the analyses of modern sculpture, characterised by
ambiguity rather than univocacy.
Base matters
According to Rosalind E. Krauss, and many other art historians, modernist
sculpture’s lack of a base or pedestal is a sign of the work’s autonomy, as the
sculpture is no longer attached to a specific site. I would like to argue that the
exact opposite would be a description that is more proper, i.e. the loss of the
pedestal anchors the sculpture even more to its site.

9

Ernst Nordin, “Att (re)konstruera ljuset”, in Statens konstråd, no. 16, May 1987.
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Illustration 5: Karin Norelius, Akrobaterna (The acrobats), Malmö 1966.
Initially, I would like to stress that the relation between sculpture and site is
hardly interesting at all until you include the beholder as an important part of the
situation. Only the beholder’s experience of the relation between sculptural
object and physical context makes this relation in some sense significant. With
this in mind, I would like to argue that the loss of base or pedestal connects the
sculptural object stronger to the site. This is not at least so because of such a
trivial matter as the fact that the sculpture suddenly exists at the same level as the
beholder, making the beholder more aware of the fact that he or she is literally
sharing space with the sculptural object. This physical closeness between the
sculptural body and the beholder’s body might even imply not only a visual but
also a tactile reception of the sculpture.
This has obviously been the reception of Karin Norelius’ sculpture
Akrobaterna (The acrobats) of 1966. This sculpture is located at the lawn of a
housing area in Malmö. Its shape could be described as similar to a tree trunk,
with cut off branches. The sculpture even casts shadows similar to the trees on
the lawn (Ill. 5). In my eyes, the sculpture’s lack of a pedestal does not detach the
work from the site, lending it a nomadic character. On the contrary, the
sculpture appears to be as firmly rooted in the ground as the trees around it.
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According to the title, the work is an abstracted representation of a group of
acrobats. Whether interpreted as a representation of a tree to climb in or people
climbing on each other, the sculpture is in some sense about climbing. This
makes a tactile experience of the work perhaps even more appropriate. The
polished surface of the bronze witness that this has also been the case; people
have literally used the sculpture as a climbing tree.
*
The principal aim with the discussion presented above has been to argue that the
notion of modernist or avant-garde sculpture as siteless and self-referential, or as
the negative condition of the monument forms a theory of sculpture that is too
narrow-minded, focusing on the formal aspects of the objects but ignoring the
physical context as well as the presence of the beholder. I began this essay by
attracting attention to the idea that avant-garde abstraction has been regarded as
the predominant strategy for sculpture in the West, as opposed to the traditional
figurative style of the monuments in the Eastern bloc. Today, after the fall of the
Berlin wall and Soviet communism, it is slowly being recognised that this notion
of sculptural production, at least in part, was an ideological construction of the
post-war and cold war discourse. I would like to suggest, that in a similar way, the
notion of modern sculpture as siteless, self-referential and as a counterpoint to
the monument, is a construction of a postmodern aesthetic discourse. As much
postmodern art have had a strong interest in site-specific practices, it is of course
very convenient to reinforce the notion of modernist sculpture as siteless and
nomadic. In this way, art historical writing has, once again, been able to create a
linear narrative, where the modernist avant-garde defeats traditionalism, and
where in turn the postmodern avant-garde defeats the not-any-longer-avant-garde
modernism.
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The Avant-Gardist, the Male Genius and the Proprietor
Martin Fredriksson
As the title suggests, this article will deal not only with the avant-garde and the
romantic idea of geniality but also with the much more mundane concept of
literary property. Even though the law might seem alien to the lofty ideals of the
avant-garde artist, the construction of the creative genius and the birth of
copyright will eventually prove to be quite closely connected. But before I move
on to the legal part I would like to start with the essentials: with the author, or the
artist. The American artist John de Andreas sculpture The Artist and his model
from 1980 is probably one of the most revealing pictures of the avant-gardist self1
conception ever made. This is a picture of the artist at work, but I will argue it
can also be regarded as a legal character. What meets the eye is however very far
from the law as we know it. de Andreas sculpture is a self-portrait of the artist at
work: a highly naturalistic full-scale portrait of two people. One of them is a
naked woman, resting casually on a white socket and looking down on the other
who is a fully dressed man. As the title clearly states, the sculpture depicts the
classical relation between The Artist and his Model, and it is no coincidence that
the artist has a male pronoun and the model a female body. The roles of the artist
and his model are traditional stereotypes which we can find in most books on art
history – one is an artist and the other is a model; one is a man and the other is a
woman; one is dressed and the other one is undressed.
In his widely spread and well used book History of art, the American art
historian H.W. Janson reads de Andrea’s sculpture as an allusion to the ancient
2
myth of Pygmalion: the sculptor who created a statue of the nymph Galatea that
was so exquisite that he fell in love with his own work of art, which was then
brought to life by Venus. He sees this as an illustration of artistic creativity as a
3
“’labour of love’ that brings art to life through self-expression”. If de Andreas
sculpture pictures the well known stereotypes of the artist as a man and the
artistic object as a woman then Janson’s interpretation of it reflects the widely
spread romantic and avant-gardistic myth of the artist as someone entirely filled
up with an irresistible urge to create; someone who is obsessed by the work of art

1

John de Andrea, The Artist and his Model, 1980, Polyvinyl, polychromed in oil, lifesize,
Collection Foster Goldstrom, Dallas and San Francisco.
2
3

H.W. Janson, History of Art. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1991.
Op.cit., p. 16.
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in an almost erotic fashion and who is totally subjugated to his desire to his own
creation.

Illustration: John de Andrea, The Artist and his Model, 1980.
The feminist art historian Carol Duncan claims that this sexualisation of artistic
creativity is a long-standing tradition within the modernist movement. In her
article “Virility and Domination in Early Twentieth-Century Vanguard
Painting” Duncan scrutinizes the modernist avant-garde of the early 20th
4
century. She shows how prominent but entirely different artists such as Edward
Munch, Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse all based their art as well as their
pictures of themselves on a reactionary understanding of gender and masculinity.
This new modernist generation of artists wanted to picture themselves as a
cultural avant-garde who opposed the oppressive norms of contemporary society.
As a part of their opposition towards the hypocritical morality of the bourgeoisie
they nourished an image of themselves as sexually proficient and put great
emphasis on male sexuality as an expression of artistic potency.
This strong association between male sexuality and artistic geniality made
many of these artists eager to expose their own sexual proficiency in their art. In
4

Carol Duncan, ”Virility and Domination in Early Twentieth-Century Vanguard Painting”,
in Feminism and Art History: Questioning the Litany, Norma Brouge & Mary D. Garrard (ed.),
New York: Harper & Row, 1982, p. 293.
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this context the woman became a central motif as a projection of the artists’
powerful sexuality and she was, with Duncans words, often portrayed as a:
”powerless, sexually subjugated being. By portraying them thus, the artist makes
visible his own claim as a sexually dominating presence, even if he himself does
5
not appear in the picture”. In contrast to the classical nude which was generally
depicted in a way that retained a distance between the artist and the model, these
avantgardists often emphasized the physical presence and sexual availability of
the model who was pictured as a ”blatant pre- or postcoital personal
6
experience”. In this context, the women in question are generally of minor
importance: the artists’ major interest lies not in the model he portraits but in the
image of himself that he conveys by depicting her in a specific way. He uses the
female model as a way to spread a romanticised picture of himself and his
masculine, creative omnipotence. By depicting a certain relation to his model he
also depicts a certain relation to his art, which he masters with the same
compelling urge as he masters his women, and thus paints a picture of himself as
an avant-gardist artist.
In the end this is not only a way to boost his own ego but also a way to
promote himself on the market. A way to attract the attention of the bourgeoisie
that he scorns by assuming the role of the morally dubious outsider that is so
shockingly appealing to the men with the money. So, in a way the artist is not just
objectifying and selling his model – he is also objectifying and selling himself.
Duncan regards this as an important aspect of the avant-garde myth and she
points out that “if the artist is willing to regard women as merely a means to his
own end, if he exploits them to achieve his boast of virility, he in his turn must
merchandise and sell himself, or an illusion of himself and his intimate life, on
7
the open avant-garde market”.
John de Andrea is obviously not one of these early avant-gardists but his
sculpture The Artist and his Model draws on a modernist tradition of nude
painting that reflects a certain understanding of gender and sexuality. Janson’s
interpretation of it is in its turn clearly influenced by a traditional romantic
definition of the artist as autonomous and omnipotent creator. By defining the
artistic process as “an intensely private experience” which can only be performed
in perfect solitude Janson enforces the comprehension of art and creativity as an
antisocial phenomenon which is raised above and untouched by the social
5
6
7

Op.cit., p. 293.
Op.cit., p. 310.
Op.cit., p. 311.
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relations that structure society at large. This is the ideology of artistic autonomy
that is so essential to both romantic and modernist aesthetics.
This ideology of artistic autonomy is not just active in regard to visual arts but
is also, as Pierre Bourdieu has shown in his The Rules of Art, a fundamental
principle within the entire field of cultural production in the 19th and most of the
9
20th century. In many regards it emanates from the literary rather than from the
artistic field since many of the most influential ideas of artistic creativity and
geniality were originally articulated by British 18th century romantic philosophers
10
and writers such as Edward Young, William Duff and Robert Wood. These
were all writers who had literature and poetry, rather than visual arts, in mind
when they proclaimed the birth of the genius as a new type of creative artist, that
rose above the formal classicist rules that had previously governed the
production of literature.
The History of the Genius
Christine Battersby is one of the few who has tried to write a critical history of
the male genius as a universal character in western culture. In her book Gender
and Genius she tells a story of how the concept of geniality has developed
throughout history: a history that clearly shows that the sexualisation of geniality
was no innovation of the modernist avant-garde but existed long before the rise
11
of modernism. The term Genius was born in ancient Rome where it originally
referred to a protective spirit that watched over the family and its dominions.
Since one of its primary functions was to promote prosperity in general and the
birth of sons in particular, it was soon to be associated with male virility and
gradually transformed from an external spirit to an internal creative power that
was supposed to reside in every free man.
This definition of the Genius as a patriarchal spirit remained until the 18th
century but during the medieval era the term Geniality would also come into use.
In the beginning Geniality simply referred to superior artistic skills in a technical
8

Janson 1996, p. 17.
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Press, 1996, passim.
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sense rather than to any extraordinary creative abilities. During the 18th century
these two concepts – Genius and Geniality – merged, and the term Genius gave
some of its metaphysical dimensions to the term Geniality, which now developed
from a matter of mere skilfulness to a term for a creative capacity of nearly
divine dimensions. At the same time, the Genius turned from a universal male
power to a certain type of creative person, who had the rare capability to create
something entirely new with the use of his own imagination and other mental
capacities.
This was the birth of the original genius that immediately assumed its role as
the great creative hero in romantic, and later also in modernist, aesthetics.
Geniality was no longer just a higher form of skilfulness and the genius was not
just a gifted person but rather, as Battersby characterizes him, ”a superior type of
being who walked a ’sublime’ path between ’sanity’ and ’madness’, between the
12
’monstrous’ and the ’superhuman’”. In romantic aesthetics a superior work of
art is not simply a product of the artist’s great skills but a direct expression for
the artist’s entire personality.
One aspect of the old roman definition of the Genius that the romanticists did
embrace was of course its close association with masculine virility. The genius
was thus still regarded as an exclusively male character. Griselda Pollock has
shown how the role of the artist as an autonomous creator has been constructed
in a way that tends to exclude women: how the historical role of the artist by far
has exceeded the cultural boundaries within which women has been allowed to
act according to traditional norms of female behaviour. The characteristics
ascribed to the artist – characteristics that taken together form the very
definition of artistry – are characteristics exclusively attributed to men in a
13
traditional bourgeoisie culture. This creates a synonymy between artistic
creativity and masculinity – a synonymy which makes the artist in general and
the avant-garde artist in particular a male actor per se.
The Author as an owner
The story about the birth of the romantic genius can also be told as a story of the
author as a legal person: as a proprietor of a published text. Many scholars have
shown that the history of copyright is actually closely connected with the history
of the romantic genius. One of the best examples of this is Mike Roses book

12
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Op.cit., p. 103.
Griselda Pollock. Vision and Difference, London & New York: Methuen, 1988, p. 11.
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Authors and Owners: The invention of Copyright. Here, Rose looks at the birth of
the Statute of Anne, the famous English copyright act from 1709, and shows how
this was closely intertwined with the definition of the romantic author as an
original genius and with the conception of literature as the natural property of
the author.
Statute of Anne is generally referred to as the worlds first copyright act but it
was definitely not the first time that someone laid legal claims on a literary text.
Compared to the common law-practices that existed before 1709, the Statute of
Anne was actually an attempt to limit the possessive claims that the booksellers
had laid on literature during the 17th century. Until 1709 the book market was
almost exclusively dominated by the Stationers Company – England’s national
guild for printers and booksellers. According to common law it was the
Stationers Company’s job to allot the rights to publish certain books among the
members of the guild. Even though this was not a matter of literary property in
the modern sense but rather of privileges to publish certain texts that the state
granted certain actors, it still meant that only printers and booksellers could own
literary privileges. Like within modern copyright these rights were exclusive, but
unlike modern copyright they were also eternal. Once a bookseller got the rights
to a text it was his to hold forever or to sell to the highest bidder, causing a
flourishing trade with literary privileges.
Statute of Anne was to a large extent a codification of practices that already
existed within common law, but with two major exceptions: it declared authors
to be potential owners of their works and it limited the term of copyrightprotection to 14 years. This was an obvious attempt to break the monopoly of
the Stationers Company. Making authors potential owners of literature, and
thereby competitors to the printers and booksellers, was not such an immediate
threat as it might seem: most authors were still dependant of the members of the
Stationers Company to finance the publication which kept the printers and
sellers in a dominant position. Limiting the term of protection was however a
hard blow against the Stationers Company whose main assets – the literary
privileges – were all of a sudden loosing their value.
The Stationers Company fought the new law in several court-cases and
continuous debates throughout the 18th century, and their main argument against
a limited copyright was, ironically, the authors’ absolute right to his own work. At
the core of this argument lies the classical, liberal discourse of property,
articulated by John Locke. In his Two treatises on government Locke claimed that
14
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every individual has an inalienable property in his own person and when he,
through labour, uses his own person to transform the raw material that nature
15
provides into a product, then this product is his unquestionable property. This
meant that property was no longer a social convention but a natural right and that
no one could justly be denied the fruits of his labour. By regarding the text as the
fruit of the author’s labour, the Stationers Company could claim that literary
property was a natural right that could not be limited in term but that the author
was of course in his full right to sell. In the end the Stationers Company failed to
influence the legislators on this account, but as a by-product they managed to
replace the old discourse of literary privileges with a new discourse of literary
16
property that has survived until today.
In response to the property discourse, another discourse was taking shape
during the mid 18th century: the discourse of the original genius. Unlike the
property discourse, which was mainly the product of the booksellers, this
discourse was primarily fostered by the authors themselves. Facing the risk of
being reduced to mere producers of commodities, authors such as Edward
Young and Samuel Richardson started to spread the image of the author as a
transcendental genius, who through the use of his inner, imaginative powers
created works of literature that were original expressions of the authors own
17
personality. It was this conception of the author that in the late 18th and early
19th century found its warmest proponents among the English and German
romanticists.
This discourse did not oppose the property discourse; on the contrary, it
blended well with it. So well that the conception of the literary text as both an
original, unique work and the natural property of the author mixed into a twindiscourse that, according to Rose, has laid the conceptual foundations for
modern copyright thinking. It was this twin-discourse that, mediated by the
romanticists, spawned the first generation of copyright acts outside of England:
the French, German and Swedish acts from the late 18th and early 19th century.
Copyright and the Avant-garde
So, if we are to listen to Mike Rose, the ideology of artistic autonomy that is so
fundamental to western culture from romanticism and onwards is actually the
consequence of a petty quarrel over a couple of legal paragraphs in 18th century
15
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England. But where does that leave us? Are romantic aesthetics really just a
consequence of legal controversies? If we turn our attention to the legal
development in countries like Germany and Sweden the relationship between
law and literature seems to be a lot more dialectic. These examples clearly shows
that the romantic ideas of authorship, that was originally spawn in mid 18th
century England, in its turn became the cultural, ideological and intellectual
fundament for the first copyright laws in the rest of Europe. The history of
Swedish copyright law actually reveals a lack of legal autonomy, and this opened
up the legal process to impulses from the cultural sphere. If Statute of Anne is an
example of how the legal field influences the cultural development, the birth of
the Swedish copyright law can be read as an example of the opposite: of how
aesthetics influence the law.
It is possible to se how the idea of the romantic genius, that Young and others
articulated in England and Germany from the mid 18th century and onwards,
made its way into Swedish literature and aesthetics in the late 18th century
through the work of the first generation of Swedish romanticists in the 1780’s
and 1790’s. As in most other European countries, this resulted in a new way of
looking at authorship and artistic creativity that would coincide rather well with
the redefinition of the author as a proprietor of his literary works. A couple of
decades after this romantic breakthrough, Sweden would have its first copyright
18
law in the guise of Statute for the Freedom of the Press from 1810. If one looks at
the legislative process that preceded it, it is possible to see how the ideas that was
formulated in 18th century England – the idea of the original genius as well as the
idea of literary property – found its way into the legal debates and documents in
Sweden, primarily mediated through the aesthetic movements that flourished in
19
Germany and France at the turn of the century. This is a direct consequence of
the fact that many of those taking part in the writing of the Statute for the
Freedom of the Press were active as authors. Although many of these authors were
not romanticists themselves they still belonged to the world of literature, and as
such they were inevitably influenced by the aesthetic ideas that had been
promoted by the romantic avant-garde a half century earlier, by now widely
spread in European culture.
This leakage between literature and the law clearly indicates that the law can
not be regarded as a system of its own, that the copyright legislation from the
beginning was heavily influenced by aesthetic and literary ideas, and especially by
18
19
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the idea of the romantic genius. So in the end, the artistic identities that are
formulated within the cultural field in general and the cultural avant-gardes in
particular also affect the construction of the juridical laws that govern them. This
means that the avant-gardist self-conception of the artist and the author as a
masculine and omnipotent creator might not just be a question of cultural but
also of juridical relevance. And that is why John de Andreas sculpture The Artist
and his Model pictures not only an aesthetic but also a legal character which
embodies an understanding of creativity and originality that has shaped the
history of art and literature as well as the history of copyright.
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Sanja Bahun-Radunovic & Marinos Pourgouris (eds.)
The Avant-Garde and the Margin. New Territories of Modernism
Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Press, 2006, 198 pp.
Simultaneous with the conference Centre-Periphery. The Avant-Garde and the
Other the subject of the conference was also addressed in a book publication
entitled: The Avant-Garde and the Margin. New Territories of Modernism.
Obviously, two different research groups or networks saw the same relevance in
a closer look at the relation between centre and periphery in the context of the
avant-garde.
By now, the different avant-garde movements that emerged in the cultural
centres of Europe (primarily Berlin and Paris) have been studied extensively.
Instead, the avant-garde in the periphery has only been discovered recently: the
mapping of these movements and their relations to the centres is still in a
primordial stage. A collection of essays like The Avan-Garde and the Margin,
focusing on the question “What (if anything) constitutes a cultural margin?” (p.
xiii), can, hence, be welcomed as a desideratum in avant-garde research. The
authors want to leave behind the “Eurocentrism” of yesterday, a Eurocentrism
that they reduce by implication mainly to Western Europe, to explore – with a
post-colonial touch – different marginalized avant-gardes in order to deconstruct
the dichotomy of the centre-margin. There are no natural centres, in the same
way that there are no foreseeable margins, but at the same time it seems
impossible to escape descriptive words such as these, even if one sometimes put
them in “post-modern” quotation marks:
intercultural fermentation seems to be more vigorous precisely in the
“small culture” settings; on the average, the margin’s interest both in
the “center” and in other “margins” is stronger and more complexly
inventive than the center’s interest in the margin. (p. xv)
This is a clear indication of one of the main problems of the so-called critical
post-modernism, and maybe of post-colonialism and other movements searching
out and deconstructing essentialism as well: we are bound by the words
themselves; the dichotomies are burnt into our brains. The idea of the anthology
is that there are no margins, only centres, which is appealing but maybe idealistic
if one tries to describe and analyse the phenomenon, since the question arises: if
there are no margins, how can there be any centres, in the above-cited sense?
The book touches some other problems, as well. It seems as though it
exemplifies the Anglo-American confusion between modernism and the avant287
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garde, since many of the articles deal mainly with modernist movements and not
the avant-garde in a strict sense: the historical avant-garde – in Peter Bürger’s all
too limited sense – and the late avant-gardes, like the two main futurisms, Dada,
surrealism and situationism. Instead of The Avant-garde and the Margin. New
Territories of Modernism, a better title might actually have been something like
The Aesthetics of the Margin. New Territories of Modernity, since this would have
corresponded better with the post-colonial contextualization in the book and the
exemplary analysis by the various authors of the society and politics in the
different countries that are scrutinized. Now, this analysis is obscured by an
unclear terminological and conceptual distinction between modernism and
avant-garde, and – even worse – between modernism and modernity in AngloAmerican research.
This constant gliding between the notions of modernism and the avant-garde
also places a question mark over the representativity of the margins and of the
authors. The articles study artists from Eastern and Central Europe, the Balkans,
Canada, Japan and India, but when one reads the authors’ biographies it is clear
that they all work and – probably – live in North America, i.e. the USA and
Canada, although in only one case is origin even vaguely stated: Marino
Pourgouris, one of the editors, appears to be Greek of origin. It is interesting to
reflect upon why the authors’ origins are obscured in the descriptions, which
mainly concentrate on their most recent – American – achievements, especially
since this incites the aforementioned doubts about the representativity of this
book. Is it yet another book for American speakers about exotic places on Earth,
or is the project intended to be a serious attempt to understand areas on the map
of avant-garde and modernism that have been described little or not at all? There
are – for example – no descriptions at all of any African or the majority of Asian
countries (except India, a country that differs a great deal from other countries in
South-East Asia and East Asia, and Japan, with its closed tradition).
I believe, though, that this under-communicated lack of representativity is
not intentional, but a result of the fact that this book is actually exactly what the
editors hastily state at the beginning of the book, namely the proceedings from
the Modernist Studies Association (MSA) conference of 2005. With this made
clear, I have no objections to the book: it is the result of a meeting of a group of
researchers with similar interests in one section of a MSA conference, a meeting
that resulted in a book which attempts to map some parts of the marginal (high)
modernist activities during the first half of the twentieth century. Reading
beyond the introductory description, with its slightly idealistic main goal and
representativity, this is actually an excellent book, in which the importance of the
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analysis of high modernism from (mainly) native speakers in different countries
around the world is made clear. It is therefore very important that more studies
like this be published if coverage of the aesthetic movements in modernity is to
be representative.
Two articles are devoted to Tristan Tzara and Romania, which demonstrates
the importance of this country for the avant-garde and modernist movements.
Without the import of Romanian artists, aesthetics in, for example, French
modernity would probably have looked quite different. Laura Ceia-Minjares
shows, though, that for example Tristan Tzara, one of the undisputed leaders of
the Dada movement, was never really accepted anywhere. Outside Romania he
remained throughout his life an outsider and an outcast. He was invited to Paris
by Breton as the dark, exotic stranger of “Oriental finesse”, exactly the same
qualities that left him in the liminal gap between the centre and the margin, more
and more exposed to growing French nationalism and xenophobia during the
late 1920s. Where the French wrote of him as a “French” writer, they were at the
same time rejecting him as an oriental Jew from an uncivilised country. This
interesting fact is further developed in Adriana Varga’s article, where she
analyses both Tzara and Eugene Ionesco, and where she clearly shows how the
culture in Romania – which we now know seemed uncivilised to the French –
was one of the formative factors for these authors. Instead of the radical break
with tradition that one associates with the avant-garde and modernism, Varga
puts forward a model where both Dada and the absurd have deep roots in
Romania and its anything but uncivilised culture. In these highly interesting
articles one obtains quite a different view of the development of “the aesthetics
of the new”, “the aesthetics of rupture”, etc., that really might effect a radical
change in the understanding of modernity if they were followed up by more
studies in the same vein.
In her article, Sanja Bahun-Radunovic demonstrates the development of
Serbian surrealism, which started at nearly the same time as French surrealism,
but developed quite differently during the years that followed. Using the notion
of “oblique”, which she adopts from the Serbian surrealist Dusan Matic’s
memory book for Breton, André Breton oblique 1977, she shows how the
presupposed one-way interaction between parallel movements in the centre and
periphery, respectively, can actually be viewed in quite another way:
Like many avant-gardes in the “peripheral” cultural settings, the Belgrade
Surrealist Circle felt that its artistic “corrective” to society was more
authentic than that of the purportedly emanating “center”. Why?
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The Serbian surrealists believed that their artistic rebellion had been
necessitated and was continuously fuelled by the specificities of their
geocultural context. (p. 43)
Strangely, it seems as though the transnational avant-garde goes national when it
arrives in different countries in the “margins”, yet at the same time all the articles
in this book demonstrate that there are only centres: centripetal centres, which
are as much a part of international development as of individual nations.
Stéphane Girard describes the Automatism of Paul-Émile Borduas in
Quebec, and he also points to both the similarities with surrealism and the fact
that Canadian Automatism develops in quite another way, in sharp criticism of
the way chosen by André Breton and his compatriots: “the Automatists
performed a radical reinterpretation of Surrealist tenets and developed the
movement’s major premises in unexpected directions” (p. 55). Borduas’ radical
politics made him a persona non grata in Canada circa 1948; in the search for the
real “surrealism” he moved to New York and finally Paris, where he found that
French surrealists had hollowed out the movement to a set of traditions and
techniques, while the real achievements were made – not surprisingly – by
himself. This clearly shows the use of an oblique view on the diffusion of ideas
between the “centre” and the “margin”, in much the same way as BahunRadunovic demonstrates in the case of Serbia.
Initially, reading the article by Clark Lunberry – who seems to be the only
non-native writing about a “marginal” country (Japan) – it seemed reminiscent
of the highly subjective, aficionado, fiction-style type of master’s dissertation
draft that is the occasional bane of a university supervisor. However, my concern
diminished after the preface when I got to the text proper. Maybe the preface is
just Lunberry’s mea culpa, mea maxima culpa for not being native, legitimating –
in many ways beautifully – his right, as an outsider, to deal with Butoh. He clearly
shows the intricate routes taken in the interchange between the centre and the
margin, and how the historical avant-garde and modernism paved new roads for
Tatsumi Hijikata and Kazuo Ohno, and for their re-evaluation of the Japanese
tradition into the birth of Butoh, a new Japanese tradition of dance. The complex
ways in which this works are related by a turning back and forth of ideas between
the Orient and the aesthetic movements of European modernity, amongst others
Antonin Artaud’s studies in exotic Bali for Le théâtre et son double (1938), which
later became the main influence for the creation of Butoh in no less exotic Japan.
In his article, Marinos Pourgouris investigates the belatedness of modernism
in Greece using the definition provided by Malcolm Bradbury and James
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McFarlane in the anthology Modernism they edited in 1976 (new edition 1991),
but he also – rightly – criticizes the causal model that they and others use:
The greatest misunderstanding in the tendency to ‘linearize’ the history
of modernism – and thereby to position the margin as a symptom of the
center – is the confusion of the loose terms ‘modernism’ and
‘modernity’. (p. 90)
In a way that we are by now starting to perceive as the norm, the modernist
movements in Greece discussed the culture that was imposed upon them versus
the real and authentic culture of Greece. The influence from the centre (or the
transnational influence, if you prefer) turns into a national movement when it
arrives at the “margin” (and in the same time we have learned from CeiaMinjares that the “centre”, as well, was nationalistic and xenophobic). The
transnational avant-garde really is like a rhizome, spreading as it does in Europe
and throughout the world, but the strange thing is that when it sprouts, it displays
different plants or flowers:1 “The margin is not simply gazed at, orientalized,
exoticized; in the context of the modernist rebellion, it hinders the center’s gaze
and it gazes back demanding to be seen for what it is” (p. 101).
From the somewhat unknown modernism and avant-garde in Greece
(unknown to me, at least), Bogdana Carpentier takes us to the more active and
internationally renowned, but equally national, movements in Poland:
Connected by many links with the rest of the European artistic
panorama, the Polish avant-garde ‘indigenized’ the ‘centers’’
propositions through a local, specifically Polish prism by retaining only
those features that suited its own needs – needs that were determined by
the internal development of twentieth century Polish poetry. (p. 113)
In Poland there was no tradition of revolt: rather, the poets and artists needed to
build a new tradition to stand on its own and Polish poets therefore turned away
from the nihilistic tendency represented by the more influential avant-garde
1

The idea of the transnational avant-garde that spreads like a rhizome is put forward in:
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Spring: Copenhagen 2005, pp. 19–43; Hubert van den Berg: “Mapping old traces of the new.
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In: Arcadia 41 (2) 2006, pp. 331–351.
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movements. They needed a new language, not the destruction of language – they
therefore rejected not only the zaum poetry of the Russian futurists and the parole
in liberta of Marinetti, but also the automatism of surrealism as a simple listing
of objects. Instead of an unreflecting admiration of the “centre”, the Polish
avant-garde consciously built up their own version using different ideas from
many avant-garde movements.
Finally, V. G. Julie Rajan contextualizes the book Sultana’s Dream by Rokeya
Sakhawat Hossain (1905) to illustrate both the lack of religious fanaticism on the
part of this Muslim female author – who rather shows India as a uniting idea
above different confessions – and her rebellious reversal of the gender hierarchy.
Rajan’s article is an excellent example of the contextualization of postcolonialism, where the narrative of the novel becomes the key to unwinding
history and the political and social situation of India in the first half of the
twentieth century, and vice versa. Even though a confusion between modernism
and modernity becomes evident here, since Rajan is really talking about
modernity when she talks about the author as a modernist, it does not matter
since the analysis is so beautifully laid out and the novel plays such a modest role
in the story, at the same time as the author is given a key role in Rajan’s
narrative. Rajan contrasts the feminist, anti-confessionalist and nationalist utopia
of Hossein, as portrayed in this book, with the crass political reality, which – as
we all know – finally led to the slaughter of millions of Hindus and Muslims in
the forced division of India and Pakistan in 1947.
The introductory description of the authors’ intentions and goals using a
slightly exaggerated turn of phrase and the hyperbolic blurb on the back cover of
the book are, at the same time, perfectly appropriate on a smaller scale. This is a
book that actually can contribute to changing our everyday view of the aesthetic
movements of the “centre” and the “margins”, when the authors clearly show
that in reality the margins are centres in themselves. So, despite my ambivalence
considering its representativity and focus towards an Anglo-American audience,
I cannot but praise this book as an important contribution to a more
comprehensive mapping of the different aesthetic centres of the modern world.
Per Bäckström
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Piotr Piotrowski
Awangarda w cieniu Jałty. Sztuka w Europie środkowo-wschodniej w latach 1945–89
(Avant-Garde in the Shadow of Yalta. Art in East-Central Europe, 1945–1989)
Poznań: Rebis, 2005
Mieczysław Porębski, a distinguished Polish art historian of the 20th century, once
expressed the demand for Polish art history to be researched simultaneously with
foreign studies – as parallel fields. “We entered the research field of the old masters’
art as partners in, so to say, a ‘furnished household’, whereas in the field of
contemporary art we are co-explorers, exploring a ‘virgin land’”, as Porębski put it.1
The book by professor Piotr Piotrowski Awangarda w cieniu Jałty. Sztuka w Europie
środkowo-wschodniej w latach 1945–89 (The Avant-Garde in the Shadow of Yalta.
The Art in East-Central Europe, 1945–1989) fully accomplishes this demanding
postulate which nowadays seems to be rather rarely remembered by Polish art
historians. The explored area, the East-Central European countries, which emerged,
as a result of the Yalta Conference, between the iron curtain and the border of The
Soviet Union (including former Yugoslavia) appears at least as an ‘old maiden’ land,
where scientific penetration still seems to be necessary.
The book by Piotr Piotrowski is the first complete monograph of the region
after the War, and even though the author himself considers it as a still open
overview and incomplete synthesis, it will certainly be a fundamental tool for each
and every art historian and critic dealing with modern and contemporary art. The
book will probably be perceived as a continuation of Steven Mansbach’s
monumental work “Modern Art in Eastern Europe. From the Baltic to the Balkans
1890-1939”, in spite of all the differences in narration.2
While Mansbach’s analyses focus on particular countries and their history,
Piotrowski’s choice was a cross-section profile of the region which sets out to
highlight the currents, trends, and artistic traditions in the political context that
circumscribes its diversified character rather than to follow the geographical
divisions or territorial determinants.
In chapter one “Geography and History” the introduction to the analysis, is
1
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where the author refers to the problem of the mythical perception of East–Central
Europe resurrected by Milan Kundera in his essay “The Kidnapped West”.3
Kundera, to whom East–Central countries – in terms of culture, an integral part of
Europe – appeared to have been kidnapped by the barbaric East, created their
image against the Yalta ‘order’.
One may notice, that the very origin of the conception of East-Central Europe
as a geopolitical structure stems from the idea of being against, which may come
from the territorial constraints of this part of the continent, which, in contrast to
common geographical knowledge doesn’t seem to be Europe, but it is still not
Russia. František Palacky, who suggested in 1848 that a federation consisting of
small countries as satellites of Austria should be established, based his conception
on the same trend. According to the idea, the federation as a political block was
supposed to be a structure against the expansion of Prussia on one hand and against
Russian domination on the other. After the Yalta treaty, the problem disappeared
from public debate, at least from a political point of view, but it was not eradicated
from the realm of culture. In the aforementioned countries, it was culture that
replaced politics, taking over the idea of being against – against the east (the
attitudes were diversified though).
The history of art in this region by Piotr Piotrowski is also presented from the
point of view of ’being against’, and thus its Central European identity is
emphasized. However it is written against the West as well, or rather western
approach, which seeks and finds the language and forms created in the West. The
praising of the art of Mirosław Bałka for coping with the western language by the
New York critic Peter Schjeldahl is one of the examples quoted by Piotr
Piotrowski.4
So, even if the titles of the chapters refer to the trends which were born in the
West, as in the case of “The Thaw and Informel Painting” or “Conceptualism
between the Art Theory and Criticism of the System”, it is done in order to focus on
the trends of Central European identity, not to present the transplants and exports.
The question may be raised whether the West may usurp trends such as conceptual
art. The reason is not only the origins of Joseph Kossuth, the artist with a Central
3
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European name (though in fact his name has nothing to do with Hungary) who laid
the theoretical foundation for conceptual art, but the fact that a lot of pre-conceptual
realizations took place in Central Europe. The formation of the Gorgona group in
Zagreb in 1959 as well as Dimitrje Bašicević Mangelos’s body of work, which
Piotrowski refers to, may be examples.
Piotr Piotrowski’s intention is to return East-Central European art to world
culture in a mission that resembles Kundera’s. What is most important is that the
author has circumscribed the region within its particular background, its unique
“frame” instead of adjusting it to western expectations. What is more, Piotrowski
attempts to portray every country of the aforementioned region as a unique place
avoiding the homogenization of the perception of East-Central Europe and to apply
the notions and terms created by Polish art history. Avoiding homogenization on
one hand, Piotrowski hasn’t refused to throw light on the common places in history
of the region on the other. The end of the 1940’s and the beginning of the 1950’s
was the last period of the liberal cultural policy of the communist authorities, whose
main interest was then in gaining power rather than in art.
Piotrowski has named the period “surrealist interregnum” as the term refers to
the popularity of surrealist poetics in the art of that time. The end of the period
opened the époque of social realism. The process of rejection of the last,
overshadowed by the Thaw, with particular courses in every country, has been
characterized in the part entitled: “Modernism and Totalitarianism: The Fifties and
the Sixties of the XX Century” which has been divided into the following chapters:
“The Thaw and Informel Painting”, “The Myths of Geometry”, “Non-Social
Realism”, and “The Critique of the Picture”.
The beginning of the 1970’s, another common place in the history of Central
European Countries, opened a new era – the ‘post-totalitarian’ era as Vaclav Havel
put it. It coincided with the proliferation of neo-avant-garde tendencies, which were
diversified in the region depending on the political circumstances in each country.
The author has devoted the part “The Neo-Avant-Garde and Real Socialism – the
1970’s” to the above phenomena, in which he traces the development of conceptual
art as well as the trends focusing on the body and identity problems.
The term ‘frame’ which is referred to above should be explicated as a sign of the
author’s methodological approach. Referring to Norman Bryson’s text, by using this
term, the author accentuates the importance of context, which actually forms the
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foundation from which art arises.5 Hereby, the author puts stress on two matters: on
one hand the context is a construct, an undetermined surrounding, the frame of the
artwork, while on the other the tension between the context – the frame and the
artwork itself, is what makes up the meaning of the latter.
So, what kind of framing strategy has the author undertaken? In general, it is the
strategy of resistance and criticism towards the authorities. The text by another
Central European author – Danilo Kiš “The Variations on Central European
Themes” may help to specify the above statement.
In the fifties, one could be fired from his school if he wore tight trousers,
which were most probably worn in the west, since it was regarded as
dangerous ideological dissidence and hooliganism. I could not understand
why the hell tight trousers and ties with small knots jeopardized the system
to such an extent? But one day all became clear when I saw a group of Soviet
deputies, who came to Cetnije from Dubrovnik. Their trouser legs were
wide enough to resemble flags blowing in the wind, their ties had knots big
enough to resemble those used by the Moscow bohemia to impress the cafe
frequenters the day before the revolution.6
The quotation reveals the comprehensive (non)sense in the field of the simplest of
ordinary things such as the matter of clothing, let alone art. One might grasp how
things which were transmitted from the west, though their western provenience was
not even sure, carried counter-revolutionary meanings. Even a person involved
might be far from understanding his or her fault. So, to disentangle the complexity
of the above relationships, the outsider’s perspective seems insufficient.
The position of art in the political tensions should be considered, paradoxically,
from the censor’s point of view in order to do the censorship à rebours, to turn its
sword the opposite direction. It is not a simple task as one should not perceive the
censorship as a soviet agency only, but also playing an inner game towards the
empire. Moreover, it is relatively easy to take a Polish censor’s point of view,
whereas it seems much harder to impersonate a STASI (the secret police of East
Germany – Staatssicherheit) officer. Piotrowski is particularly sensitive to the
5
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differences. This kind of art-historical narration reveals critical, pseudo-critical, and
uncritical attitudes as well as the political diversification in the countries that
coexisted in a block.
In the essay by Danilo Kiš quoted above, the problem of tradition and its diversified
perception in post-war years has been raised. It is not less important in the book by
Piotr Piotrowski, especially in the chapter “The Myths of Geometry” in which the
author has analyzed the trend referring to the tradition of the constructivist avantgarde. The above trend became the mainstream tendency in the official currents in
Yugoslavia in the sixties, whereas in the DDR it hardly existed. Herman Glöckner
who worked on the margins of a totalitarian country was the only artist who referred
to this tradition. (The attitude towards tradition in the DDR, as Piotr Piotrowski
has put it, appears as a special case in comparison to other countries of the Eastern
Block). Another example is the historical description of the eighties where the
author reveals the aspect of diversification in the example of the Czech group
Tvdohlavi with their reference to Tvrdošijni on one hand (the avant-garde
formation of the 1920’s) and the style of new painting on the other. Piotrowski
highlights the “reactionist” particularities of the Tvrdohlavi group.
Talking about the eighties, the time when the shadow of Yalta was gradually
fading away, one can not resist the question about the meaning of the art described
in the book for contemporary artists of Central European origins. Will all the
meanings of art follow the metamorphosis of the fundamental factor of the frame –
the shadow of Yalta? Should the researcher of contemporary culture construct a new
frame based on new components? What components then…? Will the components
be common in the aforementioned countries? In resemblance to the category of
“being against”, a part of the tradition of Eastern European attitudes, there may
perhaps be another category of commonality in the art outside the frame of post
Yaltan ‘order’.
Expressing my personal opinion and observation which concerns the common
eastern European tradition, if there is any, I’d like to refer to Josef Kroutvor, the
Czech art historian. The aforementioned author, in his essay reacting to Milan
Kundera’s text pointed at the tension between history and the anecdote in Eastern
European culture.7 The Central European syndrome of being a victim of history
rather than its master convicts the artists to a substitute of history – the anecdote,
which exists on the margins of history. “The anecdote – according to how Kroutvor
7
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has defined the term – is derived from a Greek word – anecdotos, and originally
meant texts on historical events unpublished due to censorship. The term anecdote
contained all the marginal, insignificant and faulty. All that did not fit into the
official interpretation”.8
There is no history but stories there. There is irony, (and the joke, that every
tyranny tries to defeat...) which replaces the bombast. Instead of progressive utopias,
there is moderate progress within the law. Of course, such a definition fits the
Czechs especially (at least their conventional image) or people from the former
Habsburg Empire, rather than the Polish nation. Nevertheless, on familiarizing
oneself with all of the material gathered by Piotr Piotrowski, one could not ignore
the impression of the omnipresence of irony, anti-utopias as the evidence of
marginal life, of being put outside the official mainstream and being faulty and
imperfect from the official point of view.
Numerous examples might be presented here: the activity of Włodzimierz
Borowski, Vladimir Boudnik (whose work is in an anecdotic manner described by
Bohumil Hrabal in his “Tender Barbarian”), Milan Knižak, the “beer” enterprises of
Škola Križownicka, Eugene Brikcius, Tamás Szentjóby, ironic actions of László
Lakner with the book by Lukács as well as the action “Leninplatzprojection” by
Krzysztof Wodiczko, the works of subREAL group (Draculaland) or Łódź Kaliska ,
or the IRWIN group’s events which contested the avant-garde utopias (The Mystery
of the Black Square).
The circumstances foster these kinds of attitudes, because again we fall victim to
history despite our impression of being its master as one may conclude from our
participation in the unfinished Iraqi War.
Nowadays we tend towards “supernational” structures – as Kroutvor has put
it in the epilogue of the mentioned text – to United Europe, to which East–
Central Europe now belongs. […] But, united Europe existed before – it was
East-Central Europe in the time of the Habsburg Monarchy, whatever our
opinion is.9
The above conclusion does not resemble calling forth a ghost of the past or
resentment; it is simply a statement that something had existed before, with all its
8
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pros and cons. Indeed, in the context of a bureaucratized and progressively divided
United Europe, the history of the Habsburg Empire comes to mind. And it proves
that the particular history of this part of Europe is not finished yet.
Piotr Bernatowicz (transl. by Eliza Bernatowicz, proofreading by Jonathan Skinner)
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Martin Puchner
Poetry of the Revolution. Marx, Manifestos, and the Avant-Gardes
Princeton University Press 2006, 315 pp.
The genre of the manifesto belongs to the key elements of avant-garde textuality.
As such, the manifesto has received considerable attention in recent avant-garde
research. Many articles, chapters in general studies on the avant-garde, several
collections of essays, monographs and annotated anthologies have been devoted
to the manifesto in the past decades. Martin Puchner’s book on the avant-garde
manifesto is a latecomer in this context, published some ten years after a wave of
Manifestantismus struck in particular continental European avant-garde research.
As in the case of any late arrival, the main question is self-evidently: what adds
Puchner to already existing literature? The answer must be rather ambivalent.
Puchner’s book definitely fills a lacuna in the Anglophone historiography of the
avant-garde. Although some anthologies with avant-garde manifestos have been
published in English in the past years, most studies on the manifesto were
published in German and French.
Here, Puchner’s book makes continental European research available to an
Anglophone readership by reproducing the main topoi of studies on the avantgarde manifesto published in the past decades, like the interrelation and friction
between the political and aesthetic in the manifesto, the formative effects of the
manifesto on its authors and readers as a very specific textual medium, and last
but not least concerning aspects of performativity. The pivotal role that Puchner
attributes to the Communist Manifesto in the genesis of the avant-garde genre of
the manifesto repeats basically suggestions first made by Claude Abastado in his
preface of a special issue of the post-1945 review Littérature on the manifesto,
published in 1980, in which the manifesto as literary genre is reflected. In its
discussion of the Communist Manifesto Puchner’s book differs from other studies
on the manifesto in the context of research on the aesthetic avant-garde by
summarizing extensively elder social and political-historical research on Marx,
Engels and their manifesto.
On the whole, Puchner’s book is, hence, a comprehensive survey of previous
work by others, despite its claim to be “brilliantly original” (according to an
advertorial blurb on the cover of the book, authorised by Marjorie Perloff). One
might see this claim as a common element of the advertorial superlativistic
rhetoric that garnish American publications – and ignore it. And it might be
laudable that the Austrian Puchner acts as a cultural intermediary and translating
interpreter, as someone who makes research published in German and French
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accesible to a linguistically impeded and limited Anglophone readership with
little knowledge of other languages. However, less laudable is the partly sloppy
and inaccurate, partly otherwise rather problematic way, in which Puchner
(mis)represents and suppresses previous research accomplished by others (and
himself!) or forgets to credit other researchers for the research they did and
Puchner obviously appropriated for his own book.
This dimension of Puchner book is obvious, if one just takes a careful look at
his bibliographic references. The bibliography of Poetry of the Revolution is
simply incomplete, not only because Puchner apparently missed certain titles,
but also because he ‘forgot’ to include them.
Of course, blanket coverage of existing literature cannot be expected of any
author, but if, for example, the futurist manifesto receives broad coverage, as in
this book, it can only be regarded as a deficiency, when previous monographs on
the subject are ignored or at least: not mentioned. Apart from smaller articles,
Puchner misses substantial monographs like Jean-Pierre A. de Villers’s Le
Premier manifeste du futurisme (Édition de l’Université: Ottawa, 1986) and
Friedrich Wilhelm Malsch’s Künstlermanifeste. Studien zu einem Aspekt moderner
Kunst am Beispiel des italienischen Futurismus (Verlag und Datenbank für
Geisteswissenschaften: Weimar, 1997). Likewise, Puchner critisizes Peter
Bürger as a theoretician of the avant-garde, who apparently ignored the special
relevance of the manifesto genre, although Bürger devoted a large section of his
book Der französische Surrealismus (Athenäum: Frankfurt/Main, 1971) to the
manifesto – through references in books, which Puchner did consult.
Puchner might have ‘missed’ Villers, Malsch and Bürger, but he seems to
‘forget’ other titles partly due to sloppiness, partly in a rather deliberate way – it
seems. An example of the first type of forgetfulness is the fact that Puchner forgot
to include a reference to the afore-mentioned preface by Claude Abastado,
mentioned by Puchner as an important orientation : “I am able to build on the
pioneering work of Claude Abastado and Marjorie Perloff, who first moved the
art manifesto as genre into the center of attention” (p. 71). Abastado is not
included, however, in Puchner’s bibliography, at least not in his bibliography in
Poetry of the Revolution.
There are, though, more missing references – significant references. Seven
years ago, Puchner published an article in a collection of essays edited by
Dietrich Scheunemann, European Avant-Garde. New Perspectives, published by
Rodopi (Amsterdam/Atlanta) as volume 15 of the series Avant-Garde Critical
Studies. Puchner’s article, “Screeching Voices: Avant-Garde Manifestos in the
Cabaret”, contained already several elements of his recent book and – what is
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more – his article indicates the sources of many of these elements in his notes
and bibliography (of course: common academic practice, basically no subject for
discussion). Here, in ‘Screeching Voices’, Abastado was actually not only
mentioned in Puchner’s text, but also listed in his bibliography. Besides, the
article includes references to another volume of essays: “Die ganze Welt ist eine
Manifestation”. Die europäische Avantgarde und ihre Manifeste, edited by
Wolfgang Asholt and Walter Fähnders (Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft:
Darmstadt, 1997).
In ‘Screeching Voices’, six years before his Poetry of the Revolution, Puchner’s
references to this book relate among others to issues concerning the political
dimension of the manifesto and aspects of performativity, which Puchner
presents in the introduction of Poetry of the Revolution (pp. 4–5) as new insights
and perspectives of his own. For some odd reason any reference to “Die ganze
Welt ist eine Manifestation” misses in the notes and bibliography of Poetry of the
Revolution. And not only the references to this book are missing. In Poetry of the
Revolution, also a clear reference is missing to the article “Screeching Voices”
(although there is a vague hint at this article in the acknowledgements). Here
Puchner thanks Rodopi for the permission to recycle his article, yet without any
bibliographic data, unlike some other previous publications by himself, which
are included in the bibliography of the book. Apparently, Puchner saw no
necessity to inform the readers of Poetry of the Revolution about his preceding
article. Of course, Puchner might have the right to suppress the title of his own
article (whether his other publisher, Rodopi, likes the omission, is certainly a
different matter). But in the same move, he also suppresses literature he used in
the article, which he recycled in his book.
Apart from this problematic procedure, in which credits for other
researchers are turned under the carpet, the question rises here: why are these
references missing in Poetry of the Revolution?
Several scenario’s seem possible. Did Puchner decide on hindsight not to use
this apparently irrelevant studies? Crass sloppiness might be another possibility.
The fact that Puchner mentions Abastado in his main text, but somehow omits a
bibliographic reference could point in this direction.
Another reason might be that these omited references are part of an attempt
to construct and inscribe the book in another, local and therefore maybe more
rewarding research tradition. As quoted before, Puchner refers ostentatiously to
Marjorie Perloff as a major orientation. Although Perloff is not completely
absent in the late twentieth-century European research literature on the
manifesto, and although her book The Futurist Moment (1986) is undoubtedly a
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very inseminal publication on futurism and the avant-garde, her reflections in
The Futurist Moment in the chapter “Violence and Precision. The Manifesto as
Art Form” did not play a substantial role in the German and French written
research on the manifesto of the late twentieth century. They did neither in
Puchner’s article “Screeching Voices”. Looking at the bibliographic references
of this article, Puchner still stands in the European research tradition and shows
even an unmistakenly critical distance towards Perloff. No praise for Perloff
only, as in his recent book. Apparently, Puchner changed his opinion – and why
shouldn’t he? “Notre tête est ronde pour permettre à la pensée de changer de
direction”, as Francis Picabia wrote in 1922.
Reason for this change of mind is most likely that Puchner decided to
position his book in an American tradition and place it in the context of the
study of modernism instead of in the framework of European avant-garde
studies, to which also Scheunemann’s book belongs. Puchner lives in the United
States, so: who can put him in the wrong for that? “Wes’ Brot ich ess’, des’ Lied
ich sing’” – is an old German popular dictum. Two other recent publications
mentioned by Puchner as precursors of his own book, Janet Lyon’s Manifestoes.
Provocations of the Modern (Cornell: Ithaca 1999) and Luca Somigli’s
Legitimizing the Artist: Manifest Writing and European Modernism (University of
Toronto Press 2003) also place the manifesto in this modernist framework.
In his introduction Puchner, indeed, inscribes his book in an assumedly
primarily American tradition of research on the manifesto, according to Puchner
pioneered by Marjorie Perloff (p. 4). This becomes obvious in a footnote to the
introduction. After his praise for Perloff and mentioning of Lyon and Somigli
(Abastado is only mentioned later in the book), Puchner places the following
footnote (pp. 263–4):
The recent interest in manifestos extends to European scholarship,
including a collection of manifestos edited by Wolfgang Asholt and Walter
Fähnders, Manifeste und Proklamationen der europäischen Avantgarde
(1919–1938) (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1995). A recent study of the historical
avant-garde and its manifestos by Hanno Ehrlicher, Die Kunst der
Zerstörung: Gewaltphantasien und Manifestationspraktiken europäischer
Avantgarden (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2001), unfortunately has come to
my attention too late to be substantially integrated in the present book,
even though there are many common areas of interest as well as
methodological differences among our projects.
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This remark gives a hilarious misrepresentation of the actual research situation,
when Puchner writes that “recent interest in manifestos extends to European
scholarship”. The suggestion that American research also fanned out to Europe
can only be seen as a carnival mirror distorting true proportions, since there
cannot be any doubt whatsoever that research on the manifesto was mainly an
European affair in previous decades.
In this context, Puchner’s remark leads to another problem. Whereas
Puchner suggests complete coverage of previous research by pointing at
“European scholarship” as well, Puchner does the opposite. There can be little
doubt that he suppresses at this point consciously the previously mentioned
collection of essays on the manifesto edited by Asholt and Fähnders, “Die ganze
Welt ist eine Manifestation”. How else can one explain the fact that he mentions
their anthology of manifestos, but ‘forgets’ their essay collection, which he still
used extensively a few years ago? (And which is available in the library of
Puchner’s employer, Columbia University in New York, unlike the anthology, in
case Puchner does not possess a private copy of the essay collection).
The fact that Puchner in Poetry of the Revolution does not mention “Die ganze
Welt ist eine Manifestation” does fit in his policy to upgrade American
modernism research as the essential hot spot of manifesto studies. By
suppressing the title he suppresses research by some dozen European scholars,
who were drawing on the research of many more European scholars (and just a
few Americans).
However, Puchner does not only reduce the role European avant-garde
research in the study of the manifesto, he also disposes of rivaling researchers. By
forgetting about “Die ganze Welt ist eine Manifestation” (and other titles), Puchner
can also skip the fact that this and other essay collections contain information,
data and reflections, which he prefers to present as his own observations and
findings or at least not as the findings of another scholar. For questions
concerning the performativity of the manifesto, for example, Puchner drew in his
article “Screeching Voices” still quite extensively on a contribution by another
Austrian scholar, Birgit Wagner, in“Die ganze Welt ist eine Manifestation”. In
Poetry of the Revolution, Birgit Wagner has vanished together with “Die ganze
Welt ist eine Manifestation” – and Puchner can present reflections on the
performativity of the manifesto as his own domain. Who reads German scholarly
books in Anglophone academia, if not in English translation? So – why mention
Wagner’s discussion of the possibilities to apply Austin’s concept of
performativity to the manifesto, if you are doing the same, but now in English?
Since Puchner argues almost the same as Wagner did in “Die ganze Welt ist eine
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Manifestation”, a reference to Wagner would have necessitated an in-depth,
detailed discussion of her approach and the advantages of the different approach
by Puchner. By avoiding any reference to her, Puchner can argue without
inconvenient detours to research, which his average reader will never miss or
discover. Unlike the book by Hanno Ehrlicher, who was never mentioned before
by Puchner, Puchner could hardly deny in Poetry of the Revolution that he just
missed “Die ganze Welt ist eine Manifestation”, which he extensively quoted and
discussed in “Screeching voices”, with the apparent result that this and other
titles seems to have been brushed under the carpet.
A detailed discussion of other, previous research could have been interesting
for some specialists in the field, but would have prevented Puchner’s book to be
“the authoratative history and elegant reinterpretation of the manifest form”, as
another blurb on the cover of Poetry of the Revolution claims. Puchner dediced
for authorative elegancy instead.
Besides, such a discussion would have undermined yet another claim on the
cover of Puchner’s book: “Few scholars have sustained a close and equal
attention to the historical and formal trajectories of both the political manifesto
and the aesthetic manifesto.” – In fact quite a lot scholars did so in the past
decades. A discussion of the outcome of their research would have shown that
Poetry of the Revolution places some new accents, but offers first of all an Englishwritten inventory of research and reflection previously published in particular in
French and German. Now, the uninformed reader might be happy to have an
elegant rough guide to the manifesto, unhindered by complicating discussions on
the square milimeter (or inch – to keep to U.S. standards). Some others might
wonder whether Puchner will devote his next book to the performativity of
Pierre Ménard.
Hubert van den Berg
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Dietrich Scheunemann (ed.)
Avant-Garde/ Neo-Avant-Garde
Amsterdam/New York: Rodopi, Avant-Garde Critical Studies 17, 2005, 346 pp.
David Hopkins (ed.)
Neo-Avant-Garde
Amsterdam/New York: Rodopi, Avant-Garde Critical Studies 20, 2006, 454 pp.
The Dutch editorial company Rodopi has issued the series Avant-Garde Critical
Studies since 1987, and to date has published 21 books and anthologies on the
subject. Here, one can find a main international source of avant-garde research;
nowhere else is an interest in the avant-garde assembled in a similar way. This is
impressive, especially since the quality is always very high and the information
and themes reflect the actual interest and orientation of the research. For
example, one might mention important volumes such as The Invention of Politics
in the European Avant-Garde (1906–1940) 2005, and Der Blick wom
Wolkenkratzer 2000. For an avant-garde researcher, though, there is one
problem: if the quality is high, so is the price. The series is intended to be sold to
libraries and institutions, not to individuals. This is a difficulty when it comes to
availability, but here in Tromsø we are lucky, since the university library has a
subscription.
Lately, two anthologies have been published on the same subject: Dietrich
Scheunemann’s Avant-Garde/ Neo-Avant-Garde (No. 17) and David Hopkins’
Neo-Avant-Garde (No. 20), both having their roots in conferences held in
Edinburgh and organized by Scheunemann. His sudden death has sadly put an
end to this prolific research group, which has already – besides these two books –
collected its research in two anthologies: European avant-garde (No. 15, 2002)
and a forthcoming volume on avant-garde and film. All four books have their
origin and driving force in an effort to redefine the notion of “avant-garde”, an
attempt to distance themselves from the all-too-exclusive theory of the grand old
man of avant-garde studies, Peter Bürger, and his Theorie der Avantgarde 1974
(which Anglo-Americans tend to read in translation: Theory of the Avant-Garde
was not published until ten years later). The problem with Bürger’s theory is not
simply that he historicizes only those avant-garde groups that fit within his
Marxism and Critical theory-influenced analysis, but also the fact that he
dismisses the neo-avant-gardes that started in the 1950s, a gesture that seems
completely ridiculous today when we have acknowledged avant-garde activities
from the 1950s to the 1970s. Today, we live in a period that exists
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chronologically after the breakdown of the notion of art, a breakdown for which
these neo-avant-gardes were largely responsible. Bürger’s statement therefore
functions like a red rag to a bull, the latter comprising all the researchers of the
avant-garde who followed in his wake, yet at the same time his original and
fundamental book cannot be dismissed. The only way out of this dilemma is
therefore to nuance his theory, which is what major renewals of avant-garde
theory have done, for example those of Hal Foster and Benjamin Buchloch, and
which is also the aim of these two books.
The first of the books – Avant-Garde/ Neo-Avant-Garde – is devoted to the
relationship between the “historical avant-garde” (the famous and, it seems,
unavoidable notion coined by Bürger) and the post-war avant-garde of the 1950s
and 1960s.1 This study is inspired by Hal Foster’s critique of Bürger, since
Foster shows that the historical avant-gardes are understandable only through the
restaging of their ideas by the neo-avant-gardes – a process that Foster, using a
term from Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan, calls Nachträglichkeit.2 The only
true understanding of the historical avant-garde actually occurred during the tidal
wave of avant-garde activities in the 1950s onwards. Foster convincingly shows
that the object of Bürger’s study is actually the “inauthentic” neo-avant-garde and
not the historical avant-garde, whose goals he loved to dismiss as a failure. While
the authenticity of any avant-garde may be disputed, their existence cannot, a fact
that is mapped out in abundance in this book.
The first article is written by Dietrich Scheunemann himself and is an
introductory overview of the avant-garde movements of the twentieth century,
with its focal point in collage and montage. He starts with a criticism of the
remarkable confusion between the three notions of “modernism”, “avant-garde”
and “postmodernism”, and as one example he discusses Fredric Jameson’s
conflation of avant-garde and post-modernism. The main goal of his study,
though, is to undo the “single unifying intention” of Bürger’s theory, by showing
both the heterogeneity and similarities of the avant-gardes. This text works very
well as an introduction to a book on the subject, but the author may be criticized
for a tendency to generalize that sometimes arouses an urge in the reader to
check out the veracity of various statements: did Picasso really make the first
1

I missed having biographies of the authors, since this would have been useful in providing
information about their past and future research, but most of them are also featured in volume
two, where this information is available.
2
Nachträglichkeit is a notion that describes the observation that a trauma can be understood
only at a later, post-traumatic moment, and not when it is suddenly provoked.
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collage in the history of painting (p. 24)? Well, I doubt it, and it is always possible
to find an exception to such a statement; and was Gertrude Stein in 1914 “the
first of a significant number of writers who made the new genre of oral poetry an
important part of the avant-garde’s poetic production” (p. 27)? Well, she might
have been, but orality has always been a main feature of poetry: Velimir
Khlebnikov met Vladimir Mayakovsky in 1912, after which he created poems
according to zaum (invented by Alexei Kruchenykh),3 in the same year as
Marinetti published his Parole in liberta. In an attack on Bürger, Scheunemann
explains that the photomontage of Dada was complex in the beginning, and that
it was only when John Heartfield (a.k.a. Helmut Herzfeld) and others became
political at the end of the 1920s that it turned less complex. Everyone who had
the opportunity of seeing the restaging of the most important exhibitions in art
history at the exhibition Stationen der Moderne in Martin-Gropius-Bau in Berlin
1988–1989 knows that this is not true: a quick glimpse at the photo in the
catalogue from the first Dada exhibition of 1920 (p. 160) suffices to see that the
Dadaists actually sometimes made simple photomontages, even at this time.
These, together with a number of other, somewhat misleading statements and
generalisations,4 do not, however, reduce the value of the article, which functions
as an interesting overview of the volume.
This section – “theorising the avant-garde” – continues with Rhys W.
Williams’ analysis of the importance of the mainly forgotten academic Wilhelm
Worringer to the historical avant-garde. Worringer’s dissertation – Abstraktion
und Einfühlung. Ein Beitrag zur Stilpsychologie 1906/1907 – is something as
unusual as a bestseller in Academia, a book which had an overwhelming impact
on the early avant-garde and shaped its interest in primitive art and the
understanding of this as “a necessary response to overwhelming forces”: an idea
that fitted modern man perfectly, lost as he was in the big city. The article thus
contributes to the uncovering of the hidden sources of the avant-garde. Next,
Hubert van den Berg discusses the historiographic distinction between the
historical avant-garde and the neo-avant-garde in an article that proceeds ad
fontes in an exemplary way. Instead of taking the notion of “neo-avant-garde” for
granted, Berg goes back to the books written by representatives of the historic
avant-gardes during the 1960s, since these books were mainly published in
response to the new avant-gardes, where the old Dadaists – in an effort to stand
3

Khlebnikov is spelt Xlebnikov in the second volume, a fact that seems to indicate a change
in the transcription system for Russian in the UK.
4
One may also assume that the somewhat unfinished character of this article is a consequence
of Dietrich Scheunemann’s unexpected and extremely regrettable death.
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out as original – attacked Neo-Dada.5 This attack later legitimized Bürger’s
assault on the neo-avant-garde per se. This clearly shows how Dadaists like Raoul
Hausmann and Hans Richter in the 1960s came to steer, and still steer, the
understanding of the post-war avant-gardes, since the choice of the prefix “neo”
was pejorative in itself, implying as it does that the followers have copied an
initial and original idea. Berg therefore concludes with the following thoughtprovoking question: “Why not simply describe the temporal aspect in temporal
terms, for example by speaking of avant-garde movements before and after the
Second World War?” (p. 73).
The section that follows discusses the autonomy of art. Michael White starts
off with an article on De Stijl, where he shows how Theo van Doesburg defends
the rationality of abstraction in an essay by constructing a post-rationalized
causality behind his Composition 16. Doesburg prints eight studies of a girl in the
studio in the essay, but after the first four sketches, where the girl can still be
discerned, there is a sudden break into abstraction and thereafter it is no longer
clear whether this is still the same motif. White makes it clear that Doesburg
constructed (in every meaning) the sequence backwards, to clear himself from
accusations of non-rationality and “mechanization of the spirit” (p. 86). White’s
point is that if one removes the notion of “originality” from the idea of “avantgarde”, the border between modernism and avant-garde collapse and it may be
possible to see the avant-garde for what it really is. David Hopkins follows up
with an article on how the neo-avant-garde, in their adaptation of the ideas of the
earlier avant-gardistes, came so near to fulfilling them that Marcel Duchamp
became worried. However, in contrast to Hausmann and Richter, he did not
attack the neo-avant-garde with a rewritten history; instead he rewrote the
history by creating a collection of editioned readymades. When he turned the
readymade into an object of art in the 1910s he revolutionized the art world
(even though it was the originality of the artist – the signature – that he was
attacking and not the institution of art, as Bürger thought). The idea was to turn a
mass-produced object into art, but during the 1960s, when the neo-avant-garde
developed their thoughts further – Yves Klein’s Monochrome blue series, for
example, and Andy Warhol’s silk screens – Duchamp made handicraft replicas of
his readymades in his Boîtes en valises 1964. This radically turned the clock back
once more, and put Duchamp – according to Hopkins – far ahead of his neoavant-garde competitors. This clearly shows the continuity and interchange
5

Günther Berghaus points out that the Dadaists themselves wanted to start Neo-Dada in the
1950s, in Neo-Avant-Garde (p. 93), which further explains their hatred when this initiative was
“stolen” from them.
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between the pre- and post-war avant-gardes. Ben Highmore continues with an
interesting analysis of Ad Reinhardt’s attack on the notion of avant-garde,
stemming from deep scepticism towards the anti-art of the avant-garde, which
during the 1960s immediately became commodities in galleries and museums.
In order to avoid this fate he started to ‘paint it black’ from 1960 until his death
in 1967 and became a living ambiguity when someone tried to interview him, in
a similar way to Bob Dylan. His behaviour put an effective end to the
commoditization of art, especially since he used a sensitive paint that could not
withstand touch, making his paintings somewhat risky as objects of investment.
Highmore concludes that Reinhardt’s lack of interest in the identification of the
avant-garde was precisely the menace of commoditization.6
The next section is dedicated to “the alchemy of the word”, i.e. experimental
poetry such as that of Dada and the concrete poets. Keith Aspley commences
with an article on the “verbal chemistry” of surrealism, and its influence on the
Concrete poetry of the 1960s, or at least this is the declared intention of the
article. He discusses several poems by surrealists in an experimental vein and
also visual poetry such as the Bildgedicht of Guillaume Apollinaire and his
followers, before jumping to similar examples of concrete poetry, to conclude
with an assumed cross-fertilization from surrealism (p. 145). The discussion of
every poem is interesting enough, but the overall impression of the article is that
it consists basically of a discussion of stochastically compiled poems. There is no
doubt that surrealism was one of the grand cross-fertilizing powers of the 1960s,
but in the case of concrete poetry, mainly as a tradition against which to revolt.
For the concrete poets, the automatism of surrealism seemed a mere exercise in
technique and many, if not all of them – even though they might have started out
as surrealists, as was the case with Öyvind Fahlström – distanced themselves
forcefully from surrealism. The ideals of the two movements were totally
different,7 so if one wants to show that surrealism had anything at all to do with
concrete poetry it is not enough to collect some vaguely similar visual poems.
Compared to this, Anna Katharina Schaffner’s article on “language dissection” in
Dada, concrete and digital poetry is a revelation, since she shows the strength of
the method of following a theme through history, thereby clarifying the
similarities and differences in close proximity to the material. She shows both
6

An alternative answer might be that artists usually do not identify with (huge) critical
notions like “modernism” and “avant-garde”, but want to coin their own -ism or even antiism in the name of originality.
7
See for example Anna Katharine Schaffner’s two articles in these anthologies, especially the
one in Neo-Avant-Garde, p. 100.
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the continuity and the discontinuity between these three avant-gardes, which
follow on from each other in three different periods of the history of avant-garde.
Schaffner discusses how the experimental poetry of Dada took one of its most
advanced forms in Raul Hausmann’s “fmsbw”, where the signification of the
letters has been totally broken down into a poem that does not mean anything.
This was a general tendency for Dada, where “Letters invade pictures, and
language discovers its graphic and pictorial features” (p. 155), a perfect example
of the cross-aesthetic urge that is so characteristic of the avant-garde. When
Schaffner comes to the concrete poets – from whoms she selects the Austrian
movement – she shows how the letters again have meaning, but in this case it is
not so much their signification as their visuality that signifies. This is a tendency
that is taken to its extreme in the digital poetry of, amongst others, Miekal And
and Takaumi Furuhashi, where the letters form words that are made to change, a
change that turns into dance: the poems are really performed. In an article on
American Language Poetry, Jacob Edmond discusses the problem of how to
define the difference between avant-garde and modernism in an American
context. His main protagonists in this discussion are Bürger and Arthur Danto
who, for Edmond, exemplify the European and the American tradition.8 Edmond
concludes that Language Poetry uses modernist aesthetics with an avant-garde
intention, by which means it places itself between both of these currents. To me
this seems a plausible explanation of the difficulty in placing the movement in the
aesthetics of modernity.
The following section discusses “Body Arts” and these generally interesting
articles deal with performance, with the body at the centre of attention. Günter
Berghaus analyses continuity and new departures in Neo-Futurism, compared
with (Italian) Futurism. Performance was one of the main inventions of the
avant-garde during the twentieth century, in itself a fascinating subject, but also –
sometimes – revolting, as for example Berghaus’ main example: Stelarc. His selfmutilating acts thematize the making of the body into a machine, from the first
spectacular performances when he was hung by hooks from or above different
monuments to the overtaking of the control of the body by computer
interactivity from the audience: from the body with hurting organs to the “body
without organs” of Deleuze (and Žižek). With Stelarc, the avant-garde turned full
circle and came back to its futurist roots at the beginning of the twentieth
8

He should have made a distinction between the German and American tradition instead,
though, since Bürger – even though he is the starting point for all discussions – does not
signify the same as every and all European significations of avant-garde, cf. my article on this
subject in this issue of Nordlit, pp. 21–44.
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century. Olga Taxidou continues to discuss the body in the theatre of the avantgarde, but now in a discussion of the mechanized body and the fascination for
the robot in early avant-garde theatre. She shows the parallels between the
directors Edward Gordon Craig and Vsevelod Meyerhold in their use of
marionettes and puppets as an ideal for the actor, along the lines of Romanticism
and von Kleist, amongst others. Antonin Artaud and his théatre de cruauté
“mechanized” the human body through its total Einfühlung with the role, while
these two directors realize it in the opposite way: they make the actor into a
robot through no choice of his own. Uta Felten writes about the fragmentation of
the body in a short and – it appears – interesting article about Spanish surrealism
and García Lorca, but since the citations are in Spanish I have to leave it at that.
Film and Architecture is the theme of the next section, containing
introductions to a wide variety of genres and movements. David Macrae
describes the films of Andy Warhol within the tradition of the historical avantgarde, represented amongst others by Fernand Léger’s Le Ballet Mécanique
(1924). Warhol is placed in the structural film tradition and his “awareness of
space and time as an immediate conceptual experience” (p. 264) is discussed.
Gérard Leblanc analyses the Cinéthetique group and Dziga Vertov group in France
during the 1970s and how they felt that film should affect all social practices for
the individuals involved, where any “form of separation between art and life is
violently refuted” (p. 278). Richard Williams puts forward the question of the
possibility of architecture being avant-garde and comes to the conclusion that –
in the case of “Non-Plan” – it may be said to have been so in theory, i.e. as
proposed ideas for projects, but not in practice. As is well known, most avantgarde architecture remained a blueprint, since capital was necessary in order to
realize the buildings – a fact that makes the revolt hard to accomplish.
The final section deals with genre-crossing, beginning with Jennifer Valcke’s
polemic against Bürger’s understanding of collage and montage. According to
Valcke, Bürger equates the two without any reflection on their different means
and methods, since montage in relation to collage springs from film media.
According to Scheunemann, one needs to consider the use of the technique of
montage, based on fragmentation and multi-perspective space, in order to
understand avant-garde film and photomontage. Tania Ørum discusses the
Experimental Art School in Copenhagen during the 1960s and their use of
newly-developed technology. Their ideas were heavily influenced by the new
gurus of technology, such as “Marshall McLuhan, cybernetics, information
theory and thermodynamics” (p. 313). Their main tool was the little magazine ta’
(take), which was published in eight issues in 1967–68. Here, one encounters a
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prolific discussion about these new devices; amongst others, the Swedish avantgardist and critic Torsten Ekbom published a profound analysis of new media.
However Ørum also concludes, significantly, that the avant-garde were rarely
fascinated by the technology as such but by the possibilities brought about for the
creation of new art. Finally, Klaus Beekman studies the theories of two Dutch
film critics – Constant van Wessem and Lidy van Marissing – dating from before
and after the Second World War respectively, and their different reactions to the
same phenomena. According to van Wessem, the essence of film is rhythm, while
for van Marissing it is the potential for realism in a Brechtian sense. Van
Wessem felt a need to legitimate his position towards film (as we have seen was
the case with van Doesburg in relation to abstract art), while van Marissing can
rely on film as an established media after the war, and therefore perceives the
experimental montage technique as one of its prime movers.
*
The second anthology, Neo-Avant-Garde, is edited by David Hopkins, with the
intention of mapping out the post-war avant-gardes in their own right. It is the
result of a conference in Edinburgh 2005 and many of the authors are the same
as in the first volume, which really makes these two books appear like two
sections of the same subject. Where the previous anthology established stable
ground for the relationship between the historical avant-garde and the neo-avantgarde, the authors here continues to circle in the subject. This book has an
introduction by David Hopkins, which is worth the cost of the book in itself. He
describes the subject of the book in a thorough and interesting fashion, without
steering away from all the problems that might arise from such an analysis, at the
same time enumerating all the theorists and theories that do not accept the neoavant-garde as a “true” and “authentic” avant-garde – theories that are opposed
to this book. The article is refreshingly well written, and as such an exemplary
introduction, furnishing the reader with a strong curiosity for what will follow.
This is all the more delightful since the first article in the initial section, “Art
and life”, is written by the same author – the editor himself – and treats the neoavant-garde as an ironical reflection of the historical avant-garde, rather than as
an inauthentic repetition, as Peter Bürger claimed. Hopkins discusses the
American art critic Clement Greenberg’s formalism versus the avant-gardism of
Marcel Duchamp in a sort of follow-up to the article in the previous volume. His
main example, though, is Robert Morris’ Metered bulb from 1963, which should
be understood as an (ironic) metaphor for the sublation of art and life. Anyone
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with the slightest interest in modern art in general, and Duchamp in particular,
should read David Hopkins’ two articles. Mark Silverberg follows up with an
article on the process-oriented art of the avant-garde, where the American poet
of the New York School, Frank O’Hara, functions as an example of the avantgarde mixing of art and life, in a way that supports Hopkins’ idea of the irony of
the neo-avant-garde. O’Hara mixes person and persona in his poems, which
creates a great intimacy with the reader, at the same time as it becomes very clear
that this is nothing but a text: he is “a poet who refuses to settle on ‘art’ or ‘life’
but persistently works in the ‘open’ gap between the two” (p. 45). Anna Dezeuze
concentrates on the Neo-Dada movement, which was contemporary with
O’Hara and included junk in sculptures and collages. “Neo-dada artists
introduced a performativity and temporality which allowed an exploration of the
experience of the subject in capitalism, as a contingent and changing process” (p.
66). These three articles dig deep into the problem of the neo-avant-garde, at the
same time as providing many answers and solutions to the question about what
such an avant-garde really is.
The next section treats the cross-aesthetics of the avant-garde, with three
equally interesting articles. Günter Berghaus continues the thread about NeoDada, but from the perspective of performance (thereby complementing his
earlier article on Neo-Futurism). He describes the roots of Neo-Dada in the
post-war US, and how parallel movements developed in Japan (Gutai) and
Europe (New Realism) more or less simultaneously. He concludes that Peter
Bürger was mistaken in not realizing how anti-commercial the art of Neo-Dada
was, since it is – almost – impossible to recuperate happenings and performances
in museums. Anna Katharina Schaffner continues this critique in her thorough
and thought-provoking article on Concrete poetry, where she claims that Bürger
did not understand the neo-avant-garde, especially not their use of theories in
their attempts to get to grips with the relations between art and life, art and
institution. The conclusion is a brilliant reassessment of the neo-avant-garde,
which I am sure will continue to resonate while we are mapping out the avantgarde in years to come. R. Bruce Elder rounds off this section with an analysis of
structural film (an article that functions in complement to David Macrae’s text in
the first anthology), where he discusses an essay by P. Adams Sitney 1969, which
has been taken as a kind of definition of structural film, a definition that has
encountered a lot of criticism. The responses have mainly focused on Sitney’s
understanding of “shape”, but here Elder shows how the use of shape in the films
actually has much in common with minimalism, fully in accordance with the
observation of the “minimal content” of Sitney’s films.
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The following section relates to this issue of Nordlit, since its theme is
“Centres/peripheries”. The first article by Tania Ørum sheds light on Danish
minimal art of the 1960s. She takes as her point of departure a critique of the
notion of “neo-avant-garde” put forward by Hubert van den Berg in the previous
volume, and concludes that pre- and post-war avant-garde is a better description
(something on which several other authors in this volume agree). Minimalism is
always thought of as an American invention, but Ørum turns this into an
observation that it rather results from American parochialism, something she
demonstrates convincingly in her study of how Danish minimal art developed
parallel to the American variant, and not out of it.9 This is especially evident from
the fact that those in Denmark had a direct connection with Russian
constructivism, a movement that became known somewhat later in the US, even
though it had obvious similarities with Minimalism and/or Minimal art. With
scientific accuracy, solidity and thorough knowledge, Claus Clüver in the next
article describes the Brazilian avant-garde and points out the neglect of LatinAmerican avant-gardes that persists in the European “myopic” avant-garde
research. This neglect is even worse when it comes to Brazil, since here it has a
double effect: in the rare case that an interest actually exists, it usually concerns
the Spanish avant-gardes of Latin-America, which leaves Portuguese-speaking
Brazil even more secluded. Clüver shows the Brazilian avant-garde’s
“cannibalism” of the European tradition in their search for something uniquely
Brazilian and in his discussion he touches on all the aesthetic genres of the neoavant-garde, his main examples being concrete poetry, music and painting.
Richard J. Williams follows up the Brazilian line with an article on architecture,
an art-form especially connected to this country. Williams directs his interest,
though, not towards the architects of Brazil – Oscar Niemayer and Lúcio Costa –
but to the parallel political movement with its “aesthetics of poverty”. He shows
how the parallel movement Arte povera in Italy had interesting similarities with
the architectural movement in Brazil, i.e. both produced socio-politically aware
art that used poor materials and techniques to show the conditions of the
deprived: in Italy, because it was an undeveloped country; in Brazil, because it
was a country trying to rid itself of colonialism.
The section on “‘High’/‘Low’” starts with an article on the radio works of Robert
Desnos and Philippe Soupault, by Keith Aspley, with interesting descriptions of
their radio plays and series before the war – in the case of Desnos, who died in a
9

Tania Ørum writes on p. 150, though, that local avant-garde movements are rarely more
than copies of the centre, which I must regard as a slip of the pen, since she so convincingly
demonstrates the opposite in her article.
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concentration camp – and after the war – in the case of Soupault, who was a
refugee during the war. Aspley shows how the division of ‘high’ and ‘low’ still
matters in radio terms, at the same time as the border has effectively been erased
by the medium. As far as I can tell from the descriptions, though, it seems as
though Desnos and Soupault both made primarily popular programmes that
bore no relation to the avant-garde at all (and anyway, surrealism after the 1920s
seems to be nothing more than mere repetition), which makes the discussion
about avant-gardism in the article somewhat superfluous. This is all the more
conspicuous since the citations on this subject are often not reflected in the text
itself, and sometimes even contradict the argument.10 Aspley is without doubt a
great narrator of surrealism and it is a pity therefore that the avant-garde
discourse is superimposed on an otherwise interesting and well-written article.
This section is concluded by Ben Highmore with an article on “post-avantgarde”, where he continues his reflections on “other” avant-garde traditions from
the first book, this time using Richard Hamilton as an example. Highmore shows
– in a similar vein to Hopkins – that researchers who criticize Hamilton (and
Pop Art in general) have not properly understood his subversion, which works
through irony and humour. Pop Art is not inauthentic, as Peter Bürger and
Fredric Jameson think, but an art that reflects, and reflects upon, the conditions
of society in late modernity. Highmore’s analysis is all the more sharp, since he
reads Bürger on his own premises and shows that neo-avant-garde art in general
does not address false consciousness in a Marxian sense but the cynical
reasoning of late capitalism.
The section about body and gender introduces a rather new theme in
research on the neo-avant-garde (even though feminism and gender have been
discussed in relation to surrealism before, by e.g. Susan Rubin Suleiman.
Subversive Intent: Gender, Politics, and the Avant-Garde 1990). Katharine
Swarbrick’s article continues the discussion of Pop Art. She offers an analysis of
Marisol Escobar, whose geometric figures have been described as naif and
compared to folk art by art critics, very probably because she was a female artist.
Swarbrick shows instead, using Lacanian terminology, that Escobar uncovers the
fact that the only thing left for modern man today is the body and its auto-erotic
jouissance, and through this that Escobar actually has a ‘subversive intent’. In a
similar way, Gavin Butt shows how Joe Brainard with a “queer seriousness”
10

For example, in the case where a citation about the “poetical avant-garde” states that –
besides being poetical – it is violent and grotesque, Aspley subsequently concludes: “Soupault
regarded himself primarily as a poet” (p. 235), without attempting to exemplify any violence
or grotesquerie in his œuvre.
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undermines art with humour (humour rightly seems to be a defining sign for the
neo-avant-garde in this anthology), and how he confusingly involves the audience
in his art, since it has no “appropriate response”. The viewer is left by
him/herself, viewing Brainard’s pictures, since there is no way to figure out how
to react. This is relevant to his series about the comic figure Nancy, where one
does not know whether to feel pity or to laugh; this is especially true of a cover of
ARTnews from 1968. Brainard – at the same moment as neo-avant-garde became
deadly serious – ridicules it by painting Nancy on different postcards of avantgarde art. By doing this he shows the commoditization of art in late modernity:
As I see Nancy ‘drowning’ under the skeins of Pollock’s dripped and
splattered paint I am encouraged to take the fate of both Nancy and the
avant-garde seriously – albeit in a queer, light-hearted way – and to
reflect affectionately on their respective fate. Poor Nancy. Poor old
avant-garde. (p. 294)
The following section treats the subject of “discourse/politics” and starts with an
article by Michael Corris on conceptual art. He takes as his point of departure
the process-based practices of the avant-garde, for which he specifies that this
does not need to result in a work of art or an object at all, which is an undeniably
promising start for an article on this subject. Corris is actually an insider, since
he took part in the movement during the 1970s and thus has a close knowledge
of their methods and practices. He puts forward the suggestion that the notions
of “artist” and “beholder” no longer make sense since the attack of the neoavant-gardes. Frances Stracey discusses the supposed politicization of the French
Situationist movement, following the break between the “Nashists” and the
“Debordists” in 1962, and demonstrates convincingly that Guy Debord,
amongst others in the catalogue for the exhibition “Destruktion RSG-6” held in
Odense in 1963, is still taking his stand in both political and aesthetic terms. In
this respect he demonstrates that despite the political dead end of 1968, there is
still room for manoeuvre for Situationism today, which explains the increasing
interest in this movement.
From the revolution of Situationism, the next section leads us to the
“dissemination” of the avant-garde. Friedrich W. Block discusses the collection
“movens”, published by Franz Mon in 1960. This poetry collection was the
prime target of Hans Magnus Enzenberger’s attack on the avant-garde, especially
Concrete poetry, in his article “Die Aporien der Avantgarde” of 1962. Block
demonstrates forcefully that Enzenberger and other political writers were
mistaken when it comes to the “revolution” of the neo-avant-gardes; Mon, for
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example, never declared his book to be part of any avant-gardist project. Instead,
it was an example of the sublation of art and life, in the same way as Carlfriedrich
Claus’s project of realizing “life as experiment”. The notions of avant-garde and
neo-avant-garde are, according to Block, too wide, which makes them
inappropriate for a description of art movements in modernity. Martin Puchner
continues with an interesting analysis of the development of the manifesto
tradition of the avant-garde, which he traces to the present.11 He starts with a
demarcation against the notion of neo-avant-garde as inappropriate, since this
implies repetition and since the heterogeneity of the avant-gardes is lost, which is
reminiscent of the arguments of Hubert van den Berg in the earlier anthology.
Puchner discusses the development of TDR (The Drama Review. The Journal of
Performance Studies), from its start as a high-school journal in the 1950s; its
transformation into a manifesto writing journal during the 1960s; and how in the
1970s it became a documentation of avant-gardes. This is an interesting study of
the rise and fall of a little magazine, which – despite the definition of little
magazines – still exists today as a theoretical journal, where the manifestos no
longer concern society but the development of avant-garde theories on
performance and theatre appear in TDR.
The final section treats theoretical approaches to the avant-garde, with the
first article by Hubert van den Berg on the relations towards nature and ecology
in the avant-garde. He shows that the common assumption that the avant-garde
is anti-nature simply does not hold good, since – even though an anti-natural
stance is to be found in some avant-gardes – the majority of avant-gardistes have
a deep relation to nature and some even represent an ecological attitude. The
article is impressively well structured and explores the subject in a veritable tour
de force, making it clear that the study of avant-garde has to be carried out in
archives close to the sources. The researcher has to act, like van den Berg, as the
“caffeine of Europe”-an archive. Martin J. C. Dixon takes his point of departure
in a remark by Peter Bürger, where he says that for the first time in the case of
the avant-garde “aesthetic means [are] recognized as such” (p. 391). Dixon puts
forward the question of whether technique can be the focal point between the
historical avant-garde and the neo-avant-garde. The neo-avant-garde actually
places the same emphasis on the sublimation of art and life, but their focus is
11

Martin Puchner begins in media res with the declaration that “[t]heories of the death of the
avant-garde are not difficult to come by these days”, a statement which seems out of place,
since these treaties were not very hard to find in those days, i.e. the 1960s, but these days I
doubt it is easy to find them. These two anthologies prove the opposite: avant-garde studies
have not been so prolific for a long time.
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more closely on Being itself: “What is needed is a return to the lived experience of
a thing as an individual” (p. 395). Dixon’s main example is John Cage and his
writings on nothingness, where the structure is the main subject of Cage’s study.
The last article by Dafydd Jones threatens Dada, but instead of an archival tour
de force this article is rather theoretical, without many examples from the avantgarde itself. It is an interesting study of “repetition, trauma and deferred
completion of the avant-garde”, but I am not sure to what extent these devices
are convincingly shown to be primarily avant-garde, instead of just aesthetic
devices in general, since the anchorage in the avant-garde lies in the theoretical
‘avant-garde’ and not in the concrete praxis of the aesthetic avant-gardes. The
article as such consists primarily of a folding and unfolding of arguments,
without presenting concrete results.
*
All in all, one has to conclude that these two books, which really should be
regarded as two volumes fuelled by a shared urge to analyse the neo-avant-garde,
are a manifestation of the cultural contribution from Rodopi, who has published
this series for so long.12 I am by now even more convinced, having read two of
the anthologies from start to finish, that the series functions, if not as an
encyclopaedia, then as a lexicon of the avant-garde. Here one can find articles on
all the different historical avant-gardes and neo-avant-gardes, as well as all the
aesthetic genres they explore, which is an achievement in itself. I have not seen as
many analyses of other arts aside from literature before in any study of the avantgardes: pictorial art, performance, film and theatre are all discussed and put into
context in relation to the aim of the Gesamtkunstwerk that defines the avantgarde. The common theme in both anthologies is a revolt against the doyen of
avant-garde research, Peter Bürger, but it would have been a good idea to bring
together a lot of this critique in the introductions (there is only one, in the second
volume), since the arguing gets slightly repetitive.13 After these two books, one
can safely state that we have now left behind Bürger’s all-too-sweeping statements
about the neo-avant-gardes, and instead of citing him for what he is absolutely

12

A list of all the books in the series should have been printed in the anthologies, though,
since this would have been helpful for future reference.
13
Peter Bürger seems to have got under the skin of avant-garde researchers to such an extent
that the authors sometimes tend to write that the neo-avant-garde reacted to or against his
theory: slightly anachronistically, especially as the English translation was published in 1984
when the avant-garde had long gone.
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not – a theoretician of the neo-avant-garde – we can rather use him for what he
is. Through these two anthologies, especially the second one, which David
Hopkins has edited thoroughly and meticulously, the research on and
understanding of the avant-garde has taken a significant step forward.
Per Bäckström
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Theorizing the Avant-Garde. Modernism, Expressionism, and the Problem of
Postmodernity
Cambridge University Press, 1999 , 325 pp
Once upon a time, let’s say two decades ago, the concept and phenomenon of the
“avant-garde” seemed to carry such a heavy historical and ideological burden
that practicing artists and writers tended to shy away from the denomination.
The very idea of a vanguard, of a forerunner heading towards a future utopia and
a future readership, seemed too naive, too much aligned with evolutionary
models of history or simplified conceptions of artistic and political progress, to
fit in with the then prevalent postmodernist take on things.
Admittedly, the forms, the methods, and the critique of bourgeois society
pursued by the (so-called) historical avant-garde could sometimes be recharged
and reframed as postmodern issues avant la lettre. No one wanted, for example,
to loose the possibility of putting the name of Duchamp on the agenda. But, the
A-word as such was often bracketed, and to a certain extent it seemed like the
attack on the (so-called) neo-avantgarde of the 1960s, staged by critics such as
Hans Magnus Enzensberger and Peter Bürger, had had an effect. To a similar
extent, this effect could also be felt in the critical discourse and in the academic
community, who tended to repeat the artist’s gesture, and retreat from this field
of combat and military metaphors – of course, as always, with certain more or
less brilliant exceptions.
However, things were soon to change. And the change can be discerned from
different viewpoints. My own Swedish perspective must take into account a
sudden burst of interest in the poetic avant-garde of the 1960s, which was
materialized among literary critics and poets (in the art community the
chronology is different) in the years preceding the new millennium. A couple of
years before that, Hal Foster had published his book The Return of the Real. The
Avant-Garde at the End of the Century (1996), which levelled criticism against
Bürger’s judgement on the neo-avant-garde, while, at the same time paving the
way for the idea of an avant-garde tradition, by articulating the structural
conditions for the repetition of forms and methods employed by Futurism and
Dada. Any which way you look, this was a time of signs of change.
When reading Richard Murphy’s book, Theorizing the Avant-Garde.
Modernism, Expressionism, and the Problem of Postmodernity, today, a book that
was published in 1999, it is easy to historicize it as an example of this broader
attempt to re-read and re-evaluate the ideas as well as the practices of an avant-
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garde art. It is a study cloaked in the theoretical concepts and approaches of
“postmodernism”, and it takes the form of legitimating procedure, at least in
some respects. When today the avant-garde is being turned into the object of a
new historiographic practice, focused, for example, on the mapping of different
movements and networks, and on the discursive constructions of the avant-garde,
the building of such a theoretical model might seem a bit untimely.
On the other hand, the strength of Murphy’s book, seems to me to lie in this
immersion in a certain historical conjuncture. That is, its most productive
moments appear in its postmodern re-articulations of, not the least, a specific
movement within the general sea change of the arts in the early 20th century.
This movement is, as the title of the book declares, “expressionism” – one of
many fugitive and deceptive designations in the context of modern literature.
The noun can easily be transformed into an adjective and be applied on a lot of
art and literature. But what writers, and what works, should be incorporated in an
expressionist movement from the 1910s and 1920s, is more of an open question.
Of course we have the general criteria of subjective expressiveness, formulated
by Murphy as “the forceful expression of subjectivity which always constitutes
the essential and defining power behind their [the expressionists’] work” (89).
But this, on the other hand, seems too general a description to demarcate a
movement.
The starting point of Murphy’s study is a discussion of Peter Bürger’s
influential and much criticized study, Theorie der Avant-Garde (1974). Since
expressionism is not addressed in Bürger’s book, this is of course a touchstone
for Murphy, who also, immediately, declares, that the avant-garde is a “much
more ambiguous and heterogeneous phenomenon” (3) than what is suggested by
the German critic. But, even so, and even though criticism is launched towards
Bürger’s theory, his definition of the avant-garde as a critique of aestheticism as
well as an attempt to sublate the distinction between art and life, will be a
constant reference for Murphy. The model is without doubt modified and
revised, but one can ask if its foundation is really questioned.
The first chapter in Theorizing the Avant-Garde addresses, among other
things – and apart from Bürger – the difficult issue of idelogy critique, and the
so-called Expressionismusdebatte from the 1930s, which included participants
such as Walter Benjamin, Georg Lukacs, and Ernst Bloch; a debate that had, as
Murphy writes, a lasting influence on the thinking on ideology, realism, and
representation during the last century. Murphy is also emphasizing, in this
introductory section, two formal characteristics of the avant-garde text, as he sees
it, which is its use of non-organic forms – most prominently, montage – a feature
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that is, of course, emphasized by Bürger as well – and its deconstruction of the
notion of subjectivity, manifested both at the level of “characterization” and on
the level of “dramatic structure” in the texts under consideration.
Most important is, however, the attempt to revise Bürger’s thinking on
avant-garde art’s relation to life and everyday reality. With Murphy this issue is
rephrased as an epistemological and ideological critique of the patterns
regulating everyday life in a bourgeois society, and he summarizes his standpoint
in the following way: “Thus the avant-garde text becomes a kind of ’oppositional
discourse’ which defamiliarizes the values and conventions projected by the
institution of art, and which exposes the epistemological and ideological bases
beneath the construction of both the bourgeois world and the realist text” (47).
This idea of an oppositional or counter-discourse will be important in the
study, and the latter observation, that the avant-garde text must be contrasted on
almost all points with the realist text, is its close companion. Also the modernist
text differs from the avant-garde text, especially in that the former tend to
recuperate tensions or contradictions in bourgeois society, through an
aesthetically elaborated form that “fits” with the new political and social
conditions of modernity – i.e. it is a recuperation through aestheticism.
However, these contrasts between the avant-garde, on the one hand, and
modernism and realism, on the other, are not – even though pertinent and to the
point on several occasions – completely convincing all the times they are being
elaborated.
For example, a somewhat simplified view of realism is established now and
then; especially if one is to include an author such as Flaubert in this context. In
the chapter on Alfred Döblin’s innovative prose forms, and its status as a
“counter-discourse”, Murphy attributes to the realist text a predilection for
diegesis. And this might be true – especially if one reads Balzac. But, as Sara
Danius has shown in her recent study on Flaubert (The Prose of The World,
2006), the traits that are here connected with the avant-garde text – the
dissolution of a stable narratorial perspective, the autonomization of sensual
experience as pure showing – can also be found in the Flaubertian realist text.
And when Murphy develops this discussion by turning to the Kinostil, the
cinematic writing, of Döblin, the parallel seems even stronger, since the “close
up, focusing metonymically upon the synechdochic details of the action itself”
(118), could just as well be a description of Flaubert’s very specific images in
Madame Bovary or L’Education sentimentale, following Danius’ analysis.
There are also other instances where the description of realism seems
problematic – and I would even say that the concept tends to be under-theorized,
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or at least undifferentiated, which makes it an easy target in the procedure of
heightening the innovative and oppositional force of the avant-garde text, as it is
conceived here.
After having focused the differences between avant-garde, realism, and
modernism, after having characterized the counter-discourse of the avant-garde,
and after having analyzed such key expressionist writers as Döblin and Gottfried
Benn in this setting, Murphy devotes three chapters to different aspects of
expressionism. One chapter on “the poetics of hysteria”, which deals with the
relationship between expressionist drama and the melodramatic imagination;
one on Kafka, and more particularly on his best known story, “The
Metamorphosis”; and, finally, one on expressionism and silent film. These
chapters are, from my viewpoint at least, the greatest benefit of Murphy’s book.
For me, as a critic who has not concerned himself much with expressionist
drama, for example, they contain several sharp observations and illuminating
moments.
Sometimes, though, I shrink back from the implications of Murphy’s model
of the avant-garde. The questions-marks pop up in the margin, and settles there
as bobbing red buoys. Is the emphasis on subjective expressiveness in the
expressionist works he studies really consistent with the alleged deconstruction
of the subject in these writings? Is it not the case that the recurrent references in
expressionist poetry and essays to an essence (to Geist, for example) erode the
idea of this text as an open-ended chain of signifiers? (Murphy addresses this
question explicitly, but I am not fully convinced by his argument.) Does really the
anti-realism, and the questioning of bourgeois values in expressionist stories and
plays, imply a critique of the institution of art of the same stature as the
Duchampian readymade or similar in(ter)ventions in the 1910s and 1920s? Is
Kafka on a par with Dada (in this respect)? And even if I have to pose this
questions, I find Muprhy’s readings in these chapters both fascinating and
intriguing.
The concluding chapter of the book summarizes the key observations made
earlier – some of them have, by now, been repeated many times – and it also
contains the puzzle of relating the avant-garde to postmodernism. Murphy
compares the defining traits of the avant-garde, that have been disclosed so far, to
the usual suspects of postmodernism – parody / pastiche (Linda Hutcheon),
simulation (Baudrillard), the sublime (i.e. Lyotard’s reading of the Kantian
sublime). And the verdict is – guilty. More surprisingly, there is also room for
Habermas in this game. The avant-garde’s defamiliarizing aesthetic strategies
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and its counter-discourse is here in sync with Habermas’ view of modernity as an
ongoing critical project.
Sometimes the comparisons and the attempts at tracking correspondences
seem a bit labored. And I cannot avoid hesitating in front of some observations
here either – for example, in a passage where a short discussion of community
and the avant-garde comes up. Is the issue of community only relevant for a more
naive avant-garde, as Murphy seems to suggest (279)? Can not community be
something more than a utopian idea in this context? Can it not be considered as
the consequence turned into condition for a set of aesthetic practices that came
to question the idea of a solitary artist as the ultimate source of the work of art,
and that instead came to introduce and explore collective ensembles and
networks of different kinds?
Or – is it maybe a gap, a significant difference between expressionism and
Dada that surfaces here? And is then Murphy’s book maybe to be read as an
elaborate attempt – and sometimes a very ingenious one at that – to stretch
Bürger’s model of the avant-garde just enough to fit expressionism into the
scheme as well?
To some extent, Theorizing the Avant-Garde comes out as a reminder of the
pitfalls always involved in the construction of theoretical models of historical
practices – and, as a reminder of the corresponding benefits of historicizing and
taking the material conditions of art into account and under scrutiny. The
constant threat in the book, of modernism, realism, and the avant-garde being
hypostasized, is telling in this regard. On the other hand, the insistent
postmodernization of the avant-garde, and of expressionism, and vice versa, does
have an effect. Murphy might very well (have) change(d) the ways we approach
the floating archive of expressionism, and he has definitely opened up some of its
texts to be read anew, in productive and surprising ways.
Jesper Olsson
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Dafydd Jones (ed.)
Dada Culture. Critical Texts on the Avant-Garde
Amsterdam/New York: Rodopi, Avant-Garde Critical Studies 18, 2006, 327 pp.
The Rodopi series Avant-Garde Critical Studies not only publishes books on
neo-avant-garde but also studies of diverse aspects of the avant-garde in general.1
This new volume (no. 18), for example, is entirely dedicated to one of the most
far-reaching avant-gardes in history, namely Dada. Although one cannot on the
whole claim that a new book on Dada fills a gap, given that an enormous amount
of research has been published over the years, nevertheless every contribution
presenting a new and clear view on the subject is welcome. In this book the focus
is on the contemporary (theoretical) engagement with Dada, in an effort to show
the actuality of the movement itself. Given the subtitle “Critical Texts on the
Avant-Garde”, however, it becomes relevant to note the problem inherent in
such a formulation: a book on Dada contains critical texts on one avant-garde,
but not on the avant-garde, a fact that is all the more conspicuous since David
Cunningham points out in the concluding article that the expression “the avantgarde” is a post-war phenomenon (p. 272). However, the two excellent final
articles point in many ways far beyond Dada, towards a rewritten theory of the
avant-garde (which makes these articles alone worth the price of this volume); the
preceding comment is therefore focused on the overall ambition of the volume,
rather than the individual articles in themselves.
Dafydd Jones’ introduction takes as its starting point the fact that Vladimir
Lenin lived close to Cabaret Voltaire in Zürich, a fact that Jones allows to colour
the whole introduction, which accordingly may be said to represent the view of
the Other. It is clear that the criticism from Lenin about a revolution in vain is
offered resistance by the revolution of laughter, which was Dada’s, but in the
light of Ernst Bloch’s criticism of George Lukács’ totalitarian tendencies
(discussed in Joel Freeman’s article) I am not convinced that this way of
introducing Dada is successful. As we all know, it was not the avant-garde that
won this fight, and Dada’s counterparts in Russia (a.k.a. the Soviet Union) were
instead sent to the Gulag and their œuvre scattered all over the country. The
introduction is interesting, though, especially concerning the subject of the book:
Dada. The concluding remark contra Lenin before the presentation of the

1

I have read this volume in conjunction with the two volumes on neo-avant-garde that are
reviewed earlier in this issue of Nordlit (no. 21), and I therefore take this opportunity to make
some general comments on the impression of all three books at the end of this review.
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articles in the second half of the introduction, is also to the point: “revolution
without a goal can still be revolution with effect” (p. 20).
The first section is dedicated to “Manifestos and Evenings at the Cabaret
Voltaire”, with the first article by Cornelius Partsch on Dada performance as
ritual. The ritual aspect of the Dada happening seems to be a fruitful approach,
especially if one bears in mind Hugo Ball’s description of his performance of
“Karawane”, where he found the “metre” for the reading when he turned to the
rhythm of the Orthodox liturgy. Partsch concentrates on the noisier part of the
soirées, though, which he sees as a cleaning-out of everyday life expectations:
Noise, irrevocably inscribed in power relations, temporarily cleans the
slate by establishing disorder, the absence of all meaning. At the same
time, it provides the perceptual and somatic conditions for previously
unheard signals. (p. 53)
In this way the Dada performance becomes part of the re-enchantment and remystification of everyday life. John Wall and Dafydd Jones continue with an
article on “The Body of the Voice”, where they interconnect language and body,
their main example being Tristan Tzara’s – and Dada’s – use of the “arse” as a
subversive force. Their point of departure is the problem constituted by the
material body in philosophy, and how some philosophers, such as Peter
Sloterdijk, have tried to think beyond this problem by ‘incorporating’ the body
into their thinking. Dada performance can thus be thought of as a corporal
strategy against all high values, art being one of them. Language is nothing but a
control system, and therefore pure noise, and lexemes without meaning
constituted Dada’s onomatopoetic of the body. As Tzara puts it: “Dada is
working with all its might towards the universal installation of the idiot” (p. 81).
The second section also concerns the language of Dada, but now in a more
direct way, with a primary focus on printed but fragmented word experiments.
T. J. Demos begins with an article on “The Language of ‘Expatriation’”, where he
discusses Marcel Duchamp’s experimentation with English in the process of
learning the language:
the encounter with a different language posed an opportunity for
Duchamp to dwell with pleasure in language as pure material otherness,
to actively dislodge it from its normal instrumentalised or expressive
functions. (p. 97)
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From the word-games of Duchamp, Anna Katharina Schaffner takes the reader
to Dada “Assaulting the Order of Signs”. With Jean Baudrillard she sees the
language experiments of Dada as an attack on the “code” itself as the only
possible way to resist and deconstruct the established order of “the bourgeois
Begriffswelt and all that comes with it: convention, agreement and social
consensus, hierarchies and power structures, the ‘Weltbild in der Sprache’ […]
and the possibility of stable meaning” (p. 119). Schaffner here extends her
interesting and thorough investigation from the two previously-reviewed Rodopi
books on the neo-avant-garde to an extremely interesting consideration of the
possibility that the attack on language put forward by the avant-garde might be
the sole available political means of changing society today. She thereby
convincingly refutes all efforts to make the avant-garde a failure (as in Peter
Bürger’s infamous dictum), and instead defines them as the only “theoreticians”
to analyse society correctly in the twentieth century.
The next section treats “Dada Siegt!”, and Martin Ignatius Gaughan
commences with an investigation of “Dada’s anti-humanist humanism”, where
he associates the view of the technological modernization of Futurism with
Dada. Gaughan discusses how Dada artists, in their paintings of war victims,
illustrate how the prosthesis had become a common sight in post-war Germany
and compares this with Ford’s “dehumanized” car production. Ford, in an
infamous statement, declared that his factory would not need whole human
beings, but could use people without legs or arms, etc. Curt Germundson
continues with an article on Kurt Schwitters and his relation to both tradition
and avant-garde, where he clearly shows how Bürger’s theory about the inorganic
art of the avant-garde misses the point when it comes to Schwitters, who may be
said to transform the tradition from his roots in Romanticism. Schwitters
created an art form that he called autonomous; it did not detach itself from
society (as Bürger thinks), but instead “was meant as a space expanding what
constitutes community” (p. 177).
This section is followed by a section on “Thinkers on Stage”. This is a
dubious title, considering the two interesting articles included, which both
examine the changing roles of two of the most extreme avant-gardistes ever –
Johannes Baader and Arthur Cravan – without much relation to the title of the
section. Stephen C. Foster focuses on Ober-Dada himself and how Baader’s
different roles “were designed to provide the artist with highly self-conscious,
theoretical approaches in their use” (p. 189). One of the first roles was the recreation of Christ, where the aspect of the artist as creator was taken literally.
Foster seems to consider Baader as a modernist, though, since he begins his
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essay with a statement about modernism and without once mentioning the
notion of “avant-garde”. Dafydd Jones continues with the investigation of the
boxer poet Arthur Cravan, who disappeared in the Caribbean Sea in 1918,
probably having committed suicide. Jones discusses Cravan’s problematic
personality (was he just somebody who could not drink alcohol without ending
up in fights, the kind of person nowadays labelled a hooligan?) with the help of
different theories, mainly those of Deleuze and Guttari. Despite the relevance of
the article, though, I wonder whether one really ought to place such significance
on the memoirs from the 1980s of his wife Mina Loy, or whether one shouldn’t
rather try to demythicize Cravan – in Roland Barthes’ meaning of the word – to
shed light upon his true value for an understanding of the avant-garde in general.
Despite this objection concerning the trustworthiness of the source, the article in
itself is very interesting in its theoretical investigation of this “hooligan” of the
avant-garde.
The concluding section, with two truly outstanding articles, examines
“Philosophy, Theory and the Avant-Garde”. Here there is an attempt to read the
avant-garde in comparison with contemporary philosophers and thinkers who
developed together with or in parallel with the avant-garde, such as Ernst Bloch and
Walter Benjamin, instead of thinkers like Theodor W. Adorno, for example, who
understood neither jazz nor avant-garde. Both Bloch and Benjamin were closely
related to the avant-garde, which makes their theories especially suitable for an
understanding of the phenomenon. In a reading of Hugo Ball set against Ernst
Bloch, Joel Freeman points “toward an ontology of the avant-garde” (as the
subtitle read). By this means he is able to show how Dada was guided by a
philosophical system that was never explicitly codified, but which may be
deduced from the many analogies with the thinking of Ernst Bloch and his
ontology grounded in the “not-yet-being”. This “not-yet-being” is the basis of
everyday society, as well as the concrete Utopian urge inherent in all human
beings, as a result of a common experience of lack. Bloch was particularly aware
of the despotic trait in the thinking of Lukács, based as it was on Marxism. His
alternative consisted of this concrete ontology as a reaction against the
totalitarianism inherent in all abstract Utopias: “In a sense, concrete Utopia is
understood as the ethical substrate to everyday life, the glue which provides for
the possibility of community” (p. 250). This extremely interesting and
enlightening text is followed by an article on Marcel Duchamp (the ghost
hovering over all three of these Rodopi books, it seems) by David Cunningham,
where Duchamp is lifted down from the throne upon which Peter Bürger and
theoreticians of post-modernism placed him and is instead taken as an example
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of the avant-garde to which he belonged. Cunningham sees the avant-garde as a
“certain repetition of the non-identical” (p. 263). He uses this argument in an
attack on all the misreadings of Duchamp’s œuvre, including efforts on the part of
post-modernism to make him one of their proto-ancestors, where they detach
him (and others) from the avant-garde and thereafter declare the “death of the
avant-garde”. Cunningham also declares the importance of analysing what the
avant-garde is now, since an understanding of past avant-gardes is per definition
a secondary goal:
we should return our attention to the primary (and ineliminable)
meaning of “avant-garde” as that of a present demand made by, and
upon, objects or practices, in a properly historico-temporal sense. All
concrete manifestations of avant-garde-ness practically inscribe a
response to and a repetition of the question: what is avant-garde now?
(pp. 273–274)
These two articles are theoretical investigations into the nature of the avantgarde, exposing misinterpretations and misreadings in clear-cut discussions of
the problems of these misreadings and how to solve them. The footnotes of
Cunningham’s article deserve to be framed and hung on the office wall in their
own right, since he simultaneously points the way forward and further
investigates problems concerning the reception of the avant-garde. I’ll say it
again: buy this book – these two texts alone transform it from a (huge)
economical effort to a treat. As a sort of bonus, the book ends with a
complementary bibliography of literature on Dada published from 1994 to 2005,
with a short introduction by Timothy Shipe, including a number of main sources
from the Internet, in contrast to earlier bibliographies.
All in all, this is a book to delight in, with its variety of articles on Dada. It
would have been useful to have an Index, though, to make it even easier to use
the encyclopædic qualities of this anthology. I should also like future volumes to
be more ‘German’ in their accuracy – and this goes for all three books from
Rodopi that I have reviewed in this issue of Nordlit (No. 21).2 In spite of these
small criticisms, the series Avant-Garde Critical Studies appears to be an arena
2

In its present essayistic state, only direct citations are supplied with references (and sometimes
not even these). Other facts are stated without the slightest hint of where they have been
taken from, and literature discussed in the footnotes is not included in the bibliography.
References are not only required for the purposes of control, but – primarily – for other
researchers to dig into, to obtain more information on a subject. Judging by these three books,
at least, this is a definite shortcoming in the Rodopi series.
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where the main debate on avant-garde is taking place, carried out by the most
talented researchers in the field. With its two concluding articles Dada Culture.
Critical Texts on the Avant-Garde actually indicates a future route for an analysis
of the avant-garde, a future that justifies the volume’s subtitle. In its totality the
work represents a major contribution to the understanding of Dada, as well as
the implications this movement has for us today and for the art scene in general.
Per Bäckström
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Eric Robertson
Arp: Painter, Poet, Sculptor
Yale University Press, 2006
One whom some were certainly following was one working
and certainly was one bringing something out of himself and
was one who had been all his living had been one having
something coming out of him.
Something had been coming out of him, certainly it had
been coming out of him, certainly it was something, certainly
it had been coming out of him and it had a meaning, a
charming meaning, a solid meaning, a struggling meaning, a
clear meaning.1
Gertrude Stein

Gertrude Stein’s 1909 extended textual portrait of Picasso at once tries to
capture the artist anew, as he has never been rendered before, and resists closure
and flatness of meaning. It is multi-faceted, cubist, repetitive but never static,
trying to arrive at the essence of the artist, but acknowledging the slipperiness of
its objective. In writing a portrait, biography or monograph, the author’s
challenge is to apprehend a subject and to distil the themes and techniques of
his/her life and work, but without reducing that person to a one-dimensional
outline. This is especially difficult when the figure is well-known, or at least when
some aspect or aspects of that figure are well-known. It is a challenge that Eric
Robertson not only faces, but relishes, in Arp: Painter, Poet, Sculptor (Yale
University Press, 2006). When he writes that Arp, “seems to have fostered his
multiple identity with a quite deliberate disregard for the biographer’s task” (p.
3), it is in a spirit of admiration rather than complaint.
Jean or Hans Arp (1996–1966) is an acknowledged twentieth-century great;
part of the Western fine art canon. He was a founding member of Dada, went on
to work within Surrealism, and continued to produce innovative artworks long
after the demise of those infamous movements. He was a Constructivist, a
member of Cercle et Carré, and a contributor to Abstraction-Création. His later
work has been described in relation to Minimalist and Concrete Art contexts.
He was married to, and collaborated extensively with, the Swiss artist Sophie
Taeuber. Arguably best known as a painter and as a sculptor, he was also an
experimental and innovative poet, who wrote both in French and in German. He
was extraordinarily prolific. Arp is known for one of these aspects, or several of
these aspects, or even many, depending on the perspective or the background
1

Extract from “Picasso” by Gertrude Stein, Camera Work, New York, August 1912.
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from which his portrait is sketched or written. With these phrases, fragments,
and reputations, we angle in on the figure Arp, but nevertheless remain unaware
of many of the dimensions to his work.
Eric Robertson’s study tries to bring all these fragments of reputation together:
not to streamline or reduce them, but rather to get at all of them, to get at “a
charming meaning, a solid meaning, a struggling meaning, a clear meaning”, to
use one of Stein’s phrases. He does not over-emphasize obscurity or undue
neglect for his subject, but he does point out a particular paucity of scholarship
in English, as well as highlighting those aspects of Arp’s eclectic output that have
received less insight, less of a gaze. Rather than take apart scholarship in different
areas, destroy existing perceptions, or downplay the various contexts in which
Arp’s work is known, he builds on and forges links between these contexts.
Intersections, crossovers, connections, junctions: these are key elements in Arp
the book, as in Arp’s oeuvre. For the first time, here is a study that includes each
major aspect of Arp’s work, his painting, poetry and sculpture and which,
moreover, is driven by their meeting-points. This approach, this making of
connections, highlights the lacunae in Arp scholarship and convinces the reader
from the start that there is plenty to discover about the richness of his
productions. It is in this highly constructive way that Robertson demonstrates
that ubiquity and staccato truisms do not equate to profound understanding, but
rather to fragments, whose potential is enriched when they are brought together.
This joined-up approach to scholarship makes its impact felt in a number of
ways, each of which can be appropriately prefixed “cross”. To begin with, the
study is cross-disciplinary. Few would argue that Arp is still better-known as a
painter and sculptor than as a poet, even as he is revered by Dada scholars for his
early role in Dada and for his poetic innovations within that movement and
within Surrealism. The considerable emphasis this book placed on Arp’s poetic
work is a welcome intervention, then, given that scholarly work is most lacking
and most limited in this area. This negligence has not just to do with Arp, but is
part of a broader issue. An all-too widespread dismissal of Dada poetry as
nonsensical and nihilist has consigned not only Arp’s literature, but Dada
literature in general to profound misunderstandings, outside of avant-garde
studies. Robertson restores an emphasis on Arp’s poetry, embedding it not only
within literary studies but also as one element within a multidisciplinary body of
work, across a period of time. So, for instance, in considering anti-rationalism as
a theme, he draws not only on Arp’s later more overt statements (essays from the
1940s and 1950s), but also to an anti-rationalism implicit in earlier poetic
manifestations, and in addition to their relationship with fine art, pointing for
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example to Arp’s “treatment of text as a fluid, multi-referential, and even abstract
medium to be arranged into patterns like different colours and shapes on a
canvas” (p. 6).
Already it is clear that an emphasis on literature does not undermine Arp’s
work in collage, painting, woodcuts and sculpture. In the first chapter, for
example, Robertson considers the role of chance both in Arp’s early papiers collés
and slightly later biomorphic forms, turning then to poetic texts, and looking at
the role of chance in, and across, each. Chapter three, though predominantly
focused on sculpture, takes concretion and morphology as thematic concerns
that span sculpture and poetry. And in chapter four, Robertson highlights Arp’s
reliefs, delving into the crossovers between two-dimensionality and threedimensionality, the framed and unframed, the object as painting and the object
as sculpture. Again, these insights come full circle, to consider the place of
materials across Arp’s oeuvre: his use not just of paint but of pencil, of canvas
and of paper, of shapes and of words.
A second “cross” action is the book’s cross-geographical approach, which
takes Arp’s name as a point of departure. Born in Alsace, Arp used both Jean and
Hans, this double choice demonstrating a fluidity and lack of fixity in identity
and nationality. Cultural institutions have been selective – he is better known as
Jean in French-speaking contexts, and Hans in German-speaking contexts – but
nevertheless the multiplicity has been maintained. Arp can not be pinned down:
he still evades being only ‘a German poet’ or ‘a French sculptor’, and it is
precisely this resistance to categorisation that fascinates Robertson, who,
through Arp, interrogates the associations between name, place of birth,
historical events, geographical context and artistic practice. He asks questions
about the links between being in a place and production; between identity,
performativity and representation. He does not deny the impact of nationality,
but refutes its certainty and one-dimensionality, emphasising instead its
mutability and slipperiness.
Thirdly, and which is linked to geography, Robertson’s book undertakes a
sustained investigation into Arp’s use of languages, and the fact that he wrote in
both French and German. This point deserves its own consideration because the
question of language is not brushed aside, lightly referenced, or passed over, here,
but made central. It is not enough to state the novelty that ‘he spoke and wrote in
both’. Why, when and how did he choose to use each? It is a question of immense
interest and not only to modern linguists and theorists, since it also preoccupied
Arp. So, in chapter five, Robertson looks also into the translations that Arp made
of his own work, from both French to German and German to French,
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approaching them as renewed works in themselves, the products of a great deal
of conscious reflection on language, communication and expression. Once again,
the author’s observations are not limited to one category of Arp’s work (in this
case poetry). Robertson emphasises, too, Arp’s reworkings of collages as
processes which repudiate the aura of the art object. In his conclusions he comes
back to this “seemingly chronic compulsion to tamper with any work left in his
hands for long enough that he genuinely feared that it might acquire a state of
fixity” (p. 211), in this context also highlighting Arp’s dismissal of life’s work as
edifice.
Fourthly, Arp is cross-movement and runs counter to a too-strict linear
chronology. When reviewing the life and work of an artist involved in well-known
movements such as Dada or Surrealism, it is tempting to try to make the person
and the work fit neatly into the movement. Robertson’s approach refuses these
demands, pointing out that Arp “was intolerant of those groups which sought to
restrict their membership on the basis of narrowly defined stylistic grounds” (p.
5). Rather, he asks us to consider the stretchiness of the movement in question,
and the ways in which its terms are enhanced by the individual working within or
alongside it. So, there is no impetus to make Arp more distinctly Dada, or a core
Surrealist. Nor is there a hierarchy of importance in these labels, just as there is
none between painter, poet and sculptor. This refusal of boundaries is
maintained through the structure of the book, by its conceptual as opposed to
chronological approach, and above all by the fluidity of observations and
connections.
A comprehensive study of Arp was long overdue. The strength of this
publication is that whether the reader’s interest lies in the historical avant-garde
or the post-war avant-garde; fine art, the plastic arts or poetry; French- or
German-speaking contexts; he or she will find detailed and insightful material
that not only relates to that specialism, but which takes him or her beyond that
chronological or conceptual context. This crossing of categories is helpful in
breaking down hierarchies of interest more broadly. To take a related example:
Sophie Taeuber, too, has been recognised principally for her fine art from the
1930s onwards. That increasing recognition, in some geographical contexts at
least, means she can no longer be considered neglected, and yet many areas of her
work have been forgotten, where they simply do not fit existing frameworks.
Embroidery, tapestry, puppets and wooden heads, let alone dance, have scarcely
been admitted to the male-dominated Dada canon, and yet her work in these
areas feeds, and feeds off, Dada principles, and then again plays its part in the
realisation of later work. Equally, the work of each of these artists had an impact
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on the other, and the widening scholarship on Taeuber’s work – across all
disciplines and time periods – will benefit from this comprehensive study on
Arp.
If Arp were working as an artist or writer today, then he might well be
encouraged to settle on one profession or the other. Secondly, his gallery or
publisher would no doubt insist he select one name only, for P.R. and marketing
purposes. Meanwhile, the Arp scholar might be expected to produce an arthistorical book, or a study of poetry, making both marketing and library shelving
much easier. Robertson’s book instead revels in the boundlessness of Arp’s work,
raising questions both about the limits set on creativity in the arts by cultural
institutions, and those imposed on scholarly work by disciplines and
departments. Was Arp primarily a painter, poet or sculptor? Was he French,
German or honorary Swiss? Should the author be considered a literary theorist,
art historian, biographer or translation studies scholar? Which boxes should be
ticked on the funding forms? Arp is exemplary of what interdisciplinary
approaches can achieve, when the interests of multiple perspectives and
comprehensiveness are privileged over categorisations and restrictions.
Robertson begins the final chapter thus: “The notion of a life’s work as a
homogenous totality, constructed over a period of time from layer upon layer of
small but meaningful parts, all directed towards a common goal, is a conception
which, one suspects, Arp would have found entirely alien” (p. 209). In Arp, the
layers are present and the parts are present, but homogeneity and a common goal
are replaced by heterogeneity, multiplicity, and insightful connections. This
publication produces a portrait that respects and celebrates “one who had been
all his living had been one having something coming out of him”. Avoiding
reductionism, it embraces all aspects of Arp’s long, looping, creative career.
Ruth Hemus
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